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Abstract 

Arnold Schoenberg's music consistently invites criticism and analysis, much of 

which has used the tools of pitch-class set theory to focus on issues of structure and 

coherence rather than considerations of musical meaning. Because these approaches 

emphasize Schoenberg's break with tonality they fail to recognize the continuity of this 

repertory with its cultural and historical precursors, and thus minimize the extent to 

which we perceive Schoenberg as influenced by or in dialogue with earlier composers. 

Furthermore, because of their focus on pitch content, they tend to neglect the expressive 

potential of this music. 

 By approaching Schoenberg's music with the tools of musical topic theory, the 

connections between this music and its historical and cultural contexts can be 

demonstrated and issues of musical meaning can be explored. Part I: Historical 

Background explores the historical context necessary for the analysis of Schoenberg's 

music. Chapter 1 surveys the analytical trends applied to Schoenberg's music through 

their approach to musical meaning; Chapter 2 provides a literature review of topic theory, 

addresses critiques thereof, and explores issues pertaining to our understanding of new 

topics. 

 Part II: Analytical Approaches demonstrates four different applications of topical 

analysis. Chapter 3 considers the intersection of topics and leitmotiv in Schoenberg's 

Pelleas und Melisande to demonstrate how the topics and structure of the various 

leitmotivs convey and create associations between characters and ideas in the drama. 

Chapter 4 compares the use of the pianto and the chorale topic in all periods of 
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Schoenberg's career, arguing that their presence in the atonal and twelve-tone works is 

increasingly motivated by issues of program and text. Chapter 5 features an in-depth 

analysis of the second of the Three Piano Pieces, Op. 11, using the unfolding of the topics 

to create a narrative that accounts for the tonal and atonal elements in the piece. Chapter 

6 provides a lexicon of the topics in Schoenberg's atonal music which includes 

descriptions of the musical signifier and the cultural signifieds, multiple examples of the 

topic, and both earlier and later instances of similar passages from Schoenberg's work. 
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Introduction 
 

November 29, 1939: One very good joke I heard of his making in first-year 

composition class: it seems that while Mr. T.’s piece was being played, S. 

[Schoenberg] suddenly started to gallop up and down the room yelling, “Hiyo, 

Silver!” to indicate what it sounded like. Isn’t that terrible?”
1
 

 

This brief anecdote from Dika Newlin's memoirs depicts Schoenberg's highly engaged 

teaching style and his fondness for American popular culture, as well as his sensitivity to 

issues of musical meaning. Though we may never know any more about the student’s 

composition than this quite brief description, this anecdote demonstrates that Schoenberg 

was aware of the connection between musical signifiers and cultural signifieds.
2
 In this 

instance, a galloping rhythm, likely performed by a student at the piano, prompted the 

association (and necessitated the imitation!) of the Lone Ranger riding his trusty steed.
3
 

 Raymond Monelle has documented how the sound of a military trumpet call, 

which began as a signal used to impart information, was eventually moved off of the 

parade grounds and into the concert hall through its inclusion in operas and other concert 

music. Over time, these musical sounds came to signify more than just the military. 

Though the original signification was the iconic imitation of the military trumpet calls, 

the ultimate indexical signification is to those traits associated with the military such as 

                                                 
1    Dika Newlin, Schoenberg Remembered: Diaries and Recollections, 1938–1976 (New York: 

Pendragron Press, 1980), 145–146. 

2   Schoenberg’s fondness for American popular culture, especially including slang, is 

documented throughout Newlin’s book. Sabine Feisst discusses the same in Schoenberg’s New 

World: The American Years (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 114. 

3   Of course, the Lone Ranger’s theme comes from the Finale of Gioachino Rossini’s William 

Tell Overture, the “March of the Swiss Soldiers,” the title of which makes the military and 

masculine associations explicit. 
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heroism, courage, and manliness.
4
 These are certainly the traits meant to be conveyed by 

the Lone Ranger's theme.
5
 This combination of musical signifier and cultural signified, 

the relationship between which is mediated by a learned code, is known as a musical 

topic, and it is the musical topics in Schoenberg's music which form the focus of this 

dissertation. 

 The shift away from tonality at the beginning of the twentieth century prompted 

the creation of various analytical methods in the middle of the twentieth century in an 

attempt to explain how pitch relationships were determined in the absence of tonality. 

The result, however, was that these analytical technologies focused on pitch as the sole 

differentiator between tonal music and atonal music: analytical methods such as pitch-

class set analysis and twelve-tone row form identification highlighted the difference 

between atonal and serial music on one hand and tonal music on the other. The effect, 

especially in the case of Schoenberg, was to sever his music from its historical and 

cultural contexts; these analytical methods emphasized the discontinuities in pitch 

structure while neglecting the potential continuities of musical meaning and expression. 

 Musical meaning can be approached through musical topics which convey 

cultural associations, inform emotional responses, and operate in oppositional networks 

to generate musical narrative. Research on musical topics has shown that some of these 

musical signifiers have persisted for centuries, and it is my argument that they are 

operative in Schoenberg's music.  

                                                 
4 Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2006). 

5 Ron Rodman's book, Tuning In, explores just this kind of signification in the music of 

American narrative television. Rodman, Tuning In (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2010). 
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 In recent years, analysts have demonstrated that despite Schoenberg's move 

beyond tonality, his conflicted relationship with this aspect of his musical inheritance can 

be found in the faint (and sometimes not so faint) allusions to tonal thinking found 

throughout even his twelve-tone music. I argue that musical topics form a similar aspect 

of his musical inheritance, which results in their occasional conflicted use in 

Schoenberg's music. As the nineteenth century progressed into the twentieth, the same 

individualization of harmony that fostered non-tonal music was paralleled by an 

individualization of musical topics. In addition, the aesthetics of modernism and 

developing musical languages would prioritize and create new musical topics.   

 The title of my dissertation is a play on a well-known and influential article by 

Edward Cone, "Sound and Syntax: An Introduction to Schoenberg's Harmony," 

illustrative of the kind of mid-century analysis that prioritized the analysis of pitch 

structures over issues of musical meaning.
6
 By titling this project "Sound and Semantics" 

I intend to create an association with this earlier literature while making clear that 

musical meaning is my focus. 

 The first part of my dissertation provides the historical background and 

justification for the study of musical topics in early twentieth-century music. Chapter One 

summarizes the broad trends in the theoretical literature on Schoenberg’s music since the 

middle of the twentieth-century. I argue that the structural approaches taken by Forte and 

Babbitt, among others, sever Schoenberg’s music from its historical and cultural 

precursors. Drawing on a distinction made by Eco and elaborated by Monelle, I 

                                                 
6 Edward T. Cone, "Sound and Syntax: An Introduction to Schoenberg's Harmony,” 

Perspectives of New Music 13, no. 1 (Autumn-Winter, 1974): 21–40. 
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differentiate between analysis that demonstrates intra-work meaning (ratio difficilis) and 

that which demonstrates inter-work meaning (ratio facilis), the latter of which includes 

the conventionalized meanings accessible through musical topics. I close the chapter by 

discussing that recent work on Schoenberg’s music which demonstrates the usefulness of 

musical topics. 

 A brief review of the field of topic theory constitutes Chapter Two. In addition to 

summarizing the foundational texts of the field, I illustrate the importance of topical 

awareness to analysts of twentieth-century music and discuss critiques and extensions of 

the so-called theory. Finally, I address issues concerning the creation of new musical 

topics and argue for the necessity of establishing intertexts in that endeavor. 

The second part of the dissertation, Analytical Approaches, features four different 

perspectives on the study of topics in Arnold Schoenberg’s music. Chapter Three 

explores the topical underpinnings of one work: in particular, I demonstrate how topics 

inform the character and interaction of leitmotivs in Schoenberg’s 1903 tone poem 

Pelleas und Melisande. While many previous analyses have relied primarily on formal 

considerations, my analysis explores the dramatic unfolding of the program through the 

topical associations and structural correspondences of Schoenberg’s leitmotivs. I argue 

that these topical and structural associations between leitmotivs reinforce dramatic 

associations between characters and ideas. The chapter closes with an examination of 
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Schoenberg's ironized use of the siciliana topic for the highly centralized "Lost 

Innocence" leitmotiv.
7
 

In Chapter Four, I trace the trajectory of two different topics over the course of 

Schoenberg’s career.  The topics selected – the pianto and the chorale – differ in their 

size and structural reach, but their shared origins of text and tonality correspond to 

recurring tropes in Schoenberg’s music: the reliance on text for structure, the importance 

of its expression, and the ever-present awareness of tonality. The examples in this chapter 

draw on works from every period of Schoenberg’s music. The comparison of these 

trajectories suggests that their presence in Schoenberg's later works is the result of 

deliberate choices prompted by programmatic and textual concerns. 

Just as in Chapter Three, Chapter Five takes one work as its focus: this chapter 

examines the narrative implications of the second of the Three Piano Pieces, Op. 11. My 

analysis draws not only on the topics in Op. 11/2 but also on its allusions to tonality, the 

recurrence of various collections and set-classes, and its formal segmentation. I 

demonstrate that the fragmentation on the surface of this piece has implications for both 

its structure and its potential narratives. 

Finally, Chapter Six offers a provisional universe of the topics in Schoenberg’s 

atonal (post-tonal, pre-twelve-tone) music, modeled after several recent works 

establishing the topical universe for a given repertory. Based on the analysis of the 

musical surfaces of the pieces from 1908–1923, I articulate the musical signifier and 

signified for these atonal topics; in addition, I connect them to earlier topical traditions 

                                                 
7   The “Lost Innocence” leitmotiv was so named by Michael Cherlin in Schoenberg’s Musical 

Imagination (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 90-91. 
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and suggest both earlier and later instances of related passages from Schoenberg’s music. 

The chapter closes by demonstrating how these topics form consistent constellations 

which govern larger semantic fields in this repertory. 

The diversity of analytical approaches in the final chapters demonstrates the 

potential insights musical topics can provide. In these chapters, musical topics are related 

to set theory, tonal collections, musical narrative, formal issues, and leitmotivic 

techniques; they are located in relation to other works, other composers, and other topics. 

Given the quantity and diversity of Schoenberg's compositional output, a dissertation of 

this size cannot address all of it. Several important pieces are mentioned only in passing 

and others are not mentioned at all. My focus in the analytical chapters has been to 

provide a range of approaches and to model possibilities for the analysis of topics in 

atonal and twelve-tone music. I hope I have shown that musical topics are an integral part 

of our understanding of meaning in Schoenberg's music. 
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PART I: 

Historical Approaches 
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Chapter One 
 

"This is My Fault": 

Toward a Hermeneutics of Schoenberg's Music 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 Arnold Schoenberg, one of the most influential composers of the twentieth 

century, is popularly understood as the man who caused the breakdown of tonality, or, at 

the very least, ensured that it would stay broken. Though the trend of motivic writing that 

would undermine the tonal system was at work long before the turn of the twentieth 

century, Schoenberg's progression from highly attenuated tonality to free atonality might 

be framed as the destruction of the tonal system.
1
 Likewise, his system of “Composition 

with Twelve Tones Related Only to Each Other,” a development that would help foster 

the mid-century serialization of other musical parameters besides pitch (including 

rhythm, register, and dynamics) could be seen as confirmation that tonality had been 

abandoned.
2
 

 As Robert Morgan argues in "Secret Languages: The Roots of Musical 

Modernism," the stylistic diversity of the early twentieth century was due to the move 

away from tonality.
3
 In part, Morgan argues that this break with tonality is due to a shift 

between the background and the foreground: elements that had previously been 

                                                 
1 Daniel Harrison, "Reger's Motivic Technique: Harmonic Innovations at the Borders of 

Atonality,” Journal of Music Theory 35, no. 1/2 (Spring-Autumn 1991): 61–92.  

2 Arnold Schoenberg, "Composition with Twelve Tones," in Style and Idea (New York: 

Philosophical Library, 1950), 102–143. 

3 Robert Morgan, "Secret Languages: The Roots of Musical Modernism," Critical Inquiry 10, 

no. 3 (March 1984): 442–461. 
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understood as dependent on a deep tonal structure, for example, dissonance, become 

structuring background elements. This is another way of understanding Schoenberg's 

"emancipation of dissonance" (although, of course, Schoenberg was not the only 

composer to seek a way forward out of tonality). The other element, implied throughout 

Morgan's article, is that the musical changes were due, in part, to "the growing discontent 

with a musical language that, flattened out under the weight of its own habits, seemed to 

be rapidly losing its former expressive power."
4
 In this light, the break with tonality was 

not one of structure but of musical expression: in order to regain music's expressive 

power, some of the earlier conventions had to be overthrown.  

 In addition, in severing this music from its tonal precursors, these new systems of 

analysis overlooked the clear tonal reminiscences that occur throughout Schoenberg’s 

music, even in the late twelve-tone works; Silvina Milstein, Michael Cherlin, and Richard 

Kurth, among others, have demonstrated tonal allusions rise to the surface throughout 

Schoenberg’s career, even if there is no globally functional tonic.
5
 The continued 

presence of tonal elements in Schoenberg’s works is paralleled by the persistence of 

musical topics: even if they do not operate at the level of the work, topics are a part of 

Schoenberg’s musical inheritance. The desire for new modes of expression that motivated 

the changes of musical modernism (see the Morgan quote above) also prompted changes 

in the use of musical topics. As explored in the following chapters, some topics persist, 

                                                 
4 Morgan, 448. 

5   Silvina Milstein, Arnold Schoenberg: Notes, Sets, Forms (New York: Cambridge University 

Press, 2009); Michael Cherlin, “Schoenberg and Das Unheimliche: Spectres of Tonality,” The 

Journal of Musicology, Vol. 11/3 (Summer 1993): 357–373; Richard Kurth, “Pierrot lunaire: 

persona, voice, and the fabric of allusion,” in The Cambridge Companion to Schoenberg, 

edited by Jennifer Shaw and Joseph Auner (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 

120–134. 
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while others are ironized or idealized; topics are created out of the new pitch language; 

and some morph or take on individualized meaning in the twentieth century. 

 The expressive potential of this music was not, however, explored by mid-

twentieth-century music theorists; their focus on issues of structure and coherence led to 

the invention of new analytical systems through which to understand pitch and pitch-class 

structures of this music. The necessity of these methods was due to the dissolution of the 

ability of tonal forces to govern pitch relationships, both on the surface and at deeper 

levels of structure, but one result of these new analytical systems is that this music 

became severed from its culturally situated meaning and therefore from its historical and 

cultural predecessors. How are we to reconcile this development with Schoenberg's 

conviction that he was the next in a line of great Austro-Germanic composers and with 

his concern for musical meaning? Also, if the developments in his pitch language were 

motivated by (and contributed to) the aesthetics of modernism and the need for a more 

direct mode of expression, how do we understand exactly what Schoenberg's music – 

tonal, atonal, or serial – is expressing? 

 As I demonstrate in this chapter, much of the early structural analysis emphasized 

(or over-exaggerated) the break between Schoenberg's atonal (and later serial) music and 

that of his cultural and historical predecessors, grounded in tonality. Musical meaning is 

one lens through which this music can be reconnected to its historical tradition, but until 

quite recently, most studies that addressed meaning at all were primarily focused on intra-

work meaning, especially in Schoenberg's texted and programmatic music. As I argue, 

conventionalized (inter-work) meaning, especially as understood through musical topics, 
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is by its nature necessarily connected to fairly stable, culturally constituted meanings; 

analyses sensitive to these issues can provide a better understanding of the hermeneutic 

issues at stake, while also serving to repair the break and reconnect Schoenberg's music 

with the Austro-Germanic musical tradition. 

 In order to put this argument in context, I first analyze Schoenberg's own writings 

on musical meaning which address, in some cases, the conventions that help guide our 

hearing; these close readings establish his position as a composer and analyst invested in 

issues of musical meaning and aware of the musical conventions now understood as 

musical topics. Then, I explore the three broad trends in music-theoretical analysis of 

Schoenberg's music that have developed since the middle of the twentieth-century based 

on their analytical priorities: those concerned only with musical structure, those 

concerned with intra-work musical meaning, and those who address inter-work musical 

meaning.
6
 Much of the early analysis of Schoenberg's music, especially those theoretical 

works that involved the creation and application of new methodologies, was not 

concerned with issues of musical meaning; these formalist works emphasize the 

differences between late tonal music and early atonal music instead of their potential 

continuities.
7
 Those analysts who do engage hermeneutics tend to fall into two 

categories: those concerned with intra-work musical meaning and those concerned with 

                                                 
6 The categories I draw here – concern for structure, intra-work meaning, and conventionalized, 

inter-work meaning – are equivalent to Leonard Meyer's categories of formalists, absolute 

expressionists, and referential expressionists. Leonard Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music 

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956), 1–3. 

7 Michael Cherlin critiqued the development thusly: "Most technical studies of Schoenberg's 

music have emphasized its radical discontinuities with the past. Developments in set theory 

and twelve-tone theory over the past forty years and more make the disjunction vivid." 

Schoenberg's Musical Imagination (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3. 
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inter-work musical meaning. These two categories are not mutually exclusive and can 

coexist quite well. What I show is that insights about intra-work musical meaning are 

often prompted, explicitly or implicitly, by sensitivity to conventionalized meaning. I 

close the chapter by highlighting some recent analyses of twentieth century music that 

use conventionalized musical meaning to access intra-work musical meaning, to 

understand the individualized treatment of musical topics, or to understand the history of 

a particular topic in Schoenberg's music. 

 A terminological issue must be addressed before we continue. Schoenberg’s 

distaste for the adjective “atonal” is well-known; he suggested both “pantonal” and 

“polytonal” as alternatives and even argued that the music being described as “atonal” 

might simply exhibit a new kind of tonality.
8
 While tonal elements persist in 

Schoenberg’s not-tonal music, the absence of the governing power of a global tonic is 

both structurally salient and expressively powerful in Schoenberg’s middle period music, 

which in many instances thematizes this loss. In addition, “atonal” is entrenched as a 

descriptive title for Schoenberg’s works that are “nontonal” and yet “pre-twelve-tone.”
9
 I 

continue to use the word “atonal”  both as an adjective to describe Schoenberg’s music 

that does not feature authentic cadences, Stufen, or functional key signatures and as a 

descriptor of periodization, to distinguish this music from the tonal, before, and the 

twelve-tone, after. Since meaning is generated by markedness oppositions, I trust that the 

oppositions make the meaning clear.  

                                                 
8   Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, translated by Roy E. Carter (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2011), 432–433.  

9   Allen Forte, “Sets and nonsets in Schoenberg’s Atonal Music,” Perspectives of New Music 

11:3 (Autumn-Winter 1972): 43. 
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Musical Meaning and Topical Awareness in Schoenberg’s Writings 

 

 It is well known that Schoenberg was largely self-taught as a composer and that 

the analytical skills he developed as an autodidact contributed to his influence and insight 

as a teacher. In addition to faithfully studying the masterworks of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries and sharing this knowledge through his teaching and publications, 

Schoenberg wrote a considerable amount of analysis of his own music and compositional 

practices. While many of his analytical and pedagogical writings discuss the process or 

tools of composition, an often over-looked aspect of his writing is his sensitivity to issues 

of musical meaning. Time and space prevent me from addressing all of his published 

writings, but my focus on those that engage with issues of musical signification generally 

and musical topics specifically demonstrate that these concerns formed an important part 

of Schoenberg's musical understanding. 

 

"The Relationship to the Text" (1912) and "This is my Fault" (1949) 

 Schoenberg's essay "The Relationship to the Text," originally published in Der 

Blaue Reiter alongside the score for "Herzgewächse," is oft-quoted in relation to many of 

his songs.
10

 He stakes out a position on the correspondences between music and text that 

                                                 
10 David Lewin, "A Way into Schoenberg's Opus 15, Number VII" in Studies in Music with Text 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 321–343 and footnote 9, 335; Julie Brown, 

"Musical Prose as Allegory," Music Analysis 14, no. 2/3 (July-October 1995): 184-85; Anne 

Marie de Zeeuw, "A Numerical Metaphor in a Schoenberg Song, Op. 15, No. XI," The Journal 

of Musicology 11, no. 3 (Summer 1993): 409–410. 
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many analysts have used to understand his texted music. The relevant passage is worth 

quoting at some length: 

[It] appeared that, without knowing the poem [in a Schubert song], I had grasped 

the content, the real content, perhaps even more profoundly than if I had clung to 

the surface of the mere thoughts expressed in words. For me, even more decisive 

than this experience was the fact that, inspired by the sound of the first words of 

the text, I had composed many of my songs straight through to the end without 

troubling myself in the slightest about the continuation of the poetic events, 

without even grasping them in the ecstasy of composing, and that only days later I 

thought of looking back to see just what was the real poetic content of my song. It 

then turned out, to my greatest astonishment, that I had never done greater justice 

to the poet than when, guided by my first direct contact with the sound of the 

beginning, I divined everything that obviosuly [sic] had to follow this first sound 

with inevitability.
11

 

 

In this passage and in the essay in general, Schoenberg argues for a true musical 

understanding of songs, not bound by the text or even by the poetic events therein. By 

emphasizing the potential for a deeper correspondence between the sound of the music 

and the sound of the text, Schoenberg seems to minimize the possibility for analysis of 

the kind of text-painting that had been a part of the tradition of texted music for centuries.  

 Later in the same essay, Schoenberg makes explicit the connection between this 

philosophy and his experience with the George poems. "So I had completely understood 

[...] the poems of Stefan George from their sound alone, with a perfection that by analysis 

and synthesis could hardly have been attained, but certainly not surpassed."
12 

                                                 
11 Schoenberg, "The Relationship to the Text” in Style and Idea, 4. 

12 Schoenberg, "The Relationship to the Text," 5. Given the ever-changing nature of 

Schoenberg's theoretical ideas and compositional procedures, Bryan Simms cautions against a 

too-broad application of this statement to Schoenberg's other texted music. The Four 

Orchestral Songs, Op. 22, composed in the two years following the publication of "The 

Relationship to the Text" would be the most natural fit; "[the] doctrine is highly misleading" 

when applied to the George-Lieder, even though these songs are explicitly mentioned by 

Schoenberg in the essay. Bryan Simms, The Atonal Music of Arnold Schoenberg, 1908–1923 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 5. 
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Schoenberg's essay demonstrates his indebtedness to nineteenth-century narratives of 

organicism: the claim that an entire poem can be grasped by the sound of the first words 

or, to borrow another of his examples, that a person's character can be surmised by the 

color of his or her hair demonstrates a belief that all parts serve the whole.
13

 

 Schoenberg underscores the important difference between outward similarities 

and inner similarities: "When one has perceived this [the importance of artistic value 

above intrinsic cause], it is also easy to understand that the outward correspondence 

between music and text, as exhibited in declamation, tempo and dynamics, has but little 

to do with the inward correspondence, and belongs to the same stage of primitive 

imitation of nature as the copying of a model."
14 

Here, Schoenberg marks the divide 

between deep structure and surface elements, between internally-created meaning and 

externally-created meaning.
15

  

 Throughout "The Relationship to the Text" we can read Schoenberg's concern for 

musical meaning – “justice to the poet" – through his emphasis on the "inward 

correspondence." As a later essay would state, however, Schoenberg worried that his 

previous statements regarding the relationships between music and text had been 

misinterpreted. The essay “This is My Fault” includes a discussion of the preface to 

Pierrot Lunaire, in which Schoenberg cautioned performers against adding their own 

interpretation based on the text. "[When] I had asked not to add external expression and 

                                                 
13 Schoenberg, "The Relationship to the Text," 4. 

14 Schoenberg, "The Relationship to the Text," 6. 

15 For a fruitful exploration of these tensions, see Julie Brown, “Schoenberg’s Musical Prose as 

Allegory,” Music Analysis 14, no. 2/3 (July-October 1995): 161–191. Brown provides an 

allegorical reading of Schoenberg's Op. 15, No. 1: Her analysis is initially prompted by the 

instances of topics and word-painting found on the surface of the music. 
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illustration, they understood that expression and illustration were out, and that there 

should be no relation whatsoever to the text. ... What nonsense!"
16

 The purpose of adding 

music to a text, Schoenberg continues, is to heighten the expression thereof. Richard 

Kurth summarizes Schoenberg’s position by writing that “because the music so precisely 

captures meanings and associations awakened during the creative moment, any attempt 

by performers to add expression could distort and destroy its intense specificity.”
17

 

In yet other writings, Schoenberg continues to demonstrate his sensitivity to the 

"outward correspondences" in his own music and in that of his predecessors. Several of 

these analyses suggest musical meaning based not on deep structural relationships but on 

the musical surface.
18 

For example, in "Criteria for the Evaluation of Music:" 

Does the profundity of the real meaning interfere with the elegance of the 

presentation and the polish of the surface? Is the material adequate with respect to 

the medium, and vice-versa? Are heroic themes ascribed to unheroic instruments, 

such as flute, guitar or mandolin? [...] Is an instrument as immobile as a 

contrabassoon required to play a gracious barcarolle? Is musical description 

stylized tonally and technically to fit the nature of the instruments, as the calls of 

the nightingale, quail and cuckoo in the Pastorale Symphony are suited to the 

flute, oboe and clarinet respectively?
19

 

 

Though still dividing the "real meaning" from its "presentation" (paralleling the 

distinction elsewhere in his writings between "idea" and "style"), his comments 

demonstrate an awareness of the correspondences between musical material and 

instrumentation that are indicative of musical topics. Heroic themes should be played by 

                                                 
16 Schoenberg, "This is my Fault" in Style and Idea, 219. 

17 Kurth 2010, 125. 

18 It is possible that by "inward correspondences" Schoenberg means some "innate" link between 

the music and its meaning, i.e. some "natural" similarity between the musical signifier and the 

cultural signified. Because "The Relationship to the Text" is concerned with the meaning of an 

entire song - the meaning of the whole text vs. the meaning of the entire musical utterance - I 

feel justified in reading his use of "inner" and "outer" as "structural” and “surface.” 

19 Schoenberg, "Criteria for the Evaluation of Music" in Style and Idea, 190. 
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heroic instruments; bird calls and the pastoral are suggested and reinforced by 

orchestration with the upper wind instruments.
20

 

 

"Chords in Fourths" (1922): The “definite horn” theme and the topical process 

 Despite his sensitivity to them, surface elements in Schoenberg’s music which 

may contribute to performance or interpretation are sometimes overlooked. Given the 

amount of structural analysis he provides in his theoretical works, this may seem to be in 

line with the composer’s wishes, but even in his formalist writings, Schoenberg 

demonstrates an understanding of how relatively short segments of music may convey a 

style or a character that directly contributes to the interpretation of musical meaning. In 

addition, the presence of topics may have been so self-evident that their explicit mention 

was not required. The following example supports this idea. 

 Schoenberg’s description of the following line from the Kammersymphonie uses 

phrases such as “expressive urge” and “stormy jubilation” to characterize the “definite 

horn theme” created.
21

  

Figure 1-1: Schoenberg's "definite horn theme," Example 331, Theory of Harmony, p. 403 

 
 

                                                 
20 An exception to this which Schoenberg would surely allow is the denial of these tropes of 

instrumentation for the sake of irony. 

21 Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony translated by Roy E. Carter, edited by Walter Frisch 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010), 403. 
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The anacrusis, duple meter, and dotted rhythm suggest aspects of both the bourrée and 

the march, although without the bourrée’s “lightness,” the quick tempo and “bold 

manner” tip the scales in favor of march associations.
22

 Its character recalls other famous 

horn fourths: passages from Mahler’s First Symphony (movements I and IV), 

Beethoven’s Third, Dvořák’s Ninth, and Strauss’s Ein Heldenleben, among others.  

The melodic line of Schoenberg’s example functions to provide a linear example 

of the chords constructed in fourths which form the subject for the chapter from which 

this description is excerpted. The discussion of the horn topic in this chapter should not 

be less remarkable due to the harmonic nature of the subject but more remarkable 

because its characterization as a horn theme is not a prerequisite for observing repeated 

ascending perfect fourths. This demonstrates that even in passing, Schoenberg recognizes 

and describes this theme by its obvious topic; “horn theme” is used as casually as would 

be “c minor” or “3/8” – as a description understood by many and requiring no further 

explanation. In addition, it demonstrates the deep-seated connection between the 

significance of the “horn of nocturnal mystery” with Nature, the pastoral, and 

Schoenberg’s ensuing discussion of chords in fourths. 

 Throughout this chapter from the Theory of Harmony, Schoenberg consistently 

connects chords in fourths with the horn, the hunt, and Nature. Three of Schoenberg’s 

examples in the chapter on “Chords Constructed in Fourths” – in fact, three of the four 

examples selected from pre-existing pieces of music (as opposed to strictly theoretical 

                                                 
22 Descriptions of the bourrée and the march can be found in Leonard Ratner, Classic Music 

(New York: Schirmer Books, 1980), 13–16. Its contour and rhythm also specifically recall the 

opening of Mahler’s Nachtmusik I, from the Seventh Symphony, but the character of the two 

examples is quite different. 
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examples created for the chapter) – demonstrate the relationship between the chords in 

fourths and the horn topic. The additional two examples are recreated below. 

Figure 1-2: Schoenberg’s Example 328, from Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony
23

 

 
 
Figure 1-3: Schoenberg’s Example 329, from Wagner’s Tristan, second act

24
 

 
 

In the Beethoven example, shown in Figure 1-2, Schoenberg finds “no ordinary 

pedal point” and the Wagner example, Figure 1-3, is “not merely the use of the horns’ 

open tones” (earlier in the text, Schoenberg highlighted Wagner’s depiction of “distant 

hunting horns” in this passage); as Schoenberg goes on to argue, he believes that 

“everything that modern composers have written in the sphere of quartal harmonies is 

implied in and emanates from these two passages.”
25

 Schoenberg points to the chords in 

fourths as used by Debussy and postulates that these chords are powerful because “they 

                                                 
23 Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, 402. 

24 Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, 402. 

25 Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony translated by Roy E. Carter, edited by Walter Frisch 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010), 402. 
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express moods of nature; for it does indeed sound as if nature would speak that way.”
26

 

This may be an instance of musical topics subtly and unconsciously affecting analysis: 

given the associations between the horn topic, the hunt, the pastoral, and nature, it is 

unsurprising that these examples from Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony and the echo of a 

hunting scene from Wagner’s Tristan would evoke images of nature when Schoenberg 

compares them to chords built in fourths. 

 This awareness of the potential signifying power of chords in fourths is based on 

Schoenberg's recognition of the process by which a new musical invention becomes a 

familiar and conventionalized sign. His discussion of this process is as follows: 

The fourth chords make their first appearance in music as an impressionistic 

means of expression, as does apparently everything that later becomes a 

commonly used technical means. Consider, for example, the effect of the violin 

tremolo the first time it was used; it then becomes clear that such did not come 

about as a dispassionate technical experiment, [but] rather as a sudden inspiration 

evoked by a powerful expressive urge. That which is new and unusual about a 

new harmony occurs to the true composer only for such reasons: he must give 

expression to something that moves him, something new, something previously 

unheard-of. His successors, who continue working with it, think of it as merely a 

new sound, a technical device; but it is far more than that: a new sound is a 

symbol discovered involuntarily, a symbol proclaiming the new man who so 

asserts his individuality. Such a new sound, which later becomes characteristic for 

the entire work of an artist, often appears very early.
27

 

 

Schoenberg’s discussion of the transformation musical materials undergo – the result of a 

“powerful expressive urge” which gets adopted as a “new sound,” becomes a "symbol," 

and is later understood to be “characteristic” (of the artist’s entire output) – is somewhat 

similar to the path of musical topics charted by Raymond Monelle.
28

 What initially 

begins as an icon (often accompanied by text and understood as an imitation of its “real-

                                                 
26 Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, 403. 

27 Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, 399–400. 

28 This process and the work of Raymond Monelle receive fuller discussion in Chapter 2. 
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world” audible counterpart) becomes repeated and nuanced (eventually appearing 

without the accompanying text) until its transformation into a musical topic – with a 

discernible musical signifier, a clear cultural referent, and the indexicality of that cultural 

object – is complete.
29

  

 

"Analysis of the Four Orchestral Songs, Op. 22" (1931) 

 Comments on conventionalized musical signification appear in later essays as 

well. Schoenberg prepared remarks and examples as part of an analysis for the Four 

Orchestral Songs, Op. 22, to be included in a radio broadcast accompanying the work's 

1932 premiere.
30

 His comments on the song "Seraphita" contain the following passage, 

worth quoting in full: 

"Wilde See," "Fahrt," "Finstrer Strum," "Weh," ["passionate sea," "passage," 

"dark storm," "woe,"]–: these are words whose representational impact hardly 

any composer from Bach to Strauss could have resisted–words which could not 

simply glide past without being reflected by some musical symbol. And yet this 

place affords a very telling example of a new way to deal with such images. I may 

say that I was the first to have proceeded in this new manner; the others who 

imitated it under a misapprehension have, for the most part, concealed this fact–

yet, thanks to that very misunderstanding, I am pleased to acquiesce. . . . It had 

apparently been thought that I took no notice whatever of texts, since with me 

they no longer give rise to sounds like a storm or swords clashing or sardonic 

laughter. This impression was exaggerated to such a degree that music was 

composed to no text, or at best to a text other than the one which was actually 

being sung.
[31]

 My music, however, took representational words into account in 

                                                 
29 In this three step process Schoenberg outlined – direct expression, imitation as new sounds, 

understanding as idiomatic – the passages he cited from Beethoven and Wagner exemplify the 

first stage. 

30 As Claudio Spies recounts in the foreword to the text, Schoenberg was unable to make the trip 

to Germany to deliver the lecture. Introductory remarks to Arnold Schoenberg’s "Analysis of 

the Four Orchestral Songs Opus 22," translated by Claudio Spies, in Perspectives on 

Schoenberg and Stravinsky, edited by Benjamin Boretz and Edward Cone (New York: W. W. 

Norton & Company, Inc., 1972), 25–26. 

31 See previous discussion regarding "The Relationship to the Text" and "This is My Fault." 
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the same way as abstract ones: it furthered the immediate, vivid rendering of the 

whole and of its parts, according to the measure of their meaning within the 

whole. Now, if a performer speaks of a passionate sea in a different tone of voice 

than he might use for a calm sea, my music does nothing else than to provide him 

with the opportunity to do so, and to support him. The music will not be as 

agitated as the sea, but it will be differently so, as, indeed, the performer will be. 

Even a painting does not reproduce its whole subject matter; it merely states a 

motionless condition. Likewise, a word describes an object and its state; a film 

reproduces it without color, and a color film would reproduce it without organic 

life. Only music, however, can bestow this last gift, and that is why music may 

impose a limit on its capacity to imitate–by placing the object and its being before 

the mind's eye, through performance.
32

 

 

 Several important points emerge from Schoenberg's discussion of his text-setting 

in "Seraphita." First, his line of argument demonstrates an awareness of the history of 

musical representation; Bach and Strauss are brought in to create a frame for this history 

of the practice of musical representation. Second, by mentioning Bach and Strauss, 

Schoenberg is including himself in this cultural lineage: the trajectory that extends from 

Bach to Strauss continues through to Schoenberg and his Opus 22. Third, the mention of 

this tradition implies that he knows how storms have been represented, and that he may 

even be capable of such a depiction himself, but instead, he chose another path. Fourth, 

by comparing music to other artistic practices – words as a stand-in for poetry or 

literature; painting; film – Schoenberg shows a desire to be grouped with other 

contemporaneous creative endeavors, while still maintaining that, due to its power to 

bestow "organic life" on its object, music is the highest of these. 

 Regarding the sentence: "My music, however, took representational words into 

account in the same way as abstract ones: it furthered the immediate, vivid rendering of 

the whole and of its parts, according to the measure of their meaning within the whole," 

                                                 
32 Schoenberg, "Four Orchestral Songs Opus 22,” 31–32. Emphasis in original. 
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Schoenberg indicates that both representational and abstract words should be expressed 

musically; this is in no way contradictory with the potential for conventionalized meaning 

through musical topics. In fact, this is how the process of some musical topics works.
33

 A 

real-world referent is imitated in music (for example, the hoof-beats of a horse) the 

imitation of which eventually becomes conventionalized (no chivalric text is necessary 

for the association). Because the musical signifier points to the cultural ideas of a horse 

(instead of to an actual horse), the topic is then able to access these additional, indexical 

objects (such as heroism or chivalry). In Schoenberg's example, the music to represent 

the "sea" does not need to evoke waves but could instead suggest "tumult.” 

 

Formalism 

 

 Schoenberg died in 1951, leaving behind students, enthusiasts, detractors, and a 

large body of very diverse and still challenging music. As music theorists continued to 

grapple with this repertory, they developed analytical systems in an effort to explain the 

developing approaches to pitch and pitch-class structures. Among these systems were set-

theoretical analysis and the twelve-tone analysis, responses to free atonal music and 

twelve-tone serial music, respectively.
34

 In the field of American music theory, two 

names often associated with these practices are Allen Forte and Milton Babbitt, and the 

work of both of these men, in addition to several other analysts, is considered here. 

                                                 
33 As theorized in Monelle 2000, 14–19. 

34 For an excellent history of the developments in pitch-class set theory, see Michiel Schuijer, 

Analyzing Atonal Music: Pitch-Class Set Theory and Its Contexts (New York: University of 

Rochester Press, 2008). 
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 Because of the fragmentation of tonality wrought by Schoenberg (among others), 

and because of the development of new analytical systems for this repertory, a popular 

narrative emerged that emphasized the "radical break" between Schoenberg's atonal 

music and the music of the previous three centuries. Perhaps no one makes it as explicit 

as Allen Forte, who, in the Preface to his influential The Structure of Atonal Music writes, 

"In 1908 a profound change in music was initiated when Arnold Schoenberg began 

composing his 'George Lieder' Op. 15. In this work he deliberately relinquished the 

traditional system of tonality, which had been the basis of musical syntax for the previous 

two hundred and fifty years."
35

 Not only does this quote identify a profound change in 

"music" (as opposed to "the treatment of dissonance" or "pitch relationships"), but it 

ascribes this profound change to the willful decisions of one composer. The "profound 

change" is located in Schoenberg's Das Buch der hängenden Gärten instead of in earlier 

Schoenberg works, or the non-tonal processes of other late nineteenth- or early twentieth-

century composers. Also, even though Forte is careful later in the introduction to make 

his focus on pitch structures alone known, this "profound change" wrought by 

Schoenberg is framed as a profound change "in music." 

 Forte's work has been hugely influential for the modern understanding of atonal 

music, and it is not my intent, were it even possible, to diminish his accomplishments. 

Instead, what I mean to illustrate is that precisely because of the far-reaching influence of 

pitch-class set-class theory, the narrative of the "profound change" between tonal and 

                                                 
35 Allen Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973), ix. 
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atonal music became further entrenched.
36

 This perceived break in musical traditions is 

largely due to the emphasis on pitch and pitch-class relationships at the expense of other 

musical parameters, including rhythm, form, instrumentation, and timbre.
37

 

 Others echo this sentiment, even if they acknowledge that the disintegration of 

tonality was a longer process. George Perle writes, "The final step in this development 

[the decline of traditional tonality] was taken by Arnold Schoenberg in a radical stylistic 

departure based upon a rejection of any general principles regulating simultaneity and 

progression."
38

 Perle's later statement, that atonal composers can only assume a twelve-

tone equal tempered scale (as opposed to the seven-note scale, triads, and the unifying 

power of "tonic" found in a tonal system) overlooks the other elements that Schoenberg 

maintained from his late tonal music: aspects of form and texture, meter and rhythm, and 

even gestures suggestive of tonal tensions continue throughout Schoenberg's atonal and 

twelve-tone music. 

 Though this perspective has lost popularity over the course of the second half of 

the twentieth-century as we shall discuss below, it still persists. For example, Charles 

Rosen makes a similar point in the 1996 Preface to his Arnold Schoenberg with mention 

                                                 
36 It seems likely that the use of the term "atonal," despite Schoenberg's distaste for it, became 

entrenched through many of the same channels. 

37 In recent years, attention has been paid to the non-pitch(-class) elements of Schoenberg's 

music, for example: John Roeder, "Interacting Pulse Streams in Schoenberg's Atonal 

Polyphony" Music Theory Spectrum 16, No. 2 (Autumn 1994): 231–249 addresses issues of 

rhythm on multiple levels of structure; Michael L. Friedmann, "A Methodology for the 

Discussion of Contour: Its Application to Schoenberg's Music," in Journal of Music Theory 

29, No. 2 (Autumn 1985), 223–248 formulates the tools to systematically address melodic 

contour. 

38 George Perle, Serial Composition and Atonality: An Introduction to the Music of Schoenberg, 

Berg, and Webern (1962; reprint, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 

1991), 1. On the same page, Perle states that Schoenberg's free atonal compositions required 

"a revaluation of every aspect of the musical language." 
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of "Schoenberg's most radical breaks;” later, referring to the difference in Schoenberg's 

styles between the compositions and the delayed orchestration of Gurrelieder, he writes, 

"For by the beginning of 1909 the break with the style of 1901 was already almost 

complete."
39

 

 Discourse about this decisive transformation of pitch relationships (though 

usually framed as just "music") is easy to find: perhaps the truest illustration of it can be 

found by those who do not include a verbal marker but who, instead simply proceed with 

their analysis; they either trust that the new analytical apparatus they propose will mark 

the change or assume that the "break" is so well known as to warrant no comment. 

 Milton Babbitt exemplifies the analyst who assumes that the break between 

tonality and atonality is both decisive and common knowledge. While his contributions to 

music theory, especially to developments in the analysis of twelve-tone serial music, have 

been far-reaching, he demonstrates little concern for anything beyond the music's 

structure. In a series of three essays – "Some Aspects of Twelve-Tone Composition," 

"Twelve-Tone Invariants as Compositional Determinants," and "Set Structure as 

Compositional Determinant" – Babbitt demonstrated the properties of invariance, 

combinatoriality, group structure, and derivation, among others, as they related to 

composition with twelve-tones. In these and other essays, however, Babbitt often exhibits 

a greater concern for the possibilities of the twelve-tone system than for the realities of 

Schoenberg's composition; in this he makes the error, articulated by Schoenberg, of 

                                                 
39 Charles Rosen, Arnold Schoenberg (1975; reprint, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1996), x and 5. 
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confusing "twelve-tone compositions" with "twelve-tone compositions."
40

 In his emphasis 

on the coherence of the system, Babbitt continues the ideology of organicism that also 

pervaded Schenkerian analysis of the same time. "Certainly the resources indicated here 

do not constitute a guarantee of musical coherence, but they should guarantee the 

possibility of coherence. Above all, it is hoped that they serve to give at least some 

indication of the extraordinary breadth and depth of the twelve-tone system."
41

 

 For example, Babbitt's analysis of the opening measures of the third movement of 

Schoenberg's Fourth String Quartet is primarily used to illustrate certain properties of 

twelve-tone system.
42

 Mention is made of the ways row forms are deployed in pitch 

space or of a sort of "harmonic rhythm" created by the onset and conclusion of various 

row forms ("sets" in his terminology, see pp. 110–111), but he is not at all concerned for 

the expressive effect of those opening measures, or the potential meaning of the return of 

the unison texture.
43

 That all four of the strings play in exact unison at both of these 

moments, in a melodic line inflected by the variable rhythms of speech, suggests a 

marked texture relative to the rest of the quartet; the return of this texture later in the 

movement could have profound implications for a listener's understanding of the drama 

                                                 
40 "I cannot say it often enough: my works are twelve-tone compositions, not twelve-tone 

compositions." Quoted in Arnold Schoenberg Correspondence: A Collection of Translated and 

Annotated Letters Exchanged with Guido Adler, Pablo Casals, Emanuel Feuermann, and Olin 

Downes, edited by Egbert M. Ennulat (New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, 1991), 47. In fairness, 

Babbitt’s discussion of “structural orchestration” is sensitive to the interactions of 

instrumentation and row form. Babbitt, The Collected Essays of Milton Babbitt, edited by 

Stephen Peles (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2003), 97–99. 

41 Babbitt 2003, 45. 

42 "Much of the discussion will be motivated by and centered about the initial measures of the 

third movement of the Schoenberg Fourth Quartet (Example 1), the object of the observations 

mentioned above, not only - or even primarily - for the purpose of analyzing this excerpt, but 

in order to infer similar and further extensions of the properties and methods it exhibits." 

Babbitt, 86. 

43 Babbitt, 104; see especially example 2. 
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or narrative of the movement, but Babbitt's concern is only for the future abstract 

implications of the properties of the row. 

 In a later discussion regarding Schoenberg's Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, 

Op. 36 (from "Three Essays on Schoenberg," 1968), Babbitt attempts to offer guidance 

for a listener (as opposed to the theorists and analysts addressed in his earlier essays), but 

this advice is also based on the structure undergirding the music. "For the listener," he 

writes,  

the most efficient and revelatory first step towards acquiring familiarity with and 

comprehension of this, or any other twelve-tone work, is that of identifying and 

examining the composition's twelve-tone set [row form], that ordering of the 

familiar twelve chromatic pitch classes, which, in its – at most – forty-eight 

transformations – arrived at by transposition, inversion, retrogression, and the 

combinations of these – supplies the total pitch material of the composition and so 

endows the composition not merely with its local sonic characteristics but with its 

structural properties at every stage and level of compositional unfolding."
44

 

 

Babbitt's advice here is not directed toward a better hearing of the piece or even a better 

parsing of the score: he emphasizes attention to the intervals of the row as the "most 

efficient and revelatory first step" on the way to understanding the piece. Elsewhere, a 

suggestion for "those listeners who depend on surface similitudes" directs their attention 

to the recurrence of a row form instead of the more immediate similarities of texture, 

timbre, or register.
45

 

 An article by Edward Cone, "Sound and Syntax," is concerned with the 

categorization of the what ("sound") and how ("syntax") of Schoenberg's early atonal 

                                                 
44 Babbitt, 223. 

45 Babbitt, 225. 
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music.
46

 Cone's distinctions between sound ("chordal vocabulary"), syntax ("harmonic 

progression"), and succession (voice-leading, non-chord tones, etc.) attempts to account 

for the unfamiliarity of the pitch language in Schoenberg’s early songs: Cone’s categories 

and observations are needed to make sense of the new ways Schoenberg creates 

meaningful groups of pitches, both vertically and horizontally. Specifically, Cone 

investigates the way Schoenberg creates discrepancies between these three musical 

elements in his early songs. 

 Part of Cone’s project involves the designation and progression of "normals" 

("sonorities with which all others are implicitly compared"), an endeavor that was quite 

influential on later analysts but not completely successful here.
47

 As Cone finds, in the 

trajectory of Schoenberg's early songs, triads gradually relinquish their role as "normals" 

as characteristic dissonances begin to govern more of the musical surface. "Despite these 

examples [from Schoenberg's early songs], it must be confessed that the decision whether 

a certain ending is normal or non-normal is often problematic when the normal can only 

be a dissonance, and especially problematic when that dissonance is one not clearly 

established at the outset."
48

 Because of the lack of a consistent harmonic vocabulary, 

Cone is unable to definitively determine if the concluding chord suggests completeness or 

incompleteness for a given song. The problems of categorizing musical syntax are 

compounded by no demonstrable concern with musical expression. 

                                                 
46 Edward Cone, "Sound and Syntax,” Perspectives of New Music 13, no. 1 (Autumn-Winter 

1974): 21–40. 

47 Cone 1974, 22. 

48 Cone, 36. 
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 In addition, the practice of calling these unusual harmonies “normals” is an 

expressive red herring. It underscores Adorno’s argument that those who would deny 

Schoenberg’s music’s expression actually understand it quite clearly.  

… the opinion that Beethoven is comprehensible and Schoenberg 

incomprehensible is an objective illusion. Whereas in new music the surface 

alienates a public that is cut off from the production, its most distinctive 

phenomena arise from just those social and anthropological conditions that are 

those of its listeners. The dissonances that frighten them speak of their own 

situation; for this reason only are those dissonances intolerable to them.
49

 

 

The use of the language of “normalcy” for the sonorities of Schoenberg’s music robs 

them of their expressive power and, in Adorno’s view, demonstrates the analyst’s anxiety 

about the music’s meaning.  

 

 My discussion of these formalist examples is not meant to indict their analytical 

agendas or theoretical priorities, nor do I mean to suggest that these "purely theoretical" 

concerns for musical form and pitch structure do not influence the interpretation of 

musical meaning. It is not my intention to minimize or discount the useful and potentially 

insightful nature of these new methods of analysis. On the contrary, it is difficult to 

imagine how our understanding of this music would have progressed without the 

analytical ideas of invariance or combinatoriality. While much of this work, especially 

the earlier essays by Forte and Babbitt, falls within the realm of speculative music theory, 

                                                 
49 Theodor Adorno, Philosophy of New Music, translated and edited by Robert Hullot-Kentor 

(1949. Reprint, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006), 11. 
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even those works that are more descriptive could yield insights into contextual 

meanings.
50

  

 On the other hand, many aspects of this music were neglected and many potential 

perspectives ignored in service or in favor of these new methods of analysis, despite the 

fact that Schoenberg's atonal music, bound to the traditions of late tonal Western art 

music, bore much in common with previous practice. The focus on the sole "radical" 

parameter overlooked the continuities between tonal and atonal/serial music, obscured 

concern for musical meaning, and ultimately, did a disservice to this music. 

 This emphasis on the structural elements of music at the expense of musical 

meaning has been the subject of many works by musicologists especially. It is a theme 

common to works by Joseph Kerman, Susan McClary, and other members of so-called 

New Musicology.
51

 Writing from a specifically feminist critical position, McClary 

critiques the positivistic impulse, common to mid-century music theory and musicology, 

when she writes, 

… musicology fastidiously declares issues of musical signification to be off-limits 

to those engaged in legitimate scholarship. It has seized disciplinary control over 

the study of music and has prohibitied the asking of even the most fundamental 

                                                 
50 In addition, new analytical tools are still being developed in order to access insights and 

formalize intuitions about this music. Lewin's publications on Klumpenhouwer networks; Olli 

Väisälä's mapping of registrally ordered intervals as related to atonal voice-leading; and John 

Roeder's "interacting pulse-streams," as demonstrated in Pierrot Lunaire, demonstrate the 

ongoing analytical challenge presented by Schoenberg's atonal music. David Lewin, 

"Klumpenhouwer Networks and Some Isographies That Involve Them," Music Theory 

Spectrum 12, no. 1 (Spring 1990): 83–120. Olli Väisälä, "Concepts of Harmony and 

Prolongation in Schoenberg's Op. 19/2" in Music Theory Spectrum 21, no. 2 (Autumn 1999): 

230–259. John Roeder, "Interacting Pulse Streams in Schoenberg's Atonal Polyphony," Music 

Theory Spectrum 16, no. 2 (Autumn 1994): 231–249. 

51 Joseph Kerman, Contemplating Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 

1985). 
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questions concerning meaning. Something terribly important is being hidden 

away by the profession …
52

 

 

 As analytical priorities shifted in the later twentieth-century, some analysts began 

to exhibit interest in what and how this music could mean. Due to both the hunt for 

organicism and the pervasive myth of the composer-as-genius, ideas which originated in 

the nineteenth century and continued to influence music theory and analysis into the 

twentieth century, analysts were still invested in demonstrating uniqueness, the special 

process of the construction of meaning in music. Schoenberg's music was no exception. 

 While my categorization of trends in the analysis of Schoenberg's music could be 

based entirely on whether expressive concerns are addressed, a further distinction is 

possible among the analysts who engage with these issues. This distinction is what 

Umberto Eco identified as the difference between ratio difficilis and ratio facilis. In ratio 

difficilis, "an expression-token is directly accorded to its content;" a change in the 

meaning would necessitate a corresponding change in the signifier and vice versa. Ratio 

facilis, on the other hand, involves a correspondence between signifier and signified 

"foreseen by a given code;" the relationship is predictable because some amount of the 

meaning system is conventionalized.
53

 

Monelle uses Eco’s binary as a starting point from which to introduce musical 

topics the general resistance of music theorists to acknowledge the conventionalized 

                                                 
52 Susan McClary, Feminine Endings (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1991), 4. 

53 Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976), 183. The 

distinction between ratio difficilis and ratio facilis is an important element in Raymond 

Monelle's justification for a theoretical grounding of musical topics. For further discussion, 

see Monelle 2000, 16–19. 
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nature of some musical meaning.
54

 “According to the popular view, each musical piece, 

each melody and figure, is essentially unique. This is to envisage a kind of signification 

in which each element – the sign, the code, and the signified – is irreplaceable, and every 

detail of the signifier is mapped on to the signified.”
55

 Ratio facilis, on the other hand, is a 

learned system governed by codes and rules, which allows for the representation of “a 

whole class of expressions corresponding to a complex world of content.”
56

 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter I employ the distinction between 

analyses that focus on intra-work meaning and those that engage with inter-work 

meaning, loosely mapped onto ratio difficilis and ratio facilis. As Leonard Meyer wrote 

in Emotion and Meaning in Music, this binary exemplifies the difference between 

believing that “musical meaning lies exclusively within the context of the work itself” or 

believing that “music … communicates meanings which in some way refer to the 

extramusical world of concepts, actions, emotional states, and character,” which he 

characterizes as the difference between “absolutists” and “referentialists.”
57

 This is also 

the distinction between context and convention and between ratio difficilis and ratio 

facilis, discussed below. 

 Of course, the lines between each of these oppositions are not impermeable: Any 

kind of conventionalized meaning can take on special significance within the context of a 

work. The nineteenth-century associative meanings of keys relative to C major – that E 

major, for example, represents “transcendence, spirituality, and the sublime” – could be 

                                                 
54 Monelle 2000, 15. 

55 Monelle 2000, 15. 

56 Monelle 2000, 16. 

57 Meyer, 1. 
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marked in additional ways within the confines of an opera.
58

 Likewise, leitmotivs signify 

specific characters, objects, ideas, or emotions within a work, but they are also 

accompanied by their topical and therefore extra-musical associations which extend 

beyond the bounds of the individual work. The trend in analysis, however, is that an 

analysis focused on intra-work meaning does not likely engage with inter-work meaning, 

while works that begin with inter-work meaning often use that as a starting point from 

which to address intra-opus meaning. 

 The remainder of this chapter explores analyses that fall into these general 

categories – those in which even a small change in pitch or rhythm would directly change 

the results of the analysis (intra-work) and those concerned with the ways in which 

meaning is generated through the intertextual relationship between a group of works 

(inter-work) – keeping in mind that the division between these categories may, at times, 

be blurry. 

 

Intra-work Musical Meaning (ratio difficilis) 

 

Using the analytical tools developed by theorists concerned with musical 

structure, some analysts demonstrate how the relationships illuminated through these 

methods create or illustrate intra-work meanings. This method of analysis relies on the 

assumption that “the content of a musical expression can only be known from the 

                                                 
58 Matthew Bribitzer-Stull, “The Ab-C-E complex: The Origin and Function of Chromatic Major 

Third Collections in Nineteenth-Century Music,” Music Theory Spectrum 28, no. 2 (Fall 

2006): 173. 
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expression itself, which it perfectly motivates.”
59

 Even a slight change on the musical 

surface, then, would alter what and how each work signifies. Because these readings 

highlight the individualized way that meaning is constructed in each of these works – 

“invented,” not “stylized” in Monelle’s formulation – their methods and conclusions 

resist generalization; in what follows, I summarize a few representative examples. 

In a 1974 article, David Lewin provides a reading of Schoenberg's Op. 15, No. 

XI, "Als wir hinter," which is centered primarily on issues of memory.
60

 Lewin argues 

that the interlocking motives and the recurring pitch patterns interact with the form of the 

poem and of Schoenberg's setting of it to create an emotional and dramatic narrative 

based on the narrator's remembrances. His interpretive argument depends on specific 

pitch-classes, their integration into motives, and their specific distribution in both register 

and time; in this sort of analysis, a change of note would yield a change of meaning.
61

 In 

contrast to this, Anne Marie de Zeeuw offers a reading of the same song that is instead 

focused on a numerical metaphor. In her 1993 article, "A Numerical Metaphor in a 

Schoenberg Song, Op. 15, No. XI," de Zeeuw argues that the numerical metaphor of the 

title, specifically 3:4 which is pervasive in the rhythmic motives and pitch structures, 

encodes meanings related to masculinity/femininity, completeness, and both friendship 

and marriage.
62

 That this ratio features so prominently in this song creates strong 

                                                 
59 Monelle 2000, 16. 

60 David Lewin, "Toward the Analysis of a Schoenberg Song (Op. 15, No. XI),” in Studies in 

Music with Text (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006). Originally published in 

Perspectives of New Music 12, no. 1/2 (Autumn 1973 – Summer 1974): 43–86. 

61 “A musical semantic unit is conceived to be the sememe which uniquely explicates a given 

syntagma; it cannot be a token of a type since no such type exists.” Monelle 2000, 16. 

62 Anne Marie de Zeeuw, "A Numerical Metaphor in a Schoenberg Song, Op. 15, No. XI," The 

Journal of Musicology 11, no. 3 (Summer 1993): 396–410. 
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correlations with the text and suggests answers to some of the questions and ambiguities 

evoked in the lyrics.
63  

Though de Zeeuw's analysis is less bound up with specific pitches, 

a slight change to a few rhythms would alter the prevalence of the 3:4 ratio and therefore 

her reading of the song. 

Similar music and text relationships have been fruitfully explored through 

contextual meanings in the twelve-tone songs, as well. Stephen Peles draws parallels 

between the symmetrical construction of row forms and poetic text in "Tot," the second 

of Schoenberg's Op. 48 songs, to demonstrate how the music clarifies the meaning of the 

text. "Tot," based on a poem by Jakob Harringer begins with the line "Ist alles eins" – it’s  

all the same – and, in the same way that the second half of the text is generated by 

rearranging and slightly changing the first half, Peles argues that Schoenberg exploits 

properties of the row to both create and resolve the ambiguities of the poem. 

In these three examples, the text set by Schoenberg forms a ready-made entry 

point for analysts to begin to explore issues of musical meaning; to ignore the way the 

text and the music interact is to overlook one of the richest domains of the genre.
64

 In 

terms of extended analytical treatment, Schoenberg's "absolute" music receives much less 

attention along this line of inquiry; some notable exceptions are discussed below.
65

 

                                                 
63 A suggestive critique of de Zeeuw's paper regards the presence of this numerical metaphor in 

the other songs from Das Buch der hängenden Gärten: If this metaphor is so apt for depicting 

the relationship between feminine/masculine, the narrator and her love, is it equally pervasive 

in the other songs of the cycle? The 3:4 of the melodic motive (3 half-steps and 4 half-steps, 

suggesting the intervals of a major or minor triad) is present throughout the cycle, due to the 

vestiges of functional tonality, but I am not convinced that it always signifies along the lines 

articulated by de Zeeuw. 

64 Recall the discussion, above, concerning "This is My Fault." 

65 Walter Bailey argues that even in those works that are not explicitly texted or programmatic, 

Schoenberg often employed a "secret program" to help guide his formal processes. Even so, 
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Even so, this kind of intra-work analysis rests on the assumption that “every detail of the 

signifier is mapped on to the signified.”
66

 This overlooks potential similarities in the way 

meaning is constructed across Schoenberg’s music and in other music as well. Sensitivity 

for inter-work meaning addresses this omission. 

 

Conventionalized Musical Meaning (ratio facilis) 

 

 Many authors use conventionalized meanings as an entry point through which 

intra-work meaning can be approached. For example, David Lewin's analysis of "Angst 

und Hoffung" repeatedly returns to the image of the "sigh," familiar to proponents of 

topic theory as the pianto, which pervades both the vocal line and the piano 

accompaniment of this song from Das Buch der hängenden Gärten.
67

 This 

conventionalized musical sign is then used as a starting point for an analysis concerned 

with middle- and background pitch structures, of which, Lewin argues, the "large-scale 

structural 'sigh'" G-sharp – A – G-sharp(A-flat) is the deepest.
68

 Lewin's analysis traces 

the implied emotional trajectory of the text’s speaker and the heightened emotions he 

finds demonstrated in the music can be directly linked to the piantos and pianto-like 

gestures found throughout the song. Some of his conclusions about the piece still depend 

                                                                                                                                                 
these works (such as the String Quartet, Op. 7) and their potential expressive meanings receive 

considerably less attention that Schoenberg's texted or programmatic music. Bailey, 

Programmatic Elements in the Works of Arnold Schoenberg (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 

1984). 

66 Monelle 2000, 15. 

67 David Lewin, "A Way into Schoenberg's Opus 15, Number VII," in Studies in Music with Text 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 321–343. See my discussion of this feature of 

Op.15/7 in Chapter 4. 

68 Lewin 2006, 340. 
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on specific pitches and their participation in harmonic motives, but his analysis is 

ultimately guided by what listeners might "immediately" respond to on the surface of the 

music. In another example from Op. 15, Julie Brown provides an allegorical reading of 

Op. 15, No. 1. Her argument, building off of the ideas of musical prose, involves Biblical 

allusions, three-ness, and a beginning-end dialectic found in the ambiguous music-text 

constellation of the opening song. While her argument, like Lewin's, is based on specific 

pitches and the collections they form, her reading was ultimately prompted and 

reinforced by the topical signifiers on the musical surface such as sighs and waves.
69

 

 Obviously, the boundaries of this framework - between formalism or its methods, 

intra-work meaning, and conventionalized, associative, inter-work meaning - are fluid: 

engaging analyses often draw on any available resources, whether the tools of set-class 

theory, concern for the way a particular row is segmented, or the projection of a dance 

meter. In the final section of this chapter, I highlight how some recent analysis of 

Schoenberg's music draws on the various forms of analysis while also demonstrating a 

concern for both intra- and inter-work meanings, especially of the sort encoded in 

musical topics. 

 

Conventionalized Meaning in Schoenberg's Music 

 

 In recent years, theorists, analysts, and historians of twentieth- and twenty-first-

century music have turned their focus to the potential for conventionalized meaning in 

this repertory. In his chapter on topics in Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in 

                                                 
69 Brown 1995. 
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Romantic Music. Kofi Agawu lists the work of several scholars focusing on associative 

meanings, specifically through their work on musical topics, in music of the twentieth-

century; he also provides a list of musical topics in the twentieth century from an 

unpublished manuscript by Danuta Mirka.
70

 In addition to the valuable resources cited by 

Agawu and before turning to analyses of conventionalized meaning in Schoenberg's 

music, I would like to mention two additional studies, not included in Agawu's survey, 

that illustrate the analytical insight accessible through musical topics. 

 First, Marianne Wheeldon demonstrates sensitivity to musical topics in her 

analyses of Debussy's wartime pieces, as published in her book Debussy's Late Style.
71

 

Her analysis of the Berceuse héroïque examines the narrative of the piece through its 

topics. These topics – including a dirge, a processional, and a clarion call – and their 

orchestration are then compared to the changes Debussy made when he re-orchestrated 

the original piano piece for a larger – and therefore more public – ensemble. These 

changes make certain topics more prominent, but maintain the ideological ambiguity 

found in the original. Wheeldon argues that this ambiguity played a major role in the 

development of Debussy's other wartime pieces.
72 

 
Wartime composition again proves a fruitful starting point for another analysis. In 

"Britten's Serenade and the Politico-Moral Crises of the Wartime Conjuncture: 

Hermeneutic and Narrative Notes on the 'Nocturne'," Sumanth Gopinath reads the 

                                                 
70 Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2008), 41–50.  

71 Marianne Wheeldon, Debussy's Late Style (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University 

Press, 2009).  

72 Wheeldon, 20–30. Her argument is that because Debussy's last compositions were composed 

in wartime Paris, and because he had to confront issues of patriotism in titles or music, his late 

style is indelibly marked by this cultural and political climate (17–18). 
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interaction of martial and pastoral elements against Britten's biography to understand how 

the 'Nocturne' can enact both a personal and a political narrative.
73

 Drawing on Britten's 

upbringing, his pacifism, his sexual orientation and history, and his "outlaw" marriage to 

Peter Pears, Gopinath is able to complicate the idea that, for instance, a bugle call 

represents the military and only the military; in addition to nature symbolism and some 

martial associations, for Britten the bugle call may also represent his school days and, 

therefore, childhood innocence or childhood guilt, and longing or nostalgia.
74

 By 

combining these personal, political, and cultural histories, Gopinath demonstrates the rich 

signifying potential of careful topical analysis. 

 In addition to these works, a few analysts have begun the project of investigating 

or at least identifying topics in the music of Arnold Schoenberg. Byron Almén, for 

example, offers two analyses of Schoenberg's music in his book, A Theory of Musical 

Narrative. The first, a narrative reading of the second of the Six Little Piano Pieces, Op. 

19, occurs in the chapter of "Narrative and Topic," as a brief counter example. Almén 

states that the difficulty of identifying topics in this movement does not preclude a 

narrative reading, in support of his idea that "musical narrative can exist apart from topic 

in an individual piece."
75

 

                                                 
73 Sumanth Gopinath, "Britten's Serenade and the Politico-Moral Crises of the Wartime 

Conjuncture: Hermeneutic and Narrative Notes on the 'Nocturne'" in Music and Narrative 

since 1900, edited by Michael L. Klein and Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington and Indianapolis: 

Indiana University Press, 2013), 234–53. "Britten's bugle topic provides an object lesson in 

how composers personalize musical topics, transforming an apparent universal into something 

particular" (243). 

74 Gopinath, 243. 

75 Byron Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 

91. 
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 This analysis is in marked contrast to the introduction of the book which includes 

a very fruitful use of musical topics to contextualize the narrative he reads in to Chopin's 

Prelude in G major, Op. 28, No. 3. In this analysis he identifies "a lilting, dance-like 

melody" which occurs over the repeating sixteenth-note ostinato, evocative of "the 

hypnotic stasis-through-motion of the Romantic Spinnerlied, suggesting an atmosphere of 

rustic simplicity." He further remarks that the repetitive figure recalls "running water or 

gentle breezes" and concludes that the topic could be read as "harmony-with-nature."
76

 In 

the context of his analysis of Chopin's prelude, this topic sets the stage for a musical 

narrative which is easily and smoothly resolved. Though this demonstrates his larger 

point that musical narrative can be separate from topics and other musical parameters, it 

seems that he is just better equipped to deal with musical topics in a tonal context. 

 His second Schoenberg analysis demonstrates this point as well. Returning to Op. 

19 in his section on "Ironic Narratives," Almén finds Op. 19, No. 4 to exhibit just such a 

narrative due to the "implications of traditional gestures and topics" which are invoked 

but then denied. In this movement, Almén hears "a sprightly dance movement," followed 

by "a langorous alto-range melody" situated "in the landscape of opera," which lead to no 

reconciliation but a "grotesque, sped-up reflection of phrase A" for the conclusion.
77

 The 

rapid alternation of the topics, in combination with the unfamiliar pitch language, leads 

Almén to hear an ironic narrative in this movement. 

The unfamiliarity of the tonal language thus forms part of a larger narrative 

strategy of modern alienation and psychic disintegration. Schoenberg's continual 

shifting of the  topical ground suggests an individual without direction or center of 

personality. The various topoi function like evanescent masks, tried on for effect, 

                                                 
76 Almén 2008, 4. An instance of this topic occurs in Schoenberg's Op. 2, No. 4, "Waldsonne." 

77 Almén 2008, 184–5. 
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but discarded in self-loathing and disgust, and the atonal language merely serves 

to increase the sense of dislocation.
78

 

 

 I do not fault Almén for struggling with questions of the applicability of topical 

analysis in Schoenberg's music, nor do I entirely disagree with his analysis. If these 

analyses are unsatisfying, it is likely because these movements from Schoenberg's Op. 19 

would seem to resist Almén's narrative method or archetypes. This is not because of their 

lack of topics (although admittedly identifying them is difficult in the atonal context), but 

because of their brevity; since Almén's archetypal theory relies on an opposition being 

presented and then overcome or neutralized, these aphoristic 9 and 13 measure pieces 

may not provide the space necessary to work out the narrative conflicts necessary to 

resolution. In addition, the ambiguity of the topics may result in an ambiguity of 

valuation: if Almén, for example, finds his sympathies lie with the operatic B section as 

the order that is defeated, it seems inevitable that he would read Op. 19, No. 4 as an 

ironic narrative.
79

 

 Arnold Whittall disagrees with Almén's stance on Op. 19, No. 4, partially on these 

grounds. As demonstrated in his essay "Optional Extra? Contextualizing Narrative in the 

Critical Interpretation of Post-Tonal Composition," Whittall finds Almén's analysis too 

reliant on an awareness of Schoenberg's personal history of the time: 

Almén's negative response to the Schoenberg seems to me like that of a listener 

trying to reconstruct a first hearing of this piece when it was new by someone 

knowing something of Schoenberg's recent personal life (the suicide of his wife's 

lover, the painter Richard Gerstl) and predisposed to map this fact onto the music: 

                                                 
78 Almén, 2008, 186. 

79 Almén's analysis of Op. 19, No. 4 is briefly recapitulated in his chapter, "Narrative 

Engagement with Twentieth-Century Music: Possibilities and Limits," co-authored with 

Robert Hatten, in Music and Narrative since 1900 (2013), referenced above, 59–85. When 

Whittall responds to Almén, discussed below, he is responding to the 2008 publication. 
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all is "alienation and ... disintegration," with any forces that might make for 

cohesion – and even enjoyment – suppressed.
80

 

 

 Whittall goes on to disagree with Almén's analysis on the grounds that he hears 

playfulness instead of despair, music that is "exuberantly witty, ebulliently engaged" and 

a potentially comic narrative instead of one couched in irony.
81

 His ultimate point, 

however, is that ambivalence is more important that narrative resolution: "its modernist 

tendency to suspend tonality requires the 'old order' to remain in view not as something 

'problematic' but as a still relevant counter-pole. The outcome reinforces the ambivalence 

rather than resolving it."
82 

In the rest of his essay, Whittall argues against the definitive 

narrative archetypes proposed by Almén but maintains that questions of narrativity in 

twentieth- and twenty-first-century music retain their interpretive and analytical value.
83

 

His analyses demonstrate the usefulness of musical topics for this endeavor.  

In his essay, "A Bridge to New Life: Waltzes in Schoenberg's Chamber Music," 

Alexander Carpenter brings forth several examples from Schoenberg’s Chamber Music in 

order to uncover what meaning these waltzes (and, presumably, “the waltz” in general) 

had for Schoenberg.
84

 The title comes from the secret program of Schoenberg’s first 

String Quartet, Op. 7, in which Schoenberg identified a passage with a waltz as a 

transition before a section he titled “Feeling New Life.”
85

 Carpenter finds waltzes in the 

                                                 
80 Arnold Whittall, "Optional Extra? Contextualizing Narrative in the Critical Interpretation of 

Post-Tonal Composition," in Klein 2013, 91. 

81 Whittall, 91–92. 

82 Whittall, 92. 

83 Whittall, 98. 

84 Alexander Carpenter, “A Bridge to a New Life: Waltzes in Schoenberg’s Chamber Music,” in 

Schoenberg’s Chamber Music, Schoenberg’s World, edited by James K. Wright and Alan M. 

Gillmor (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2009), 25–36. 

85 Quoted in Carpenter, 25. 
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following pieces: The String Quartet, Op. 7; the String Quartet, Op. 10; the Serenade, Op. 

24; the Suite, Op. 25; and the Quintet, Op. 26. Carpenter’s primary argument is that these 

waltzes are “meaningful personal signifiers” for Schoenberg, used to “mark moments of 

crisis and change” and “[connect] past and present.”
86

 Most of the connections he 

addresses, however, are based on his knowledge of “extra-musical” factors: the “secret” 

program of Op.7, the George poems set in the last two movements of Op. 10, dedications 

to the first or second Frau Schoenberg, and the text of “Ach, du lieber Augustin” all 

provide justification for Carpenter’s claim that these waltzes are self-representational and 

Janus-faced. The only musical factors Carpenter investigates are the structural placement 

of waltzes in transition sections, as in Op. 7 and Op. 25, or as “bookends,” as in Op. 24, 

and the tonal implications of the “Ach, du lieber Augustin” quotation in the increasingly 

atonal Op. 10. 

Like Almén's reading of Op. 19, No. 4, Carpenter's reading is clearly influenced 

by Schoenberg's biography. It may be that some nuanced meaning can be read into 

Schoenberg's use of waltzes, but given the reliance on programs and texts in addition to 

the lack of attention to any of the other waltzes found in Schoenberg's music,
87

 

Carpenter's argument is not entirely convincing. It does not offer any additional readings 

as to how one waltz may differ from another or how they might interact with the 

surrounding music, nor does it consider the possibility of Schoenberg's inflections of the 

                                                 
86 Carpenter, 25–26. 

87 Carpenter’s essay originated as a talk for a symposium on Schoenberg's chamber music, so it 

is not unsurprising that none of the Lieder make an appearance. Still, the String Trio, Op. 45, 

includes flashes of waltzes, and it would not be difficult for Carpenter to interpret this work, 

said to be autobiographical about Schoenberg's heart attack, as a "bridge to a new life" after 

recovery. For more on the waltz strand in particular and the String Trio in general, see Cherlin 

2007, 328–338. 
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waltz interacting with its larger cultural tradition.
88

 Carpenter's questions are important 

ones, especially considering Schoenberg's relationship to music of the past and to his 

once-home Vienna, but the individual analyses leave more to be desired. 

 Michael Cherlin's recent article "Pierrot Lunaire as lunar nexus" compares 

descriptions of moonlight in poetry and literature to depictions of moonlight in music to 

understand more fully the various tropes of moonlight and their role in Pierrot Lunaire 

and to connect Schoenberg's interpretive use of moonlight with those of his historical 

predecessors.
89

 Cherlin reads the poetic associations of moonlight – moonlight as "a 

guiding light" or moonlight as "madness," to name just two examples – as a parallel 

discourse to musical depictions of moonlight – references here include Beethoven's 

"Moonlight" sonata; songs Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms; and passages from 

Wagner's Ring cycle – in order to explore the rich semiotic associations available to 

Schoenberg in the early twentieth century. 

 Cherlin then analyzes the moonlight found in Schoenberg's earlier works: 

Verklärte Nacht, Gurrelieder, Pelleas und Melisande, and Erwartung all contain textual 

and musical invocations of moonlight in multiple guises and set the precedent for 

Schoenberg's greatest engagement with moonlight music, Pierrot Lunaire. Cherlin's 

analyses explore the text and topics, as well as issues of tonal remnants, counterpoint, and 

texture. The readings of individual songs both create a network of possible depictions and 

                                                 
88 To offer just one example, the constant triplets found in the B section of “Waldsonne,” Op. 2, 

No. 4, mentioned above in the context of Almén's "harmony-with-nature" topic, could be said 

to inflect the pastoral expressive genre of this Lied with another layer of nostalgia. Perhaps for 

Schoenberg, the Viennese waltz represents not only a particular kind of dance tradition but his 

immediate and irretrievable past.  

89 Michael Cherlin, “Pierrot Lunaire as lunar nexus,” Music Analysis 31, no. ii (2012): 176–215. 
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meanings of moonlight in Pierrot Lunaire and link Schoenberg's depictions of moonlight 

to the earlier instances that may have influenced him. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 The insistence on framing Schoenberg's atonal music as a "break" with tradition, 

especially as reinforced by the various theoretical apparatuses of the mid-twentieth 

century, severed the perception of the historical continuities between the nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century music. It emphasized musical structure above musical expression, the 

latter of which, as I demonstrated, was important to Schoenberg's understanding of his 

own music. 

 The turn to intra-work meaning in the later twentieth-century provided nuanced 

responses to individual pieces, but because of the context-specific relationship (indicative 

of ratio difficilis) between the arrangement of notes and their meaning, it is difficult to 

generalize or abstract these methods. In addition, many of these analyses appear to have 

been prompted by some insight due to conventionalized meaning. 

 By engaging with conventionalized meaning (ratio facilis), especially in the guise 

of musical topics, we can begin to uncover the expressive meanings of this music. An 

analysis that engages with musical topics, entities which are necessarily historically- and 

culturally-constituted, allows for a wider lens than an analysis solely focused on intra-

work meaning; as examples above have shown, musical topics enable a discussion of 

issues of musical narrative (Almén) and can contribute to a historical perspective 
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(Cherlin). By engaging with musical topics in Schoenberg's music, we gain access to 

expressive meanings and reconnect this music to its historical precursors. 

 The next chapter summarizes the development of the analysis of musical topics in 

Western music theory as it has traditionally been applied to tonal music. In addition to 

addressing some critiques of topic theory, I speculate about the identification of new 

topics and offer a comparison of various methods for this endeavor. The concerns of this 

and the next chapter establish the priorities for the topical analyses of Schoenberg's music 

that follow in Part II. 
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Chapter Two 
 

Overview of Topic Theory: 

Developments, Critiques, and New Directions 

 

 As the previous chapter demonstrated, recent analyses have begun to explore the 

conventionalized meanings of musical topics in twentieth-century music. My primary 

objective in this chapter is to trace the development of topic theory from its earliest 

iterations to the present day; I consider both the music-theoretical and the musicological 

contributions that have shaped topic theory as it currently stands. I address the necessity 

for topical analysis in twentieth-century music and highlight some recent developments 

and applications of topic theory. Finally, criticisms of topic theory are addressed, with 

special attention paid to the issue of identifying new musical topics.  

 In its most canonical definition, musical topics are “characteristic figures … 

subjects for musical discourse.”
1
 Alternative definitions stress the associative power of 

topics: “Topics are richly coded style types which carry features linked to affect, class, 

and social occasion … providing a basis for musical allusion.”
2
 More recent definitions 

highlight the coded nature of this system of signification: Monelle identifies topics as 

“culturally enshrined icons or indices … The topic is essentially a symbol, its iconic or 

indexical features governed by convention and thus by rule.”
3
 The points of agreement 

among all definitions are the following: a musical signifier, a cultural signified, and the 

                                                 
1 Leonard Ratner, Classic Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980), 9; emphasis in original. 

2 David Lidov, Foreword to Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, 

Correlation, and Interpretation (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), x. 

3 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 15–17. 
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learned code that connects these. Additional contributions to our understanding of 

musical topics are discussed below. 

 Nicholas McKay’s overview of the history of topic theory summarizes the 

contributions of the first two generations of topic theorists. The first generation – Leonard 

Ratner, and his students Wye J. Allanbrook and Kofi Agawu – established a provisional 

universe of musical topics in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century music, while the work of 

the second generation – Robert Hatten and Raymond Monelle – shored up the theory by 

addressing concerns overlooked by the first generation. Due to the date of McKay’s 

publication, he was unable to include Monelle’s The Musical Topic and Agawu’s Music 

as Discourse in his survey, the latter of which complicates his generational divisions. 

Even so, the overview McKay provides demonstrates the primary contributions of each 

scholar to the ever-changing scholarly pursuit known as topic theory. Taking McKay’s 

study as a guide, I provide a brief overview of these two early generations of topic 

theorists before addressing later contributions and their implication for topical study in 

the twentieth century. 

Leonard Ratner is frequently cited as the first modern analyst to publish about the 

styles, gestures, and figures that we now understand as musical topics; his Classic Music 

(1980) is the publication most often cited in this regard.
4
 Musical topics, as defined by 

Ratner, are the commonplaces used by classical composers. They emerged from 

interactions with other types for and occasions of music in the early eighteenth century 

                                                 
4   Ratner 1980. It should be noted that note that an earlier version of these ideas appeared in his 

1957 textbook, Music: The Listener's Art. Leonard Ratner, Music: The Listener's Art (New 

York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957), 165–176. The remainder of my discussion of 

Ratner’s work concerns Classic Music. 
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and formed a "thesaurus of characteristic figures" for composers of this time; musical 

topics are the "subjects for musical discourse" employed by composers and understood 

by listeners.
5
 Ratner articulates the association between these musical commonplaces and 

their extra-musical associations: "Some of these figures were associated with various 

feelings and affections; others had a picturesque flavor."
6
 He allows that topics can be 

operative at multiple levels in a given piece of music ("as fully worked-out pieces, i.e., 

types, or as figures and progressions within a piece, i.e., styles"
7
) but that even these lines 

can be blurred: Minuets and marches, to use his example, can function as entire 

compositions or as episodes within a more diverse field of topics. His categorization of 

types and styles is recreated in Figure 2-1.
8
 

 
Figure 2-1: Ratner's List of Types and Styles (Classic Music, 1980) 

TYPES      STYLES 

 Dances       Military and Hunt Music 

  Minuet and related types (incl.  Singing Style 

  waltzes, sarabande, Ländler, etc.)  Brilliant Style 

  Polonaise     French overture 

  Bourrée     Musette, Pastorale 

  Contredanse     Turkish Music 

  Gavotte     Storm and Stress 

  Gigue      Sensibility, Empfindsamkeit 

  Siciliano     Strict Style; Learned Style 

 March       Fantasia 

 

Ratner considers the "types" to be "fully worked-out pieces" and "styles" to be 

"figures and progressions within a piece," though he acknowledges that there is some 

                                                 
5 Ratner 1980, 9. 

6 Ratner 1980, 9. 

7 Ratner 1980, 9. NB, Ratner's "types" and "styles" should not be confused with the "types" and 

"styles" of Hatten, 1994. 

8 Ratner 1980, 9–24. 
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flexibility.
9
 In addition to these types and styles, Ratner includes "Pictorialism" as a way 

that composers of classical music could imitate or symbolize non-musical ideas. 

 Example 2.2 presents what Ratner provides as, presumably, a typical topical 

analysis. Reproduced below is his Example 2-25, which analyzes the topics of the 

Allegro of the first movement of Mozart's Prague Symphony, K. 504. 

Figure 2-2: Ratner's Ex. 2-25: Topics. Mozart, Prague Symphony, K. 504, 1786, first movement
10

 

 

         Measures 

  1.  Singing style, alla breve   37–40  

  2.  Brilliant style, learned    41–42    

  3.  Fanfare I     43–44  

  4.  Singing style, learned    45–48  

  5.  Alla breve, brilliant style   49–50  

  6.  Brilliant style, learned    51–54  

  7.  Brilliant style, modified stile legato  55–62  

  8.  Fanfare II     53(sic)–65
11

  

  9.  Brilliant style     66–68  

  10.  Cadential flourish (new material)  69–70  

  11.  Singing style     71–74  

  12.  Alla breve, brilliant style   75–76  

  13.  Learned, brilliant, alla breve   77–87  

  14.  Storm and Stress    88–94  

  15.  Singing style, later set in learned style 95–120  

 

Later music theorists would take issue with the "superficial" nature of this kind of 

analysis.
12

 Compared to Schenkerian analysis, for example, with its concern for deep 

structure, this method of topical analysis seemed to provide only a checklist of what 

                                                 
9   Ratner 1980, 9. "[M]inuets and marches represent complete types of composition, but they 

also furnish styles for other pieces" (emphasis mine). 

10 Ratner 1980, 27–28. Ratner mentions topics in the Adagio introduction, but his analysis 

primarily concerns the Allegro. 

11 This should likely be "63–65." 

12 The most memorable critique of this type of analysis comes from Susan McClary: "[T]he mere 

labeling of topics in masterworks produces in me the kind of dismay I would feel if an art 

critic were to explicate Picasso's Guernica by proudly identifying the 'horsie,' without 

somehow noticing the creature's anguished grimace or the other figures on the canvas." 

McClary, "Review: The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays by Raymond Monelle," Notes, 

Second Series 58, no. 2 (December 2001): 326. 
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occurred on the surface, with no attention to tonal organization or issues of hierarchy. 

Even compared to analyses in which surface is privileged, as in Allanbrook's chapter on 

the first movement of Mozart’s K. 331, this list provides no guidance as to why one topic 

might come before or after another. 

 In fairness, however, this analysis is more than a list. It demonstrates some 

sensitivity to the way the topical surface is ordered, both in terms of framing and duration 

and with an eye toward the potential interaction of topics. Regarding framing and 

duration, singing style is both the first and the last topic of the Allegro; brilliant style 

appears to occur equally if not more often than singing style, but it is singing style that 

forms both the starting and ending topical field. In addition, the example above could be 

said to demonstrate that various topics interact with one another in turn: singing style 

with alla breve, alla breve with brilliant style, brilliant style with learned style. (Robert 

Hatten would later develop this idea as "troping," discussed below.) Alla breve, then, 

seems to mediate between the opposition of singing style and the brilliant style identified 

above. 

 From our historical perspective, however, the list prompts more questions than it 

answers. How do these topics interact with the form? Are any of the topics altered after 

their joint appearance with another? How is this topical flow affected by the introduction 

(which Ratner does not include in this analysis)? How does the order of topics here 

influence our understanding of the musical narrative? Though these concerns were 

outside the scope of Ratner's project, later theorists would expand topic theory and the 

applications thereof by confronting these questions. 
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 Wye J. Allanbrook, a student of Leonard Ratner, expanded the purview of topic 

theory with her 1983 book Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: Le Nozze di Figaro and Don 

Giovanni. She demonstrated that topics in Mozart's music, specifically his use of distinct 

dance measures in opera, contribute to the drama and characterization by signaling 

different levels of dignity and therefore differing social strata for the individuals and 

groups portrayed.  

 Grounded in contemporaneous documents that establish a link between a man’s 

character and his physical gestures, Allanbrook’s use for topics in analysis is primarily in 

their function as rhythmic gestures, or “postures,” which reveal as much about a character 

as the words he or she speaks or sings. Her interest is in Mozart’s use of the rhythmic 

aspect of the topics as a replacement for the descriptive texts previously used to reveal 

inner states: “The librettist was freed from the necessity of writing pallid sententiae in 

rhyming couplets in order to render the protagonist’s commentary on his psychic state.”
13

 

By utilizing and recognizing the rhythmic character of musical topics, composers could 

use music to narrate dramatic scenes and emotional states and audiences could 

understand and interpret these complex layers of meaning. 

 In a later analysis, Allanbrook demonstrates how consideration of topics and the 

"surface" can explain salient or unusual musical features compared to some structural 

approaches with their appeals to "depth." "Mozart's K. 331, first movement: once more 

with feeling" pits Allanbrook's topical and expressive reading of this well-known and oft-

analyzed theme against many previously published structural readings by the likes of 

                                                 
13 Wye J. Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1983), 9. 
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Schenker, Leonard Meyer, Robert P. Morgan, and Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff.
14

 

Allanbrook argues that the siciliana topic that governs the surface of the music accounts 

for the rhythmic and metric anomalies that the structural analyses of the previously 

mentioned theorists dismiss or ignore.
15

 Her analysis suggests both a narrative reading 

and some considerations for performance. She concludes by arguing that those analyses 

which ignore surface details – including topics and their articulation through register, 

dynamics, and rhythmic and metrical features – and focus entirely on structural elements 

are only making an attempt to understand half of the music. 

 Another theorist who attempted to reconcile the surface elements of topical 

analysis with aspects of deeper structure is Kofi Agawu. His 1991 book Playing with 

Signs reads musical topics against a beginning-middle-end paradigm, loosely based on 

the Bassbrechung of the Schenkerian background. This combination of "extroversive 

semiosis" (the expressive level understood through topics) and "introversive semiosis" 

(the structural level understood through musical structure) is used to demonstrate the 

drama as the topical surface unfolds on top of the inevitable contrapuntal progression of 

the background. Like the other members of McKay’s first generation of topic theorists, 

Agawu’s work in this text was concerned with musical topics in tonal music of the 

                                                 
14 Wye Jamison Allanbrook, "Mozart's K.331, First Movement. Once More, With Feeling," in 

Communication in Eighteenth-Century Music, edited by Danuta Mirka and Kofi Agawu 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2008), 254–82. 

15 In some ways, Allanbrook's chapter can be read as a feminist application of musical topics. 

She offers her reading against those of many male music theorists (she cites one female author 

in the appendix of other K331 analyses, but all of her imagined interlocutors are male); she 

uses metaphorical language that portrays structuralist analysis as "pinching and poking" (255); 

and the reading she offers both embraces the "triply feminine" cadence and foregrounds, 

through her descriptive language, the narrative of a female protagonist, a "shepherdess," a 

dancer who "becomes a diva" (269). 
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eighteenth-century; the Schenkerian background of these structures created an inevitable 

contrapuntal frame for the interplay of topics. 

 Robert Hatten’s Musical Meaning in Beethoven reconsiders Ratner’s classification 

of musical topics. Hatten's chart, reproduced below, places Ratner's ideas into a hierarchy 

lacking in the original. 

Figure 2-3: Hatten's "rough hierarchy implied by Ratner's presentation"
16

 

 I. Codes of feelings and passions, linked to: 

  A. pace, movement, tempo 

  B. intervals 

  C. motives used to symbolize affect 

 II. Styles, based on: 

  A. locale/occasion/situation 

   1. ecclesiastical/church style 

   2. chamber style (galanterie) 

   3. theatrical/operatic style (relative to chamber style) 

  B. degree of dignity 

   1. high style 

   2. middle style 

   3. low style 

 III. Topics, either: 

A. types (fully worked-out pieces), such as dances (minuet, contredanse,  

etc.) in high, middle, or low styles, or 

  B. styles (figures and progressions within a piece) 

   1. military, hunt 

   2. singing style 

   3. French overture 

   4. musette, pastorale 

   5. Turkish music 

   6. Storm and stress 

   7. sensibility, Empfindsamkeit 

   8. strict, learned style (vs. galant, or free style) 

   9. fantasia style 

 IV. Pictorialism, word painting, and imitation of sounds in nature 

 

 McKay groups Hatten with the second generation of topic theorists due to his 

expansion of topical hermeneutics. Borrowing from linguistics, Hatten applies the idea of 

                                                 
16 Hatten 1994, 74–75. See also: fn. 9, 74. 
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markedness to musical topics and other expressive musical parameters. In every 

opposition, some significant feature is valued differently for one of the members, usually 

understood as presence in one and absence in the other; in many cases this means the 

difference embodied by one of the members is marked with respect to the other. Hatten's 

first example for musical markedness is found in the expressive significance of minor 

keys versus major keys in the eighteenth century. With respect to major keys, minor keys 

are "marked" keys as the non-normative element; the range of signification for a minor 

key is smaller than that of the range for a major key, characterized by Hatten as "tragic" 

vs. "non-tragic." As Hatten contends, both the oppositions and the differing valuations 

can change over time, yielding new expressive possibilities.
17 

Musical topics provide one 

potential area for these expressive oppositions as Hatten shows in his analyses. "Topics 

come laden with associations (the military associations of a march, for example), but 

more importantly for reconstructing correlations, these topics invoke a well-established 

oppositional network of meanings."
18

 Both the governing power of musical topics and the 

oppositions they can embody, in musical material and in cultural correlations, become 

more fully systematized in the remainder of Hatten's book as expressive genres and as 

troping. 

 Another of Hatten's key contributions to the field of topic theory is the idea of 

expressive genres, in which a topic or topics can be said to guide the listener's 

understanding or narrative interpretation of an entire movement or piece. Any marked 

musical opposition may signal an expressive genre, which could be said to be operative if 

                                                 
17 Hatten 1994, 34–44. 

18 Hatten 1994, 81. 
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enough musical parameters are present as to coalesce into one topic throughout the 

movement, or if there is a change in valuation over the course of the piece. Hatten 

identifies some archetypal expressive genres such as the tragic, the transcendent, the 

hybrid tragic-to-transcendent, and the pastoral; it is likely that each of Monelle's "great 

genre topics" could, in some instances, operate at the level of the expressive genre.
19

 

 Finally, Hatten's work influenced the future of topic theory and efforts to expand 

the universe of topics through his concept of troping, the modification of one expressive 

sign by another through their simultaneous appearance. Similar to creating a musical 

metaphor, troping involves the unstable combination of two musical signs and their 

correlations, creating an uneasy but interpretively fruitful hybrid meaning. Hatten's 

examples of the "learned-heroic" and the "learned-heroic and pastoral" found in 

Beethoven's Op. 101 and his argument in favor of troping as the basis for irony in music 

demonstrate the rich semiotic possibilities of troping.
20

 Troping also allows for the 

creation of new topics.
21

 

 

Topic theory was expanded into the nineteenth century through the work of 

Ratner, Agawu, Robert Hatten, and Janice Dickensheets among others. Ratner’s work in 

Romantic Music: Sound and Syntax was clarified and supplemented by Dickensheets’s 

                                                 
19 Hatten 1994, 67–90. Monelle's reading of "Non piu andrai" would suggest a "faux-heroic" 

expressive genre. Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2006), 176. 

20 Hatten 1994, 161–72. For the section on irony, see 172–188. 

21 Hatten 1994, 188–196. 
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creation of a lexicon of Romantic topics.
22

 To Ratner’s categories of “types and styles” 

Dickensheets adds dialects, “assemblages of musical gestures and other topics . . . with 

the added ability to sustain a movement or entire musical work,” which accounts for both 

elevated styles such as the Bardic and Chivalric as well as the various exoticizing styles 

such as the Style Hongrois and Chinoserie.
23

 In addition, Agawu’s monograph Music as 

Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music includes a lengthy discussion of 

developments in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century topic theory.
24

  

 After Leonard Ratner, perhaps no other author has contributed more to the 

developing field of topic theory than Raymond Monelle. The beginnings of his 

contributions to topic theory can be found in “Linguistics and Semiotics in Music,” in 

which his primary goal is to provide an overview of the musical applications of semiotic 

and linguistic theories.
25

 The chapter “Semantics and Narrative Grammar” concerns 

musical topics and points the way for some of Monelle’s later work on the subject. 

Because these ideas are more fully developed in both of the later books, we progress to 

the discussion of those points in those contexts. 

Monelle’s second book, The Sense of Music, is a collection of interrelated essays 

about semiotics. Monelle brings in a wide variety of approaches, drawing on topic theory, 

temporality, considerations of form, the perspective of music as “text,” and an impressive 

                                                 
22 Janice Dickensheets, “The Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century,” Journal of 

Musicological Research 31, no. 2-3 (2012): 97–137.  

23 Dickensheets, 128–131. In their capability to govern and sustain entire movements, 

Dickensheets’s dialects are similar to Hatten’s expressive genres and Grabócz’s semantic 

isotopies. 

24 Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 

Studies in Music Theory, 2009). 

25 Raymond Monelle, Linguistics and Semiotics in Music (Chur, Switzerland: Harwood 

Academic Publishers, 1992). 
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understanding of musical and cultural history to explore the viability of music semiotics 

and to try to get at the “sense” of music. My primary concern in what follows is with his 

chapters directly related to the strengthening and expansion of topic theory, chapters two 

and three. 

The purpose of his second chapter, “The Search for Topics,” is to create a 

theoretical basis for the study of musical topics. As Monelle summarized in the first 

chapter, 

[T]he theory of musical topics, formulated in terms of Peircean semiotics, invokes 

a simple process of reference based on symbolism through a learned nexus. This 

apparently naïve view is modified by a realization that the signified of a musical 

topic is a textual feature or cultural unit, not a feature of the real world (or even of 

the world physically contemporary with the signifier, since topics often refer to 

older cultural traditions).
26

 

 

Within these two sentences are many of the crucial elements of Monelle’s theoretical 

enterprise, both in this book and in the next. 

First, understanding musical topics is a “process of reference based on 

symbolism.” Previous work on musical signification made the distinction between 

iconicity (in which the sign resembles its object) and indexicality (in which the sign bears 

the trace of its object). Though some topics signify indexically, as in dance topics – one 

cannot signify a waltz meter without the music itself being a waltz meter – the important 

addition to this conceptualization is the “indexicality of the object,” a point Monelle 

returns to again and again. While the link between the musical sign and its object may be 

iconic or indexical, the link to its ultimate signification is necessarily indexical. To 

paraphrase another of his examples, the pianto is an icon of weeping, but its ultimate 

                                                 
26 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 13. 
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signification, the emotions associated with weeping, is signified indexically. 

The second important element of this conceptualization of musical topics is that 

topical references occur “through a learned nexus.” Though it is not a central point about 

topic theory per se, Monelle argues that listeners who believe they respond to “emotion” 

in music are really responding to the interplay of musical topics, whether they are able to 

articulate this or not.
27

  The clearest example of this point is his discussion of the 

transformation of the pianto. In its earliest uses, by composers such as Caccini and 

Dowland, the descending semitone was imitative of “weeping” and was used to 

accompanying words like “pianto” and “lagrime.” Over time, the musical signifier and 

the textual signified both expanded: “During the eighteenth century, the cliché of the 

appoggiatura became the basis for a more general topic, that of Empfindsamkeit,” 

characterized by appoggiaturas, though they could be major or minor seconds, ascending 

or descending.
 28

 In the same way that the pianto’s musical material was expanded and 

transformed into Empfindsamkeit (with its own signified), the pianto's cultural signified 

expanded until it came to signify not only the “weeping” it imitated, but tears, sighing, 

and, eventually, the heightened emotions associated with these actions: despair, anguish, 

grief. It appeared without reference in the given text to tears or weeping, but in instances 

requiring the expression of extreme emotional distress. Monelle traces how this topic 

informs several of the leitmotivs in Wagner’s Ring, underscoring their associations with 

related emotions of fear and anger.
29

 

                                                 
27 “[T]here is an intermediate stage in the representation of emotions, the stage of the object and 

its indexicality.” Monelle 2000, 21. 

28 Monelle 2000, 69. 

29 Monelle 2000, 66–73. This is in contrast to Wagner’s own comments regarding the 
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This history has been lost to modern analysts who likely respond consciously to 

the chromaticism instead of unconsciously to the signification: “It is very doubtful that 

modern listeners recall the association of the pianto with actual weeping; indeed, the later 

assumption that this figure signified sighing, not weeping, suggests that its origin was 

forgotten.”
30  

Monelle returns to this point often, but his argument is more explicit in The 

Musical Topic so I shall discuss it further in that context. 

A related point that emerges from Monelle’s later discussion is that the nature of 

this signification is conventionalized (which makes the “learned nexus” possible). 

Though many analysts and listeners would prefer to believe that each piece of music 

signifies on its own terms (ratio difficilis), in ways specific to the composer, the 

instrumentation, the opus number, Monelle argues that topics are, in fact, a 

conventionalized form of signification (ratio facilis).
31

 

 Third, these conventionalized meanings that are signified by musical topics are 

“textual features or cultural unit[s]” – not concrete objects in the real world; the “noble 

horse” does not point to any one horse but to the tradition of the literary horse, with all of 

the traits and associations thereof. Monelle is careful to point out that the cultural unit 

that is signified is not necessarily a physically contemporaneous real-world entity. This 

argument is more fully developed in his later book, discussed below, but the point stands, 

                                                                                                                                                 
transformation of the Rhinedaughters’ cry of “Rhinegold!” (a descending major second) 

throughout the entire cycle. See Wagner, “On the Application of Music to Drama” [Über die 

Anwendung der Musik auf das Drama] (1879) in Richard Wagner’s Prose Works, translated by 

William Ashton Ellis (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner and Co., 1897), vol. 6. 

30 Monelle, 73. Allanbrook made a similar point in her book on Mozart: "Because of their 

connections with certain universal habits of human behavior, these topoi are also largely in the 

possession of the opera-going audience today, although modern listeners may not be aware of 

the source of their particular perceptions" (Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart, 2–3). 

31 Monelle, 2000, 15. 
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regardless: the cultural traditions evoked by the military, hunting, and pastoral topics do 

not evoke a contemporary real-world feature but instead access an entity from the cultural 

imaginary. 

Monelle’s project regarding topics in what follows in The Sense of Music 

accomplishes two major tasks. First, in the remainder of chapter two, Monelle compares 

Ratner’s understanding of musical topics with the historical sources quoted in Classic 

Music, revealing inconsistencies, mistranslations, and omissions; he argues that 

Allanbrook took a similarly “generous” view of her sources for her book on rhythmic 

gesture in Mozart.
32

 Monelle’s purpose here is not to diminish the contributions of either 

scholar but to argue that topic theory is a theoretical development of the twentieth century 

rather than a historical enterprise that dates back to the eighteenth century.
33

 

 Monelle’s other significant contribution to topic theory, found in The Sense of 

Music, is that he reveals the nature of the relationship between topics and leitmotivs. 

Unlike previous analysts, Monelle is in favor of a topical understanding of leitmotivs: 

Leitmotivs are capable of accruing meaning throughout the course of an opera, but they 

are not without signification of their own. Monelle groups the leitmotivs by their topical 

associations and teases out meanings based on both their musical associations (military 

trumpet call, fanfare, horn call, march, etc.) and their dramatic context. 

 As Monelle wrote in The Sense of Music, “Each topic needs a full cultural 

study.”
34

 This is the project that Monelle undertakes with the topics listed in the subtitle 

                                                 
32 Ibid., 29. The critique of Ratner’s sources can be found throughout Chapter 2. 

33 This point is emphasized in Nicholas McKay’s 2007 article on topics, discussed below. 

34  Monelle 2000, 33. 
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of his next (and ultimately last) book, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral.
35

 

The three topics here were chosen because they are all “great topical genres” – topics 

with complex webs of musical signifiers and cultural signifieds.
36

 Because this work is 

dedicatedly solely to musical topics, as opposed to the varied approaches taken in Sense, 

Monelle has more room to explore examples and develop arguments merely hinted at in 

the earlier text. Not only does he go further into the theoretical grounding and 

implications of topic theory, he makes explicit that appeals to “emotion” in music are red 

herrings: “the terms of music are so transparent that we overlook them.”
37

 Listeners are 

so adept at hearing and understanding topics that the progression from musical prompt to 

learned response takes place so quickly as to make them believe they are responding to 

the unmediated “emotion” of the music. Monelle’s project in the rest of the book, then, 

can be seen as a dissection of the varied presentations of each of these great topics, both 

in terms of the differing musical materials and how these affect their interpretive 

associations. 

 For each of the topics included in the subtitle, Monelle provides an in-depth 

history of the cultural practices signified by the topic, the musical elements that generate 

the topic, and musical analyses which examine the ways in which subtle differences in, 

                                                 
35 Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2006). 

36 This is opposed to other relationships between topics, which can be demonstrated with 

Monelle’s examples. The alla zoppa, for example, has an unmistakable musical signifier 

(dotted rhythm) but the cultural associations are less clear. The “Dance of Death,” on the other 

hand, has a long literary tradition to support the cultural signified, but this has been signified 

by many composers in many different ways; the musical signifier is variable. The great genres 

Monelle includes here have a large degree of overlap in their musical signifiers and also 

signify rich historical, cultural, and literary traditions (Monelle 2006, 5). 

37 Monelle 2006, 32. 
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for example, rhythm or register can inflect the extra-musical associations. Monelle’s book 

provides an impressive and necessary contribution to the many fields with which it 

engages: music history, music theory, cultural and literary studies, and social history. In 

its interdisciplinary scope, The Musical Topic suggests a rewarding and fruitful path for 

future scholarship and analysis. 

 

 These five authors – Ratner, Allanbrook, Agawu, Hatten, and Monelle – 

established the basis for modern topic theory. Their work introduced or explored new 

aspects of topical analysis, as well as corrections or expansions of previous work. Enough 

literature has amassed about topic theory that recent years have seen two published 

surveys of the field of topic theory, by Nicholas McKay and Kofi Agawu.
38

 Agawu's 

overview of the state of the field is more comprehensive than McKay's summary, due 

both to its expanded scope and its later publication date. Also, while McKay is not shy 

about offering criticism of the various contributions to topic theory, Agawu does not 

hesitate to confront criticisms of topic theory itself; these criticisms are addressed below. 

In addition to its useful summary, Agawu's chapter contains an extensive bibliography of 

works that feature topical analysis. The number of citations included demonstrates the 

impressive number of scholars engaging with elements of topic theory and includes far 

too many books and articles for me to cover in this review of the literature. At the same 

time, however, it demonstrates the relative scarcity of topical analysis as applied to 

twentieth- and twenty-first-century music. 

                                                 
38 Nicholas Peter McKay. "On Topics Today" in Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft für Musiktheorie 4, 

no. 1–2 (2007): 159–83. 
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Recent Developments 

 

The reasons for studying musical topics in any genre of music are manifold. Not 

only do musical topics encourage a closer reading of individual pieces, suggesting affect 

and characterization or creating implications for formal processes, as in the work of 

Allanbrook and Agawu, respectively; the study of musical topics historicizes music 

synchronically relative to its predecessors and descendants and diachronically relative to 

other artistic and cultural entities. In what follows, I survey some recent works with 

musical topics that go beyond the creation of a topical universe. 

Works such as Jonathan Bellman’s The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western 

Europe and Matthew Head’s Orientalism, Masquerade and Mozart’s Turkish Music 

feature the exploration of a single topic in a given repertoire and provide a catalogue of 

the ways the topic appears in music and informs issues of interpretation.
39

 In the more 

recent Ligeti’s Laments: Nostalgia, Exoticism, and the Absolute, Amy Bauer argues for 

the presence of signifiers of the lament (including the pianto and lament basses) 

throughout Ligeti’s compositions; these laments are then incorporated into structural and 

interpretive analyses.
40

 Each of these three studies focuses on one topic as it appears in a 

given repertory; elements of historical context are incorporated, but the emphasis is place 

on analytical understanding informed by the musical presence of the topic. 

                                                 
39 Bellman, The Style Hongrois in the Music of Western Europe (Boston: Northeastern University 

Press, 1993); Head, Orientalism, Masquerade and Mozart’s Turkish Music (London: Royal 

Music Association, 2000). 

40 Bauer, Ligeti’s Laments: Nostalgia, Exoticism, and the Absolute (Burlington, VT: Ashgate 

Publishing Company, 2011). 
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 In a monograph on Mozart's "Jupiter" Symphony, Elaine Sisman incorporates 

topic theory in an impressive array of methodologies to analyze this symphony. In 

addition to addressing questions of rhetoric and style, reception history, formal design, 

and phrase rhythm, she relies on topical analysis to provide a complete picture of this 

movement. What is innovative in her approach is the combination of topics and rhetoric. 

As we know from Ratner and Hatten, topics can invoke different degrees of dignity, and 

Sisman finds Mozart using topics in the Jupiter Symphony to invoke an elevated style, 

appropriate to rhetoric. This elevated, learned style is juxtaposed with the galant style, 

and, by investigating their intersections and interactions, Sisman demonstrates how the 

attempted reconciliation of these two styles in the symphony’s recapitulation and the coda 

invokes contemporaneous conceptions of the sublime.
41

 

 Stephen Rumph’s work also engages with topics in the music of Mozart, but his 

arguments involve the semiotics of Mozart’s own time. Like Agawu’s Playing with Signs, 

Rumph is interested in coordinating the semantics of musical topics with music’s syntax. 

He engages this issue by exploring musical figurae – “topical phonemes” – which are 

non-signifying traits shared by musical topics which allow their overlap, simultaneous 

presence, and transition. Each musical topic is created by the specific constellation of 

figurae: Rumph demonstrates that Susanna’s gavotte (from Le Nozze di Figaro) is created 

by the combination of the following figurae: displaced meter, horn pedal, and concertante 

winds. “Displaced meter,” to borrow his example, is also shared by the alla zoppa and 

                                                 
41 Elaine Sisman, Mozart: The "Jupiter" Symphony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 

1993). 
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fourth-species counterpoint.
42

 This shared defining trait relates the topics to the deeper 

structure of the music and allows for the overlap and interaction of these differing topics. 

Figurae could be a useful analytical tool for understanding the creation of new topics: by 

examining the individual characteristics that make up a recurring trope (a melodic or 

harmonic trait, a rhythmic profile, or a combination of instrumental timbres, for 

example), new topics can be placed in context relative to existing topics and their figurae.  

 Topics play an important role in understanding musical narrative, an area of 

musicological and music-theoretical study that is regaining popularity. Michael Klein, for 

example, relies on musical topics to understand the succession of expressive states that he 

interprets as the musical narrative of Chopin's Fourth Ballade.
43

 This new approach to 

musical narrative is supported by a sensitive analysis to the oppositions borne out by the 

musical topics – in this case, the pastoral and a waltz – and includes both affective and 

dramatic concerns in its unfolding. By comparing the markedness oppositions of the 

themes, understood through topics, and by considering the placement and particulars of 

the apotheosis, understood as the expressive and structural transformation of the 

emotionally marked theme, Klein makes the case for an understanding of musical 

narrative separate from a pre-determined formal design. Though he does not expand our 

understanding of the topical universe, his analysis assumes competence and 

understanding of musical topics and seamlessly incorporates them into other interpretive 

endeavors. 

                                                 
42 Stephen Rumph, Mozart and Enlightenment Semiotics (Berkley: University of California 

Press, 2012), 94–107. 

43 Michael Klein, "Chopin's Fourth Ballade as Musical Narrative,” Music Theory Spectrum 26 

(2004): 23–55. 
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 Klein further develops his approach to narrative analysis in Music and Narrative 

since 1900, a collection of essays edited with Nicholas Reyland.
44

 In the first chapter, 

Klein argues that, while many of the narrative analyses of eighteenth and nineteenth 

century music were bound up with the processes made possible by tonality, narrative and 

tonality should not be conflated. After suggesting that topics could be a way into the 

stories that music can tell, Klein offers a short reading of the first movement of Mozart’s 

K.332, easily the most-analyzed piece when it comes to topic theory. Klein’s analysis, 

however, is novel in its repudiation of the unifying power of tonality. His analysis asks 

the question: How would we interpret this exposition if it were not governed by the tonal 

and formal procedures of an eighteenth-century major-mode sonata exposition? Read this 

way, Mozart's juxtaposition of the Sturm und Drang and minuet topics in rapid 

alternation, suggests a conflict between inner turmoil and outer decorum, which leads 

Klein to potential readings concerning issues of temporality and agency and the conflict 

between internal states and external actions. Klein suggests that, without the crutch of 

tonality to guide interpretation of this movement, we might read it as portraying “a 

societal order that uses the ruling ideology to hide its weaknesses.”
45

 His remarks suggest 

that just as narrative should be decoupled from tonality, musical topics can also operate 

outside this frame, further supporting the need for topical study in music after 1900. 

 The focus of this collection of essays is on musical narrative, but Klein argues 

that one productive way into these stories is through musical topics. As he writes, “It is 

easy to follow an aesthetic ideology that views modernism’s break with the past as 

                                                 
44 Michael L. Klein and Nicholas Reyland, editors, Music Narrative after 1900 (Indiana: Indiana 

University Press, 2013). 

45 Klein and Reyland 2013, 16. 
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repudiation of all convention,” and, as demonstrated in Chapter One, this ideology 

informed many of the contemporaneous and post-war analyses of Schoenberg’s music 

and modernist compositions.
46

 As many other scholars have demonstrated, however, 

Schoenberg was keenly aware of his position in musical history, and the study of the 

topics used in his music is one way to connect him to this tradition as well as to explore 

his influence on later composers. As Klein continues, “Many of the topics we hear in 

music after 1900, of course, play on a tradition of musical convention that is centuries 

old.”
47

 

 In A Theory of Musical Narrativity, Byron Almén discusses the valuations and 

oppositions that engender four narrative archetypes, based on the work of semiotician 

Northrop Frye: comedy, romance, tragedy, irony. Each of these archetypes is 

characterized by the oppositions of victory/defeat and order/transgression. Almén finds 

this a fruitful theory for musical narrative because: 

[It] reveals the link between the interplay of musical events and the cultural 

function of the resultant temporal pattern. If one can articulate the prevailing 

oppositions within a work, and if one can observe how they are transvalued within 

that work, then one is articulating its narrative trajectory.
48

 

 

In light of this foundation, his handling of topics seems to be surprisingly incomplete, 

especially given how effective topics are for both demonstrating oppositions and 

representing, if not cultural valuations, at least cultural elements. It seems that he does 

not want to wed his theory of narrative to topic theory, perhaps to preserve the underlying 

narrative structure for similarity with other artistic domains. In any case, his work does 

                                                 
46 Klein and Reyland 2013, 21. 

47 Klein and Reyland 2013, 21. 

48 Byron Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 

66. 
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not prevent the meaningful inclusion of topics but stands somewhat apart from them.   

 

Critiques of Topic Theory 

 

 Many of the problems of topic theory have been alluded to above; the critiques by 

theorists and analysts often prompt new perspectives or ways of "doing" topic theory. For 

example, Agawu's inclusion of the beginning-middle-end paradigm was a way to 

counteract the mere listing of topics, as was Allanbrook's effort to uncover the social and 

societal cues of dances in Mozart's operas. Unsatisfied with blanket statements about 

what constitutes a topic, Monelle sought to differentiate versions of the same topic (to 

borrow from Hatten, different types of the same token) by providing a thorough cultural 

history of the three great genres and by comparing how different musical materials 

prompt different cultural associations. All of the primary contributions to the field of 

topic theory examined here can be understood as offering a corrective to some earlier 

aspects of the study of musical topics. 

 Agawu summarizes four primary critiques of topic theory as follows. First, that 

topical analysis is a modern phenomenon; second, that “mere identification” is the only 

kind of analysis possible with topics; third, that topics are objects on the surface of the 

music; and fourth, that the segmentational units of topical analysis do not align with 

larger formal (tonal) structures. Agawu counters all of these criticisms in turn: topical 

awareness is demonstrated in historical writings; most other forms of analysis (tonal, set-

theoretical, etc.) begin with “mere identification;” topics are procedures which require a 

competency similar to linguistic fluency; and topics are able to highlight discontinuities 
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on the surface due to tonal coherence at the background.
49

 

 Agawu’s critique is well-summarized and well-argued, but on this last point we 

differ. His contention that “topics take their ultimate bearings from the security of tonal-

rhythmic processes” overlooks the possibility of topical presence in atonal music.
50

 While 

many of the previous criticisms and rebuttals could apply to topic theory as a whole, this 

last is specifically oriented to a Schenkerian critique of topic theory as applied to tonal 

music. How does the fact that topical analysis of tonal music “highlights discontinuities” 

apply to the potential application of topic theory to atonal music? 

 To answer this question, I would like to return to the issue of segmentation. In The 

Sense of Music, Monelle compares the segmentation of music to the segmentation of 

language: 

The notorious difficulty of segmentation in music analysis is only to be expected, 

for segmentation in language (the division of an utterance into words, morphemes, 

and phonemes) is based on pertinence, that is on meaning. Without a theory of 

signification, music becomes merely an infinitely ramified continuum, impossible 

to divide into smaller units. A grasp of signification enables us to find meaningful 

items in this continuum and thus to begin the process of analysis.
51

 

 

That segmentation on the topical surface of tonal music is at odds with the segmentation 

of the elements that enact the deep structure is understandable: the two systems, what 

Agawu calls “extroversive semiosis” and “introversive semiosis” can each generate their 

own segmentation because each system has its own criteria for pertinence. One system 

relies on the harmonic entities of triads and seventh chords, on the distinction between 

                                                 
49 Kofi Agawu, “Topic Theory: Achievement, Critique, Prospects” in Passagen: Five Key Note 

Speeches (from the IMS Kongress Zürich 2007) edited by Laurenz Lütteken and Hans-Joachim 

Hinrichsen (New York: Bärenreiter, 2008), 53–55. 

50 Agawu, “Topic Theory,” 55. 

51 Monelle 2000, 10–11; emphasis in original. 
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consonance and dissonance, and on the processes of prolongation and unfolding; the 

other relies on the types and styles of the surface organization of register, meter, rhythm, 

and articulation. 

 Segmentation is a particularly thorny issue in atonal music, as demonstrated by 

various critiques of set-theoretical analysis.
52

 But if segmentation is actually based on 

meaning, as Monelle argues, musical topics may provide some grounding for 

segmentation of the surface of atonal music. Because the discontinuities on the surface of 

atonal music are not unified or granted coherence by a tonal background, the interaction 

of topics enacts the fragmentation so central to the aesthetics of modernism. 

 How might a topical analysis intersect, influence, or be influenced by an analysis 

that employs set theory? First, the topical field may suggest a logical segmentation of the 

surface elements under consideration. Second, the formal sections suggested by certain 

topics or by changes in topics may coincide with sections dominated by a certain set-

class, reinforcing that moment as a formal marker, or the changes in topics may overlap 

the seams between sections organized by certain pitch material, easing or blurring the 

transition. 

Third, musical topics may account for the pitch collections sometimes discounted 

by certain theorists. For example, Allen Forte claimed that whole-tone segments, chords 

in fourths, and augmented triads were not meaningful entities in Schoenberg’s music, but 

                                                 
52 See especially Michiel Schjuier, Analyzing Atonal Music: Pitch-class Set Theory and Its 

Contexts (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2008), 228–235, and George Perle, 

“Pitch-Class Set Analysis: An Evaluation,” The Journal of Musicology, 8, no. 2 (Spring 1990): 

151–172. For recent theoretical work concerning meaningful segmentation, see the 

publications of Dora Hanninen, such as her article “Orientations, Criteria, Segments: A 

General Theory of Segmentation for Music Analysis,” in Journal of Music Theory 45, no. 2 

(Autumn 2001): 345-433. 
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counter-examples occur with some frequency, especially in the atonal music.
53

 To 

demonstrate with a brief example, in the first song from Das Buch der hängenden 

Gärten, Schoenberg uses the whole tone scale to suggest the motion of water as “die 

kleinen Bäche klagend eilen” (as the little brooks hasten away lamentingly). This does 

not “excuse” or “explain away” Schoenberg’s use of subsets of the whole-tone collection; 

instead it offers a possible explanation for why he would have purposefully composed 

these notes, or, for readers made uncomfortable by speculation about composer intention, 

why we as listeners might deliberately hear these collections on the surface of his 

music.
54

 

 

Identifying New Topics 

 

 The remaining issue most relevant to the future of topic theory involves decisions 

about what constitutes a topic. As articulated by Sisman, "The principal problems 

concern the identification and limits of topics within a piece: what is a topic and what is 

not? Is every tremolo passage in a minor key a "reference" to Sturm und Drang or every 

imitative passage "learned style?" Is a "fanfare" the same at the grand opening of the 

                                                 
53 “In the course of this exposition, it is hoped that certain notions concerning Schoenberg’s use 

of compositional materials will be laid to rest. Among these [is] … the idea that familiar 

configurations, such as the whole-tone scale and ‘chords in fourths’ play significant roles in 

the music. It is indeed unfortunate that these views have become as widely disseminated as 

they have, for they tend to obscure Schoenberg’s unique genius.” Allen Forte, “Sets and 

Nonsets in Schoenberg’s Atonal Music,” Perspectives of New Music, 11, no. 1 (Autumn-

Winter 1972): 44. 

54 In fairness, the existence of these collections as identifiable melodies or harmonies is enough 

to warrant their inclusion in a set-theoretical analysis, regardless of topic, and to ignore them 

is to misrepresent the music. 
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piece and in a calmer interior context?"
55

 Sisman does not arrive at a universal conclusion 

for these questions (nor do I believe that one exists), but the exploration of these concerns 

for the Jupiter symphony gets to the heart of her interpretive project: By investigating the 

intersections and interactions of the learned and the galant styles in Mozart's Jupiter 

Symphony, Sisman demonstrates how the attempted reconciliation of these two styles in 

the recapitulation and the coda invokes contemporaneous conceptions of the sublime. It 

may be possible that there is no universally applicable answer to this question, and it 

maybe also be possible that the boundaries delimiting a topic are (or were, depending on 

historical context) constantly in flux. Nevertheless, simply asking questions regarding 

topical inclusion may be useful in prompting new analytical insights. 

 In addition to deciding whether some musical material is or is not an instance of a 

given topic, one must ask whether a new topic is being referenced and how that topic may 

have come to be. In response to the question "Does every piece of ["Classical"] music 

have a topic?" Agawu responds: 

Theoretically yes, but let us not forget that the substantial domain of topics, like 

that of  language, remains open, allowing for the possibility of discovering more 

topics. In the examples considered in this chapter, references to an area of 

"neutral" topical activity indicate not necessarily the absence of topic but, rather, 

the absence of an appropriate label within the restricted domain of our topical 

universe.
56

 

 

The examples Agawu refers to draw on music from Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, but 

given his recent inclusion of lists of topical universes for nineteenth- and twentieth-

                                                 
55 Sisman, 46. 

56 Kofi Agawu, Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music (Princeton:  

Princeton University Press, 1991), 49. 
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century music, he may regard this as true of all music.
57

 How, then, are new topics 

created, and when can listeners or analysts declare the presence of a new topic? 

 Hatten's work offers answers for both questions. First, new topics can be created 

through troping: two topics appear together, but the uneasy relationship of their 

correlations provokes a new, hybrid meaning. "Although the trope may be unstable in its 

original appearance, it may be susceptible to growth. The process of identification of an 

entity, after all, is the first step in its generalization as a type (even if the type has only 

one token at first)."
58

 Hatten goes on to say that as these tropes become their own types, 

the meaning also narrows and becomes conventionalized. This is similar to the differing 

types of meaning construction identified by Eco, summarized by Monelle: ratio difficilis 

will, eventually, inevitably, become ratio facilis.
59

 It may, in the end, be easiest to identify 

new topics only after the trope has become a type and admitted many of its own tokens. 

 To answer the second question, it would appear that only one instance is 

necessary to determine a new topic. Monelle’s method of uncovering the cultural 

histories of topics seems at odds with this point, as his work was concerned with 

demonstrating the rich cultural traditions associated with the "great genres" of topics, but 

his analyses are nuanced enough to allow for "the horn of nocturnal mystery" as a topical 

offshoot of horn calls and the hunt.
60

 Also, as we've seen in other analyses, certain topics 

may be slightly shaded within a composer's oeuvre or within a single work; Gopinath's 

work on Britten's use of the military topic demonstrates how one composer may modify a 

                                                 
57 Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009), 41–50. 

58 Hatten 1994, 188. 

59 Monelle 2000, 16. 

60 Suggested in Monelle 2000, 60, and more fully developed in Monelle 2006, 104-110. 
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well-known topic for his own expressive purposes.
61

 Still, the attempt to chart out the 

boundaries between old topics, new topics, and "neutral" musical material (if such a thing 

can be said to exist at all) remains fraught with difficulty and resistant to systematization. 

To all of this must be added Monelle's admonition for those aspiring to identify topics, 

new and old: 

The central questions of the topic theorist are: Has this musical sign passed from 

literal  imitation (iconism) or stylistic reference (indexicality) into signification 

by association (the indexicality of the object)? And second, is there a level of 

conventionality in the sign? If the answers are positive, then a new topic has been 

revealed, whatever the period of music studied.
62

 

 

 Monelle’s advice contains two points for the identification of new topics. First, 

the musical sign must signify by association: in addition to previous instances in which 

textual signifiers were required for the association (lyrics, expressive text, titles), the 

analyst must demonstrate instances without these textual signifiers which continue to 

carry the associated signification. Second, the sign must be conventionalized: all of these 

instances, with and without text, must share basic features.
63

 To satisfy both 

requirements, then, many examples would need to be analyzed and compared. This 

necessity suggests that the identification of a new topic is the creation of an intertext. 

 Michael Klein defines intertextuality as “any crossing of texts,” and his analyses 

                                                 
61 Sumanth Gopinath, “Britten’s Serenade and the Politico-Moral Crises of the Wartime 

Conjuncture: Hermeneutic and Narrative Notes on the ‘Nocturne’” in Music and Narrative 

after 1900, edited by Michael Klein and Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2013), 234–253. 

62 Monelle 2000, 80. 

63 Zbikowski’s remarks about typicality are useful here: instead of an either/or categorization 

(Type 2), membership in the category of a topic appears to be graded, allowing for 

considerations of more- or less-typical (Type 1). Lawrence Zbikowski, Conceptualizing 

Music: Cognitive Structure, Theory, Analysis (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); see 

especially Chapter 1. 
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in Intertextuality in Western Music demonstrate how music’s potentially unbounded 

intertexts can be limited in a way to reflect, amplify, and clarify their meanings.
64

 In 

particular, his discussion of the uncanny musical topic, discussed in my Chapter Six, uses 

various literary and musical instances of the uncanny to identify its musical signifiers. 

“[Musical] topics are formed by culling potential tokens to find common attributes. A 

musical topic brings together the scattered signs in diverse musical texts and forms of 

them a conceptual category.”
65

 By limiting intertexts to a certain historical period, genre, 

or composer, we may find new topics, or new applications of old topics, in the music we 

study.  

 New topics need to be identified as the focus of topical analysis shifts into the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
66

 As I discussed in the previous chapter, some 

analysts are beginning to examine musical topics in Schoenberg’s music, as well as in the 

music of Debussy, Britten, and Shostakovich.
67

 Agawu summarizes the contributions of 

several scholars working with topics in the music of Bartok, Liszt, and Shostakovich, in 

addition to providing his own analysis of a piece by Stravinsky.
68

 Other scholars have 

                                                 
64 Michael Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 

2005), 11. 

65 Klein 2005, 62. 

66 “Often … a text is an alien in its own time; it speaks with uncoded signs that seek readers yet 

to come, who will make the interpretive leap necessary to make sense of the text.” Klein 2005, 

75–76. 

67 Marianne Wheeldon, Debussy’s Late Style (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009). 

Sumanth Gopinath, “Britten’s Serenade and the Politico-Moral Crises of the Wartime 

Conjuncture: Hermeneutic and Narrative Notes on the ‘Nocturne’” in Music and Narrative 

after 1900, edited by Michael Klein and Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 2013), 234–253. Esti Sheinberg, Irony, Satire, Parody and the Grotesque in the Music of 

Shostakovich (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000).  

68 Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009). While Agawu’s analysis makes attempts to identify and connect 
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even begun to move topics outside the realm of art music: David Brackett’s Interpreting 

Popular Music includes topics in his analysis of popular songs, and Ron Rodman’s book 

Tuning In examines the topical associations of the themes from American narrative 

television.
69

 These developments demonstrate the usefulness and applicability of topical 

analysis to many different styles and kinds of music. 

 

 As mentioned above, topic theory could have profound implications for our 

understanding of twentieth century music. In addition to suggesting meaningful 

segmentations, musical topics create contrast and characterization and provide a way in 

to twentieth-century narratives.
70

 Especially in the case of Schoenberg’s music, musical 

topics represent another aspect of his musical inheritance, parallel to tonality.  

Robert Morgan’s under-emphasized argument in "Secret Languages: The Roots of 

Musical Modernism” is that the stylistic diversity of the early twentieth century was due 

to the move away from tonality, which itself is due to the pursuit of new modes of 

expression.
71

 Just as the musical language of tonality was “flattened out” by convention, 

the signifying power of musical topics may have seemed similarly clichéd or exhausted.
72

 

Recent works on musical topics in the twentieth-century suggest that this perception may 

have been true for composers after 1900; their analyses demonstrate how composers 

                                                                                                                                                 
topics – such as the "bell motive" or a close harmony that "might be part of a chorale” – he 

remains hesitant to ascribe a specific interpretation to their interaction. 

69 David Brackett, Interpreting Popular Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995). 

Ron Rodman, Tuning In: American Narrative Television Music (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2011). 

70 See Klein’s introduction to Klein and Reyland 2013. 

71 Robert Morgan, "Secret Languages: The Roots of Musical Modernism,” Critical Inquiry 10, 

no. 3 (March 1984): 442–461. 

72 Morgan, 448. 
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individualized their use of musical topics, perhaps in an effort to revive or add nuance to 

their signification. 

Differing approaches to pitch language in the early twentieth-century warranted 

the creation of new analytical methods, as discussed in the previous chapter. Despite 

differences of melodic creation or formal operations, music of the common practice 

period employed the same musical objects (i.e. diatonic collections, triads, and seventh 

chords) across pieces, genres, and the works of many composers. As Edward Cone 

posited in his article “Sound and Syntax,” Schoenberg’s new atonal musical language 

required the analyst to uncover the new “normal” sonorities in each piece.
73

 Even in this 

brief study we see that the “normal” is different for each piece. Despite the attempts by 

other analysts to find a consistent pitch-class set-class in Schoenberg’s atonal music, 

these results are not at all comparable to the homogeneity of the pitch-class set-classes 

understood as the formal elements of common practice tonality.
74

  

If each work creates and uses its own “normals” and if each work’s meaning is 

exactly coterminous with the elements of its signifiers, this repertory cannot be in 

dialogue with other historically-situated works of art and culture or with the history of 

Western art music. If, on the other hand, other musical elements such as topics carry 

                                                 
73 Edward Cone, “Sound and Syntax: An Introduction to Schoenberg’s Harmony,” Perspectives 

of New Music 13, no. 1 (Autumn-Winter 1974): 21–40. 

74 Perhaps the most obvious example here is Allen Forte’s constant search for the EsCHBEG set-

class (012569) as Schoenberg’s musical signature. Allen Forte, “Schoenberg’s Creative 

Evolution:  The Path to Atonality,” The Musical Quarterly 64, no. 2 (April 1978): 133–176. 

On the other hand, H. H. Stuckenschmidt’s identification of the (016) trichord throughout 

Schoenberg’s atonal and twelve-tone music is more convincing, though this trichord does not 

achieve the level of ubiquity of the triad in tonal music. Arnold Schoenberg, translated by 

Humphrey Searle (New York: Schirmer Books, 1978), 525-34. Originally published as 

Schoenberg: Leben, Umwelt, Werk (Zurich: Atlantis Musikbuch-Verlag, 1973). 
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conventionalized, “extra-musical” connotations, listeners and analysts can access issues 

of musical meaning and understand this music in its historical and cultural context. It 

should be clear by now that I favor the latter approach. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 My interest in furthering the development and application of topic theory is not 

without a keen awareness of the problems posed by this theory and its most common 

iterations, many of which the above theorists and analysts sought to rectify in their work. 

As previous discussion has demonstrated, and as Agawu addressed in his response to 

critiques of topic theory, the issue of labeling topics is a preliminary but necessary step. 

Further, and again following Agawu, though topical labels may be easily identified and 

agreed upon, the interpretation thereof is variable based on analysts’ perspectives and 

priorities.
75

 

The topical analyses I present in the following chapters are not intended as the 

ultimate analysis for each piece, nor are they intended to mark out defined limits of 

twentieth-century topic theory. Instead, I present these analyses as examples of ways in 

which topics may influence our understanding or performance of the given pieces for a 

repertory in which topics have been over-looked; in addition, some of the following 

chapters combine topical analysis with other methods (narrative, structural, set-

theoretical, etc.) so that the interaction between them can be tested, critiqued, or just more 

generally understood. To that end, some of the analyses that follow venture into 

                                                 
75 Agawu 2009, 50.  
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uncharted topical territory, venturing beyond descriptive analysis into a more speculative 

realm. The level of abstraction or supposition may make some readers uncomfortable, but 

I hope it is clear that readers need not be completely convinced by all of my readings in 

order to see the value of this line of inquiry. 
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PART II: 

Analytical Approaches 
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Chapter Three 
 

Schoenberg’s Pelleas und Melisande: 

A topical and leitmotivic analysis 

 

Introduction 

 

 Pelleas und Melisande, Schoenberg’s tone poem based on the Maurice 

Maeterlinck play of the same name, was begun in 1902, completed in 1903, and 

premiered in 1905.
1
 This work is generally grouped with Schoenberg’s early large-form 

masterpieces, including the early String Quartet in D major (1897); the cantata 

Gurrelieder (begun in 1900); and the string sextet Verklärte Nacht (1899).
2
 Much of the 

discourse that has surrounded the analytical reception of this piece concerns its conflicted 

interpretation as either program music or absolute music. For example, the earliest 

published analysis of Pelleas by Schoenberg’s student, Alban Berg, gives priority to the 

formal divisions above the unfolding of the drama. Ethan Haimo convincingly argues that 

Berg's analysis was influenced by Schoenberg, which tilted the balance in favor of an 

interpretation that privileges the similarities between the tone poem and absolute music, 

                                                 
1 Jennifer Shaw and Joseph Auner, editors, The Cambridge Companion to Schoenberg, (New 

York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), xii. Also, Joseph Auner, editor, A Schoenberg 

Reader: Documents of a Life (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 41. 

2   The use of leitmotivs that can be found in Gurrelieder and even in Verklärte Nacht suggests 

another common link between these early single-movement works. For Schoenberg’s analysis 

of associative themes in Verklärte Nacht, see Auner 2003, 38–40. 
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rather than the connections between the tone poem and the dramatic events of the play, 

due to the change in attitudes concerning program music in Vienna at that time.
3
  

 The broad trends in the analysis of Schoenberg's music can be witnessed, in 

miniature, in previously published studies of Pelleas und Melisande. Berg's guide to 

Pelleas, published in 1920, alludes to the character names as they apply to the leitmotivs 

and broadly traces the outlines of the drama, but only insofar as their interaction reveals 

the underlying form of the tone poem. According to Berg's thematic formal outline, 

Schoenberg's tone poem contains the traditional parts of a symphony: "first, a large 

sonata movement; second, a three-part movement consisting of three short episodes 

(suggesting a scherzo-like character in at least one scene); third, a broadly spun-out 

Adagio; and finally, a finale in the form of a reprise."
4
 He alludes to the names of the 

leitmotivs and themes "solely for the sake of a quicker grasp and easier orientation"; his 

primary directive is to demonstrate that the form of the tone poem was conceived 

abstractly and only happens to agree with Maeterlinck's play.
5
 

 Bailey (1984) offers a similarly structural interpretation of the tone poem's events. 

While he is more willing to admit the possibility that dramatic concerns may have 

                                                 
3 Ethan Haimo, Schoenberg's Transformation of Musical Language (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2006), 66–96. For more on program music in Schoenberg's Vienna, see 

Walter B. Bailey, Programmatic Elements in the Works of Schoenberg (Ann Arbor: UMI 

Research Press, 1984), 5–18, and Michael Cherlin, Schoenberg’s Musical Imagination (New 

York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 76–86 and 153–154. 

4 Alban Berg, “Pelleas und Melisande: Kurze Thematische Analyse,” translated by Mark 

DeVoto, Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute XVI no. 1/2 (June/November 1993): 273. 

All references to the Berg Guides come from Mark DeVoto's comprehensive and annotated 

translations, published by the Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute 

5 Berg, 273. A condensed version of Berg's analysis which outlines how the formal sections 

correspond to the drama can be found in Bailey 1984, 70–71. 
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influenced Schoenberg, he argues that Schoenberg was at least equally concerned with 

"purely musical" features of the tone poem:  

It would not be accurate, however, to state that the form of the work results 

exclusively from a desire to mirror the action of the drama as presented by 

Maeterlinck. The extensive love scene, for example (Berg's Slow Movement), is 

proportionally longer in Schoenberg's score than in Maeterlinck's drama. This 

most likely results from Schoenberg's desire to work out the implications of the 

musical material on a purely musical level.
6
 

 

Though aware of various story-telling signifiers in this tone poem – Bailey compare some 

of Schoenberg's musical effects to filmic effects such as flashbacks and montages – he 

ultimately takes issue with formal analysis based entirely on associated themes. Bailey 

concludes his analysis of Pelleas by suggesting a new division of the internal structure 

based not on themes but on key areas.
7
 

 More recent analyses, such as those by Walter Frisch and Michael Cherlin, 

demonstrate a concern for the tone poem's dramatic meaning. The way Frisch frames his 

discussion of Pelleas und Melisande seems, at first, to be motivated by abstract formal 

concerns: “In order to mark off the larger boundaries of the work – and to provide some 

needed contrast – Schoenberg presents new themes at or near the beginnings of parts II, 

III, and IV” (159). These themes, Frisch claims, are introduced in order to indicate 

structural markers or provide additional thematic contrast, not because their appearance 

or transformation is dramatically motivated by the events of Maeterlinck’s play. As his 

                                                 
6 Bailey 1984, 71. 

7 Bailey 1984, 71–73. 
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argument develops, however, he reveals his concern for Pelleas’s dramatic meaning, 

even though he does not rate the work very highly.
8
  

 Cherlin argues that the conflicted view of Pelleas by recent analysts is due to 

understanding the work as motivated by formal and structural concerns instead of by the 

interaction of the leitmotivs that depict and enact the drama of the work.
9
 “That is not to 

say that the formal constituents are without interest; rather I claim that our understanding 

of form, from the minutiae of leitmotivic design, to large-scale trajectories within the 

work, must be informed by a sense of dramatic function.”
10

 Even these arguments, 

however, overlook the role played by musical topics in constituting the illustrative role of 

the leitmotivs and their transformations over the course of the work. To the above quote I 

would add: this dramatic function is created and informed by the interaction of the topical 

associations of Schoenberg's leitmotivs. 

 In what follows, I argue that the topical associations of the leitmotivs in Pelleas 

und Melisande create a sense of both characterization and dramatic action throughout 

Schoenberg’s tone poem. I demonstrate how these topics and leitmotivs interact to 

suggest complex associative meanings at important junctures in the tone poem. The third 

section focuses on Schoenberg’s response to Zemlinsky’s request to cut passages of the 

tone poem for a performance; I argue that an awareness of the topical associations of 

                                                 
8 See especially his discussion of Melisande’s motive influencing those of Pelleas and Golaud, 

Walter Frisch, The Early Works of Arnold Schoenberg, 1893–1908 (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1993), 161. 

9 Michael Cherlin, "Dramatic Conflict in Pelleas und Melisande," in Schoenberg's Musical 

Imagination (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 68–154. Cherlin cites Frisch, 

discussed above, as well as Derrick Puffett, "'Music that Echoes within one' for a Lifetime: 

Berg's Reception of Schoenberg's 'Pelleas und Melisande,'" Music and Letters 76, no. 2 

(1995): 209–64. 

10 Cherlin 2007, 86. 
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these passages, which help to convey the drama therein, strengthen the formal and 

dramatic reasons Schoenberg cited in support of their inclusion. In addition, I provide a 

reading of the late emergence of the "Lost Innocence" leitmotiv and its topical 

associations, arguing that Schoenberg’s use of this topic in the drama belies the difficulty 

of an uncritical stance toward the pastoral.
11

 

 

Individual Leitmotivs 

 

 Berg’s analysis, first published in 1920, includes excerpts and names for many of 

the leitmotivs.
12

 Many of these motives were also identified and named in Schoenberg’s 

analysis from December 1949.
13

 More recent analyses, such as those by Bailey, Frisch, 

and Cherlin, offer their own related lists of motives, often directly based on the 

precedents set by Berg and Schoenberg. Table 3-1 compares the names of these 

motives.
14

 

Schoenberg’s names for the motives are taken from the prose of his program 

notes of 1949.
15

 Given the nature of the address, its remove from the time of composition, 

and the number of omissions even compared to Berg's analysis, it may be that he was 

                                                 
11 The “Lost Innocence” leitmotiv was so named in Cherlin 2007. 

12 DeVoto 1993, 15.  As mentioned above, Berg included these names for the ease of 

identification, not because he felt that they carried any associative meanings that would come 

to bear on the unfolding of the musical form. 

13 Auner, 40–42. 

14 Spellings have been standardized (i.e. Berg’s “Golo” changed to “Golaud”). A blank space 

indicates that the analyst did not address (or did not name) the motive in question. 

15 Bailey 1984 is based off of Schoenberg's extant writings about Pelleas, but aside from 

suggesting a new formal organization of Pelleas based on the harmonic (not the thematic 

structure) he does not offer any interpretation as to how the leitmotivs signify or interact; in 

this respect, the leitmotiv names he includes echo Schoenberg's exactly. Bailey, 59–73. 
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summarizing the tone poem more than discussing all salient motives; therefore, we 

cannot assume that any motive left out of this brief discussion was a) not important at the 

time of the composition or b) has no impact on our understanding of the temporal 

drama.
16

 The similarities and differences in this chart come to bear on the dramatic 

grouping and the topical associations of the leitmotivs. In what follows, I generally 

follow both Cherlin's nomenclature and practice of naming the leitmotivs with quotation 

marks ("Golaud") to distinguish them from the characters they represent (Golaud).
17

  

 

                                                 
16 Schoenberg’s later remarks about Verklärte Nacht reveal some discrepancies, perhaps 

suggesting discomfort with the source material or a slight forgetting of the original detail. 

These discrepancies were noted by Bailey, 31, and Michael Cherlin, “Schoenberg and the 

tradition of chamber music for string” in The Cambridge Companion to Schoenberg, edited by 

Jennifer Shaw and Joseph Auner (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 41. 

17 The interpretive issues surrounding the naming of leitmotivs, including the arguments against 

this practice, have been discussed in Matthew Bribitzer-Stull’s “Naming Wagner’s Themes” in 

Richard Wagner for the New Millenium: Essays in Music and Culture (New York: Palgrave 

MacMillan, 2007), 91-110. Bribitzer-Stull ultimately supports the practice of labeling 

leitmotivs due to the additional interpretive layer the inclusion of language can provide. 
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Table 3-1: Names and groupings of Pelleas' leitmotivs in published analyses 

Berg
18

 Schoenberg
19

 Frisch
20

 Cherlin
21

 

Introduction 

(in the forest) 

 Melisande 1 Melisande Lost 

Fate “destiny”  Fate 

Melisande “Melisande in her 

helplessness” 

Melisande 2 Melisande 

Golaud “Golaud” Golaud 

(includes 

wedding bond) 

Golaud 

Wedding Band/ 

Wedding Ring 

Golaud’s theme, 

transformed 

Wedding Bond 

Pelleas I “Pelleas” Pelleas 1 Pelleas 

Fate 

(ref. to harmony) 

Destiny (& Fate) 

(ref. to melody) 

Pelleas 2 Pelleas 2 

Scene at the fountain in 

the park 

“Melisande’s playing 

with the ring” 

  

Melisande’s awakening 

to love 

 Melisande 3 Eros 

[no name, but 

associated with 

Melisande] 

 Melisande 4  

falling Golaud    

Golaud’s Suspicion and 

Jealousy 

“Golaud’s jealousy”  Jealousy 

fountain motive    

Farewell- and Love-

scene between Pelleas 

and Melisande 

“Love” Love Love 

a “new theme in the 

reprise” 

“a new motif appears 

in the death scene” 

 Death Drive 

a “new theme in the 

reprise” 

  Lost Innocence 

a “new theme in the 

reprise” 

“entrance of the 

servants as a 

premonition of the 

death of Melisande” 

 [alluded to as the 

"cortege" but not 

treated as 

thoroughly as 

other motives] 

 

                                                 
18 Translated by Mark DeVoto, Berg Guides, 270–292. 

19  As published in Auner, 40–42.  

20  Frisch, 161–2. 

21  Cherlin, 87. 
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 The plot of Maeterlinck's play, especially in Schoenberg's musical retelling, can 

be summarized as follows: Golaud meets and marries a mysterious woman named 

Melisande, who eventually meets and falls in love with Golaud's half-brother Pelleas. 

The play and tone poem feature various scenes along the way including: a scene by the 

fountain in which Melisande plays with and loses the wedding ring given to her by 

Golaud; a scene reminiscent of Rapunzel in which Pelleas is enfolded in Melisande's hair; 

a scene in the catacombs where Golaud's jealousy of Pelleas almost results in Pelleas's 

demise. By play's end, Golaud's jealousy has overcome him, resulting in the death of 

Pelleas and an ultimately fatal wound to Melisande. 

 

Masculine Topics, Male Leitmotivs 

 Brass instrumentation, triadic structures, and military associations can be found in 

several of the leitmotivs in Pelleas und Melisande, especially in those associated with the 

presence and emotions of the male characters. Golaud’s leitmotiv, shown in Figure 3-1, is 

characterized by triadic structures, duple meter, and dotted rhythms. In its more 

prominent iteration at rehearsal 5, “Golaud” is lushly orchestrated (string, English horn, 

and eventually oboe are added to the original horn) and melodically developed; the 

topical association suggests the overflow of romantic feeling found in many secondary 

orchestral themes of the late nineteenth century, but at this early point in Pelleas, we may 

sense that this love theme has come too soon. As we shall see later, the “Love” theme 

supplants this over-eagerness of “Golaud” so early in the tone poem. 
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Figure 3-1: "Golaud" 

a. Original major mode   b. Eventual minor mode 

  

 Many analysts remark on the suggested F major tonality of Golaud’s theme: two 

members of the tonic triad are suggested by the ascending major third at the beginning of 

his leitmotiv.
22

 As we know, however, Golaud’s F major is not the concluding key of the 

tone poem. The piece ends in D minor, leaving Golaud, the only surviving main 

character, along with the consequences of his actions. Golaud’s downfall is prefigured 

from the beginning by the possible D minor reharmonization of his leitmotiv. After the 

opening third, suggesting scale degrees 1 and 3 in F major, the following D suggests at 

least a move to the submediant, or, at most, a reinterpretation of the gesture in D minor. 

Perhaps the opening gesture was not scale degrees 1-3, but 3-5? Schoenberg’s melodic 

writing here suggests and yet does not commit to a key, but the shared diatonic 

collections would enable “Golaud” to convey D minor just as easily as F major. 

 Over the course of the tone poem, Golaud’s leitmotiv is changed to strengthen this 

association with the minor mode. Through a process Matthew Bribitzer-Stull calls 

“Change of Mode,” the mode of Golaud’s leitmotiv shifts over time from major to minor 

(the latter of which is shown in Figure 3-1b). As Bribitzer-Stull argues, Change of Mode, 

a form of Thematic Mutation, is a simple but powerful transformation that capitalizes on 

the associations of major vs. minor, exemplified here by the transformation of 

                                                 
22 Frisch, 160; Cherlin, 116; Bailey, 72. 
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“Golaud.”
23

 After the scene in which Pelleas is enfolded in Melisande’s hair (rehearsal 

25), “Golaud” interrupts their childish play (measure 260, five bars after rehearsal 27). 

Here, his leitmotiv is shorter than previous instances, but decidedly in the minor mode: 

the opening ascending third is minor instead of the original major, and the downbeat is 

accompanied by an A minor triad. His leitmotiv is followed in short order by both the 

“Wedding Bond” and “Jealousy.” The sudden change from the previous romantic scene 

to these foreboding leitmotivs and their aggressive associations foreshadows the ominous 

and demonic character of the catacombs scene to follow. The shift of “Golaud” to the 

minor mode persists through the rest of the tone poem, coloring even the final 

progression of the entire work. In addition to this intervallic change, the topic of Golaud’s 

leitmotiv shifts from a romantic, fully-orchestrated “love” theme to suggest the demonic 

topic through low register and reedy timbres. Tin addition to the corruption of his 

character, this topical change in “Golaud” conveys that he poses a growing threat to the 

other characters.  

 Just as “Golaud” transitions from major to minor over the course of the tone 

poem, the topical association of this leitmotiv shifts as well. In its first instances,  

As the drama progresses, however, “Golaud” becomes more closely aligned with the 

“horn of nocturnal mystery,” a topic discussed by Raymond Monelle. Of the development 

of this topic, Monelle writes, “The danger and gloom of the forest gave a sinister and 

threatening sensation … and this made people think of sorcery and mystery, and perhaps 

                                                 
23 Matthew Bribitzer-Stull, Understanding the Leitmotiv: Musical Themes, Musical Association, 

and the Paradigm of Wagner’s Ring in manuscript, Chapter 7. Thematic Mutation highlights 

musical and dramatic differences of the same theme, as opposed to Thematic Evolution, which 

involves the similarities that emerge between different themes; this latter is suggested by my 

comparison of the structural elements of the various leitmotivs, discussed below. 
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of sadness and regret for the calamities that might befall therein.”
24

 Though the first 

appearance of “Golaud” conveys mystery more than calamity, the “sinister and 

threatening sensation” is gradually clarified; it is most fully realized in the scene in the 

catacombs. 

 While the identity of “Golaud” as the horn of nocturnal mystery is strengthened, 

the topic associated with “Pelleas,” the military topic, is gradually weakened; “Pelleas” is 

shown in Figure 3-2. In its first appearance, Pelleas’s leitmotiv is heard as a trumpet call, 

immediately suggesting youth and heroism through the military associations of his theme. 

Like “Golaud,” “Pelleas” is in common time and includes dotted rhythms. Their themes 

differ, however, in most other respects, not least of which is the descriptive 

instrumentation used in their initial motivic appearances: Golaud’s theme is originally, 

and quite often thereafter, associated with the horn, while the first part of “Pelleas” is 

initially scored for trumpet, reinforcing its headstrong and youthful character. 

 As noted above, the boundaries of these themes are amorphous. I am primarily 

discussing the smallest recurring leitmotivs associated with each character, but other 

analysts have considered and discussed the longer versions as well. Pelleas’s full theme is 

shown in Figure 3-2, and it is worth noting its heterogeneous nature. The first few 

measures clearly articulate the military theme – Schoenberg described it as the "youthful 

and knightly character of his motif" – and it is these measures, marked with the bracket, 

which most frequently denote “Pelleas.”
25

 The full theme, however, features this 

fragment before a sudden interruption in the surface rhythm, leading to a lyrical melody 

                                                 
24 Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 2006), 107. 

25 Cited in Auner, 41. 
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characterized by chromaticism and suggestive of “Melisande” and her related leitmotivs 

(and indicated with the semitones <-1 -1>).
26

 This unstable aspect of “Pelleas” allows for 

the association of his theme with “Melisande” and “Love.” 

Figure 3-2: "Pelleas" 

 

 For an important point of comparison between the stable “Golaud” and the 

unstable “Pelleas,” we now turn to their simultaneous appearance at rehearsal 48, shown 

in Figure 3-3. In the drama of the tone poem, this is just after Golaud discovers Pelleas 

and Melisande together, and the fragmentation and overlap of their motives can be heard 

to represent their interaction dramatically. “Golaud” is evoked with only the ascending 

minor third; it is repeated in such a way as to outline half-diminished seventh chords. 

"Melisande" is present, as is "Pelleas," but his leitmotiv has been melodically altered in 

two ways (besides the general fragmentation). At rehearsal 48, the first descending 

interval is a perfect fourth instead of the usual perfect fifth; in its transposed repetition in 

the following measure, that opening interval is a diminished fifth. Two related 

interpretations can be developed from these alterations. First, the pitches from both 

fragments combine to create a half-diminished seventh chord. This immediately relates to 

the half-diminished seventh chord spelled out by the fragmentation of "Golaud" which 

                                                 
26 Cherlin describes the first half of the theme as “jaunty” and the second as “passionate and 

lyrical;” “The color and affect between the two halves of the phrase could hardly be more 

contrasting.” Cherlin 2007, 121–123. 
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generates the harmony supporting “Pelleas,” but also to Wagner's "Tristan chord," 

evoking a similarly ill-fated character.
27

 Second, the context-specific association with 

"Golaud" suggests that "Pelleas" is unable to resist Golaud's influence. The distorted 

tritone-variant of "Pelleas" is repeated twice more (mm. 467 and 474, four before and 

four after rehearsal 49, respectively) to indicate the death of Pelleas. The increase in 

chromaticism in this instance of "Pelleas" suggests a turn to the dysphoric; the dramatic 

events of this part of the tone poem are illustrated by this change in the musical structure 

and topic. 

Figure 3-3: Tragic influence of "Golaud" on "Pelleas," rehearsal 48 

 

 In addition to these primary leitmotivs associated with the male characters, triadic 

structures, duple meters, and brass instrumentation are shared by other leitmotivs in the 

tone poem. Embedded in Golaud's theme and, in the early parts of the tone poem, often 

inextricably linked with it is the "Wedding Bond" leitmotiv (shown later in Figure 3-4). 

Characterized by an ascending triadic arpeggiation, the "Wedding Bond" ("Wedding 

Ring" as Berg would have it) begins as an offshoot of "Golaud." (Frisch includes 

                                                 
27 Cherlin 2007 mentions the love triangle as a point of similarity between Tristan and Pelleas 

(97), as well as the use of leitmotivs as a point of similarity between Wagner and Schoenberg 

(86). 
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"Wedding Bond" as a part of "Golaud."
28

) In its first appearance, the "Wedding Bond" 

has the same accompanimental texture as "Golaud" whose lush orchestration suggests 

late nineteenth-century romantic themes. The defining characteristics of "Wedding 

Bond," however, are not this accompaniment texture, but the ascending triadic figure (an 

outlining octave which encloses a minor triad in second inversion) and the ensuing turn 

around the highest note. As we shall see in the discussion below, the "Wedding Bond" is 

musically and therefore dramatically linked with "Fate" in three very crucial dramatic 

moments. Because "Wedding Bond" has a strongly defined structure but a weakly 

defined affect, Schoenberg can employ the leitmotiv in various settings to produce very 

different affects. 

 The "Fate" motive that works its way through the texture and produces the 

"catastrophic" moments identified by Cherlin is a dysphoric fanfare, suggestive of similar 

fanfares in Mahler.
29

 In addition to its conventionalized meaning, the specific structure of 

“Fate” influences many other passages and relationships in Pelleas, as the following 

discussion shows. "Fate" emerges quite early in the tone poem, interrupting the fragments 

of "Melisande Lost" in the very opening. The identification of “Fate” as a dysphoric 

fanfare is obscured, however, due to the unusual instrumentation: The motive appears in 

what remains its normative rhythmic and melodic configuration, but the break in texture 

and the emergence of the bass clarinet timbre briefly evoke the demonic topic, 

foreshadowing the ultimately disruptive power of this leitmotiv. The ascending melodic 

                                                 
28 Frisch, 162. 

29 Cherlin, 97–98. For Mahler’s dysphoric fanfares, see Theodor Adorno, Mahler: A Musical 

Physiognomy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1971), 3–17. Even if Schoenberg was 

not familiar with Mahler’s dysphoric fanfares at this point, their shared musical culture could 

result in similar instances of this topic without direct influence between them. 
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major seventh suggests a distortion of the perfect octave one might expect in a fanfare. 

The fanfare often occurs with the harmonization of a d minor triad and an F augmented 

triad, shown in Figure 3-4. (The example draws on the passage at rehearsal 8, but the 

basic outlines of the “Fate” + “Wedding Bond” thematic complex often appear as in this 

example.) 

Figure 3-4: “Fate” (top staff) and “Wedding Bond” fragment (middle staff), rehearsal 32 

 

 

This unusual harmonic progression suggests a distorted SLIDE motion between a D 

minor chord and C-sharp major chord; the third of each of these chords would be 

maintained (F as enharmonic E-sharp) while D moves down by half-step to C-sharp 

(shown on the bottom staff) and A moves down to G-sharp. Unlike this model operation, 

the A in the final progression in Pelleas fails to move down to A-flat.
30

 The dysphoric 

fanfare of "Fate" is often accompanied by this harmonic motion, primarily governed by 

                                                 
30 For the SLIDE operation and other Neo-Riemannian transformations, see David Lewin, 

Generalized Musical Intervals and Transformations (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2007), 178. That the A fails to progress to G-sharp indicates a similar “failure” as the 

ascending major-seventh-not-an-octave of “Fate:” neither the motive nor the harmonic 

progression will compromise for the other. 
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semi-tonal voice-leading. The chords that close the tone poem as a whole, shown in 

Figure 3-5, are very closely related to this "Fate" progression. 

Figure 3-5: Closing progression, related to "Fate," mm. 663-665 

 

The bass line is created by the minor mode fragment of "Golaud." When 

combined with two of the upper voices, the composite voice-leading suggests the 

distorted SLIDE motion of the "Fate" progression: D moves down to C-sharp while F 

stays the same. The only change to this progression compared to the original “Fate” 

instances is that instead of holding the same note, the A moves up a half-step to B-flat, 

creating a semitonal contrary motion with the D to C-sharp in the other parts. This A to 

B-flat, which repeats in each measure, creates the A-Bflat-A motion which is the 

characteristic motion (scale degrees 5 - 6 - 5) of the choral theme of the Cortege leitmotiv 

(see Figure 3-9). These leitmotivs, then, are wedded together, as though Melisande's 

death, the dramatic impetus for the entrance of the Cortege, was necessary for the full 

realization of "Fate." Because of this fully realized chromatic voice-leading, "Fate" leads 

us to the next group of leitmotivs, those characterized by a high degree of chromaticism 

and semi-tonal melodic motions. 
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Chromatic Leitmotivs 

 If the motives informed by the triadic structures, rhythms, and timbres of the 

military and hunt topics can be said to group with the male characters and their emotions, 

it is interesting to compare how the chromatically-inflected motives (i.e. those not 

associated with the triadic structures of fanfares or horn calls) suggest the character of 

Melisande and her emotions. The opening motive, "Melisande Lost," is characterized by 

ascending semitones and descending tritones. These ascending semitones may be 

indicative of the reversed pianto
31

; in Cherlin's analysis of the opening measures, this 

leitmotiv "is no doubt meant to suggest sobbing (shallow breaths and then a heaving 

sigh)."
32

 The inclusion of “sobbing” in this analysis is likely due to the iconic nature of 

the pianto’s signification. 

Figure 3-6: "Melisande Lost" and "Melisande" 

 

This prominent semi-tonal chromaticism persists in the "Melisande" motives as well. In 

the original presentation of this motive, two cells of clustered semitones (A-flat, G, F-

sharp and C, D-flat, D) mark the two halves of the motive. At rehearsal 1, "Melisande" is 

supported by fragments of the ascending chromatic lines found in "Melisande Lost."  

                                                 
31 For more on the associations of piantos that involve major seconds or an ascending contour, 

see Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 70–

71. For more on piantos in Schoenberg’s music specifically, see my Chapter Four. 

32 Cherlin 2007, 92. 
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 Comparisons with other leitmotivs, especially Golaud's, are fruitful here. Whereas 

Golaud's motive, at least in the beginning of the tone poem, suggests "his" key of F major 

(see the discussion above regarding the ambiguity of this relationship), the fragmented, 

chromatic nature of Melisande's motive is found at varying pitch levels throughout the 

tone poem.
33

 In a similar way, the fact that Golaud's motive is even capable of suggesting 

a key indicates a more directed or perhaps forceful character than Melisande's floating, 

ambiguous chromaticism. This comparison also conjures important distinctions about 

chromaticism and dissonance in Schoenberg's early atonal works, as well as in twentieth 

century music more generally. 

 Monelle's discussion of the leitmotivs in Wagner's Ring suggests that those 

leitmotivs based on the pianto - i.e. those that are significantly chromatic or feature a 

high degree of semitonal connections - convey dysphoric emotions. It is this association 

that we alluded to in the discussion of the "Fate" motive above: the ascending major 

seventh, especially when compared to an imagined or expected ascending perfect octave, 

suggests a distortion of the usual heraldic or triumphant nature of the fanfare. Another 

kind of signification of chromaticism is possible, however. As Monelle writes, "It must 

be confessed, however, that there are a few chromatic motives which occupy an area of 

sensuality and dreamy sentiment: 'melting' rather than dysphoric chromaticism."
34

 

Drawing on the motives found in Wagner's Ring, Monelle cites Siegfried's love for his 

mother, the love between Siegmund and Sieglinde, as well as the song of the 

                                                 
33 Often to great effect. See Cherlin's discussion of the scene with Melisande's hair, Cherlin 

2007, 107–9. It is important to note that the overlapping whole-tone entrances of “Melisande” 

contribute to the sense of flowing and “now-time” in part due to the potential signifying power 

of the whole-tone collection. 

34 Monelle 2000, 76. 
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Rhinemaidens in the last opera of the cycle as examples of these motives inflected by 

‘melting’ chromaticism.
35

 

 An awareness of both uses of chromaticism – the dysphoric as well as the sensual 

– emerges in McClary's discussion of the musical representation of madwomen. By 

examining famous works by Monteverdi, Donizetti, and Strauss, she explores the 

discourse around the "excessive ornamentation and chromaticism that mark the 

madwoman's deviance," especially as an Other to the diatonic tonality used to represent 

the men surrounding the madwoman. The chromaticism used to depict madwomen, 

however, unites both significations of this type of late nineteenth-century chromaticism: 

Summarizing the work of Elaine Showalter, McClary states "madness came to be 

regarded as a peculiarly female malady - usually as a manifestation of excess feminine 

sexuality."
36

  At the end of her chapter, she extends beyond these three composers to 

speculate about a madwoman as depicted by Schoenberg:  

The first sense of framing I have been tracing - the semiotic construction of the 

madwoman through discontinuity and extreme chromaticism - is still intact in 

Erwartung; but the protective frame - the masculine presence that had always 

guaranteed the security of rationality within the music itself - is absent, ostensibly 

murdered by our madwoman.
37

  

 

The depiction of Melisande in Pelleas und Melisande could be seen as forming a link in 

this progression between late nineteenth century opera and Schoenberg's Erwartung. 

Whether we accept McClary's grand narrative that nineteenth century operas (and, in the 

case of Erwartung, monodramas) pit masculine tonality against feminine chromatic 

excess, this structural relationship plays out along similar lines in Pelleas. Though she is 

                                                 
35 Monelle 2000, 76–77. 

36 Susan McClary, Feminine Endings (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1991), 81. 

37 McClary 1991, 104. 
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not explicitly a madwoman, Melisande is mysterious: In the play, her origins, though 

presumably noble, are unknown. The leitmotivs that represent Melisande and her 

associated emotions and ideas are saturated by a greater degree of semitonal melodic 

motion than those of either of the male characters. The chromaticism of Melisande's 

motives influences passages and leitmotivs about both love and danger throughout the 

tone poem. The chromaticism-as-dysphoria and chromaticism-as-dreamy-sensuality can 

be united, then, in the case of an "unstable" female character, and these associations seem 

to be operative in Schoenberg's tone poem in the representation of Melisande.
38

 

 To demonstrate by another leitmotivic example associated with Melisande: 

"Eros," the leitmotiv indicative of the growing love and sexual attraction between 

Melisande and Pelleas, shown in Figure 3-7, is also marked by a similar degree of semi-

tonal chromaticism, and in this association, we find the "melting sensual chromaticism" 

clearly evoked. Though he was not speaking about Schoenberg's tone poem explicitly, 

Eero Tarasti's remarks on the changing signification of chromaticism support this 

analysis. Writing about the effects of chromaticism in Wagner's music, Tarasti writes: 

"Dissonance, as a constant, unresolved, and pervasive tension, was no longer experienced 

merely as unstable or disturbing, but as sweet and tempting."
39 

Neighboring semitones, 

appoggiaturas, and retardations contribute to the sense of longing and delayed 

gratification implicit in the romantic attraction between these two characters. 

                                                 
38 This also suggests a parallel to Mozart’s use of the gendered minor mode; see Gretchen A. 

Wheelock, "Schwarze Gredel and the Engendered Minor Mode in Mozart's Operas" in 

Musicology and Difference: Gender and Sexuality in Music Scholarship, edited by Ruth Solie 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 201-221. 

39 Eero Tarasti, Signs of Music: A Guide to Musical Semiotics (Mouton de Gruyter: New York, 

2002), 35; my emphasis. 
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Figure 3-7: "Eros" 

 
 
Figure 3-8: Intervallic profile of "Jealousy," in semitones 

 
       +1      +11   -1    -7     +1      +1 

 

 

 On the other hand, "Jealousy," shown in Figure 3-8, is entirely related to 

dysphoric chromaticism. The defining major seventh of the "Fate" motive connects with 

the ascending major seventh at the start of the "Jealousy" leitmotiv. These two leitmotivs 

are linked musically and dramatically: Though it is "Fate" that intrudes on the lives of 

these characters, it is Golaud's "Jealousy" that brings about their demise. The halting 

rhythms betray the unpredictability of Golaud's jealousy. In many of its appearances, it is 

explicitly linked with "Golaud," and the combination of horns ("Golaud"), bassoons 

("Jealousy), and the lower register instrumentation suggests the demonic topic; the 

foreboding of the "Fate" motive is somewhat related to this as well. Finally, melodic 

fragments from "Jealousy" embed similar intervallic patterns, in familiarly accented 

placement, as other motives. As we've already mentioned, the ascending major seventh 

links it with "Fate." In semitones, the descending <-1-7> seems to echo both the <-7> at 

the start of "Pelleas," the <-1-5> of "Pelleas" as well ("Pelleas" = <-7 +12 -1 -5>), and the 

<-1-7> at the end of the first phrase of "Love." Finally, the ascending semitones (<+1 

+1>) after that fragment suggest both "Melisande" and "Melisande Lost." By uniting 

"Jealousy" with "Golaud" and by embedding each of these melodic fragments in the 
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leitmotiv, Schoenberg is able to quickly convey both the emotion and the cause of that 

emotion for Golaud. Additional and more in-depth analysis of these relationships 

between leitmotivs are explored below. 

 One additional chromatic leitmotiv, only minimally discussed in Cherlin's 

analysis, is the motive Schoenberg used to represent the servant's entrance in Melisande's 

death scene. Though this leitmotiv does not influence or interact with other leitmotivs in 

the same ways as "Melisande Lost" or "Fate," for example, its topical associations convey 

important affective and dramatic information at this point in the tone poem. This motive, 

"as a premonition of the death of Melisande" is created "by a choral-like theme in the 

trumpet and trombone, combined with a countermelody in the flutes and piccolos,” 

shown in Figure 3-9.
40

 The "choral-like theme" is played in long notes, doubled in 

octaves, by the brass, and the countermelody is provided by the parallel descending thirds 

in mostly quarter notes by the upper winds. 

Figure 3-9: "Cortege" texture, rehearsal 59 

 
 

The signification of this section, because it involves stratified parts, is not as immediate 

as the earlier motives. Connections to Melisande’s leitmotivs are reinforced through the 

                                                 
40 Cited in Bailey 1984, 62. 
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instrumentation in the upper winds. The parallel thirds in the flutes suggest a duetto 

texture, implying the multiple voices of the servants. Their chromatic descent is related to 

the chromaticism of Melisande's motives; the descending chromaticism suggests the 

accented dissonance of the pianto, an association that was also present in the descending 

semi-tonal motions of "Melisande." These descending thirds are present over the "choral 

texture" provided by the trombones and trumpets, all above the dirge-like drone of E-flat 

and B-flat in the low strings and reeds; the textural reduction is provided in Example 3.9 

above. Perhaps most importantly for the associations of this leitmotiv, the slow dotted 

rhythms in 4/4, in conjunction with both the E-flat/B-flat drone in the lower strings and 

the descending chromaticism in thirds of the upper voices, unite to suggest a funeral 

march.
41

 

 

Passages Informed by Dance Topics 

 Two dance topics emerge at pivotal moments in the dramatic unfolding of the 

tone poem, and their comparison is instructive. The first, identified by Berg as the 

Scherzo and by others as the "Scene by the Fountain," features Pelleas and Melisande 

sitting by a deep fountain: Melisande plays with her wedding ring by tossing it up in the 

air and catching it again. The scene ends when Melisande drops her ring into the 

bottomless fountain, at the same time that, in a different location, Golaud falls off his 

horse. 

                                                 
41 Just as the whole-tone collections in the hair-enfolding scene suggest the flowing of 

Melisande’s hair and Pelleas’s immersion in it, the whole tone collections here might 

contribute to the servants’ mourning a sense of wandering or directionlessness. 
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 The melodic line here embeds much of the "Eros" motive: the "melting 

chromaticism" discussed above is still present, but the waltz signifiers overpower these 

associations.
42

 In addition, the instrumentation has changed (flutes, associated with 

"Melisande" as early as measure 113, four before rehearsal 12, instead of the oboes of 

"Eros" found after rehearsal 15) and the staccato articulations and rapid but even rhythms 

suggest Melisande's playfulness, as related to the developing desire growing between 

Melisande and Pelleas, signified by the melodic outline of "Eros." The motive is featured 

in Figure 3-10, transposed and with the relevant notes indicated by letter names for ease 

of comparison with the original “Eros” in Figure 3-7. 

Figure 3-10: "Eros" Waltz, rehearsal 16 

 
 

 Evocations of this scene reappear at the end of the tone poem (one measure before 

rehearsal 65) as Golaud reflects back on the unfolding events.
43

 The brief appearance of 

this fragment as a new leitmotiv at the end of the tone poem suggests a complicated 

process whereby the melodic structure of "Eros" (which emerged, well-defined, seven 

measures after rehearsal 15), became embedded in the Waltz (Berg's "Scherzo"), despite 

changes to orchestration, meter, and rhythm. This transformation, however, yields its own 

                                                 
42 One note is slightly changed: D-sharp becomes D, indicated in the example with parentheses. 

In addition, the “Eros” motive is slightly abbreviated, indicated in the example by the double 

slash. 

43 NB. The “Ring” motive is distinct from the “Wedding Bond” motive. 
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leitmotiv, by maintaining the rhythm/meter, despite changes to the accompaniment, 

orchestration, and the specific playful affect of the earlier scene; further, the earlier Waltz 

contained an underlying current of the "Wedding Bond" in the violas which is also absent 

here. 

Figure 3-11: Transformation from "Eros" to "Ring" 

 “Eros” --------------------------> Waltz-----------------------> "Ring" leitmotiv 

(melodic structure)  + distinctive rhythm/meter - orchestration 

- specific affect from scene 

- association with WB 

 

The appearance of this motive here likely contributes to the sense of recapitulation 

noticed by Berg and other analysts in this latter section of the tone poem, but the 

fragmented nature of the return of the waltz – it is no longer able to govern the musical 

surface as before – is unable to lead to a full return of that passage; likewise, the return of 

"Pelleas" even after his death suggests, as Cherlin argues, Golaud's memory of the 

previous events. The playful attitude suggested by the earlier waltz is no longer possible 

as anything but a memory due to the deaths of Pelleas and Melisande. 

 The second leitmotiv to use a dance-meter is the "Lost Innocence" motive which 

emerges toward the end of the tone poem, after Golaud has killed Pelleas and wounded 

Melisande (2 bars before rehearsal 51).
44

 Cherlin highlights the diatonic nature and 

homophonic texture of the “Lost Innocence” motive – “evocative of the lost Eden of 

diatonic tonality” – as the features that set it apart from other motives.
45

 To these I would 

                                                 
44 This theme falls entirely within the section Zemlinsky requested to cut. Their exchange, 

Schoenberg's reasons for keeping it, and an exploration of the topics in this section, receive 

further discussion below. 

45 Cherlin: “Among Schoenberg’s seminal motives and themes, Lost Innocence is unique in its 

initial homophonic presentation combined with its strong diatonic implications. This musical 
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add the dance-like character of its rhythmic profile: The dotted rhythms in 12/8, 

reinforced by the accompanimental chords on the second eighth-note of each beat, 

suggest the siciliana.
46

 

Figure 3-12: "Lost Innocence" (including harmonic reduction below) 

 

Writing about Mozart’s use of the siciliana, Allanbrook highlights its association 

with the pastoral genre;
47

 she goes on to list some earlier musical examples of the 

siciliana which frequently include Christian religious themes, with the Nativity being an 

especial focus. She continues, “[in] another vein it often bears an affect of nostalgia and 

resignation, passions naturally attendant on memories of a better world.”
48

 Monelle 

quotes Mattheson concerning the siciliana’s “‘certain seriousness’, suited to ‘tender and 

moving subjects’; ‘nowadays it serves more often to express sad and touching affects’.”
49

 

Strongly correlated with the pastoral, the siciliana’s associations of religious peace, past 

                                                                                                                                                 
representation – evocative of the lost Eden of diatonic tonality famously lamented by Brahms, 

likely an ongoing source of repressed mourning in Schoenberg – is a powerful means through 

which Schoenberg conveys the recollective force of the musical idea, here remarkably 

harkening back to something not found in the previous music” (2007, 90). “Lost Innocence” is 

capable of pointing back beyond the bounds of the work due to the associations of the 

siciliana. 

46 Whether the siciliana was ever danced is up for debate (Monelle 2006, 216: "Garzoni lists it 

alongside dances like the pavan and galliard in an encyclopedic work of 1599 ... but does not 

describe it. There is no record of the traditional dance itself and almost no trace of its music."); 

the first generation of topic theorists (Ratner and Allanbrook in particular) group it with the 

other "dance meters" and I follow this convention. 

47 Wye Jamison Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart: Le Nozze de Figaro and Don 

Giovanni (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 44. 

48 Allanbrook, 44. 

49 Monelle 2006, 219. 
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simplicity, and mythic Arcadia, as well as the tinges of melancholy or longing, persist 

until the present day and the associations would have been available to both Schoenberg 

and his audiences. The identity of “Lost Innocence” as the siciliana and its association 

with the pastoral is reinforced by the instrumentation: The melodic material initially 

occurs in upper reeds and woodwinds – such as the English horn, oboe, and flute – 

suggesting modern day evocations of the ancient aulos or syrinx.
50

 

Cherlin’s metaphor of the “lost Eden of diatonic tonality” is apposite, then, given 

the Christian religious associations of the siciliana. Because of all of these features then – 

the diatonicism, the unusual accompaniment, the orchestration, and the cultural 

associations of the siciliana – this motive is set apart. When this passage emerges out of 

the surrounding texture, as in mm. 487, two measures before rehearsal 51, it sounds 

deliberately archaic. 

 In the association of the siciliana and therefore dance meter, this leitmotiv/passage 

can be seen to comment back on the earlier waltz of the Scherzo in which Melisande 

played with her ring by the fountain. United by their use of dance meters, both scenes 

depict and comment on innocence and the loss thereof.  

 

                                                 
50 For a discussion of the instrumentation of pastoral signifiers, see Monelle 2000, 229–250. As 

the emotional progression of Schoenberg’s tone poem unfolds, the “Lost Innocence” motive is 

joined with “Golaud” and “Jealousy” to create a meaningful hybrid, dramatically necessitating 

a change of instrumentation. In these instances, the motive occurs in lower registers, 

performed by cello, bass, and contrabassoon, to demonstrate the dangerous nature of Golaud’s 

jealousy. See the three measures on either side of rehearsal 55 for examples. 
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Interaction and Influence of Leitmotivs 

 As should be clear from my discussion of the leitmotivs up to this point, many of 

them share various structural elements, topical signifiers, and cultural associations. 

Especially in a tightly integrated work such as this, there is little hope of understanding 

the work as a whole by examining leitmotivs and topics in isolation from one another. In 

what follows, I explore how these leitmotivs interact and influence one another based on 

these structural and topical similarities.
51

 In many ways, my analysis is influenced by the 

idea of figurae as suggested by Rumph in his work on topics in Mozart: by examining the 

"distinctive features" which may be shared by multiple topics, we can begin to 

understand how topics relate to and potentially transform one another. These can create 

intra-work associations, which contribute to the work's meaning and the possibility of 

troping just as the cultural, inter-work associations are conjured by topics.
 52

 Implicit in 

the idea of figurae is that of primary and secondary topical and leitmotivic 

characteristics: which characteristics (figurae) are necessary for the identification of a 

topic or leitmotiv and which are more flexible? In this section, we shall see that both 

                                                 
51 This line of inquiry has been suggested, but not developed, by Ethan Haimo. "In Pelleas und 

Melisande, Schoenberg continues with [the manipulation of motives with respect to 

programmatic context]: although the basic motives of the work are clearly differentiated from 

one another, there are connections between many of them. Most notable is the relationship of 

Melisande's first theme ["Melisande Lost," presumably] to themes of both Pelleas and Golaud, 

a connection that itself has programmatic overtones." Ethan Haimo, Schoenberg’s 

Transformation of Musical Language (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 92. 

52 Stephen Rumph, Mozart and Enlightenment Semiotics (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 2012), 95–106. 
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intervallic structures and figurae create dramatically meaningful correspondences 

between leitmotivs in Schoenberg's tone poem.
53

 

 The following table, Table 3-2, compiles some of structural similarities shared by 

Schoenberg's leitmotivs. In addition to these unusual, marked features that enable these 

correspondences, we might also investigate the unmarked musical parameters which do 

not prohibit correspondences. To put it another way, many of these motives are marked 

by specific topical associations and a more-or-less set intervallic pattern: the leitmotiv 

appears basically the same way every time. In contrast, several of the motives have a 

relatively high degree of flexibility where, for example, rhythm, pitch-level, or 

instrumentation is concerned. 

 This table summarizes some of the affinities found by Berg, Frisch, and others; 

for example, the tendency to group the chromatic motives together as a constellation 

around Melisande, as Frisch does, reflects the structural similarities between "Melisande 

Lost," "Melisande," and "Eros."
54 

Other leitmotivs can be compared by their structural 

elements (the presence of a melodic major seventh or the use of triadic structures). In 

addition, the right-most columns indicate which musical parameters are primary to the 

motive's identity and which are more malleable and could allow the combination of one 

leitmotiv with another. For example, “Jealousy” is one of the few leitmotivs with a 

specific timbral association which suggests that, in combination with another leitmotiv 

for which timbre is not specified, “Jealousy’s” dark timbre is the dominant timbre. 

                                                 
53 In addition, my focus on the interactions between these leitmotivs is influenced by Bribitzer-

Stull’s discussion of Thematic Complexes, based on the work of Warren Darcy, which 

involves the “linear and/or vertical fusion of two or more previously distinct leitmotivs.” 

Bribitzer-Stull, manuscript. 

54 Frisch, 161. 
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Similar interactions can be found related to the degree of influence exerted by “Lost 

Innocence’s” characteristic metric association or the tendency of “Melisande” to adapt to 

other, surrounding rhythms. 
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Table 3-2: Comparison of structural elements and figurae of leitmotivs  

Leitmotiv M7 chromaticism triadic/ 

diatonic 

PRIMARY 

musical elements 

(figurae) 

VARIABLE      

musical elements 

(figurae) sensual dysphoric 

Melisande 

Lost 

 X? X?  semi-tonal ascent instrumentation, 

meter/rhythm 

Melisande  X? X?  contour intervals, 

rhythm/meter 

Golaud    X ascending third, 

dotted rhythms 

quality of first third, 

tonal associations 

Wedding 

Bond 

   X contour, melodic 

ascent 

rhythm, presence of 

melodic turn 

Fate X  X X contour/intervals rhythmic stress, 

presence of harmony 

Pelleas    X contour, rhythm intervals, 

instrumentation 

Eros  X   melodic structure, 

metric stress 

rhythm/meter, 

instrumentation 

Jealousy X  X  intervallic 

structure/contour, 

timbre (dark) 

rhythm/meter, 

instrumentation 

Lost 

Innocence 

  X  meter/rhythm, 

contour 

intervallic structure, 

instrumentation 

Death 

Drive 

  X  rhythm, 

timbre (dark) 

contour, 

instrumentation 

Cortege   X  parallel voicing in 

upper register, 

choral theme, 

meter/rhythm 
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 The topical and structural similarities between the various leitmotivs suggest 

groupings germane to the dramatic unfolding of the work. For example, those leitmotivs 

characterized by sensual chromaticism tend to group toward Melisande. The dysphoric 

chromatic leitmotivs suggest both the leitmotivs that bring about the tragic ending, "Fate" 

and "Jealousy," and the result of the tragic ending, "Lost Innocence" and "Cortege." The 

connection between "Fate" and "Jealousy" is further strengthened by their shared 

ascending major seventh. Those leitmotivs whose structures are triadic and/or mostly 

diatonic form another constellation: "Pelleas," with "Eros;" "Golaud," with "Wedding 

Bond" and "Lost Innocence;" "Pelleas" and "Golaud" linked by "Fate."
55

 Because of 

these structural and topical similarities, each leitmotiv is connected to at least one other. 

In his analysis of the dramatic implications of the thematic ordering, Cherlin provides a 

diagram called "Cathexis and the Love Triangle" which demonstrates the narrative and 

emotional forces enacted by the characters onto each other; each of the main characters, 

Melisande, Golaud, and Pelleas, occupies a corner, with the other various themes and 

leitmotivs linking them in dramatically meaningful ways. Many of the topical and 

structural similarities reinforce these groupings. For example, the chromatic leitmotivs 

indicative of melting sensuality group around Melisande and extend down the right side 

of the triangle toward Pelleas. The ascending major seventh is concentrated in Golaud's 

corner of the triangle but also connects him to Fate, located at the center of the map. Each 

of the categories from Table 3-2 receives its own mini triangle in Figure 3-13, which can 

be mapped onto the dynamic, dramatic relationships between the three main characters. 

                                                 
55 Some of these connections are informed by the groupings of leitmotivs Schoenberg creates 

and reinforces over the course of the tone poem, some of which are discussed below. 
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Figure 3-13: Dramatic groupings informed by the topics and structural similiarities of leitmotivs 

a. Chromatic: sensual 

 
 

 

b. Chromatic: dysphoric, with reinforced relationship between “Fate” and “Jealousy” due 

to M7 

 
 

 

c. Triadic/Diatonic 
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d. Triadic/Diatonic (includes some associations derived from leitmotivic complexes, in 

addition to structural similarities) 

 
 

 In addition to these similarities based on melodic structure or topical association, 

Schoenberg is able to create and reinforce dramatic associations between the characters 

and concepts represented by the leitmotivs by linking them musically. In what follows, I 

demonstrate several of the topical and melodic linkages that create complex meanings 

throughout the tone poem. 

 

"Fate" + "Wedding Bond" 

 The structural, topical, and dramatic associations of Schoenberg’s leitmotivs 

allow them to combine to form leitmotivic complexes - conveying multi-layered musical 
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and dramatic associations through their specific and general associations. One category of 

example is the passages Cherlin calls the "catastrophic intrusion" – in which "Fate," 

accompanied by the “Wedding Bond,” interrupts the flow of the drama by coming to the 

fore of the musical texture and arresting any previous musical processes;
56

 refer back to 

Figure 3-4. After the initial ascending M7 of "Fate," the high sustained note is supported 

by the triadic ascent of "Wedding Bond," causing a striking dissonance marked by an 

asterisk in the example, after which "Fate" concludes with the descent of a major triad. 

The conjoined presence of these two motives at rehearsal 8 appears prompted by the 

previous section (beginning at rehearsal 6) which elaborates the motives "Golaud," 

"Melisande," and the "Wedding Bond" in high saturation: the texture evokes both a late 

nineteenth-century lush orchestral style and the kind of thick contrapuntal writing that 

Schoenberg would continue to develop throughout his career. These motives are spun out 

until a distorted "Wedding Bond" appears in the English horn and bass clarinet in 

measure 70 (5 bars before rehearsal 8). The dark timbres undergird the soloistic "Fate" 

motives that emerge immediately after and lead up to the "catastrophic" "Fate" motive at 

rehearsal 8. 

 The contrapuntal juxtaposition of the "Fate" and "Wedding Bond" motives 

suggests that these motives and therefore concepts are at odds with one another: The 

glaring dissonance of the ascending major seventh found at the start of "Fate" is 

juxtaposed with the outline of a perfect octave completed by the opening gesture of 

"Wedding Bond." In addition, the lush orchestral texture of the initial appearances of 

                                                 
56 See Cherlin 2007, 116. For more on "Fate," see 92–100. 
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"Wedding Bond" is forsaken in favor of primarily brass instrumentation; horns and 

trombones bring this leitmotiv into the realm and under the power of the "Fate" motive. 

 Compare this instance of the "Fate" + "Wedding Bond" complex to its final 

appearance, two bars before rehearsal 49. The previous instance discussed marked the ill-

"Fated" wedding of Golaud and Melisande and the second illustrates Golaud’s potential 

threat to Pelleas (at rehearsal 32); the passage before rehearsal 49 marks the death of 

Pelleas. Because these motives have been linked previously, we can gather the 

association from just a suggestion of the leitmotivs. As such, the "Wedding Bond" 

fragment consists of only the opening gesture - the triadic ascent of an octave. Also, the 

complex is performed only once; the previous instance featured three repetitions of 

"Fate" + "Wedding Bond." Finally, the percussion writing in these measures is greatly 

increased and quite prominent; the sudden prominence of the percussion in this passage is 

certainly marked with respect to the rest of the tone poem, and in this instance it 

underscores the chaotic and dysphoric element of the "Fate" fanfare. 

 

"Golaud" + "Jealousy" + "Lost Innocence" 

 Another example of a leitmotivic complex occurs between "Golaud" and 

"Jealousy," which is later expanded by suggestions of several other leitmotivs. At 

rehearsal 28, the start of the minor mode "Golaud," indicating his harmonic and moral 

corruption, appears in diminution in the bassoons, horns, and lower strings. Instead of 

progressing to its normal continuation, this motive veers off to become "Jealousy," 

characterized by the ascending major seventh shared with this leitmotiv and "Fate." When 
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we previously encountered "Golaud" linked with another motive, "Wedding Bond," at 

rehearsal 5, its four measure appearance was followed by a repetition, transposed 

diatonically a second higher, suggesting the opening two parts of a musical sentence 

(presentation and repetition). This same process is enacted at rehearsal 28: the "Golaud" 

+ "Jealousy" complex is repeated a second higher, solidifying this combination of ideas 

and motives as a unit. 

 This complex is developed and expanded further, just before rehearsal 55. (The 

musical excerpt is presented on the middle staff Figure 3-14; the individual leitmotivs are 

available for comparison on the staves above and below this excerpt.) While we've 

previously heard the transformation of Golaud's motive from major to minor (the 

"harmonic corruption" of his motive indicating the moral corruption of his character), 

here his motive is suggested by the original ascending major third. The ascent of C-sharp 

to E-sharp should be followed by the lower A-sharp if the original form of "Golaud" is to 

occur at this transposition; instead, the E-sharp is followed by a B, creating a melodic 

tritone that accomplishes three things. First, it indicates a dysphoric presentation of 

"Golaud,” even in spite of the original major third at the opening. "Golaud" generally 

included thirds, fourths, and fifths within a diatonic collection, and even in the minor 

mode appearances, the interval after the ascending third was a perfect fifth.  
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Figure 3-14: "Golaud" + "Jealousy" + "Lost Innocence" + "Pelleas" 

 

 Second, it links the transformation of "Golaud" to a similar transformation that 

occurred to "Pelleas" just a few bars before, discussed in the context of Example 3.4, 

above. Four bars after rehearsal 49 (measure 474), "Pelleas" is presented in a very un-

Pelleas like context. This motive is heard on the horn instead of Pelleas's original 

trumpet, and, as discussed above, the perfect fourths and perfect fifths that had 

characterized Pelleas's motive previously are now distorted to augmented fourths and 

diminished fifths. The rhythm and contour of “Pelleas” are maintained, which allows for 

the identification of the motive and the association with the character of Pelleas; the 

intervallic transformation, however, especially in the scene after his murder at the hands 

of Golaud, indicates the end of his dramatic journey. That a similar transformation occurs 

to "Golaud" in measure 522 (just before rehearsal 55), could indicate a distortion of his 

character, not because of death but by being the cause of death; the melodic corruption 

again suggests a moral or emotional corruption. 

 Third and finally, this transformation leads to the next linked motive in this 

complex. Falling into exactly the same rhythm we might expect from a version, however 

melodically distorted, of "Golaud," the next two intervals instead mark the start of 
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"Jealousy." The ascending minor second and then major seventh suggest the opening of 

that leitmotiv. As we have discussed, the ascending major seventh is shared between 

"Jealousy" and "Fate;” that "Fate" can be found lurking in this string of leitmotivs, 

reinforced by the descent after the major seventh, illustrates the interrelatedness of 

Schoenberg's leitmotivs. Instead of continuing with either "Fate" or "Jealousy," however, 

this melodic change of direction is accompanied by both a metric and rhythmic change to 

become "Lost Innocence," the ending of which is manipulated to suggest the opening, 

undistorted intervals of "Pelleas." The passage closes with a suggestion of the opening of 

"Golaud," and the bookending of this densely interrelated motivic passage by his motive 

suggests that he is, in some way, the reason that these motives - "Jealousy," "Fate," "Lost 

Innocence," and "Pelleas," - are all connected. Please see Figure 3-14 for a visual 

representation of the linkages between all of these motives. 

 What I am particularly interested in in this section is that all of these leitmotivs 

clearly evoke their cultural and intra-work associations, but that they are also governed 

by a new topic. The monophonic line in a low register with somewhat free rhythms 

suggests the musical texture of a recitative: In this instance it evokes a singular agency 

declaiming these leitmotivs. In addition, the low register and dark timbre of the low 

strings could suggest the demonic or the uncanny, and the way the discourse breaks off 

suggests an interruption; it is as though some presence had stepped aside to address the 

audience, to make these musical and therefore dramatic linkages clear, but broke off 

before they could finish.
57

 This topical association overrides some of the topics we have 

                                                 
57 For musical signifiers of the uncanny, see Klein’s discussion in Intertextuality in Western Art 

Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 87. 
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uncovered in the earlier individual leitmotivs - the trumpet call of "Pelleas," for example - 

while throwing others into clearer relief – the demonic aspect of “Jealousy” or the 

siciliana of "Lost Innocence.” This important motivic complex is discussed further with 

respect to the dramatic and topical functions of what Berg identified as the 

"recapitulation" of Schoenberg's tone poem. 

 In the passage that follows, these leitmotivs continue to be layered and related, 

although here it is not horizontal but vertical: Golaud's (minor mode) leitmotiv in the 

winds, complete with the "Wedding Bond" inset, is accompanied by the "Jealousy" + 

"Lost Innocence" complex in the contrabassoon and lower strings. 

 

Response to Zemlinsky and the Implications of "Lost Innocence" 

 

 In a letter to Alexander Zemlinsky from 1918, Schoenberg defended a large 

section of Pelleas that Zemlinsky had requested to cut in preparation for a performance 

later that year.
58

 The suggested cuts, from rehearsal 50 to rehearsal 59, comprise a part of 

what Berg identified as the recapitulation, and in Schoenberg's response to Zemlinsky, he 

defends the section on dramatic, formal, and musical-artistic grounds. His justifications 

include reference to "the lines of the drama (which would no longer strike me as the most 

essential thing)," "the sense of form and space that has always been the sole factor 

guiding me in composition," and the fact that he considered "the last part, precisely that 

from 50 on, the best in the whole work."
59 

 

                                                 
58 Details of this history can be found in Bailey, 66–71, and Cherlin 2007, 76–80. 

59 All cited, and further elaborated upon, in Cherlin 2007, 78. 
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 This section, if cut, would completely eliminate the reprise of the full "Melisande 

Lost" material and all instances of "Lost Innocence." The introduction of the "Death 

Drive" motive would be eliminated, making its appearance after rehearsal 59 seem abrupt 

and unmotivated. In addition to these motivic reasons for keeping the section, and in 

addition to the formal reasons Schoenberg listed in his letter to Zemlinsky, there are 

dramatic reasons for keeping this section as well. Cherlin considers the beginning part of 

the proposed section to be cut – rehearsal 50 through rehearsal 55 – to represent 

Melisande's reflections during the coma specified in Maeterlinck's play: "essentially a 

dream-turned-nightmare experienced from Melisande's perspective."
60

 Cherlin cites the 

amorphous rhythmic and harmonic language here, as well as the building up of motivic 

fragments and instrumentation as support for this argument.  

 How can an understanding of the musical topics in this section shed light on 

Schoenberg's response, if at all? Topics cannot illuminate any of the formal justifications 

made by Schoenberg, but as others have demonstrated, Schoenberg's emphasis on the 

form and ambivalence about the drama reflects the changing attitudes regarding program 

music in early twentieth-century Vienna. As we've demonstrated above, musical topics 

can highlight elements of the drama not available through the formal design alone. In this 

section, topics play a role in two important sections that have important narrative and 

affective implications. 

 First, if we accept that the earlier part of this passage is from Melisande's 

perspective, demonstrated by the instrumentation and the sequence of leitmotivs, what 

are we to make of the demonic section at rehearsal 53? Earlier instances of Melisande's 

                                                 
60 Cherlin 2007, 96–97. 
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leitmotivs involved some similar eerie effects, but the passage at rehearsal 53 which 

includes the low C-sharp pedal, parallel chromatic "thirds" (sometimes spelled as 

augmented seconds), and the upper register flute effects, in addition to the presence of the 

"Death Drive" motive create a new topical environment for “Melisande.” Because of the 

presence of this topic, this scene recapitulates the earlier scene with Pelleas and Golaud 

in the catacombs (beginning 6 bars after rehearsal 30). Both scenes share similar sliding 

chromatic motion and punctuating rhythmic effects: the flutes in Melisande's “dream-

turned-nightmare,” the trombone glissandi in the catacombs. 

 Second, as discussed above, "Lost Innocence" provides a counter-balance to the 

earlier scene involving a dance topic: Melisande playing with her wedding ring by the 

fountain. The extent to which the siciliana topic governs the music in the sections that 

follows, even when the specific melodic element of the leitmotiv is absent, demonstrates 

the structural and dramatic importance of this section. To extend Cherlin's reading of this 

scene: Melisande's reflections involve her specific worldview. Pelleas's leitmotiv 

(suggested after rehearsal 50) is distorted; the perfect fifths and fourths have become 

tritones (mm. 484–85). The "Wedding Bond" similarly includes this intervallic distortion 

(measure 495, rehearsal 52). As discussed above, Golaud's leitmotiv appears (just before 

rehearsal 55), and is immediately transformed into "Jealousy," which leads to "Lost 

Innocence," before closing with the suggestion of "Pelleas." The "Love" theme occurs 

over the backdrop of the "Lost Innocence" meter/rhythm combination (before rehearsal 

57), but the combination leads to additional occurrences of "Jealousy" before returning to 

"Melisande" and "Lost Innocence" around rehearsal 58. Throughout this passage, the 
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"Death Drive" motive is linked primarily with "Melisande," but, notably, it occurs during 

the distorted "Pelleas" section (4 measures after rehearsal 50) and in the reprise of the 

demonic topic (rehearsal 53), recalling the earlier scene between Pelleas and Golaud. 

 The specific combinations of leitmotivs here, as well as the far-reaching influence 

of some of their associated figurae, suggests a cause-and-effect grouping of leitmotivs 

from Melisande’s perspective: Melisande's will to join Pelleas in death ("Melisande Lost" 

+ "Pelleas" + "Death Drive"), to leave behind Golaud ("Golaud" + "Jealousy" + "Lost 

Innocence" + [the death of] "Pelleas"). Given this reading, Melisande's passage is almost 

like an operatic aria, as the heroine – perhaps one of McClary's madwomen? – sings her 

last farewell. This may explain the recitative-like texture at the end of the passage 

Zemlinsky wanted to cut: Beginning in measure 554 (seven measures before rehearsal 

59), the English horn melody transforms from "Lost Innocence" to a fragmentation of 

"Golaud" before closing with a transformation of "Melisande." The accompaniment 

eventually drops away, and the solo texture and free rhythm suggest an individual voice 

making its final declaration. 

 In addition to this reading, prompted by the pervasive siciliana texture enabled by 

"Lost Innocence," another argument could be made, extending beyond the borders of 

Maeterlinck's source material. Reflecting back on his choice of Maeterlinck's play, 

Schoenberg wrote, 

[it] was around 1900 when Maurice Maeterlinck fascinated composers, 

stimulating them to create music to his dramatic poems. What attracted all was his 

art of dramatizing eternal problems of humanity in the form of fairy-tales, lending 

them timelessness without adhering to imitation of ancient styles.
61

 

 

                                                 
61 Cited in Bailey 1984, 59. 
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 It is clear enough to see that Maeterlinck's play involves fairy-tale elements and 

“eternal problems of humanity:” the hair-enfolding scene between Pelleas and Melisande 

is even reminiscent of a specific fairy-tale in its evocation of Rapunzel and “Fate,” 

“Jealousy,” and “Love” spell out the names of large themes that recur throughout 

Western art and literature. What is illuminating about this quote in this context, however, 

is Schoenberg’s appraisal of Maeterlinck’s creation of "timelessness without adhering to 

imitation of ancient styles." The leitmotiv "Lost Innocence," as we've discussed already, 

conveys the associations of the siciliana. Not only does it evoke the attendant signifieds 

of a siciliana, it is a siciliana – it signifies a siciliana indexically. The 12/8 meter, the 

dotted rhythms delaying the second eighth-note of each group, the instrumental timbre of 

the English horn, and the homophonic accompaniment suggest the pastoral, tinged with 

melancholy, by being a siciliana. Several of the topics evoked by the various leitmotivs in 

Pelleas have long traditions, both in terms of their signifiers and signified, "lending them 

timelessness" but also by imitating "ancient styles." Though elements of the topics 

change – Schoenberg's siciliana is almost certainly the first to use such chromatic non-

functional harmonies – enough remains stable to link it to this rich tradition.  

 While other pastoral elements appear throughout Pelleas – the flute and upper 

reed timbres used for Melisande's motives and even the Scherzo's diatonic antecedent 

phrase come to mind – "Lost Innocence" is almost put in quotation marks by the drastic 

change in accompaniment and pitch material. Monelle's comments about a siciliana by 

Debussy are suggestive in this context:  “Curiously, although the siciliana was thought in 

the eighteenth century to be an old dance of Sicily, the new composers had to respond to 
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a new nostalgia, the feeling that pastoralism was itself a sign of an old and lost world.”
62

 

This double nostalgia, nostalgia for an unproblematic nostalgia, corresponds with what 

we know of Schoenberg's relationship to tonality. As Charles Rosen puts it, "If no one 

was so thorough as Schoenberg in his renunciation of tonality, it is paradoxically because 

no one was so deeply attached as he to certain aspects of it."
63

  

 The pastoral nostalgia of "Lost Innocence" is not just the wish for a simpler time 

or the hope for some prelapsarian state. Instead, this is a longing for a time when that 

myth was a viable aesthetic possibility. Monelle, again: “The pastoral is about finding 

perfection in innocence, heaven in the uncorrupted, true morality in the irresponsible, the 

mystic vision of maturity in an allegory of youth and simplicity.”
64

 Composing during the 

crisis of modernism, and after the cohering power of tonality was revealed to be a myth, 

Schoenberg may have found these concepts – perfection, heaven, true morality – and 

their embodiment in an unproblematic pastoral impossible; this impossibility is reflected 

in the ironized pastoral of “Lost Innocence.”
65

 

 It is instructive to compare the pastoral elements of Pelleas to the pastoral 

elements in Gurrelieder.
66

 The latter includes musical imitations of bird song, the hunt as 

a celebration of what nature has to offer, and a redemptive sunrise at the end: this pastoral 

                                                 
62 Monelle 2006, 264. 

63 Charles Rosen, Arnold Schoenberg (1975; reprint, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1996), 33. 

64 Monelle 2006, 271. 

65 Monelle 2006, speaking about Debussy's Syrinx: “This is the fin de siècle pastoral, sensuous, 

heavily fragrant, disingenuous” (264–68, my emphasis). 

66 Though Schoenberg did not finish orchestrating Gurrelieder until 1911, it was originally 

conceived as a song cycle, begun in 1900, three years prior to the publication of Pelleas und 

Melisande. 
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is an old pastoral, and one no longer available to someone in Schoenberg's position.
67

 In 

addition to the other elements of Schoenberg's future compositional style that we can find 

demonstrated in Pelleas such as the preference for contrapuntal textures or the dream-like 

(or, in this case, comatose-like) states, this longing for the lost tonal past, accompanied by 

an awareness that it can never be recovered, would follow Schoenberg throughout his 

career. 

 

                                                 
67 Adorno finds this to be true even earlier, in the music of Mahler: “Elements of nature scattered 

in his art always have an unnatural effect: only by the exaggeration it undergoes everywhere in 

Mahler’s compositions can the compositional tone repel the convention that the formal 

language of Western music had become in Mahler’s age, while still feeling at home in that 

convention. It robs the music of innocence.” Adorno 1974, 16. 
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Chapter Four 
 

Topical Trajectories: 

Charting the Pianto and the Chorale Topic in Schoenberg’s Music 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 The characteristic features and tensions of both the pianto and of the chorale topic 

are, to a certain extent, bound up with the tonal system. The traditional pianto capitalizes 

on half-step relationships within the diatonic collection and the power of an accented 

dissonance to generate the desire for its resolution. The chorale topic, too, is strongly 

associated with the expectations of tonality; in our modern understanding, the consonant 

harmonies and sense of resolution provide support for the setting of religious and 

spiritual texts and reinforce pastoral associations of simplicity and peace. In addition, the 

origins of both the pianto and the chorale topic include ties to text. As noted earlier, the 

pianto was used to accompany words such as "pianto" and "lagrime" in instances of text-

painting by evoking the moan of a person in emotional extremis; its musical appearance 

has remained fairly stable over time. The chorale, on the other hand, originated as a style 

of music used to convey Christian religious texts often in a strophic setting; composers 

later borrowed the chorale texture as a style, in the same way that marches and minuets 

could be borrowed and referenced within the context of a larger piece.
1
 As in the process 

                                                 
1   The march and the minuet are Leonard Ratner’s examples for both “types” and “styles,” 

discussed in my Chapter Two. Leonard Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style 

(New York: Schirmer Books, 1980), 9. 
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for all topics, eventually the associations of both the pianto and the chorale became so 

well codified as to be able to signify without the support of an accompanying text. 

 Because of their associations with both tonality and text, the trajectories of the 

pianto and the chorale topic are involved with recurring issues in the music of Arnold 

Schoenberg. For example, the aesthetic priorities of Expressionism involve the direct 

expression of psychic states, the kind of heightened emotions signified by the pianto 

taken to the extreme.
2
 In addition, chromatic harmony of the late nineteenth century was 

already inflected with an increase in semitonal possibilities due to "borrowed" leading 

tones, chromatic inflections, and the effects of dramatic tonality, so the number of 

potential semitones which could be engaged as piantos was increased. As dissonance was 

emancipated, however, the semitone and other dissonant intervals that had previously 

functioned as tonal signposts, and which were therefore marked with respect to the 

diatonic collection, became more common both harmonically and melodically.
3
 

Throughout Schoenberg's compositional output, then, the potential for the semitonal 

motion indicative of the pianto became both more prevalent and less marked.  

 The structure of the chorale topic suggests almost the reverse trajectory. Because 

it began as a style of music – one based on the phrase rhythms and cadences of tonal 

                                                 
2   Daniel Albright’s discussion of the features of Expressionism references the idea that 

“aggressive technical developments were considered embodiments of new and intense feeling 

states.” Albright, ed., Modernism and Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 

251. For his full discussion on Expressionism, including sources from Bartok, Wagner, 

Adorno, and Schoenberg, see 251–276. 

3   This corresponds with the rare-interval hypothesis which states that “In finally determining a    

tonal center, listeners rely more on rarer than on common intervals among pitches, those that 

unambiguously correlate with a single diatonic set, because they provide the more reliable key 

information.” Helen Brown, David Butler and Mari Riess Jones, “Musical and Temporal 

Influences on Key Discovery” in Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal 11, no. 4 

(Summer, 1994): 372. 
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music and illustrative of the regular metric and rhythmic concerns of setting a text – we 

might expect the chorale to fall out of favor as Schoenberg's music becomes more 

chromatic. Indeed, Schoenberg's gift as a contrapuntalist results in dense counterpoint 

and non-functional verticalities in some of his pieces: for example, regarding a famously 

challenging measure from Verklärte Nacht, he writes, "This measure is indeed a little 

complicated since ... I wanted to express the idea behind the poem, and the most adequate 

means to that end seemed a complicated contrapuntal combination: a leitmotiv and its 

inversion played simultaneously."
4
 A similar prioritization of the horizontal over the 

vertical influences a somewhat later piece, as well: "In the first and second movements 

[of my Second String Quartet, Op. 10] there are many sections in which the individual 

parts proceed regardless of whether or not their meeting results in codified harmonies."
5
 

Other analysts have noted that the increase in both dissonance and counterpoint in 

Schoenberg's compositions resulted in a decline in the formulaic structures present in this 

music; Oliver Neighbour writes, "Here [in the George-Lieder] dissonance is finally 

emancipated, that is, it no longer seeks the justification of resolution. Consequently 

structural harmony disappears, along with its need for measured periods and consistent 

textures, and so does tonality itself as a central point of reference."
6 

Because of the 

increase in contrapuntal writing and the decrease of Schoenberg’s use of triadic, 

functional tonality, the simultaneous presence of these chorale signifiers – the combined 

                                                 
4 Arnold Schoenberg, Style and Idea (New York: Philosophical Library, 1950), 155–156. 

5 Cited in Joseph Auner, editor, A Schoenberg Reader: Documents of a Life (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2003), 56. 

6 Oliver Neighbour, “Works” in The New Grove Second Viennese School, edited by Oliver 

Neighbour, Paul Griffiths, and George Perle (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1980), 

38–39. 
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presence of the homophonic, homorhythmic, and diatonic features of this topic – 

becomes less likely and therefore more marked after atonality. Over the course of 

Schoenberg's compositional career, then, the musical signifiers of the pianto become 

more common while the signifiers of the chorale become less common.
7
  

 Because of their similarities in tonal origin and text association and their narrative 

and expressive motivations, their comparison over the course of Schoenberg's career is 

potentially illustrative. How does the presence of a text (and, if present, the content or 

tone of a text) influence the presence of these topics? Do they persist in all compositional 

periods? How do they interact with tonality, free atonality, or a twelve-tone row? This 

chapter charts out these differing trajectories; in both cases, I argue that Schoenberg 

extended the practice of each of these topics to include more diverse signifiers than might 

traditionally be included. 

 In what follows, I first explore Schoenberg's use of piantos, examining their 

presence in both instrumental and texted music. The chronologically-organized 

discussion shows that as Schoenberg's music becomes more chromatic and less tonal, 

traditional piantos occur less frequently, suggesting that a large part of the expressive 

potential of the traditional pianto is based on the tension it creates relative to tonally-

guided expectations. However, some of Schoenberg's atonal compositions include 

extended piantos, which employ altered musical signifiers to convey the same range of 

heightened emotions as traditional piantos; piantos are also used in the "free atonal" 

                                                 
7   In addition to the different trajectories of these topics, it may be useful to note that they 

frequently operate at different structural levels. The pianto can signify in as few as two notes if 

they are the right two notes (as in, appropriate metric context and intervallic content); two 

notes are not enough to create the chorale topic, which requires, at the very least, multiple 

simultaneous notes, a deliberate rhythmic pacing, and a specific texture. 
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period to govern textures of larger passages. The relative lack of the pianto in the late, 

twelve-tone works is discussed as well. 

 The second section explores the historical trajectory of Schoenberg's use of the 

chorale topic, arguing that as Schoenberg's writing becomes more dissonant and 

contrapuntal, homophonic, chorale textures become less frequent. This means, however, 

that when chorale signifiers do occur later in Schoenberg's career, they are especially 

marked relative to other, more pervasive textures. As my analysis demonstrates, the 

specific associations shift alongside this development, featuring more specifically 

religious associations later in Schoenberg's life. 

 

PIANTOS 

 

 The pianto has a long and rich history, much of which is summarized to by 

Raymond Monelle in The Sense of Music.
8
 Originally used to emulate the moan of 

someone weeping, the pianto accompanied words like “lagrime” and "pianto" in 

sixteenth-century madrigals. The meaning expanded, however, to include words like 

“seufzen” until the pianto signified not only weeping or sighing but the emotions that 

would motivate these behaviors. Eventually the pianto came to represent any heightened 

emotional state. The pianto's association with the appoggiatura links it to the eighteenth-

century style of Empfindsamkeit, although by this time, the musical signifier admits 

ascending or descending major or minor seconds. Monelle incorporates this history of the 

pianto into a discussion of its influence on some chromatic and semitonal Leitmotivs in 

                                                 
8 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 66–77. 
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Wagner's operas.
9
 The pianto, then, connects various genres and styles of music from the 

sixteenth century through the late nineteenth century, and while the signifier and the 

signified may be altered from instance to instance or century to century, the original 

iconic association between the descending minor second and the word "pianto" made this 

signification possible. 

 

The Pianto in earlier German Lieder 

 A few brief examples from Lieder by Franz Schubert and Robert Schumann 

suffice to demonstrate the traditional form and use of the pianto in the nineteenth century. 

In two examples from Schubert's Winterreise, shown in Figure 4-1, the pianto is used to 

underscore weeping, not sighing. Both the voice and piano accompaniment in “Gefror'ne 

Thränen” feature a pianto in measures 21–22 to illustrate “Ei Thränen,” and a similar 

gesture in measures 35–36 of “Letzte Hoffnung” colors “wein’;” this latter example is 

somewhat different in that the voice has a major second, but the support of the ascending 

minor second in the piano accompaniment reinforces the associations with grief. 

                                                 
9 Monelle is careful to distinguish between the two signifieds of chromatic saturation, between 

dysphoric emotions on the one hand and between "an area of sensuality and dreamy 

sentiment" on the other (2000, 76). The differences, and especially the potential for ambiguity, 

between these types of chromaticism can be found in several of Schoenberg's works including 

Das Buch der hängenden Gärten and Herzgewächse. 
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Figure 4-1: Piantos in two songs by Schubert (indicated with asterisks) 

a: “Gefror’ne Thränen,” mm. 20–22   b: “Letzte Hoffnung,” mm. 35–36  

 
 

 Schumann also utilizes piantos to express heightened emotions in his Lieder. The 

conventional descending minor second is used to underscore words like “thränen” (“Hör 

ich das Liedchen klingen”) and “weinen” (“In meiner Brust, da sitzt ein Weh” and “Ich 

hab’ in Traum geweinet”), and as well as sentiments about lost love (“Im wunderschönen 

Monat Mai”), all shown in Figure 4-2. 

Figure 4-2: Piantos in four songs of Schumann 

a: “Hör ich das Liedchen klingen,”     b. “In meiner Brust, da sitzt ein Weh,”  

      mm. 17–18     mm. 31–33  

 
 

c. “Ich hab’ in Traum geweinet,” mm. 1–2  
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d. “Im wunderschönen Monat Mai,” mm. 9–12  

 
 

  Two of Schubert’s piantos found in other songs warrant special discussion here, 

especially given their implications for Schoenberg’s later piantos. In both “Die böse 

Farbe” (from Die Schöne Müllerin) and “Wasserfluth” (from Winterreise), Schubert 

utilizes what appears to be a backward or inverted pianto (see Figure 4-3): it ascends 

instead of descending. In the same way that the signified of the pianto expanded from 

sighing to weeping to the expression of heightened emotions, the signifier of the pianto, a 

descending minor second in which the second note resolves the accented dissonance of 

the first, can similarly morph to include densely chromatic textures and ascending minor 

seconds, in addition to the earlier descending minor second. In these two instances, these 

inverted piantos move a half-step up into a dissonant harmony, instead of striking an 

accented dissonance and resolving down by half-step.
10

 

                                                 
10 One might even compare the inverted pianto to an “inverted” sigh, as the mimetic imitation of 

the inhalation in preparation for the sigh. See the discussion of “Melisande Lost” in Chapter 

Three. 
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Figure 4-3: Non-traditional piantos in two Schubert songs 

a. “Die böse Farbe,” mm. 19–20   b. “Wasserfluth,” mm. 11–12  

 
 

 

Schoenberg's Traditional Piantos 

 Schoenberg’s use of piantos spans his career and echoes that of his compositional 

forebears, although with various extensions to the practice, which are discussed below. In 

the analyses that follow, I do not mean to suggest that merely pointing out a pianto and 

identifying the text that it accompanies constitutes a complete consideration of its 

meaning or role in the piece. Instead, the purpose of this discussion is to highlight the 

conditions under which Schoenberg uses these expressive gestures.  

 Schoenberg's most traditional piantos can be found primarily in the early Lieder.
11

 

In these songs, piantos are used in a traditional way to illustrate words like “Schmerzen” 

and “Wehmut.” Given the tonal nature of these early songs, the striking dissonance 

created by the pianto, often in the form of an appoggiatura, stands out against the 

consonant background. Table 4-1 lists the traditional piantos (defined as a front accented, 

descending minor second) from Schoenberg's early songs and includes some of the 

                                                 
11 Because so many of Schoenberg’s pre-1908 works feature texts or programs, “purely” 

instrumental piantos in a tonal context are relatively scarce. 
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representative words illustrated by these piantos; Table 4-2 lists the same for the atonal 

piantos. 

Table 4-1: Schoenberg’s Traditional Tonal Piantos 

Op. No. Title Text associated with pianto, measure number 

1 1 "Dank" "Schwertweh" (swordwound, m. 54) 

2 "Abschied" "tiefsten Schmerzen" (profound sorrow, m. 6); 

"Thräne" (tears, m. 7); "weinen" (cry, m. 8); 

"wehmut" (pain, m. 16); "grossen Schmerzen" (great 

sorrows, m. 78) 

[pervasive throughout accompaniment] 

3 5 "Geübtes Herz" [accompanied in piano part:] "Schmerz" (pain, m. 14) 

6 2 "Alles" "Heimweh" (homesickness, m. 10) 

8 2 "Das Wappenschild" "verbannten" (banished, m. 47) 

3 "Sehnsucht" "leiden" (sorrows, m. 21-22); "Herzen" (hearts, mm. 

46–47) 

4 "Nie ward ich, 

Herrin müd" 

"tränen endlos Rinnen" (endlessly running tears, mm. 

16–18) 

5 "Voll jener Süsse" [throughout vocal line]; "müden Seufzern" (sad sighs, 

m. 54)  

6 "Wenn Vöglein 

klagen" 

"schmerzens-volle Fluten" (flood of pain, mm. 25) 
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Table 4-2: Schoenberg’s Atonal Piantos  

Op. No. Title Text associated with the pianto, measure number 

10 iii String Quartet 2, "Litanei" "trauer" (sad, m.14); "Töte das sehnen, schließen 

die wunde!" (kill my longing, heal my wound, 

mm. 59–62) [pervasive throughout] 

 iv String Quartet 2, 

"Entrückung" 

"brünstige schreie" (passionate cries, mm. 77–

78) [pervasive throughout] 

14 1 "Ich darf nicht denkend" "Wehmut schmiegen" (ease your melancholy, m. 

10); "so wird sie zukken, um ihm abzuwinken" 

(you turn away in rejection, mm. 11–12) 

15 1 "Unterm Schutz von 

dichten Blättergründen" 

"stimmen ihre Leiden künden" (gentle voices 

proclaim their sorrows, mm. 10–11); "klagend" 

(lamentingly, m. 16) 

6 "Jedem Werke bin ich 

fürder tot" 

"Weinen" (cries, m. 12) 

7 "Angst und Hoffen" "Seufzer" (sighs, m. 4); "schwemmen" (soak, m. 

10) 

9 "Streng ist uns das Glück 

und spröde" 

"Kuss" (kiss, mm. 10–11); "missen" (miss, m. 

17) 

10 "Das schöne Beet betracht 

ich mir im Harren" 

"dorne" (thorns, m. 15); 

"Clokken" (bellflowers, m. 22) 

11 "Als wir hinter dem 

beblümten" 

"rannen" (teared, m. 19) 

12 "Wenn sich bei heilger 

Ruh" 

"schatten" (shadows, m. 18); 

"scheiden" (separate, m. 21) 

13 "Du lehnest wider eine 

Silberweide" 

[pervasive in voice and piano parts] 

14 "Sprich nicht immer von 

dem Laub" 

"den Tritten der Vernichter spat im Jahr" (“the 

steps of the annihilators late in the year” mm. 5–

6); "Gewittern" (storms, m. 8); "Lichter" (lights, 

mm. 9–10) 

20  "Herzgewächse" "müden Sehnsucht" (sad longing, mm. 2–3); 

"Leid" (sorrow, m. 19) [among others in texture] 

22 1 "Seraphita" "und Weh" (and pain m. 23) 

 

 To examine just one example, the texture of the second song in Opus 1, 

“Abschied” is saturated with piantos, both ascending and descending, and the voice part 
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includes several of these gestures for words like “Thräne,” “weinen,” “wehmut,” and 

“grossen Schmerzen.” (See Table 4-1 for specific measure numbers.) 

 Through its minor mode and tragic associations, the D minor tonality of the 

opening section reinforces the associations of grief and sadness provided by the piantos, 

as does the descending fourth lament bass found in measure one. Associative tonality is 

at work, then, since D minor passages, filled with accented dissonance and the occasional 

step-descent bass (mm. 1, 25–26) accompany text describing deepest pain, sorrow, 

darkness, and numbness at various points throughout the song.
12

 D minor shades both the 

passage following the sequence (mm. 66–71) and climactic mention of pain. F major, on 

the other hand, underscores the passages in which the narrator alludes to the object of his 

gratitude. Though the overall tonal trajectory of D minor to F major might suggest a 

redemptive narrative the persistence of these topics demonstrates the narrator's 

continuing despair.
13

 

Figure 4-4: "Abschied," Op. 1/2, mm. 1–3 

 
        D minor: lament bass 

 

 This persistence can be found by examining what becomes of the step-descent 

bass line. After its occurrence in D minor (mm. 1, 25–26), it takes a prominent role in the 

                                                 
12 “Associative tonality” as a theoretical concept was developed by Robert Bailey in “The 

Structure of the Ring and Its Evolution,” 19th-Century Music 1, no. 1 (1977): 48–61. 

13 For more on the tragic-to-transcendent, see Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: 

Markedness, Correlation and Interpretation (Bloomington & Indiana: Indiana University 

Press, 1994), especially chapters 1–3. 
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sequence in mm. 45–48, as “Schmerzen wachsen zur Unendlichkeit” (“anguish waxes, 

swells to eternity”). The step-descent bass that governs this climactic moment returns in 

the F major sections in the later part of the song. In these passages (mm. 74–75, mm. 81–

82, mm. 83–85, and m. 89), the step-descent retains its exact intervallic pattern from the 

minor mode. 

Figure 4-5: Persistence of lament bass in F major conclusion of "Abschied," Op. 1/2 (final measures) 

 
 

 A less exact inclusion of this motive would utilize the different intervallic 

relationships that obtain between scale degrees 1-7-6-5 in the major and minor modes: In 

the minor mode, the half step is between 6-5, whereas the major mode finds the half-step 

between 1-7. In each of the instances of the step descent in F major, Schoenberg retains 

the intervallic profile from the minor mode, creating whole steps between scale degrees 

1-7 and 7-6 and maintaining the half-step Phrygian relationship between 6-5. 

 In addition, the topics of the pianto and the lament bass inform both the harmony 

and the voice-leading in this song. Ethan Haimo has argued that the simultaneous 
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presence of consonance and dissonance in Schoenberg's melodic and harmonic writing 

makes the analyst's job of determining harmonic notes and non-chord tones more 

difficult: in Schoenberg's words, "Either there is no such thing as non-harmonic tones, or 

they are not non-harmonic."
14

 In this song, however, the chromaticism can, to some 

degree, be understood through these grief-associated elements; awareness of the pianto as 

an expressive conventionalized gesture in this song tips the scales in favor of an 

"accented non-chord tone resolving to an unaccented chord tone.” For example, the 

figure of the pianto persists in the F major conclusion by transforming into the upward-

resolving appoggiatura G-sharp to A (shown in the upper staff of Figure 4-5). 

 Piantos govern many of the horizontal connections in “Abschied,” and the 

associations with grief are reinforced by the lament bass and the minor mode inflections. 

It is important to note, however, that Schoenberg did not capitalize on every text prompt 

as an opportunity for the pianto, just as Schubert and Schumann often let words such as 

“Schmerzen” and “weinen” pass by un-illustrated.
15

 For example, the "Schmerz" found in 

measure 49 of Op. 1, No. 1 features no pianto-gesture in either the voice or the piano 

                                                 
14 Schoenberg, Arnold, Theory of Harmony, trans. by Roy E. Carter, edited by Walter Frisch 

(1911; reprint, Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010), 309. Regarding these non-

harmonic tones: "Increasingly, the concept of hierarchical distinctions is inoperative because it 

is becoming harder and harder to determine what the referential sonority might be," Ethan 

Haimo, Schoenberg's Transformation of Musical Language (New York: Cambridge University 

Press, 2006), 86. 

15 In the midst of some remarks on text-setting (in the context of the Four Orchestral Songs, Op. 

22), Schoenberg states, "Even Schubert does not set off words singly in any marked fashion, 

according to the weight of their meaning. Rather, by means of a comprehensive melody, he 

may pass over a salient textual feature, even when it is most important in regard to content and 

poetic substance." Arnold Schoenberg, "Analysis of the Four Orchestral Songs Opus 22," 

trans. by Claudio Spies, in Perspectives on Schoenberg and Stravinsky, edited by Benjamin 

Boretz and Edward Cone (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1972), 41. 
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accompaniment; instead, the wrenching quality of the pain described in the lyrics is 

conveyed by the dissonant augmented sixth formed between the vocal line and the bass. 

While we may be able to speculate that Schumann and Schubert occasionally 

passed the opportunity for a pianto by in favor of a melodic or linguistic rhyme in the 

text-setting or due to the strophic setting of a text, Schoenberg's through-composed songs 

and their occasionally uneven phrase structure, especially in the later works, suggest 

other aesthetic concerns or motivations for his use of the pianto, or the lack thereof.
16

 

 

Das Buch der hängenden Gärten and the Extended Pianto 

 Though the pitch language in Das Buch der hängenden Gärten differs from that 

of Schoenberg’s earlier Lieder, primarily through its diversity of non-tonal sonorities and 

the structural use of dissonance, piantos still persist as a means of expressively marking 

moments of anguish and despair. As Julie Brown notes, the very first song in the cycle 

contains these descending minor seconds to mark the sorrows (“Leiden”) proclaimed by 

gentle voices (“sachte Stimmen”), shown in Figure 4-6.
17

 

Figure 4-6: “Unterm Schutz von dichten Blättergründen,” Op. 15/1, mm. 11–12 

Complete vocal line and reduced accompaniment (piantos marked in braces) 

 
                                                 
16 In a similar situation, Schoenberg declined to represent storms as his musical predecessors 

had; his remarks about this choice, made during an Analysis of the Orchestral Songs, Op. 22, 

are discussed in Chapter One. 

17 Julie Brown, "Musical Prose as Allegory,” Music Analysis 14, no. 2/3 (July-October 1995): 

161–191. She calls the sighing seconds a "traditional expressive figure" (166). 
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 Brown is not the only scholar to remark on sighing gestures in Schoenberg's 

music. David Lewin’s analysis of the seventh song in the cycle, “Angst und Hoffen,” 

includes reference to the “sighing” created by the voice-leading between the three note 

chords in mm. 14–15.
18

 The semitonal voice-leading throughout the song creates 

descending chromatic lines that reinforces the “Seufzer” (m. 4) of the narrator. The 

particular setting of the text “Seufzer dehnen” is discussed further below. 

Op. 15, No. 7, provides a strong argument for admitting less traditional melodic 

figures into the category of pianto signifiers. Lewin found the descending minor seconds 

in the accompaniment to be evocative of “sighing,” and, indeed, these gestures are 

pervasive, both in the accompaniment and in the vocal part. They occur throughout the 

song, in the chromatic descent in thirds (as in m. 2), as compound melodies in the vocal 

part (found in mm. 2 and 12), and as the voice-leading between chords (throughout, but 

especially obvious in the last few measures); the complete vocal part and the piantos 

from the accompaniment are shown in Figure 4-7. The saturation of interval-class 1 

connections in all horizontal elements of this song recalls the chromatic voice-leading in 

some motives of Wagner’s Ring, which Monelle attributes to the influence of the 

pianto.
19

 

                                                 
18 David Lewin, “A Way into Schoenberg’s Opus 15, Number VII,” in Studies in Music with Text 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 321–341. Inseparable from his interpretive 

comments, Lewin’s analysis demonstrates a keen understanding of performance issues in this 

piece. In addition to the melodic gestures of the pianto (though Lewin does not use this term, 

the topic clearly informed his thinking), Lewin draws into his web of correspondences the 

rests that cause the singer to inhale as if in preparation for a sigh (323). 

19 Monelle 2000, 66–73. 
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Figure 4-7: “Angst und Hoffen,” Op. 15/7, Complete vocal line and accompanimental piantos 

 
 

 The piantos in the vocal part merit special consideration; the complete vocal line 

is shown in Figure 4-7. The word “Seufzer” (in m. 4) features a fairly conventional 

pianto: the strong beat G-sharp is held over a change of harmony before resolving down 

to a G-natural on a relatively weak beat. Though it is difficult to speak of harmonic 

“resolution” in this music – dissonances do not require consonances for resolution, and 
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dissonant harmonies themselves can function as “normals"
20

 – the upper voice of the 

accompaniment supplies the implied melodic resolution by traversing the same line, 

although the first note in this case is spelled as an A-flat; this is demonstrated in Figure 4-

8. 

Figure 4-8: “Angst und Hoffen,” prefigured pianto, m. 4 

 
        (048)      (016) 

Neither of the piano sonorities are consonant: An augmented triad (048) progresses to a 

combined perfect- and augmented-fourth chord (016), echoing the harmonies of the 

opening bar. Despite the lack of conventions of “dissonance” “resolution,” however, the 

repetition of the opening harmonies as "normals" and the rhythmic delay of the voice part 

create the sense that the G-sharp should and will go to G-natural, allowing for the 

traditional pianto gesture in an untraditional harmonic context. 

 A similar figure occurs in measure 10; though the accompaniment does not 

feature two differing chords, the resolution of the voice part is prefigured by a melodic 

change in the accompaniment, again demonstrated by the beamed notes in the reduction. 

The accompaniment’s A “resolves” to A-flat before the voice’s A can “resolve” to G-

                                                 
20 Edward Cone. "Sound and Syntax" in Perspectives of New Music 13, no. 1 (Autumn-Winter 

1974): 21–40. See the discussion in Chapter One concerning how the invocation of the 

language of “normals” attempts to deny the expressive potential of this music. 
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sharp, again creating the tension of the pianto as the narrator references the tears that 

have soaked (“schwemmen”) his bed. 

 “Angst und Hoffen” also admits some non-traditional pianto figures, all of which 

reinforce the privileged place of interval-class 1 in the voice-leading of this song. After 

the pianto on “Seufzer” (m. 4), the vocal line descends a minor ninth on “dehnen.” Given 

the structure of George’s poetry, a neat translation is not possible, but the "expansion" 

indicated by “dehnen” refers to that of the words into sighs (“Seufzer”). Reading this 

gesture as another pianto allows for the interpretation that the sighs are truly expanded, 

even exaggerated.
21

 This also points backward and forward to the near rhymes created by 

“beklemmen” (m. 2, descending minor ninth: F-flat to E-flat for “constriction”) and 

“Sehnen” (m. 6, descending major seventh D-natural to E-flat for “longing”). Although 

“constriction” ("beklemmen") is not as conventional an expression of despair or anxiety 

as is “longing” ("Sehnen"), it contributes to the emotional tenor of the song.
22

 The final 

instance of an extended pianto in this song occurs in m. 9 to underscore “Tränen.” This 

moment, identified by Lewin as the climax of the song, employs an ascending major 

seventh and a metrical disruption to evoke the anguish of “tears" (refer back to Figure 4-

7).  

                                                 
21 This kind of extended pianto was foreshadowed in Schoenberg's Op. 8, No. 3. Though the 

word it accompanies ("Schmerzen" in mm. 30–31) participates in a texted rhyme (with 

"Herzen" in mm. 46–48), the extended pianto is not repeated; instead, "Herzen" bears the 

same melodic gesture, containing a traditional pianto as "Leiden," earlier in the song (mm. 

21–23). For another example of the descending minor ninth as an extended pianto, see also 

mm. 8–9 in Op. 15, No. 8, illustrating the word “leidet.” 

22 Not only does Lewin find the Beklemmung composed out in the ever-lengthening rests in the 

vocal part, he argues that the emotional arc of the song is caused by the pain of Hoffen, not 

Angst. Lewin 2009, 336–338. This Beklemmung is a physically tightening while also 

representing an expansion of anxiety and psychological distress. 
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 This moment is important not only as the expressive climax but, as Lewin argues, 

as the structural climax as well. I would direct readers to Lewin’s sensitive analysis as all 

of his insights cannot be summarized here, but a few points bear mentioning. First, the 

tension Lewin finds between F and E, often in its guise as F-flat, is borne out in this 

climax. The ascending major seventh hitches on E before ascending to F-natural in 

measure 10. Lewin highlights the metric disruption here: “[With] the aid of the melisma 

(unique in the song) to get up the octave from the already established F4 to the high-F-

instead-of-high-E, the voice manages the task, albeit in highly beklemmt rhythmic 

fashion.”
23

 In conjunction with the telescoping rests Lewin mentions (cited in footnote 22 

of this chapter), this melismatic syncopation iconically signifies the sighing, groaning, 

and weeping conjured by the text. Second, Lewin’s analysis highlights many of the ways 

that these sighing figures pervade the texture. Though he does not draw this connection in 

his analysis, this feature of the song bears similarity to an earlier Schoenberg song, 

previously discussed here with regard to its piantos: Op. 1, No. 2, “Abschied.” These 

songs are very different in tone – to risk over-simplification, the effect is the difference 

between resignation and anxiety – but the degree to which the presence of the pianto 

saturates the texture informs both the harmonic language and the affect of each. 

Third, and related to the point about textural saturation, the piantos in “Angst und 

Hoffen” inform both the harmonic motives and the background voice-leading. Lewin 

identifies the seed of the F-flat-not-F problem in the opening two chords. They enact an 

almost perfect inversion around B-flat with the single exception that the lowest note in 

the second chord (and therefore the last note of the voice in that measure) “should: be F-

                                                 
23 Lewin 2009, 338. 
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natural instead of F-flat, as the inversional pair to E-flat.”
24

 The exact inversion is 

compared with the first two chords in Figure 4-9. If, on the other hand, we understand the 

soprano’s melodic gesture to be a modified pianto, the descending major seventh 

requires the F-flat below E-flat 5 to generate the necessary interval-class 1. This draws 

out an important element of Lewin’s interpretation of the piece: the narrator is enjoying 

his unhappiness. In this reading, the F-flat is willfully not an F; it is expressive of anguish 

- caused not by the Angst but by the Hoffen! – at the same time that it resists being 

relieved of said anguish. This also supports Lewin’s reading that it is the Hoffen chords – 

the fourth-plus-a-tritone (016) chords – that are truly disruptive to the structure of the 

song and, by extension, to the psyche of the narrator. 

Figure 4-9: "Angst und Hoffen" motto chords 

a. Exact inversion around B-flat  b. “Angst und Hoffen” inversion 

 
 

The melodic form of the traditional pianto also informs the background structure 

of this song. In the same way that it is difficult to speak of the resolution of dissonance in 

this music, given the lack of convention or historical models, it is similarly difficult to 

speak of the background structures. At the same time, Schoenberg could not completely 

purge the influence of tonal procedures and sonorities from his musical imagination, and 

it is likely that large-scale gestures, abstracted from the tonal practice of the working out 

of a tonic triad, may be usefully understood as operative in his music. Lewin finds a 

background neighbor-tone gesture in this music, connecting the high G-sharp in the voice 

                                                 
24 The inversion that maps B-flat onto itself also maps E-natural onto itself and F onto E-flat; 

Lewin’s point is that the inversion of E-flat should be F, not F-flat. 
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in m. 4 to the high A of the piano in m. 10 to the structural downbeat of A-flat in m. 17.
25

 

This gesture recalls the highlighted pianto found in the opening of Schumann’s “Ich hab 

in Traum geweinet"; see Figure 4-2c. I do not mean to imply that Schoenberg was 

deliberately referencing that song; as I mentioned above, it is likely that large-scale upper 

neighbor-tone gestures could be operative in other songs as well. Instead, I mean to 

suggest that thinking through the potential musical expressions and interpretive meanings 

of the pianto could reveal insights about melodies, motives, harmonies, and background 

structures that inform two pieces as different on the surface as these songs by Schumann 

and Schoenberg. 

 

Textures Governed by Piantos: Tonal and Atonal 

 Many of the same reasons for cautiousness in identifying piantos in the Op. 15 

songs persist in Pierrot Lunaire, among them: the highly chromatic nature of the music, 

the emotionally ambiguous nature of the text, and Schoenberg's characteristic vocal style. 

Two additional complicating factors are present in Pierrot. First, the contrapuntal nature 

of the instrumental parts and their changing roles as melody and accompaniment, subject 

and counter-subject make it difficult to separate foregrounded piantos from "mere" 

surface chromaticism. Second, the practice of Sprechstimme means that any pianto-like 

gestures in the vocal line may or may not be perceptible depending on the singer's 

interpretation of Schoenberg's instructions for this vocal technique. 

 Even given these difficulties, however, the gesture of the pianto does emerge in 

the voice part in several songs. The clearest, most typical examples are in "Colombine," 

                                                 
25 Lewin 2006, 340.  
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"Madonna," "Heimweh," and "Parodie," for word such as "Sehnen," "Schmerzen!" and 

"Seufzen” (longing, pain, and sighs).
26

 In addition, piantos in Pierrot, are not limited to 

the vocal line alone; their occurrence in the instrumental parts, though less obvious, 

perhaps, than piantos in the voice, still contributes to our understanding of the surface of 

the music. Just as in "Abschied," piantos in some of Schoenberg's later pieces inform the 

texture of the work, even if they are relatively scarce in a texted voice part. In the song 

"Nacht" (Passacaglia), the pianto, though not isolated as in the other songs or in 

Schoenberg's earlier songs, pervades the texture and informs many of the pitch 

relationships. As Joseph Straus has demonstrated, the opening measures are created by 

interlocking instances of set class (014), a set-class which influences the harmonies for 

the rest of the song.
27

 Because these (014)s are created by the intersection of single 

melodic lines (or "voices" in the case of the piano), any melodic motion in these 

introductory measures is created by a descending half-step; see Figure 4-10. 

                                                 
26 Some of these piantos may be used ironically, to imitate or mock actual weeping. It is less 

clear that the textures which are created by overlapping piantos, however, are similarly ironic.  

27 Joseph Straus, Analysis 1 in Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory (New Jersey, Pearson Prentice 

Hall, 2005), 28–32. Straus’s comments regarding the associations of this passage – referencing 

the “ominous, foreboding nature” of the text and the “appropriately gloomy mood” created by 

the opening measures – demonstrate the pervasive power of musical topics to guide 

interpretation. 
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Figure 4-10: "Nacht" from Pierrot Lunaire, mm. 1-3 (bass clarinet omitted) 

 
 

 In addition, after the overlapping introduction, the vocal line and subsequent 

instrumental melodies are made of primarily descending half-steps. In this moment, the 

generation of the passus durisculus by continuous piantos is made clear.
28

 In addition to 

functioning as word painting of the descent, made explicit in the third stanza, of "finstre, 

schwarze Riesenfalter" (“dark, black giant moths”) these melodic lines convey the 

emotional oppression of the "Ungetüme" onto "Menschenherzen" (the “monsters” onto 

“human hearts”). In addition to these pianto-informed gestures, the other topics of this 

opening passage – the learned style created by the white-note passacaglia and a funeral 

march created by the low register, minor-mode implications, and plodding pace – 

contribute to the haunting atmosphere found throughout the collection. 

Figure 4-11: "Nacht," mm. 4-6, voice and bass clarinet, primarily composed of descending m2 

 
 

                                                 
28 Monelle 2000, 73–75. 
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Figure 4-12: "Nacht," pianto-derived descending semitonal voice-leading 

a. mm. 18–19, voice and piano (Schoenberg’s slurs in m. 19 demonstrate (014)s) 

 
 

b. m. 19 (re-slurred to demonstrate descending major and minor thirds in each part) 

 
 

Figure 4-12a shows a later passage from the same song. Schoenberg’s slurs unite 

groups of three notes which create (014) trichords, the iconic sonority of the opening 

measures. In 4-12b, I have re-slurred this passage to show that in each hand each pair of 

notes descends by a half step: the overall chromatic descent of the opening measures is 

taken up again in this passage, as the thirds in each hand overlap to create descending 
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(014)s. In addition to the descending chromatic motion evocative of piantos, the back-

and-forth motion of the <+3 -4> triplets in the piano’s gesture tone-paints the flapping of 

the moths’ wings as they descend from the sky. 

 

Piantos in the Twelve-Tone Works 

 With the advent of the twelve-tone technique, there is a noticeable decrease in the 

frequency with which Schoenberg employs piantos, in both texted and un-texted music, 

likely due to his choices of text, tone, genre, or row form. The following examples show 

that Schoenberg could both create rows that featured interval-class 1 and also that he 

could create opportunities for this interval-class melodically through the use of partitions, 

demonstrating that the presence or absence of piantos in the twelve-tone music is a 

compositional decision distinct from semitonal adjacencies in the row itself. 

 The ascending semitone at the start of the Concerto for Violin and Orchestra 

(shown in Figure 4-13) illustrates an important feature of the row and highlights what 

becomes an important motive throughout this introductory section. While this gesture is 

not identical to the pianto – to my ear the first B-flat sounds like an anticipation of the 

second, strong beat B-flat instead of a delayed resolution – this motive is altered in 

rhythm and contour throughout this passage, which results in the prototypical descending 

pattern and saturates the melodic line with gestures indicative of heightened emotions and 

an individual subject.
29

 

                                                 
29 The first oboe’s melodic line in measure 26, for example, contains a more traditional rhythmic 

presentation of the pianto, contributing to the lyrical nature of this opening passage, discussed 

below. The violin’s opening melody suggests a variant of the singing style and it is included in 
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Figure 4-13: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, mm. 1-8 

Violin and reduced accompaniment; adjacent interval-class 1 indicated with brackets 

 
 

 As shown in Figure 4-14, the row employed in the Concerto features three 

adjacent semitones. In Schoenberg's orchestration of the first accompanying gesture, the 

grouping creates an additional melodic semitone through the voice-leading.  

Figure 4-14: Row forms in the first eight measures of the Violin Concerto (semitonal voice-leading 

shown in bold) 

  mm. 1–4:    mm. 4–8: 

  P9 9A 3B46 01 7825 I2: 21 8075 BA 4396 

Solo Violin:  9A  01   21  BA 

Accompaniment:  34  75   85  39 

    B6  82   07  46 

 

 

 In contrast to this accompanimental gesture, which suggests a stately gavotte and 

the opening progression I - V7 in B major, the partitions of the solo melodic line 

capitalize on the semitones at the start of each hexachord: The violin's melodic line is 

generated from the first two pitch-classes of each hexachord in the two inversionally-

                                                                                                                                                 
this chapter primarily to demonstrate how the interval-class 1s that would create piantos are 

available to and, in this context, used by Schoenberg in his twelve-tone compositions. 
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related row forms. (See Figure 4-14.) The combinations of the semitonal gestures, 

traditional phrase rhythms, and opening harmonic gesture suggest the traditional 

Classical concerto dichotomy, pitting the soloist against the orchestra.
30

  

 As shown in the previous examples, the row form of Op. 36 featured multiple 

adjacent interval class 1s which could be used to create piantos; in addition, Schoenberg 

arranged the harmonies in such a way as to maximize the semitonal voice-leading 

between chords. For a very different use of row forms regarding piantos, we now turn to 

an example from the late Lieder, Op. 48. 

 The relative scarcity of piantos or pianto-like figures in Op. 48 can, in part, be 

attributed to the row structure Schoenberg utilized in each song. In the third song, 

"Mädchenlied," for example, the row structure all but prohibits descending minor 

seconds or any odd-numbered unordered pitch-class interval for that matter. The row in 

this song is composed of the two whole-tone hexachords, allowing only even-numbered 

interval classes as potential melodic intervals within each hexachord. 

Figure 4-15: “Mädchenlied,” Op. 48/3, row structure: whole tone hexachords 

 set-class (02468A)   set-class (02468A) 

_________________________________||_______________________________ 

1 7 9 B 3 5 A 6 4 0 8 2 

   \      /    \      /    \     /    \      /    \     /     \     /    \      /   \      /     \     /    \     /    \      /  

     ic6      ic2      ic2      ic4      ic2      ic5      ic4      ic2      ic4      ic4      ic6 

 

 

Possibilities for a horizontally-created interval-class one arise in three ways. First, the 

seam between two adjacent row forms could potentially produce an odd-numbered 

interval class. For example, if the initial row form was immediately repeated, interval-

                                                 
30 This tension is confirmed by the orchestra’s first intimations of martial elements in measure 37 

after the solo violin’s more lyrical introduction. 
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class one would obtain between the end of the first presentation and the start of the 

second; this is exactly what happens in the right hand of the piano accompaniment (mm. 

1–2), shown in Figure 4-16, but the concluding D-natural and the beginning C-sharp are 

separated due to the phrasing. The second way odd interval-classes could arise is due to 

the fact that the seam between the whole-tone hexachords must be an odd-numbered 

interval-class; given Schoenberg's habit in this song of maintaining hexachordal content 

if not order, that interval-class could be interval-class one. This obtains in the middle of 

m. 1, also shown in Figure 4-16. And third, Schoenberg's partitions of the row do give 

rise to the occasional odd-numbered interval-class as, beginning in m. 23, the voice no 

longer works through its own row form; the partitions here lead to a higher incidence of 

odd-numbered ordered pitch-class intervals than previously in the song. This can easily 

be seen in the score throughout the last measures. Given the ironic tone of the text, 

however, it is unsurprising that there are not more piantos. Schoenberg's setting of Jakob 

Harringer's poem highlights the irony of its tone; the tone-painting that accompanies 

"Vielleicht spring ich doch noch ins Wasser!" ("Maybe I'll throw myself in the water!") is 

comic, not tragic, in its effect. 
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Figure 4-16: Adjacent interval-class 1 in Op. 48/3, “Mädchenlied,” mm. 1–2 

 

The relative lack of piantos in Schoenberg's later works, both texted and untexted, 

reflects changes in his compositional practice involving genre, choice of text, and row 

form. The Baroque dance movements of the Piano Suite, Op. 25, unsurprisingly contains 

no piantos, even though the row form contains three adjacent interval-class 1s and others 

would be possible through partitions. 

Two twelve-tone pieces suggest the use of pianto-inflected gestures. The 

beginning of the slow movement of the Fourth String Quartet capitalizes on these 

gestures: the opening unison gesture of the ensemble evokes the chant topos found in the 

entrance of the men’s chorus in A Survivor from Warsaw, and the viola’s oscilation 

between C and B after the unison statement continues the theme of lament into the first 

formal section. Figure 4-17 shows both the opening unison gesture in mm. 1-5 and the 

viola’s accompanimental wavering minor second in m. 6. 
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Figure 4-17: Fourth String Quartet, third movement, mm. 1–6 

 

 In addition, piantos are employed to great effect in A Survivor from Warsaw, 

although this is primarily as tone-painting ("It was painful to hear them groaning and 

moaning," mm. 44–46, shown in Figure 4-18).
31

 

Figure 4-18: Piantos in A Survivor from Warsaw, mm. 44–45, upper winds and strings 

 

 In short, though row-forms could be created to admit the greatest possible 

numbers of interval-class one, which, given their application in time and pitch space, 

could evoke a pianto, a row-form such as that used in Op. 48, No. 3 does not eliminate 

the possibility of piantos: Schoenberg's partitions could draw out these half-step figures 

even in this row which seems pre-disposed against them. Their absence, then, is not due 

entirely to the structural properties of the row. As the previous examples have 

demonstrated, given a tonal pitch-universe and an appropriate text, Schoenberg did not 

shy away from the use of the pianto in his early songs. Even as he ventured into atonality, 

                                                 
31 The row from for the Op. 25, Suite for Piano, with interval-class 1 adjacencies in brackets: [4 

5] 7 1 6 3 8 2 [B 0] [9 A]. 
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Schoenberg still employed piantos as a means of coloring certain words, as in Das Buch 

der hängenden Gärten; in these songs, we find extended piantos which heighten the 

expressivity of the text they illustrate. Though the precedents for piantos could include 

ascending or descending major or minor seconds, in Schoenberg’s works which clearly 

include piantos, especially for conventional words such as “Leiden” or “seufzen,” they 

are composed primarily of interval class 1 in the form of a minor second, major seventh, 

or minor ninth. During the period of twelve-tone composition, rows could be designed to 

allow or to preclude these gestures, but Schoenberg's ability to use partitions to work 

around the interval-structure of the row guarantees that these gestures would still be 

available to him if he chose to employ them. 

 In songs throughout his career, Schoenberg uses piantos to inform melodic lines, 

textures, harmony, and voice-leading: "Abschied" Op. 1, No. 1, and “Nacht,” from 

Pierrot Lunaire, stand out as exemplars of this semi-tonal saturation, but examples of 

more traditional piantos can be found throughout his Lieder. These gestures seem to 

occur somewhat less frequently given the absence of a tonal framework, but their 

appearance even in the atonal works suggests that Schoenberg continued to find them 

useful.  

CHORALE TOPIC 

 

 The chorale topic is primarily defined by its texture: all voices (generally as many 

as four) moving together in a relatively steady rhythm.
32

 In its traditional form, the 

                                                 
32 A thorough musical and cultural history of the chorale in Western art music is yet to be written. 

Ratner mentions chorales, although not in the context of topics (Ratner 1980, 169–180). I 
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registers correspond to human vocal ranges, and the harmonies created are generally 

triadic and diatonic. Another defining trait that we find in many of Schoenberg's 

examples is the presence of similar or parallel motion, often in parallel tenths. The 

cultural associations of the chorale include suggestions of community, unified utterance, 

and religiosity (especially that of Protestantism): Agawu articulates all of these in a 

description of a chorale by Schumann: “he enlists the participation of a community, 

perhaps a protestant one … This is song [in Agawu’s tripartite speech-song-dance 

classification], sung by the congregation.”
33

 Other potential significations include an 

elevated level of dignity, righteousness, and praise.  

 The chorale topic signifies indexically, in that to signify the chorale, the music 

must be an instance of this texture. It includes the chorale harmonizations by J. S. Bach 

and has persisted throughout the history of Western music due to both its religious 

function (as the music of many Christian churches) and its pedagogical function (as the 

basis for the study of harmony and voice-leading through four part writing, familiar even 

today to undergraduate music majors). Like the waltz, the chorale topic would be familiar 

to Schoenberg as a part of the Austro-Germanic tonal music tradition. 

 

Schoenberg's Traditional Chorale Textures 

 Unlike the pianto, which could emerge in a multitude of contexts to evoke the 

"sigh," the chorale topic, as discussed above, must necessarily govern a somewhat larger 

                                                                                                                                                 
found McKee’s article to be quite useful. Eric McKee, “The Topic of the Sacred Hymn in 

Beethoven’s Instrumental Music,” College Music Symposium 47 (2007): 23–52. 

33 Kofi Agawu Music as Discourse: Adventures in Romantic Music (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009), 101. Agawu’s discussion concerns “Der Dichter spricht,” from 

Schumann’s Kinderszenen. 
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passage of music. In this regard, it can contribute to large-scale form in a way that an 

individual pianto cannot. For example, Op. 1, No. 1, "Dank," includes passages of 

turmoil and aggression, signaled by virtuosic and military topics, but the topic that 

returns throughout is the chorale topic. Characterized by triadic textures, mildly 

chromatic harmonies, and a slow, stately rhythm, the chorale-like opening (shown in 

Figure 4-19) is harmonically ambiguous, possibly suggesting B minor as the reigning 

key; the I
6 

- IV
6
 progression between measures 2 and 3, however, is a typical indicator of 

the major mode tonality and thus confirms D major. The opening vocal melody (not 

shown in the example, but identical to the soprano line in mm. 5–7) almost directly 

ascends the major scale from D to D, suggesting the diatonic simplicity of many chorale 

settings.
34

 

                                                 
34 The four-voice texture and the preference for D as a tonal center for many of Schoenberg’s 

chorales suggests an affinity with Beethoven; in particular, Beethoven’s “Heiliger 

Dankgesang” from Op. 132 suggests an important sub-topic of the chorale, the hymn of 

thanks, which would also include Schoenberg’s Op. 1, No. 1. 
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Figure 4-19: “Dank,” Op. 1/1, mm. 1–9, accompaniment only 

Note: soprano doubling, bass doubling, parallel thirds in inner voices 

 
 

 Other notable examples of this topic in his songs occur in the early songs, 

including Op. 3, No. 4, "Hochzeitlied" (Figure 4-20a) which evokes a statelier 

atmosphere than the reverent "Dank," and certain passages in Op. 3, No. 6, "Freihold," 

(Figure 4-20b) which work to characterize the narrator's intentional loneliness as 

righteous and noble. In this latter example, Schoenberg depicts neither the wind nor the 

rain – both ideas are mentioned in the text and representable through musical topics – but 

the steadfastness of the narrator as he faces the elements, "unzerstörbar und allein." The 

similar motion, the stately rhythm, and the consonant triads evoke the chorale topic, and 

the singer's perfect fifths and repeated notes convey heroism and righteousness, 

associations borrowed from fanfares. In this passage, the chorale textures are marked 

with respect to the surrounding material in important ways. First, the diatonicism of the 

chorale is in contrast to the chromatic nature of the surrounding music. Second, the 
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surrounding music seems to evoke a hybrid militaristic waltz, created by the 3/4 setting 

and the dotted rhythms of the neighbor figures. The comparison between this off-kilter 

waltz and the chorale texture creates another sense in which the narrator's loneliness is 

the "right" texture, reinforcing the "extra-musical" meaning that the narrator is making 

the honorable choice. 

Figure 4-20: Schoenberg’s early, traditional chorale topics 

a: “Hochzeitleid,” Op. 3/4, mm. 1–3, accompaniment only, parallel tenths indicated 

below 

 
 

b: “Freihold,” Op. 3/6, mm. 27–31  

 
 

 

 The chorale topic as found in Gurrelieder is similarly straight-forward; it is 

primarily assigned to Waldemar in songs that are about religious topics or directed 
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specifically to the Lord. The first, "So tanzen die Engel vor Gottes Thron nicht" 

(beginning after rehearsal 44 in Part One, shown in reduction in Figure 4-21), features 

extended passages of primarily diatonic harmony, a high degree of step-wise motion, and 

shared rhythms between many of the parts. The first phrase features a four-voice texture 

and parallel tenths between the bass and Waldemar's melody (which is doubled in octaves 

in the orchestra). In this song, Waldemar compares his joy at being reunited with Tove to 

various images from Christianity and finds the latter lacking. The chorale is not praise to 

God but to his love for Tove. 

Figure 4-21: orchestral reduction of accompaniment, “So tanzen die Engel vor Gottes Thron nicht,” 

beginning four bars after rehearsal 44 

 
 

 This creates a parallel to another of Waldemar's chorales from the second part of 

the work. In "Du strenger Richter droben” (Part Three, rehearsal 61), Waldemar's appeal 

to the Lord begins as a chorale, but the chorale morphs into a march as Waldemar's 

prayer is revealed to be a threat: "So zerreiβ auch uns're Seelen nie, zur Hölle mich, zum 

Himmel sie, denn sonst gewinn ich Macht, zertrümm're deiner Engel Wacht" ("So never 

tear our souls apart, sending me to hell and her to Heaven, or else I'll acquire power, I'll 

destroy your angelic bodyguard"). Schoenberg capitalizes on the shared musical 

characteristics and the divergent associations of both the chorale and the march in order 

to convey that Waldemar's address to the Lord is not to seek peace but to warn of 

revenge. 
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 Another notable instance of the traditional chorale topic in Schoenberg's early 

music occurs at the conclusion of the First String Quartet. Though this work is to be 

performed as only one movement, it is constructed of the four separate movements of a 

traditional string quartet form, creating interconnections and blurring the strict formal 

divisions in the process.
35

 These interconnections are created by thematic foreshadowing 

and recollection, which means that themes and their associated textures and topics 

reappear several times over the course of the work. The topics evoked are quite diverse: 

The opening theme (m. 1) is a march in D minor, while the theme of the second section 

(rehearsal E) suggests a stately Brahmsian texture, featuring hemiolas within a waltz 

framework. Parallel thirds at times suggest either a duetto texture within a minuet (33 

measures after rehearsal B) or a "gypsy" dance (15 measures before rehearsal D). Given 

the topical and thematic diversity of the movement, it is an exceptional moment when the 

chorale emerges at the end (Figure 4-22). 

                                                 
35 For more about the phenomenological issues of form in this movement, see Michael Cherlin, 

"Motive and memory in Schoenberg's First String Quartet," in Schoenberg's Musical 

Imagination (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 155–172. 
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Figure 4-22: Chorale topic at the end of the First String Quartet, rehearsal O, reduced 

 

 At rehearsal O, we experience an unexpected although not unwelcome resolution 

to D major. After four bars of motivic fragmentation, we hear the very first theme in this 
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new key, in contrast to its original D minor. This final melodic presentation is supported 

by quarter notes in parallel tenths, and the combination of the new texture (homophonic 

and homorhythmic), the new mode (major), and the new tempo for this section 

(noticeably slower than the opening) contribute to the sense of peace and resolution 

provided by the chorale topic.
36

 Compared to other passages from this movement, these 

parallel tenths imply a fairly straightforward and diatonic harmonic plan. A reduction 

demonstrating the parallel motion of the supporting voices is provided in Figure 4-22 

above. In the measures immediately following those shown in this example, fragments of 

the opening melody are supported by a drone fifth in the cello, D-A, creating an 

additional association with the musette (and therefore the pastoral) and underscoring the 

peacefulness of the preceding chorale topic. 

 Formally, this section (rehearsal O to the end) recalls previous melodic material 

and functions to close the work: Because of the embedded forms in this one-movement 

work, this material needs to hearken back to the very opening of the work as a whole, not 

just to the opening melody of the "final movement." Expressively, however, this chorale 

topic also functions to create a specific narrative arc. This arc is what Robert Hatten has 

identified as the tragic-to-transcendent expressive genre, understood primarily through 

the works of Beethoven; it suggests both formal and expressive tendencies and strikes me 

                                                 
36 Schoenberg's indication in the score is "Breit, ruhig, doch nicht all zu langsam." The earlier 

homophonic and homorhythmic passages throughout the movement are generally livelier and 

exhibit stronger connections to dance meters than to chorales. 
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as a useful way to interpret the unexpected presence of the chorale topic in these final 

measures.
37

  

 In light of this framework, the dissonant chromaticism of the opening measures is 

reinterpreted into melodic appoggiaturas above a (mostly) diatonic supporting harmony. 

The transformation to major mode synthesizes the melodic material of the opening theme 

and the mode (major) of the primary theme of the second section. 

The chorale topic also represents transcendence in Schoenberg's Second String 

Quartet, Op. 10. The relevant passages can be found in the third and fourth movements, 

in which the traditional instrumentation of a string quartet is supplemented by a soprano. 

In these movements, Schoenberg sets two texts by Stefan George: "Litanei" in the third 

movement and "Entrückung" in the fourth. "Litanei" speaks of a deep sorrow and the 

yearning for release, while "Entrückung" addresses the transcendence achieved.
38

  

 The third movement closes with a homophonic texture similar to the conclusion 

of the first String Quartet; the bass line here (mm. 68–72, shown in Figure 4-23) repeats a 

melodic line that was influential throughout the movement.
39

 At the end of the 

movement, it is accompanied by slow-moving non-functional harmonies up above. This 

chorale texture represents the longing for peace expressed in the text; unlike the previous 

                                                 
37 Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation 

(Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1994), 11–28 and 67–71. 

38 The inclusion of soprano and text in the Second String Quartet amplifies this tragic-to-

transcendent narrative arc. After tonal rhetoric breaks down in the first two movements, a 

voice part is added for movements three and four; the texts, two poems by Stefan George, 

make the subtext text by directing invoking issues of rapture and transcendence. 

39 For more on the structure of “Litanei,” see Catherine Dale, “Schoenberg’s Concept of 

Variation Form: A Paradigmatic Analysis of ‘Litanei’ from the Second String Quartet, Op. 10,” 

Journal of the Royal Musical Association 118, no. 1 (1993): 94–120. 
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examples of Schoenberg’s chorale textures, this passage, which suggests the minor mode 

and features various chromatic inflections, conveys the peace desired but not yet attained. 

Figure 4-23: Second String Quartet, “Litanei,” mm. 67–77 (end), reduced 

 

Figure 4-24: Second String Quartet, fourth movement, “Entrückung” 

a. mm. 21–26 
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b. mm. 52–55 

 
 

c. mm. 100–104: vocal line repeats melody of “Ich fühle luft” from m. 21; 

violins repeat melody of “[ich] löse mich in Tönen” from m. 52 

 
 

 This chorale texture is answered by various moments in the final movement. As 

the voice enters in the last movement, with the now famous line, "Ich fühle luft von 

anderem planeten" (I feel the air of another planet), the musical texture radically changes 

(Figure 4-24a). The movement opened with an inter-locking ascending gesture, indicative 

of the transcendence evoked in the text.
40

 With the entrance of the soprano’s voice, 

however, the forward motion is arrested. The harmonies are composed mainly of triads, 

but their non-functional relationships (these are successions, not progressions in the 

traditional tonal sense) undercut any sense of a governing tonic. Given the slow harmonic 

                                                 
40 A note regarding the persistent signifiers of musical topics: Regarding Beethoven’s Piano 

Sonata in Bb, Op. 106, iii, Hatten lists “higher register” and “thinner texture” as markers of 

the “transcendent” (Hatten 1994, 13–15). 
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rhythm and lack of figuration here, the unusual harmonic progressions are foregrounded. 

In this instance, the chorale texture both contributes to the sense of religiously-inflected 

peace conjured by the text and also highlights the non-functional nature of the harmonies, 

thus making clear that this is the "air of another planet." These eerie chorale-like passages 

are repeated in two additional sections later in the movement (m. 52 "Ich löse mich in 

tönen," Figure 4-24b, and at m. 140, Figure 4-24c); the final passage not only reiterates 

the chorale topic but also repeats the melody of the earlier passages (shown in the 

example with lyrics in parentheses). 

 

Fragmented Chorales 

 In later and additional atonal contexts, Schoenberg continues to employ the 

chorale texture to convey an elevated register of dignity, though the musical signifiers of 

the topic are increasingly tonally or rhythmically fragmented. Two songs from Das Buch 

der hängenden Gärten feature these chorale-like accompaniments. In "Saget mir," Op. 

15/No. 5, the accompaniment of the first six bars is largely governed by the chorale topic: 

the 3/4 meter is audible due to the regular and homorhythmic chords, and parallel motion 

among the four voices (the bass is doubled in octaves throughout).
41

 The text beseeches 

"Saget mir, auf welchem Pfade heute sie vorüber schreite" ("Tell me on which path she 

will walk by today"), but because the object of this address is unknown, the presence of 

the chorale texture suggests an inner monologue, bordering on a prayer.  

                                                 
41 Many of Schoenberg’s chorales feature this octave doubling in the bass, sometimes in addition 

to doubling of the soprano line as well. 
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Figure 4-25: “Saget mir,” Op. 15, No. 5 

a. opening: mm. 1–4, accompaniment only 

 
 

b. ending: mm. 16–18 

 
 

 The octave doubling in the bass and the regular metric placement of these notes 

(at least in the first few measures) also suggests the step motive. As Schweitzer 

articulated, the step motive has the potential to represent steadfastness or hesitation 

through the association with footfalls, created especially through its history of association 

with religious texts.
42

 By bringing in this association to "Saget mir," the subject's 

emotional state in this song becomes clearer: Despite the slight hesitations (due to the 

asymmetrical rhythms created by half notes in the bass line), the subject expresses 

devotion to her love, and "Saget mir" could be read as an internal prayer expressing this 

steadfastness. 

                                                 
42 Albert Schweitzer, J. S. Bach, Volume Two, translated by Ernest Newman (New York: Dover 

Publications, 1966), 86–90. See also Monelle’s discussion of Schweitzer’s analysis in Monelle 

2000, 21-24, and my discussion of the step motive in Schoenberg’s atonal music, Chapter 6. 
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 "Das schöne Beet betracht ich mir im Harren," (Op. 15, No. 10) features a similar 

topic in addition to the repeated themes of contemplation and walking. As in "Saget mir," 

the opening texture is characterized by mostly mid-range chords (the bass is again 

doubled in octaves), a fairly regular if not entirely idiomatic 4/4 rhythm, and a great deal 

of parallel motion between voices. This text of this song ruminates on the flora found in 

the garden, describing the colors and scents of the flowers, invoking phenomena that do 

not easily suggest musical signification. At the end of the song, however, the chorale 

topic returns as the scent of the bellflowers is compared to the "süße Frucht vom 

himmlischen Gefild" ("sweet fruit from the fields of heaven"). Because of a slight 

rhythmic disjunction between the left hand and the right hand, a very clear D major 

sonority occurs on the downbeat of the second to last measure, however briefly 

suggesting a key center with great significance for Schoenberg.
43

  

Figure 4-26: “Das schöne Beet betracht ich mir im Harren” (Op. 15, No. 10) 

a. opening, mm. 1–6 

 
 

                                                 
43 Even within the chorale topics, this is the key of the transcendent chorale at the end of the 

First String Quartet and of the post-transfiguration joy at the conclusion of Verklärte Nacht.  

Bryan Simms argues that Schoenberg’s use of the key of D (here allowing both major and 

minor) was so characteristic of that composer that Alban Berg’s reference to that key serves as 

a reference to Schoenberg. Bryan Simms, “Alban Berg’s Four Songs, Op. 2: A Tribute to 

Schoenberg,” in Musical Humanism and Its Legacy: Essays in Honor of Claude V. Palisca, 

edited by Nancy Kovaleff Baker and Barbara Russano Hanning, Festschrift Series, 11 

(Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon, 1992), 487–501. 
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b. ending, mm. 30–32  

 
 

 If not for the similarities of the chorale topic in these two songs, one might miss 

resonances between them, including some structural relationships. For example, both 

songs exhibit relative metric regularity, especially compared to other songs in the cycle. 

Each song features a passage of disjointed bass lines working against the understood 

meter ("Saget mir" - measures 7, 8, and especially 9; "Das schöne Beet" – m. 12). Also, 

the extended section of triplet subdivisions in the middle of "Das schöne Beet" recalls the 

overall 3/4 meter of "Saget mir." While both songs are united by the harmonic language 

of the cycle as a whole, they also both end with the D-G descending fifth bass line, and 

given their placement in the cycle, the shorter cadential section of song 10 recalls the 

longer cadential section of song 5. 

 While these broken chorale topics have important intra-work meanings in Das 

Buch der hängenden Gärten, they are reminiscent of some earlier chorale textures in 

Schoenberg's pre-atonal songs. The opening of Op. 3, No. 5 (shown in Figure 4-27a) 

resembles the rhythmic profile, register, and left-hand octave doubling of "Das schöne 

Beet" although in just a few short measures this texture becomes even more rhythmically 

fragmented; the tone of the text is similar to "Saget mir," however, although this song is 
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addressed not inward as an inner monologue or outward toward an omniscient presence 

but directly to the object of the narrator's affections. 

Figure 4-27: Fragmented chorale topics 

a.  “Geübtes Herz,” Op. 3, No. 5, mm. 1–3 

 
 

b. “Ghasel,” Op. 6, No. 5, mm. 1–6, accompaniment only 

 
 

c. “In diesen Wintertagen,” Op. 14, No. 2, mm. 1–5 

 
 

 The outer sections of Op. 6, No. 5, "Ghasel," include a slowly ascending bass line, 

doubled in octaves, as support for the leisurely unfolding of chordal harmonies up above; 

again the theme of this text is romantic love and the elevated style is used to elevate the 

erotic metaphors of the text. Finally, Op. 14, No. 2 "In diesen Wintertagen" features the 
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same reverent tone as "Dank," although the text here is about romantic love instead of 

platonic friendship.
44

 (See Figure 4-27b and c.) 

 Though it is unlikely that any of these fragmented chorales would be mistaken for 

those in use in religious settings, they continue to convey an elevated level of dignity in 

Schoenberg’s atonal music. In addition, these fragmented chorales in atonal contexts are 

often used to express notions of reverence, devotion, or sobriety. 

 

Chorales in Later Works 

 As Schoenberg continues to experiment outside the bounds of tonality, and as the 

twelve-tone technique develops, his music generally becomes more contrapuntal. In 

addition, the later twelve tone works also feature an emergence of monophonic and solo 

textures, representing the other end of the textural spectrum: passages in the Violin 

Concerto, the recitative-like passages in Moses und Aron, and the opening of the third 

movement of the Fourth String Quartet come to mind here. Because Schoenberg's 

textures seem to gravitate to the extremes, we might read the homophonic, chorale style, 

and homorhythmic textures as marked when compared with the layered counterpoint of 

the later works and even with the rare solo or monophonic moment.
45

 

                                                 
44 It is not difficult to imagine that the texture of "Ich darf nicht dankend," Op. 14, No. 1 could 

exhibit this same topic if the left hand of the piano part were rhythmically simplified (by 

removing repeated notes) and realigned to correspond to the downbeat attack points of the 

right hand chords. 

45 Janet Levy illustrates the markedness of texture in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century 

music, and her appeals to human “universals” and to persistent cultural practices suggests their 

influence may continue into the twentieth century. Janet Levy, “Texture as a Sign in Classic 

and Early Romantic Music,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 35, no. 3 

(Autumn, 1982): 482–531. 
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 Moses und Aron, perhaps Schoenberg's crowning achievement of twelve-tone 

composition, spins out almost two hours of music based on one twelve-tone row and its 

various permutations and partitions. As other analysts have demonstrated, the particular 

construction and application of the row forms throughout the work have profound 

implications for the dramatic thrust of the opera.
46

 In addition to these properties, 

uncovered by detailed analyses of the immanent meaning, Schoenberg uses musical 

topics to suggest characterization and associations throughout the opera, some of which 

are mentioned below. Of interest at present, of course, is the chorale topic, which can be 

found throughout Moses und Aron though its uses are unlike the earlier examples 

discussed 

 The importance of the chorale topic in Moses und Aron is indicated by the 

opening chords of the work, shown in Figure 4-28a. The wordless harmonies of the Six 

Solo Voices suggest the registral distribution and the homorhythm of a chorale texture. 

The combination of this choral texture with the Sprechstimme of the Voices of the 

Thornbush represents the voice of the Divine as heard by Moses.
47

 Throughout the first 

                                                 
46 For more on the partitions and uses of the row forms, see the following analyses: Michael 

Cherlin, “The Formal and Dramatic Organization of Schoenberg’s Moses und Aron,” PhD 

dissertation (Yale University, 1983); Michael Cherlin, “The tone row as a source of dramatic 

conflict in Moses und Aron,” in Schoenberg’s Musical Imagination (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2007), 230–298; and David Lewin, “Moses und Aron: Some General 

Remarks and Analytic Notes for Act I, Scene 1” in Studies in Music with Text (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2009), 367–381; and Christian Martin Schmidt, Schönbergs Oper 

Moses und Aron (Schott, Musikwissenschaft, 1988). 

47 In this passage, Schoenberg seems to avail himself of every topic with a religious or ritual 

association: The chorale topic suggested by the groups of the voices becomes rhythmically 

displaced, suggesting counterpoint, and all of this is juxtaposed with the chant-like 

incantations of the Voice of the Thornbush. Schoenberg employs the chorale topic, 

counterpoint, and chant to represent the voice of the Divine. The simultaneous declamation of 

a text by both sung voices and rhythmically different Sprechstimme characterizes the texture 

of Psalm 130, Op. 50B. 
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scene of Act One, the Six Voices maintain similar spacing and texture, markedly 

different from the more rapid and speech-inflected rhythms of the Voice of the 

Thornbush. Often, the soprano, mezzo-soprano, and alto parts are offset from the tenor, 

baritone, and bass parts by some number of beats. If rhythmically aligned, the 

identification as a chorale topic becomes more obvious. The rhythmic disjunction 

between the parts influences the effect of the text-setting: Because words or phrases of 

the text are delayed or omitted between parts, conflicting vowel sounds and syllables 

occur simultaneously. These layers are also in conflict with the Voice of the Thornbush, 

creating a musical phenomenon that denies the easy apprehension of all elements. The 

dramatic implications, especially concerning Moses' reception of the call, should be 

obvious.
48

 

 While this rhythmic disjunction is a defining element of Schoenberg's writing for 

the Six Solo Voices, there are moments of alignment and therefore clarity, either as 

Moses experiences it or as he should experience it. The first moment of complete 

rhythmic agreement by the Six Solo Voices occurs after Moses's protestations, when the 

Six Voices declare, "Aron soll dein Mund sein" ("Aron will be your mouth") (Act I, 

Scene I, mm. 59–61), shown in Example Figure 4-28b.
49

 

                                                 
48 This passage is discussed in Chapter 6 in the context of the topic of traumatic flooding. 

49 This passage is directly recalled for the Six Solo Voice's later unified utterance of "Aron" 

before the demonstration of the miracles, Act I, Scene 4, mm. 630–631. 
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Figure 4-28: Chorale textures of the Six Solo Voices 

a. Six Solo Voices, mm. 1–3 (SMA: Soprano, mezzo-soprano, alto; TBB: tenor, 

baritone, bass) 

 
 

b. Six Solo Voices and the Voice of the Thornbush, mm. 59–61 

 
 

 The rhythmically fragmented chorale topic is the primary mode of communication 

for the Six Solo Voices; in addition, it also inflects the utterances of other characters in 

the opera. Unlike the earlier instances in songs or string quartets featured above, each 

instance of the chorale topic in Moses und Aron is specifically related to a religious 

context. This is unsurprising given the issues at the heart of the opera, but still it stands 

out with respect to the rest of the Schoenberg's uses of the chorale topic. The fragmented 

nature of the chorale reinscribes, in some way, the "unrepresentability" of the Divine at 

stake in the opera: just as the voice of the Divine is represented through the fragmentation 

and irreconcilability of speech and song, the chorale topic that conveys a religious, 

spiritual, or reverent association is similarly fragmented, most often at various levels of 

rhythm (surface rhythm, meter, phrase). 
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 For example, the chorale topic that governs the Six Solo Voices in Act I, Scene I, 

inflects the later musical remembrances of the covenant between God and the chosen 

people. It resurfaces as an accompaniment when Aron relays the covenant to the People 

in Act I, Scene 4 (mm. 893–914); the first measures of this passage include the Six Solo 

Voices singing "Auserwählt" ("Chosen") as though encouraging Aron in his duty. When 

the People repeat the covenant as conveyed by Aron, their initial contrapuntal treatment 

of it eventually coalesces into a clearer chorale texture. Just as the fragmented chorale of 

the Six Solo Voices represents the multi-faceted unity of the Divine, the disjunctions here 

seem to suggest the tensions within the multiplicity of the People. In the example below 

(Figure 4-29a), excerpted from the People’s version of the music of the covenant, each 

pair of parts (soprano/mezzo-soprano, alto/tenor, baritone/bass) sings the same words but 

in differing rhythms. The recomposition in Figure 4-29b eliminates the rhythmic 

disjunctions by aligning the parts and clarifies that the texture, melodic lines, and 

registral spacing are influenced by the chorale topic. 

Figure 4-29: the People’s version of the music of the covenant, Act I, Scene 4, mm. 929–930 

a. Original rhythm: Soprano/mezzo-soprano, alto/tenor, baritone/bass 
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b. Recomposition to demonstrate unified rhythm 

 
 

As it continues, this material is gradually inflected with elements of the march 

topic, frequently associated throughout the opera with the joy of the people.
50

 The snare 

drum and brass inflections, in addition to the dotted rhythms and triplets on weak beats, 

contribute to the sense of forward motion and represent the People’s will.
51

 

 The People reprise their version of the Covenant music one last time after the 

confrontation between Moses und Aron, at the close of the second act (mm. 1088). This 

section features passages of rhythmically united parts stratified by the gender lines of the 

choir (sopranos, mezzos, and altos together; tenors, baritones, and basses together) before 

the parts get shuffled and new groupings are formed. As the parts begin to break off 

toward the very close of the movement, the march, associated with the People, reemerges 

(m. 1102). The melodic fragment that is repeated by each voice part in turn suggests the 

rhythm and contour of traditional hymn melodies for the words "Allmächtiger, Du bist 

stärker als Ägyptens Götter" ("All-powerful, you are stronger than the gods of Egypt").
52

 

                                                 
50 Cherlin 2007, 273–278. 

51 This is the same arc, chorale-becomes-march, traversed in Waldemar’s second chorale to God 

in Gurrelieder, suggesting a similar dramatic progression. In each case, what begins as an 

ostensibly worshipful address to a higher power ends with the person or persons making the 

utterance in opposition to the original message or tone. 

52 The rhythmic and textural writing for the People often oscillates between counterpoint and 

slightly rhythmically fragmented chorale textures; in many cases, however, even those chorale 

textures that feature a greater degree of homorhythm are obscured by the additional 

contrapuntal voices of the orchestral accompaniment. For example, the passage cited in Figure 
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Figure 4-30: "Allmächtiger, Du bist stärker als Ägyptens Götter,” mm. 1102–1104 

 

 Two passages in the opera suggest the unaltered chorale topic, and both seem to 

suggest the futility of the uncomplicated use of this topic.
53

 The first occurs before Aron 

is able to relay the covenant to the People. As he begins his address, “Schlieβet die 

Augen, verstopfet die Ohren!” (Close your eyes, cover your ears!), in rhythms and range 

suggestive of a chorale tune, he is accompanied by the homophonic and homorhythmic 

trio of clarinet, horn, and tuba. 

Figure 4-31: Chorale texture during Aron’s speech, Act I, Scene 1, mm. 523–526, reduced 

 
 

This utterance, which adheres to the homophonic, homorhythm, close-to-four voice 

texture of the chorale, is met with doubt, disbelief, and laughter by the People. 

 Perhaps the clearest and most extended example of the chorale topic in the entire 

opera occurs during the Orgy scene (mm. 780–810). Four naked virgins sing "O Goldener 

Gott" in the longest passage of chorale texture in the opera. 

                                                                                                                                                 
4-29 above is accompanied by additional melodic lines from the low reeds and horns, in 

addition to more rapid rhythmic interjections from the piano. 

53 Note the parallel to “Lost Innocence” and the siciliana in Pelleas und Melisande, discussed in 

Chapter Three. 
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Figure 4-32: “O Goldener Gott” 

a. Text and translation of “O Goldener Gott,” Act II, Scene 3, mm. 780–810
54

 

 

"O Goldener Gott,    O golden God 

oh Priester goldener Götter,   O priests of the golden God 

das Blut jungfräulicher Unberührtheit, the unaffected state of the virginal blood 

gleich Goldes metallischer Kälte  the same as the cold metallic gold 

zur Frucht nicht erwärmt,   not heated to fruition 

oh Götter, entzückt eure Priester,  O God, delight our priests 

entzückt uns zu erster und letzter Lust, delight us to our first and last pleasure, 

erhitzt unser Blut,    heat our blood, 

daß es zischend am kalten Gold verrauche! that with its hissing 

the cold Gold will be no more! 

Oh rotes God!     O red God! 

 

b. “O Goldener Gott,” Act II, Scene 3, mm. 780–785, women’s voices, reduced to 

one staff 

 
 

 Schoenberg's use of the chorale topic here suggests a level of irony. Not only do 

the People distort the words of Aron (who, in turn, distorted the words of Moses); the 

clearest utterance of the chorale topic yet is sung to the false God, the idol, whose 

creation was forbidden by the Six Solo Voices. The clarity of the topic in this scene 

suggests that simplifying the complexity inherent in the Word (the Divine, the layered 

chorale textures) results in the distortion of its meaning and its ultimate corruption. The 

fragmented chorales, conveyed by the Six Solo Voices, for example, are aligned with the 

complicated but truthful message, while the simplified chorale textures are either cause 

for laughter (as in Aron’s example) or sacrilege (as in “O Goldener Gott”). 

                                                 
54 Thanks to Michael Cherlin for suggestions regarding this translation. 
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COMPARISON 

 

 As the above analyses demonstrate, as Schoenberg moved away from tonal 

structures and textures, the chorale topic became less of a "default" homorhythmic 

texture; the rise of multiple layers of counterpoint and the less formulaic nature of the 

melodic construction contributed to this development. Whereas the use of the chorale 

topic in the early works signified resolve or devotion or simply an elevated level of 

dignity, its appearance in the later works coincides with specifically religious 

associations. As a result of the changes in contrapuntal writing, the chorale topic became 

marked to a greater degree; Schoenberg’s use of it in the later works corresponds with the 

simultaneous increase in spiritual texts and works.  

 To compare the two trajectories, then, the chorale topic and the pianto, I have 

prepared the following table, based on the principle of a Punnett square (Table 4-3). This 

table synthesizes many of the analyses presented earlier in the chapter by comparing the 

presence or absence of the pianto with the presence or absence of the chorale topic. The 

cross-section of a chorale-related category and a pianto-related category lists 

representative works in that category.  For example, Gurre-lieder contains both the 

traditional chorale topic and traditional piantos; the Opus 25 Piano Suite, on the other 

hand, is an example of piece with no piantos and no chorale topic. 
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Table 4-3: Comparison of piantos and chorales in Schoenberg’s music 

 Piantos (traditional) Piantos (atonal/extended) No (or few) piantos 

Chorale topic Gurre-lieder  “Dank,” Op. 1, No. 

1 

Op. 3, No. 6; 

First String Quartet 

Fragmented 

chorale topic 

 Second String Quartet; 

Op. 15 (various) 

Op. 14, No. 2 

Moses und Aron; 

Late choral works 

No chorale 

topic 

Various early 

Lieder 

Pierrot Lunaire; 

Violin Concerto, Op. 36; 

A Survivor from Warsaw 

Op. 25 Piano Suite; 

Op. 48 Songs 

 

Those pieces that employ the traditional chorale topic are concentrated in the early 

works; they are generally tonal and involve a text. This holds true for those works that 

employ traditional piantos, as well. Similarly the fragmented chorales are primarily in the 

atonal and serial music. Though I did not discuss them in detail in this chapter, 

Schoenberg’s later works for and including chorus – Kol Nidre, A Survivor from Warsaw, 

“Das Gesetz” from the Six Pieces for Male Chorus, Op. 35, and the works of Opus 50 – 

employ explicitly religious texts and some textures similar to those used in Moses und 

Aron. (In addition to the chorale topic, these works also feature both counterpoint and 

chant topics: the chant of the male chorus in A Survivor from Warsaw, for example, is 

remarkably similar to the opening of the slow movement of the Fourth String Quartet.) 

This coincidence of text and texture also demonstrates that the chorale topic is largely 

absent from Schoenberg’s late instrumental works, suggesting that he would only elect to 

use it in the presence of an appropriate text. 

 Part of the affective power of the pianto is bound up with its use as a rhetorical 

device; in many of the earlier examples, it was found at the end of a phrase, marking, 
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often, a half cadence. As Schoenberg moved away from tonality and these semitonal 

relationships became more pervasive in both the melodic and harmonic writing, and as 

developing variation came to characterize his melodic style, the small-form-defining 

power of tonality falls away. In addition, the musical surface is saturated with interval-

class one generally and minor seconds/augmented unisons specifically. In his atonal 

pieces, we find the signifier of the pianto extended, but these gestures become less 

frequent over time. 

Row forms can be created or partitioned to generate interval-class 1 and piantos, 

and while Schoenberg uses pianto-like figures in Op. 36 to suggest an individualized 

subjectivity, the traditional descending minor second pianto is not a recurring feature of 

his late works, beyond the explicit tone-painting of A Survivor from Warsaw. This also 

coincides with a decline in other naturalistic tone-painting; the birdsong, wind, 

butterflies, and bees whose imitation is frequent in the early songs is largely absent in the 

twelve-tone music.
55

 

 In addition, Schoenberg's texts become, to some extent, more abstract. The text of 

"Abschied," for example, suggests the use of the pianto through its affective language 

more readily than does the text of, for example, the Op. 22 Orchestral Songs or 

“Sommermüd” from Op. 48. In the untexted works, the decline of the use of piantos may 

also be due to his choice of texture. The increase in surface counterpoint yields more 

"neutral" topical fields, free of even this small topical gesture. 

                                                 
55 Cherlin discusses this aspect of Schoenberg’s composition in Schoenberg’s Musical 

Imagination, 41-43. 
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 The comparison of the trajectories of these topics over the course of Schoenberg’s 

career demonstrates that his choice to use or omit these conventionalized signifiers is 

largely prompted by the texts he chose to set. In his “absolute” instrumental music, and 

therefore in the absence of texts, both piantos and the chorale topic fall out of use. In the 

texted music, piantos are concentrated in the early music which sets texts similar to those 

set by earlier Austro-German composers, featuring descriptions of emotions and the 

actions motivated by them. As Schoenberg’s texts become more abstract (and, in some 

cases, more explicitly religious), the use of the pianto declines, while the use of the 

chorale topic increases, even in rhythmically fragmented guises and atonal harmonic 

contexts. These conclusions highlight the importance of “extra-musical” concerns, 

namely the expression of a text and appropriate affect, to Schoenberg’s compositional 

practice.  
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Chapter Five 
 

A Topical Approach to the Tonal and Atonal Elements in Op. 11/2 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 Of Schoenberg's Op. 11 Piano Pieces none has received more scholarly attention 

than the first; in addition to being cited as one of Schoenberg's early atonal masterworks, 

it has been used to demonstrate both the new pitch language he pioneered as well as the 

presence of the vestiges of tonality even in his atonal writing.
1
  Ethan Haimo posits that 

the comparatively limited analytical discourse regarding Op. 11/2 is due to the second 

piece's motivic diffuseness, the absence of a trichord or tetrachord that clearly governs 

the surface, and the greater clarity of tonally-meaningful pitch collections on the surface 

of the music: "All of these have combined to make a work that is a little less typical of 

what we have come to expect from Schoenberg from this period."
2
 

 The extant literature on the second piece from Opus 11 is primarily focused on 

brief examples of its structural properties. For example, David Lewin demonstrates how 

the harmonies from the chorale in mm. 9–13 can be mapped with Klumpenhouwer 

networks to demonstrate their relationship to earlier melodic and harmonic passages in 

                                                 
1 Indeed, "Schoenberg's First Atonal Masterwork" is the subtitle of an important article by Allen 

Forte, which, as early as 1981, mentions the "long history of published analyses of the work" 

(129). Allen Forte, "The Magical Kaleidoscope: Schoenberg's First Atonal Masterwork, Opus 

11, Number 1" in The Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute V, no. 2 (1981): 127–168. 

2 Ethan Haimo, Schoenberg's Transformation of Musical Language (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2006), 317. 
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the piece.
3
 Allen Forte used other key passages from Op. 11/2 throughout The Structure 

of Atonal Music to demonstrate, for example, the unifying power of tetrachord 4-Z29 

(0137) during transitions and the inversionally related sets produced by a wedge 

progression.
4
 Bryan Simms's overview addresses each of the pieces from Op. 11, but the 

discussion of Op. 11/2 is the briefest: his analysis is primarily a formal summary, 

although it does include some remarks Schoenberg made to Ferruccio Busoni about the 

piece about its expressive aspects. Apparently, Schoenberg "left the impression with 

Busoni that every minute gesture in the piece had a definite expressive meaning." In 

addition, Schoenberg described the opening figure as "completely immersed in a certain 

mood," the melody in measures five and six as "very expressive: strident, expansive, 

oboes with cello portamento," and the seventh chord that leads to the reprise in m. 54 

(what Cinnamon would refer to as the Cadential Tonic, discussed below) as "someone 

suppressing a tear."
5
 

 Reinhold Brinkmann's analysis from 1967 addresses the entire form and argues 

for a tonal reading centered on E-flat.
6
 His analysis is heavily focused on the presence of 

the pedal point created by the oscillating minor third that recurs in the bass throughout 

the piece. By focusing on the instances of the pedal point and on the last note, Brinkmann 

                                                 
3 David Lewin, "A Tutorial on Klumpenhouwer Networks, Using the Chorale in Schoenberg's 

Opus 11, No. 2,” Journal of Music Theory 38, no. 1 (Spring, 1994): 79–101. 

4 Allen Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973). 

Notably the four examples Forte discusses from Op. 11 are exclusively from the second piece. 

5 Bryan Simms, The Atonal Music of Arnold Schoenberg, 1908–1923 (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2000), 62. 

6 Reinhold Brinkmann, Arnold Schönberg: Drei Klavierstücke op. 11 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner 

Verlag, 2000), 96–108. Brinkmann's monograph, based on his 1967 dissertation, includes a 

literature review of the extant works on Schoenberg's Op. 11, most of which, even then, were 

primarily focused on Op. 11/1: This overview occurs over pages 40–57. 
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provides a reading which posits E-flat as tonic, with the ostinati creating various 

dominant and tonic prolongations. He references Schoenberg's writings about pedal 

points from A Theory of Harmony to support his reading: 

Wherever it is desirable to hold back a section of a composition before leaving it 

harmonically,  e.g. in expositions, or to be explicit before a decisive turning point, 

e.g. before a reprise, as is demonstrated in the 'reinforcement of the dominant' - as 

such times the pedal point is a justified, effective, and much-used device.
7
 

 

The remainder of his analysis examines the relationships between melodic motives; 

though insightful, these melodic connections fail to support his tonal argument. 

 Howard Cinnamon similarly engages with the entire piece (as opposed to an 

excerpt thereof) and its tonal implications. His article "Tonal Elements and Unfolding 

Nontriadic Harmonies in the Second of Schoenberg's Drei Klavierstücke, Op. 11" 

attempts to reconcile the altered "tonal" harmonies with both their surface prolongation 

and with the atonal pitch-class sets that reinforce them; he concludes that "nontonal set 

relations are employed on the foreground level as a means of enhancing and embellishing 

the underlying tonal structure."
8
  

 While tonal music surely formed the basis of Schoenberg's musical training and 

many structural tonal relationships can be read into various progressions (the C-sharp-to-

D in the bass line in measures 54–55 is particularly suggestive of a large scale 

resolution), Cinnamon's argument that each of the large formal sections closes with a 

                                                 
7 Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, translated by Roy E. Carter (1911; reprint, Berkeley: 

University of California, 1983), 209. Brinkmann's quotation continues beyond this and was 

from the original German.  

8 Howard Cinnamon, "Tonal Elements and Unfolding Nontriadic Harmonies in the Second of 

Schoenberg's Drei Klavierstücke, Op. 11,” Theory and Practice 18 (1993): 161, emphasis in 

original. 
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"Cadential Tonic" seems forced.
9
 His analysis employs the same sonority as both an 

altered tonic and an altered dominant; the difference between these seems to be 

dependent on the formal argument he would like to make and not on any sense of 

resolution or progression in the music. The chord he identifies as the Cadential Tonic is 

shown in Figure 5-1a. His first analysis of this chord, as I
6
 in D major, is elaborated in 

Figure 5-1b; his second analysis of this chord, as an altered dominant in D major, is 

elaborate in Figure 5-1d. While these moments are not structurally parallel in the music 

(as shown in the difference between Figure 5-1a and Figure 5-1c, due to the abbreviation 

of the “Cadential Tonic” and the sustained chord in the left hand), his ascriptions of tonal 

function seem to have more to do with formal function than with the tensions and 

expectations tonality can shape. In addition, his assertion that each formal section closes 

on a "Cadential Tonic" (which is undermined by his analysis of the "Cadential Tonic" in 

a dominant functioning chord) implies structural closure which is not supported by the 

interaction of the topics and textures on the musical surface.  

Figure 5-1: Cinnamon’s “Cadential Tonic” 

 
   D major: I6  (neighbor tone derivation)  D maj: V6     (neighbor tone derivation) 

 

 

                                                 
9 Cinnamon 1993, 140–145. 
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Likewise, Brinkmann's tonal reading works against the over-arching centricity on D, in 

favor, it seems, of which note occurs last.
10

 Despite the fact that these two analyses 

occurred many years apart, their conflicting conclusions about the tonal forces in this 

piece demonstrate the difficulty of ascribing a global tonic for Op. 11/2. 

 Each of these tonal analyses and even Lewin’s brief analysis of the chorale argue 

for some form of global coherence for this piece, a trait that is not borne out by the 

musical surface. Even though his article only addresses the chorale in mm. 9–13, Lewin 

writes that “the passage is clearly a single phrase, yet its harmonic structure sounds 

diffuses. That is a significant aspect of its aesthetic effect.”
11

 The diffuseness that 

characterizes the harmonies of the chorale is also found at the level of phrase and formal 

section, as my analysis demonstrates. The surface-level fragmentation is a defining 

element of Schoenberg’s musical language during this period, and analyses that posit a 

unifying global key or set-class obscure the expressive potential of the surface diversity. 

 This, however, does not diminish the salience of influential set-classes, tonal 

elements (i.e. the prominence of thirds and tertian harmonies), or of topics reminiscent of 

tonality in Op. 11/2. In what follows, I argue that these recurring set-classes and remnants 

of tonality inform topical and expressive associations and therefore contribute to our 

understanding of the music’s unfolding. 

                                                 
10 Edward Cone seems to hear D as the "tonic" of Op. 11/2. Edward T. Cone, Review of Arnold 

Schönberg: Drei Klavierstücke Op. 11. Studien zur frühen Atonalität bei Schönberg by 

Reinhold Brinkmann, Notes, Second Series 27, no. 2 (December 1970): 267–268. 

11 Lewin 1994, 79; my emphasis. Michael Buchler’s 2010 SMT address, “Are There Any Bad (or 

Good) Transformational Analyses?” critiques Lewin’s analysis specifically (and 

transformational analysis in general) for unclear methodology that results in unmusical 

analyses. Buchler, “Are There Any Bad (or Good) Transformational Analyses?” SMT Address, 

Indianapolis 2010. 
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Formal Overview 

 

 The second piano piece from Op. 11 is cast in ternary form. The obvious reprise 

of the opening material in measure 55 forms A' to the opening's A, but there is 

disagreement among analysts regarding the boundary between the first and second 

sections. Cinnamon's formal segmentation, no doubt guided by the tonal prolongations 

and background at the heart of his analysis, emphasizes the discontinuities between mm. 

39 and 40, while Simms places the start of the second section at m. 16, due to the nested 

ternary structure in mm. 1–15.
12 

Brinkmann also points out the nested ternary structure of 

the opening measures, but he places the larger formal division later, between mm. 28 and 

29: His A sections are marked by the presence of the eighth-note bass ostinato which is 

absent in the B section.
13

 Each of these analysts is responding to a different, salient 

characteristic of the musical surface; their conflicting responses demonstrate the 

structural ambiguity that is a defining feature of the musical language in this piece. Table 

5-1 summarizes these differing approaches to the form.  

Table 5-1: Formal Segmentations of Op. 11, No. 2 

 mm. 1–15 mm. 16–28 mm. 29–39 mm. 40–54  mm. 55–66 

Simms A B A' (+ codetta) 

Brinkmann A B A' 

Cinnamon A B A' 

 

                                                 
12 Cinnamon, 142–143; Simms, 62–63. 

13 Brinkmann, 96–98. 
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 The segmentation that I find most salient aligns with Brinkmann's analysis and 

places the beginning of the second section in m. 29 due to the changes in the topic and 

texture, the motivic processes of the preceding measures, and the introduction of new 

melodic material; my parsing of the musical form is discussed in greater detail in the 

discussion of the B section. 

 

The A section (mm. 1–28) and Inversionally Symmetrical Structures 

 

 The opening of Schoenberg's Op. 11/2 evokes a hovering kind of mystery. The 

oscillation of F and D in the bass register, above an additional low F, suggests an inverted 

D minor sonority; the back-and-forth between F and D undercuts the 12/8 time 

signature.
14

 This texture seems to be a hybrid of the two main textures found in Franz 

Liszt's "Die Trauer-Gondel" (1882–1885).
15

 The opening of both Schoenberg's piece and 

Liszt's feature oscillating eighth notes in a compound duple meter, played in a low 

register with an unclear tonal association. Schoenberg's is suggestive of D minor (which 

is not directly subverted by the melody in m. 2) although the 6-3 inversion is unusual; 

Liszt's Ab-C-E augmented triad (shown in Figure 5-2b) is embellished by the D-flat 

                                                 
14 This ostinato forms the central focus of Brinkmann's analysis of Op. 11/2: He draws on 

Schoenberg's own writings about pedal-points to argue that "Indem der Orgelpunkt die 

flächenhaften Abschnitte verselbständigt, indem er reiche Bewegung und Entwicklung der 

Harmonien verhindert, produziert er selbst das Auseinandertreten, Brüchigkeit der Form," 108. 

15 Like Schoenberg's Op. 11/2, most of the scholarly literature on Liszt's "Die Trauer-Gondel" 

focuses on its pitch structures. See, for example: James M. Baker, "The Limits of Tonality in 

the Late Music of Franz Liszt," Journal of Music Theory 34, no. 2 (Autumn 1990): 145–173; 

Howard Cinnamon, "Tonic Arpeggiation and Successive Equal Third Relations as Elements of 

Tonal Evolution in the Music of Franz Liszt," Music Theory Spectrum 8 (Spring 1986): 1–24; 

and Robert P. Morgan, "Dissonant Prolongation: Theoretical and Compositional Precedents,”  

Journal of Music Theory 20, no. 1 (Spring 1976): 49–91. 
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upper neighbor to C, but the tensions of the augmented triad remain unresolved.
16

 Liszt's 

figuration suggests a more clear topical association than Schoenberg's: the 6/8 meter and 

the rocking, wave-like gestures of the left hand accompaniment in "Die Trauer-Gondel" 

embody the barcarolle, reinforced by the explicit invocation of the gondola from the 

title.
17

  

Schoenberg's accompaniment instead wavers between only two pitches while the 

low F is maintained for a greater duration; absent is the lilting motion and the rocking 

ascending and descending trajectories which create the sway of a gondola on the water. 

In this respect, Schoenberg's texture is more similar to the figuration that emerges in mm. 

18–26 in "Die Trauer-Gondel:" This passage similarly features the flickering of a minor 

third that works against the traditional accents of the compound meter. In this moment 

and in the opening of Op. 11/2, the lowest note, an F in each case, is maintained as a 

pedal point throughout. 

 The association with the altered texture from Liszt's piece helps to clarify the 

potential meaning of the topic at the start of Schoenberg's Op. 11/2.
18

 It is related to the 

                                                 
16 Matthew Bribitzer-Stull, "The Ab-C-E Complex: The Origin and Function of Chromatic Major 

Third Collections in Nineteenth-Century Music,” Music Theory Spectrum 28, no. 2 (Fall 

2006): 167–190. Baker, cited in the previous note, argues that Liszt's opening augmented 

arpeggiation unites tonic and dominant elements in F minor. 

17 R. Larry Todd characterizes the barcarolle: "in 6/8 time, they display melancholic treble 

melodies against a cross-current of undulating arpeggiated accompaniments." From “Piano 

Music Reformed: The Case of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy” in Nineteenth Century Piano 

Music, edited by R. Larry Todd (New York: Routledge, 2004), 193. 

18 Robert P. Morgan indicates that Liszt's "Die Trauer-Gondel I," through composed in 1882, was 

not published until 1927, well after the composition of Schoenberg's Op. 11 in 1909 (Morgan 

1976, fn. 29, 90). I am not trying to assert influence of one composer on another but to create 

an intertext of these similar textures in order to clarify the topic of the opening measures of 

Schoenberg's Op. 11/2. Further discussion of the differences between influence and 

intertextuality can be found in Michael L. Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 4–12. 
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lugubrious mood of “Die Trauer-Gondel” but lacks the specific valence, found in the 

Liszt, of the barcarolle; without the swaying sensation of Liszt's mm. 1–17, the flickering 

minor third in a low register involves a smaller rhythmic cycle and therefore lacks the 

sense of cyclical motion found in Liszt's piece. 

 These textural and rhythmic features are not the only shared characteristics 

between these two pieces.  At the risk of stating the obvious: these pieces are for solo 

piano; they are set in compound meter; they are of medium length. Each piece is set in 

ternary form, although the particular workings-out of that form have different 

implications for their expressive arcs. The contrasting sections involve transposed 

accompaniment, as well as doubling in thirds and/or sixths. Both pieces share some 

soloistic elements. In addition, the opening melodic gestures are similar: the opening 

melody of each piece begins with an ascending minor sixth, the upper note of which is 

altered chromatically upon its repetition (Liszt, m. 6; Schoenberg, m. 3). 
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Figure 5-2: Opening measures of Schoenberg’s Op. 11/2 and Liszt’s “Die Trauer-Gondel” 

a. Schoenberg, Op. 11/2, mm. 1–4, with pentatonic fragment 

 

b. Opening (mm. 1–9) of Liszt’s “Die Trauer-Gondel” 

 
 

The opening accompanimental texture also recalls another piece to be included in 

this intertext: Chopin’s Prelude in A minor. The duple meter projected by the left hand in 

Schoenberg’s Op. 11/2 is explicit in the accompanimental eighth notes of Chopin’s 
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Prelude. Similarly, the melody of the Prelude unfolds slowly, in a relatively low register, 

and over long phrases. The funereal aspect of this duple meter becomes clearer as a result 

of this comparison, and the inclusion of Chopin is particularly apposite in light of a 

texture that emerges throughout the piece, discussed in the final section of this chapter. 

The slow-moving and murky texture of the opening of Op. 11/2 is paused by the 

ascending gesture in m. 4. Strongly projecting a pentatonic melody, this figure lacks the 

lower register oscillating third of the opening measures and instead features homophonic 

accompaniment in an upper register. The label "pentatonic" is applicable melodically and 

harmonically: The three note melody of this motive features the skip of a minor third 

which is so characteristic of the pentatonic scale (A-B-D), and the association of the 

pentatonic scale is reinforced by many of the supporting voices in these chords (E, G, and 

A). This pentatonic motive enacts several oppositions with the opening material – 

dark/light, low/high, descending/ascending, chromatic/pentatonic – and these oppositions 

are worked out over the course of the movement. 

 When this pentatonically-inflected material returns in measure nine, it is repeated 

in a fuzzy transposition before the homophonic chords expand and create what David 

Lewin identifies as the "chorale" of mm. 9–13.
19

 As Lewin notes, the repetition of this 

motive breaks out of the melodic confines of the pentatonic scale: A-B-D is followed 

with D-E-G-sharp, instead of D-E-G. This melodic overreach is "corrected" by the 

appearance and apotheosis of the pentatonic material at measure 45.  

                                                 
19 Lewin 1994. I borrow the terminology of “fuzzy transposition” from Ian Quinn, “Listening to 

Similarity Relations,” Perspectives of New Music 39/2 (2002): 108–158. 
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 The two set-classes of the pentatonic motive are used throughout the piece to 

evoke the relative repose and simplicity of this motive, especially as compared to the 

undulating opening texture and melodic material. The first chord of the pentatonic motive 

is often heard at this specific pitch-class level (B-flat, E, F-sharp, A) and forms set-class 

(0146). As the upper voice ascends, the new collection (B-flat, E, F-sharp, B) forms 

(0157) which is also the same set-class as the last chord in the full motive (G, E-flat, A, 

D); see the bracketed passage in Figure 5-2a.
20

 

 In addition to the murky, lugubrious topic of the opening measures (which 

includes the melody identified by Lewin as the "ritornello melody") and the pentatonic 

motive, there are several other elements of the opening measures that govern the 

trajectory of the piece as a whole. First is the motive that crosses the bar line after the 

pentatonic material of measure four and which contributes to the melodic material until 

measure nine. As this motive develops in mm. 4–7, it becomes clear that it is articulating 

a wedge structure in which all of the highest notes in each vertical dyad map onto their 

supporting notes through the same level of inversion which maps C-sharp onto G-sharp.
21 

 

                                                 
20 The last chord can be, and often is, written as a stack of perfect and augmented fourths, a class 

of sonority characteristic of Schoenberg's atonal and even serial writing. Simms discusses 

these in the early atonal songs and the George-Lieder, 56. Schoenberg’s discussion of “chords 

in fourths” can be found in the Theory of Harmony, 399–410. 

21 This aspect of the motive is also discussed in Lewin's analysis, 85. 
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Figure 5-3: Inversion nature of the wedge motive 

 Top staff: mm. 4–6, right hand, as it appears in the music 

 Bottom staff: reduction demonstrating inversional dyads 

 
 

This melodic motive, henceforth the "wedge motive," is clearly related to the opening 

ritornello melody: Each of the first three notes of the ritornello melody belongs to one of 

each pair of notes in the wedge motive, and the remaining notes of this melody, which 

continues through m. 7, revisit all of the notes of the ritornello melody. In addition, the 

supporting voices of mm. 4–7, which bring in additional notes not found in the opening 

melody, complete the inversion around I9 that defines this motive: No note appears 

unless its inversion around C-sharp/G-sharp appears as well.
22

 This is demonstrated in 

Figure 5-4b, below. 

 To draw yet another parallel to "Die Trauer-Gondel," the opening melodies of 

both Schoenberg's and Liszt's pieces feature inversionally symmetrical collections. The 

augmented triad that creates the barcarolle accompaniment in Liszt's piece is inversional 

around C (shown by the triangle in Figure 5-4a): This property is also shared by the 

pitches of the melody which form an idiosyncratic collection also inversional around C 

(shown by the dots in Figure 5-4a). Schoenberg's opening ritornello melody, lengthened 

and embellished with supporting voices in mm. 4–7, is also inversionally symmetrical 

(Figure 5-4b); this axis is determined by the opening fourth (C-sharp/G-sharp) of the 

                                                 
22 These pitch-classes also map onto one another at the inversion C-sharp/D (I3), but given how 

the inversional pairs are grouped, C-sharp/G-sharp (I9) is the more musically salient axis. 
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wedge motive. In addition, the melodic fragment that emerges at the start of the B 

section, to be discussed further below, is also a symmetrical structure, inverting around I0 

(shown in Figure 5-4c): The ascending B-C-sharp in the left hand is expanded as the B-

flat and D in the right hand. The melodic pitches that follow complete an inversional 

structure in the same manner as the ritornello motive: The descending A-E necessitates 

A-flat/E-flat.
23

 No pitch appears unless it is answered by its inversional mate. 

Figure 5-4: Inversional axes in “Die Trauer-Gondel” and Op. 11/2 

 Inversional axes demonstrated by dashed lines, active pitch-classes by dots. 

5-4a: Liszt, “Die Trauer-Gondel,” mm. 1–16 

 
 

5-4b: Schoenberg, Op. 11/2: mm. 4–7 (expansion of wedge motive) 

 
 

                                                 
23 The A-E, A-flat-E-flat gesture recalls the A-E-flat, A-flat-D gesture of mm. 2–3. 
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5-4c: Schoenberg, Op. 11/2, B section motive 

 
5-4d: Schoenberg, Op. 11/2, mm. 29–30, “BbM7” motive (dashed lines show inversional 

pairs) 

 
 

 As David Lewin has argued, inversional symmetry is an important feature of 

Schoenberg's music, and these motives demonstrate its influence.
24

 Though that last 

example is from the B section of Op. 11/2, it is the beginning of the A section that is 

especially marked by this inversional symmetry; the inversional relationships are 

especially salient in the presence of the wedge motive. As the passage that began in m. 4 

progresses (before the onset of the pentatonic figure at the start of the chorale), 

inversional relationships continue to govern the music. The extension of the ritornello 

melody and the wedge motive in measures 7 and 8, for example, features a shift in the 

                                                 
24 David Lewin, "Inversional Balance as an Organizing Force in Schoenberg's Music and 

Thought," Perspectives of New Music, 6, no. 2 (Spring-Summer 1968): 1–21. 
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axis of inversion, but the relationships are clearly audible. Figure 5-5a features a portion 

of this extension as it occurs; 5-5b demonstrates the notes related by inversion (I9 for the 

first two chords, I6 for the next three dyads); and 5-5c demonstrates the transpositions of 

perfect fourths. 

Figure 5-5: Inversion and transposition in mm. 7–8 

 I9 ------------------------------     I6 --------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
Figure 5-6: Transpositions and Inversions of mm. 7–8, modeled as K-nets 

 
 

The diagram in Figure 5-6 is based on the modeling techniques of Klumpenhouwer 

networks, although the first and last are not true K-nets because they only contain two 

nodes.
25

 Still, this diagram demonstrates the pervasive nature of the inversional 

                                                 
25 Michael Buchler, "Reconsidering Klumpenhouwer Networks," Music Theory Online 13, no. 2 

(2007). 
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relationships in this passage, as well as the derivation of the inner voices through the 

transposition of perfect fourths. 

 Inversional structures can also be seen operating at the level of the form. The 

minor third so important to both the harmonic and expressive arcs of the piece shifts 

several times over the course of the piece, to areas that are symmetrical around the 

original (and final) D/F minor third. The opening measures feature the D/F minor third, 

which recurs, as a vertical sonority, throughout mm. 29–53 and again in the reprise in 

mm. 54–62. The first A section concludes with a shift up to D-sharp/F-sharp; this shift is 

answer by the shift down at the end of the B section to E/C-sharp. After the equilibrium is 

restored in the reprise (D/F), E/C-sharp occurs prominently in this register in m. 64. 

(Brinkmann would have the E-flat/G-flat at the end as the final tonic; these pitches do not 

occur in this register, but their symmetry as a counterweight to E/C-sharp around D/F 

warrants their inclusion in this reduction.) As we shall see, this is one of many elements 

pointing to the lack of resolution or closure at the end of Op. 11/2. 

Figure 5-7: Symmetrical Relationships at the Background of Op. 11/2 

 
 

 The opening 15 measures of the piece, then, contain the lugubrious texture, the 

ritornello melody, the pentatonic fragment, the wedge motive which leads to various 

inversionally symmetrical structures, and the chorale. Many of these elements are clearly 

joined to one another and/or separated from others. For example: the pentatonic fragment 
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is distinct from the other elements besides the chorale. The wedge motive, however, is 

related both to the ritornello melody and therefore the lugubrious minor third, as well as 

the inversionally symmetrical melodic spinning-out of mm. 4–9. 

 The music in mm. 16 through 19 is discussed in greater detail below. Their 

emotional heightening leads to the pianto gesture in m. 19 which shifts the oscillating 

third up to the B-flat/G-flat pair of mm. 20–22. A plaintive melody emerges, 

characterized by descending second and thirds and absent the accompanimental inner 

voices of mm. 16–19, and this leads to end of the A section which occurs in mm. 25–28. 

 In my formal segmentation, mm. 25–28 (shown in Figure 5-8) form the end of the 

first section due to their summarizing function and the break in continuity they prompt. 

Each of the subphrases in m. 25 begins with (0157) which recalls the fourths and tritons 

of the ultimate chord of the pentatonic motive. The pentatonic material is also directly 

recalled in the measures that follow, both by the full motive in m. 26 and by the use of 

the opening sonority at the characteristic pitch level in mm. 26 and 27. These elements 

derived from the pentatonic material are juxtaposed with elements of the wedge 

progression. The triplets in the subphrases in m. 25 begin their own version of wedge 

progressions: first Dflat-Aflat/D-G, then F-sharp-B/B-flat-G (with the D interjected). The 

wedge motive also interrupts the pentatonic motive opening sonority in m. 27 and 

undergoes fuzzy transposition in m. 28.
26

 The melodic gestures that cross the bar lines 

between mm. 26 and 27 and mm. 27 and 28 are reminiscent of the melodic material of 

                                                 
26 This transposition is fuzzy because the pitch-class pair that follows B-flat-F should be A-F-

sharp, not A-F(natural) as occurs in measure 28. Still, the melodic contour, the grace note, and 

the rhythm warrant the inclusion of this motive in the "wedge" motive family. 
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mm. 20–22, which means that all of the melodic material in these concluding measures is 

derived from all of the music that precedes it. 

Figure 5-8: Op. 11/2, mm. 25–28 (attempted motivic synthesis at the end of the A section) 

 

 In addition to the summative function of the melodic material in these measures, 

measures 25–28 also feature the oscillating minor third eighth-notes in the left hand as a 

frame for these juxtapositions. The centricity has shifted from the opening measures: The 

minor third in the beginning of the piece had been D/F and in mm. 26–28 it shifts up a 
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semitone to D-sharp/F-sharp.
27

 We can read in mm. 25–28 an attempt to synthesize all of 

the elements of the preceding 25 measures (with the exception of the chorale texture) 

within the frame of the opening gesture. The tensions appear to be too great to be 

sustained, however; the music winds down and leads to silence and new material. 

 

The B Section (mm. 29–54) and the Topic of Traumatic Flooding 

 

 The B section of Op. 11/2 is much more fragmentary than the surrounding 

sections (with the exception, perhaps, of the final measures, which is discussed further 

below). It lacks the more-or-less unifying texture of opening 28 measures and there is a 

greater sense of motivic rotation. The motive that begins m. 29 occurs several times 

throughout the B section, often in the same harmonic and melodic guise; it recurs at m. 

38 before the climax of the piece and at m. 51, after the climax and before the 

"retransition" into the reprise of the A material. This motive begins with the ascending 

gesture B-flat-D-A (shown in Figure 5-4d); for the sake of simplicity, I refer to this as the 

BbM7 motive. (Its inversional properties were discussed above in the context of Example 

5.6c.) 

 The B section embeds its own ternary structure, with formal endings at mm. 39, 

49, and 54. Each of these moments is marked by what Cinnamon identifies as the 

"Cadential Tonic" (see the discussion of this label above); I refer to this as the "cadential 

                                                 
27 This forms another obvious parallel with Liszt's "Die Trauer-Gondel I." In that piece, the 

oscillating thirds in measures 18–25 involved odd-eighth-note F-naturals (the notes on the 

first, third, and fifth eighth notes in the measure; the F acts as a pedal point throughout this 

section). In the parallel part of the second formal section, the minor third is D-sharp/F-sharp 

(mm. 56–63). 
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gesture." Similar to the figures that conclude Op. 11 as a whole (see Op. 11/3, mm. 32–

33), these cadential gestures serve as punctuation for the three subsections that constitute 

the Op. 11/2 B section.
28

 Table 5-2 demonstrates the subsections of the B section: The 

first and last begin with the BbM7 motive, and all three end with the cadential gesture. 

Internally, motives are embellished, but, unlike the conclusion of the A section, no 

synthesis of motives is attempted. 

Table 5-2: Chart of formal subsections of mm. 29–54 

mm. 29–30  31–32 33–38  39 

BbM7 flüchtiger BbM7 Cadential gesture 

 

mm. 40–42 43–44 45–47 47 48–49 

Reprise of 

mm. 16-18 + 

wedge motive 

Traumatic 

flooding 

(created by 

wedge motive) 

Pentatonic + 

trills 

“cadenza” Cadential 

gesture 

 

mm. 50–54 54 

BbM7 Cadential gesture 

(opening sonority 

only) 

 

 Let us return to the gesture Cinnamon identifies as the "Cadential Tonic," 

discussed above. As Figure 5-1 above showed, the ascription of D as the root of that 

chord is undercoded given the surrounding music. In addition, Cinnamon's analysis 

ignores all but the first chord of the gesture. The full gesture is provided in Figure 5-9 

below. 

                                                 
28 When a similar figure occurs at the end of Op. 11/3, it is with greater rhythmic regularity and 

therefore conjures an association with drum ruff figures and the military topic; this gesture is 

also accompanied by a decrescendo, suggesting a march into the distance. 
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Figure 5-9: Full cadential gesture 

 

When this cadential gesture occurs in measures 39, 48, and 65, it includes at least this 

much material: mm. 39 and 65 include extensions and m. 48 features a threefold 

repetition of the figure. Only in m. 54, before the reprise, is the gesture abbreviated to its 

first chord and the abbreviation is compounded in that only the right hand's F, A, and E-

flat sound. The presence of these three notes is enough to conjure the cadential effect, but 

it still lacks the "tonal" support that Cinnamon ascribes to the full five-note first chord. 

 Allen Forte includes the entire gesture in his analysis in The Structure of Atonal 

Music, as an example of the way in which Schoenberg "conceals the main structural 

components of him music behind primary configurations."
29

 The "main structural 

components" Forte identifies in this passage are two instances of set class (0146), related 

by transposition.
30

 In order to arrive at this conclusion, however, Forte has to omit three 

of the seven notes of the gesture because they do not reinforce his analysis. Though his 

system of selection here is consistent – he selects only the upper line of each hand, 

omitting the F and A from the right hand and the F-sharp from the left hand – his 

                                                 
29 Forte 1973, 91–92. 

30 Though Forte does not make it clear in his book, set-class (0146) is important within Op. 11/2, 

not least of all as the first sonority in the pentatonic motive. Lewin's article demonstrates how 

this set-class is also operative within the opening ritornello motive. Lewin 1994, 79–81. 
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analysis, like Cinnamon's, overlooks salient musical features in the interest of organic 

coherence. 

 Simms's formal divisions keep mm. 16–18 with its reprise in mm. 40–42; since 

both passages seem to feature the same melody and general accompaniment (including 

the distinctive parallel major thirds in m. 17 and m. 41 respectively), simply transposed 

down a perfect fifth, it may be tempting to group them as part of the same section. The 

reprise, however, includes the important addition of the wedge motive in the left hand in 

measures 39 and 40. While the wedge motive is generally associated with the lugubrious 

topic in the A section, its presence here suggests that it is this motive which is governing 

the pitch level of the transposition: the E-flat at the end of the motive forms the operative 

bass note in measure 40. In its second iteration, transposed down one semitone, the bass 

note "should" be D natural, but the E-flat maintains its control. Even despite this 

alteration – or perhaps, somehow, because of it – the infiltration of the texture by the 

wedge motive seems to prompt the build to the crux of the piece. (This infiltration is 

shown as part of Figure 5-15, below.) 

The first three elements of the original wedge motive – dyad C-sharp/G-sharp, 

dyad C-natural/A-natural, and the lone E-flat – are transferred up almost two octaves 

from their pitch level in measure 39 to almost regain the pitch-level they had attained in 

measure 27 during the A section’s synthesizing conclusion. Transposed up eleven 

semitones from their original appearance, measure 43 begins with this motive in the 

dyad-dyad-monad state. As measure 43 progresses, the motive is stretched out and 

supplemented by an octave repetition of the final note, resulting in the ordered pitch 
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intervals <+5 -13 -3 -6 +12>. As this figured is repeated and transposed (T1 almost every 

time), the figure is eventually abbreviated: Instead of a six note gesture, it becomes only 

four notes long, by incorporating the fifth pitch-class with the fourth and eliminating its 

octave repetition.
31

 In addition to the intensification resulting from the constant 

transposition and abbreviation, this motive is also played in stretto with the left hand, 

staggering the entrances of the 6-, then 4-, and finally 2- note gestures. This information 

is clarified in Figures 5-10 and 5-11.
32

 

Figure 5-10: Transformation of the wedge motive 

         a. wedge motive     b. transposed         c. wedge motive, linear form 

 
 
Figure 5-11: mm. 43–45, instance of traumatic flooding 

 
 

 These measures are generated by multiple, layered processes: the linear 

manipulation of a melodic motive out of a previously dyadic motive, the simultaneous 

transposition and abbreviation of said motive, the creation of stretto between the two 

hands, and the reintroduction of dyads and elimination of octave doubling (beginning in 

                                                 
31 The practice of varying transpositions of this motive are prefigured in mm. 39 and 40 where 

the wedge motive appears in the left hand, first beginning with the C-sharp/G-sharp fourth (m. 

39) and then transposed down a semitone to begin on C-natural/G-natural (m. 40). 

32 This example was developed before I encountered Brinkmann's analysis of the same passage, 

105; though the examples are similar, my analytical diagram demonstrates the motivic 

segmentation and the transpositional levels. 
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measure 44), all supplemented by both a crescendo and a ritardando. This process is more 

than just a developmental fragmentation than we might expect in a contrasting B 

section.
33

 Instead, this is a topic which occurs elsewhere in Schoenberg's music: 

traumatic flooding. In Schoenberg's music, this generally takes the form of multiple, 

layered, contrapuntally-treated iterations of a motive, overlapping in such a way or 

creating such a chaotic surface as to resist clear or immediate understanding and to 

suggest a overwhelming psychological effect. 

 Michael Cherlin has demonstrated how certain textures in Pelleas und Melisande 

are the result of the layering of Melisande's motive to create timeless, free-floating 

textures that resist immediate or prolonged apprehension. For example, at rehearsal 2 of 

that work, Melisande's motive (refer back to Figure 3-6 from Chapter 3) is performed in 

stretto, in varying transpositions, and with special emphasis on members of the whole-

tone scale. The overlapping and transposed iterations of Melisande's motive in this 

passage create a "disorienting" effect: "[Made] even more unfathomable by the closeness 

of the stretti and the complexity of the relations among the whole-tone transformations, 

even the most attentive listener can hold onto only a glimmering of Melisande's 

enigma."
34

 Issues of complexity and understanding are central to Cherlin's conception of 

being overwhelmed: "Schoenberg mimics being overwhelmed by creating passages of 

structural density, where the listener cannot take it all in. Such passages are used both to 

embody and to portray an overwhelming force."
35

 Cherlin identifies this phenomenon in 

                                                 
33 Consult the formal chart in Table 5-1: Regardless of their conflicting analytical priorities each 

of the three formal segmentations put this moment securely in the B section. 

34 Cherlin 2007, 105. 

35 Cherlin 2007, 295. 
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such works as Gurrelieder, the Five Pieces for Orchestra (Op. 16), Erwartung, Die 

glückliche Hand, the String Trio, and Moses und Aron. 

 To return to the specific instance of traumatic flooding in Op. 11/2, the 

fragmentation and ever-increasing range reach a crisis at the end of m. 44: the entrance of 

the pentatonic motive's opening harmony prompts a trill high in the treble register. The 

ensuing pentatonic material is shown in Figure 5-12. The left hand's pentatonic motive is 

repeated in exact transposition, the melodic line of which extends and completes the 

pentatonic collection (D-E-G added to the original A-B-D) implied in the harmony of the 

original motive. In addition, the D-E-G continuation represents a "correction" of the 

melodic line of the chorale in mm. 9-13. In the earlier passage, A-B-D was followed by 

D-E-Gsharp, which challenged both the pentatonic associations and the exact 

transpositions.
36

 

 After the D-E-G transposition, which combines with the original melody to 

produce a complete pentatonic scale (A-B-D-D-E-G), the pentatonic motive is transposed 

once more (measure 46); this transposition, however, introduces a pitch outside the 

pentatonic collection (G-A-C), leading the motive to hitch at this pitch level, fixate, and 

repeat. Meanwhile, the right hand's trills have begun a slow chromatic descent which 

continues despite the left hand's insistence on the G-A-C melodic fragment. 

                                                 
36 Lewin mentions this point on page 81, also noting that this moment recalls the loudest chord 

of the piece to this point which highlighted the same “wrong” pitch (the high A-flat at the start 

of measure 8). Lewin 1994. 
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Figure 5-12: pentatonic fixation in mm. 44–47
37

 

 Top staff: overlapping melodic pentatonic fragments 

 Bottom staff: full LH texture 

 
 

 Because the left hand's material cannot break free of the G-A-C melodic loop – it 

cannot reverse its course and descend to the original pitch levels, and to continue its 

upward trajectory would lead even further beyond the initial pentatonic (C-D-F!) – the 

left hand breaks off resulting in an out-of-place cadenza-like run in the right hand. The 

topic of this soloistic gesture is so clearly associated with the attention-seeking displays 

of virtuosic piano writing that its appearance at this moment in Op. 11/2 is arresting. 

 This virtuosic, full chromatic gesture is over almost as soon as it begins: It 

traverses less than an octave and the unexpected cadenza texture immediately gives way 

to a three-fold reprise in mm. 48–49 of the cadential gesture heard earlier in m. 39.
38

 The 

final phrase of the B section, like the first found in mm. 29–39, is bookended with the 

BbM7 outline material at the start (m. 50) and the cadential gesture at the end (m. 54), 

although in this instance the cadential gesture is suggested only by the right hand chord.  

                                                 
37 Regarding the last chord in measure 46, I follow Cone in believing D-natural to be the correct 

note here, due to the set-class parallels and the otherwise exact transposition of the pentatonic 

figure. Edward Cone, "Editorial Responsibility and Schoenberg's Troublesome Misprints," 

Perspectives of New Music 11, no. 1 (1971): 71. 

38 Allen Forte highlights the inversional relationship between the set-classes of the two hands in 

this gesture, which comprise the harmony Cinnamon identifies at the "Cadential Tonic" 

throughout his analyses. Forte, 91–92. 
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 As Howard Cinnamon remarks, the connection between these two measures 

glosses over the lines of dominant and tonic in D minor; though there is some ambiguity 

regarding the upper voices, the bass's C-sharp to D in mm. 54–55 is especially evocative 

of a dominant-to-tonic resolution. Whether the tonal implications are convincing or 

perceptible, the D-natural immediately begins the oscillating minor third that regains the 

opening's texture (and characteristic pitch-classes) that marks the start of the reprise. 

 

The Reprise (A', mm. 54–66), the Nocturne, and a Narrative Overview 

 

 The reprise of Op. 11/2 is brief and its relationship to the earlier A section should 

be clear given the previous discussion; I remark upon a few salient features in what 

follows. The ritornello melody achieves its longest and most fully developed iteration 

beginning in m. 55, at the start of the reprise. The oscillating minor third eighth-notes are 

restored to their original pitch level (D-F); the lowest pedal F is absent here, however, 

clarifying the D minor suggestion from the opening. Here, it is uninterrupted by the 

wedge motive, which, though related to the ritornello, led to the emotional crisis in the 

middle of the B section; in addition, the ritornello melody connects more easily with the 

material in mm. 59–60 which themselves reprise mm. 16–18 and 40–42. It is only after 

the final reprise of mm. 16–18 in mm. 59–60 that the other distinctive motives from the 

earlier sections begin to emerge: the wedge motive in mm. 61–62 and the evocation of m. 

22 in m. 62 lead away from the last dynamic climax at the start of m. 61. In the final 

measures, mm. 63–66, the motives from throughout the work are again juxtaposed as 

they were at the end of the A section (mm. 25–28). Here at the close of the work, 
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however, there is no underlying textural or topical frame to unite them. Instead of a 

synthesis of all of the previous motives, textures, and topics, Op. 11/2 closes with 

presentations of each of the motives in isolation from one another. The BbM7, prominent 

throughout the B section, occurs, slightly embellished in mm. 63–64. A rest separates this 

from the cadential gesture in m. 65 which is also slightly embellished. Additional rests 

occur before the final instance of the pentatonic motive, the final wedge motive, and two 

chords whose fourths, fifths, and tritones recall the last harmony of the chorale (found in 

m. 13). 

 This summary of the final measures may seem cursory, but the surface of the 

music offers no unifying feature to these elements: Excepting the extensions to the BbM7 

and the Cadential Gesture and the occasional change of register, each motive appears in 

the same manner as its first iteration. The changes in register form an overall descent in 

the final three measures; just as in the opening, the pentatonic fragment is followed by the 

wedge motive, but the lower pitch level of the latter evokes the influential wedge 

structures of mm. 39–40. That the low wedge motive again leads to E-flat, as earlier, 

suggests two conflicting readings. First, following Brinkmann, that E-flat is the global 

tonic of the piece, and this last measure achieves resolution. Or second, that the wedge 

motive in this register is unsettling, based on its earlier role in the B section which led to 

the passage of contrapuntal traumatic flooding. Given that the wedge motive is almost 

entirely absent from the reprise – its appearance in mm. 61–62 seems, again, to prompt a 

change in the accompaniment and lead to a break in the flow of musical ideas – I favor 

this second reading. 
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Figure 5-13: mm. 63–66, BbM7 + cadential gesture + pentatonic fragment + wedge motive 

 
 

 It is useful to compare the end of the A section with its parallel at the end of the 

piece. As discussed above, the A section features a great diversity of motivic types, 

topics, and textures. The work of the first section seems to be to strengthen associations 

between these disparate ideas. As this material begins to develop, an attempt is made to 

synthesize the preceding material occurs in mm. 25–28, which ultimately leads to the 

breakdown of the oscillating minor third: The attempted synthesis led nowhere. 

 Instead, new material arrives, even more fragmentary than that of the earlier 

section. The B section includes the emotional crux of the piece, brought about by the 

ever-growing presence of the wedge motive. After the overwhelming fragmentation and 

stretto of the traumatic flooding, the pentatonic material breaks through. The pentatonic 

material, however, is accompanied by chromatically descending trills: The transcendence 
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it promised is not achieved. A trite descending chromatic gesture evokes a failed cadenza 

before leading to the end of the B section. 

 As the A' section begins, it seems that the pentatonic and wedge progressions 

have been eradicated. When they arrive toward the end of the piece, however, they bring 

the other motives with them. These motives are presented one by one, with little 

embellishment and no interaction. Whereas the A section ended with an attempted 

synthesis of motives within the lugubrious accompanimental frame, the A' section 

(Simms's "codetta") cannot reconcile these motives, the assortment of which is now 

expanded by the addition of two motives from the B section, namely the BbM7 and the 

cadential gesture (see Example 5.16, above). These motivic fragments do not unite in any 

meaningful way; instead the fragments alternate and fade out. Simms’s description of this 

"codetta" corresponds with my topical reading of this passage: 

The end of Piece No. 2 is also unusual in its fragmentation, which creates a sense 

of dissociation that is enhanced by the ever softer dynamics and continual slowing 

of tempo from measure 58 to the end. In this haunting codetta, brief motives from 

both the main theme and the middle section return in a dissolving echo whose 

effect Schoenberg described to Busoni: 'My piece does not conclude; it simply 

stops; one must have the impression that it could still go on for some time--like 

the hurdy-gurdy in Schubert's 'Leiermann' [from Winterreise].'
39

  

 

The language Simms uses to describe the end of Op. 11/2 - "fragmentation," 

"dissociation," "dissolving echo" - highlight the inconclusive nature of the final measures. 

The failed synthesis of these governing motives supports Michael Klein's critique of 

                                                 
39 Simms, 63. 
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Byron Almén's approach to twentieth-century narratives, that "victory" or "defeat" may 

not adequately address the approaches to narrative in this music.
40

 

 An important musical feature has been overlooked in my analysis until now: The 

remainder of my analysis focuses on the material that recurs in mm. 16–18, 40–41, and 

59–61 and how its transformation over the course of each formal section suggests an 

additional perspective on the dramatic unfolding of Op. 11/2. 

Figure 5-14: Op 11/2, alignment of Ritornello (m. 2) and Nocturne (mm. 15–16) melodies  

 

 The material that emerges out of m. 15 realigns the ritornello melody, as shown in 

Figure 5-14. In addition the change in the accompaniment (compared to the opening 

measures) evokes a clear 12/8, in contrast the opening’s syncopated suggestions of duple 

meter. The disjunction at the opening suggests a disparity between the figure and the 

ground, between the subject and its surroundings, while the more integrated texture 

beginning in measure 15 creates a greater sense of cohesion, perhaps indicative of 

acceptance, which is also overlaid with tragic associations, discussed below. 

When the realigned melody begins in measure 16, it is accompanied by more 

inner voices than had accompanied the ritornello melody and the bass figuration changes 

                                                 
40 Michael Klein, "Musical Story," in Music and Narrative after 1900, edited by Michael Klein 

and Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013). 
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from an oscillating minor third to a rolling bass arpeggiation. In addition, the phrasing 

changes; though still slightly syncopated with regard to the 12/8 metric accents, phrases 

and subphrases more strongly align with at least the strong beats. Topically, this material 

evokes the nocturne. 

 Janice Dickensheets discusses the Nocturne Style in her article "Topical 

Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century," and her definition is absent any of the tonal or 

harmonic identifiers that would preclude its interpretation here. Marked by soloistic 

melodic lines and an accompaniment of arpeggiated chord patterns, Dickensheets finds in 

this "instrumental ... evocation of the aria" "the sophistication of Italian opera."
41

 Jeffrey 

Kallberg has demonstrated how the nocturne’s associations with darkness, night, and the 

feminine shaped its formation as a genre and its reception.
42

 

 In the context of Schoenberg's Op. 11/2, the nocturne appears as both an 

outgrowth of the lugubrious texture - the accompaniment is still in a low register and the 

tempo and harmonic rhythm remain relatively slow - and as a markedly different entity. 

The oscillating minor third is absent in favor of the kind of multi-beat arpeggiations 

which span multiple octaves and reinforcing the strong beats in 12/8 instead of working 

against them. The melody, though clearly related to the ritornello melody of mm. 2–4 is 

in a higher range and is rhythmically shifted. Its appearance is more ostentatious than the 

ritornello melody; it is supported by another voice a sixth below (which itself is 

embellished with descending chromatic passing tones) and by parallel thirds in additional 

                                                 
41 Janice Dickensheets, "The Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century," Journal of 

Musicological Research 31, no. 2-3 (2012): 106–108. 

42 Jeffrey Kallberg, “The Harmony of the Tea Table: Gender and Ideology in the Piano 

Nocturne,” Representations 39 (Summer 1992): 102–133. 
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inner voices. Chromatic parallel thirds form an important part of Schoenberg's late tonal 

and early atonal writing: They characterize the Cortege motive from Pelleas und 

Melisande, occur in various early songs, and appear throughout Das Buch der Hängenden 

Gärten. 

 In many of these instances, the presence of descending chromatic parallel thirds 

(they are almost always both descending and chromatic) evokes the pianto textures 

discussed in Chapter Four.
43

 The practice of doubling in thirds also suggests a duetto 

texture, although in this instance in Op. 11/2 that association is weakened due to the 

presence of an independent melody and an active supporting bass arpeggiation. In 

addition to these expressive connotations, the structural function of the parallel thirds 

seems to be the effacement of tonality on a moment-to-moment basis: Thirds may be the 

building blocks of tonal harmony, but their horizontal deployment, which either features 

the same quality of third continuously (as in Op. 11/2) or which varies quality but without 

creating a diatonic set, undermines the tonal system which these thirds might evoke. 

 In the context of the nocturne in Op. 11/2, these chromatically descending major 

thirds fill out the texture and the register between the overall ascending melody and the 

low bass line and they heighten both the emotional intensity and the chromatic density of 

the passage related to the ritornello melody. These parallel thirds undergird the second 

measure of this material on each return. This passage also features yet another inner voice 

which generally creates parallel sixths with the structural notes of the melody. These 

                                                 
43 In this respect, they bear resemblance to the long chromatic descents in thirds (and sixths) 

found in Grieg's “Forbi” (“Gone”) from the Lyric Pieces, Op. 71, No. 6; in this case the 

descending major thirds contribute to a sense of inevitability in that, despite their chromatic 

step-wise descent, they lead to multiple repeated authentic cadences in the minor mode. 
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accompanying lower sixths are connected by chromatic voice-leading, whose descent is 

also evocative of piantos. This element of the Romantic texture also persists despite other 

changes to the accompanying material.
44

  

Figure 5-15: Iterations of the nocturne in Op. 11/2 

5-15a. mm. 16–18 

 
 

5-15b. mm. 40–42 

 
 

                                                 
44 Schoenberg's nocturne in Op. 11/2 is similar to the nocturne passage from Liszt's "Canzona 

Neapolitana" discussed by Dickensheets in that "the primary theme is accompanied by a 

second melodic line a sixth below" (108). 
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5-15c. mm. 59–62 

 
 

 The nocturne as a whole occurs three times throughout Op. 11/2. Observing what 

becomes of this texture over the course of the piece demonstrates its dramatic 

transformation. In its first ("original") instance in mm. 16–18, shown in Figure 5-15a, the 

melody which, as we've discussed, is related to the ritornello melody of mm. 2–4, is time-

shifted to place the first high note on a strong beat.
45

 Though the melody's ties and 

syncopations work against the implied metric accents of the 12/8 meter (the same is true 

of the earlier ritornello melody, although the hemiola is less clear in that instance), the 

bass arpeggiation strongly projects the strongest dotted half-note beats (5-15a). 

 In its second appearance (in mm. 40–42 of the B section, shown in Figure 5-15b), 

the nocturne features the influence of the wedge motive in the left hand. Because the 

wedge motive appears at its original pitch-class level (though not its original pitch level), 

it seems to pull this material into a new transposition. The downward transposition and 

the inclusion of the wedge motive represent developmental changes expected in the 

contrasting middle section, but these changes have lasting effects on this material. 

 In its final appearance in the A' section (mm. 59–62, shown in Figure 5-15c), the 

nocturne is no longer a nocturne. Though the melody returns in this passage – in a 

context more connected to the ritornello melody, again with its original pitch-classes – 

                                                 
45 Schoenberg uses a similar time-shifting process with the Fate motive in the opening scene of 

Pelleas und Melisande, although that shift de-emphasizes the registral accent of the highest 

melodic note. See Cherlin's discussion of this passage, Cherlin 2007, 96. 
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the half-measure arpeggiations are absent, as is the influence of the wedge motive from 

the B section. Instead, the Romantic texture is accompanied by the oscillating minor third 

of the very opening, which has regained its original pitch-classes (D/F). The bass pedal, 

found in the opening measures as F is now B-flat, which reinforces the bass note of the 

first appearance of the nocturne at measure 16; the oscillating minor third, however, 

pervades this passage. It is as though the nocturne, having encountered the wedge motive 

and the crisis is provoked (in mm. 43–47) removed any illusion that the romantic texture 

of the nocturne could remain; instead, the nocturne is transferred into the gloomy opening 

texture, which contributes to the motivic segmentation that ends the piece. 

 In closing, I attempt a narrative reading of the piece, based on the work of Byron 

Almén, which privileges oppositions and their (potential) resolution.
46

 The opening 

section enacts the opposition of the lugubrious texture, which includes the ritornello 

melody and the wedge motive, with the pentatonic material, which includes its expansion 

into a chorale. Unlike the narrative archetypes proposed by Byron Almén, it is difficult to 

identify where the listener's sympathy "should" lie. The associations of the lugubrious 

topic and the pentatonic topic would suggest that the simplicity or rusticity of the 

pentatonic (via the pastoral, folk, or exotic idioms) are preferable to the tragic 

implications of the funereal texture; these associations, however, are filtered through 

Schoenberg's early atonal pitch language, so that while "the pentatonic" is as close as we 

may get to a topic for that figure, it is not the pentatonic as found in nineteenth-century 

music; these chromatic inflections shade the pentatonically-suggestive motive with some 

melancholy or longing. 

                                                 
46 Byron Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008). 
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 Almén's oppositional approach to narrative requires one member of the opposition 

to be vested with the listeners' sympathy, a process that is difficult in Op. 11/2 due to the 

altered nature of the musical topics, the fragmentary nature of the melodies, and the sheer 

diversity of musical materials. Oppositions can be uncovered: In addition to the 

oppositions between the lugubrious and the pentatonic discussed above (dark/light, 

low/high, undesirable/desirable), the nocturne can be read as another foil to the funereal 

opening. Because the nocturne is generally marked as feminine and past-oriented, we 

might determine that the lugubrious/nocturne opposition stands in for 

masculine/feminine, worldly/domestic, or exterior/interior binaries. Even so, the diversity 

of motivic and topical types in Op. 11/2 makes the selection of textures to value 

challenging. 

 Compounding these difficulties, it is not clear whether one of these textures 

achieves "victory" or "defeat" over any other, especially given the inclusion and influence 

of other motives, such as the wedge motive which ultimately leads to the climax of the 

piece as a whole. The lugubrious and nocturne passages achieve some agreement by the 

inclusion of the B-flat centricity in the final lugubrious texture, but this fails to address 

the motives left hanging at the end of the movement. Almén's archetypes would force this 

music into categories that the parts and their relationships seem to actively work against. 

 Perhaps, instead, the markedness valuations of the multiple oppositions can be 

drawn in to some mutually illuminating reading. I find the exterior/interior valence of the 

lugubrious/nocturne pair suggestive, especially given the wedge motive's relationship to 

the opening texture and its effects on the nocturne material. One such reading which is 
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based on the oppositions of values ascribed to musical topics, considers the interaction of 

various motives and textures, and is influenced by modernism's fascination with inner 

psychic states follows: 

 

 A troubling idea (the wedge motive) emerges from the external world (the 

lugubrious texture), in response to an attempt at optimism or nostalgia (the pastoral 

fragment). The troubling idea grows (mm. 4–9) before the attempt at optimism is 

consciously brought about (the chorale, mm. 9–13). The remnants of the troubling idea 

(the ritornello melody, related to the wedge motive) persist, so the subject turns inward 

(the nocturne in mm. 16–19); reflection ensues, as well as an attempt at the reconciliation 

of conflicting thoughts (mm. 25–28), but the synthesis leads nowhere. 

 New ideas are entertained (the additional motives introduced in the B section), 

moments of clarity follow moments of confusion (mm. 31–34), but the thoughts 

continually lead to the same conclusion (the cadential gesture). In addition, the original 

troubling idea persists; it invades the subject's psyche (the wedge motive in the nocturne, 

mm. 39–40) and consumes the subject to the point of obsession (the traumatic flooding in 

mm. 43–44). The subject attempts to counter with forced optimism (mm. 45–47), but this 

leads to an uncharacteristic outpouring and resolves nothing: The same cyclical thinking 

returns (mm. 51–54). 

 Ultimately, the subject's thoughts are permeated by the outer world (measures 56–

61): The external saturates and controls the internal. The earlier crisis could not eradicate 
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the troubling idea (mm. 61–62), and the concluding fragments highlight the effect of the 

irreconcilable ideas (mm. 63–66). 

 

 This psychological drama is only one potential reading of the relationships and 

consequences of Op. 11/2, but it is based on the interaction of both musical motives and 

musical topics. While most of the literature on Op. 11 in general has focused on 

uncovering atonal structural relationships or explicating its tonal associations, my 

analysis based on the interplay of musical topics prompted me to question and uncover 

certain pitch relationships that I may have previously overlooked but also to posit 

potential hermeneutic explanations for their existence.  

 Though Schoenberg's remarks about Op. 11 and the pieces from this period in 

general highlight their illogicality and their lack of connection, these apparent 

discontinuities of thematic process and textural frame influence our interpretation of both 

expressive arc and narrative function in this music.
47

 The tools of music theory may 

never be able to definitively explain all of Schoenberg's compositional decisions in his 

music from 1908–1923.
48

 An analysis that is sensitive to the associations and interplay of 

musical topics, however, can offer an interpretation that accounts for the shared presence 

of tonal and atonal elements of this music in a way that directly affects our hearing and 

understanding. Instead of seeking to unify the musical surface by appeals to global 

                                                 
47 See especially his letters to Busoni, available in A Schoenberg Reader: Documents of a Life, 

edited by Joseph Auner (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 2003), 69–78. 

48 Robert P. Morgan, "Secret Languages: The Roots of Musical Modernism," Critical Inquiry 10, 

no. 3 (March 1984): 442–461. 
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coherence based on either set-classes or Schenkerian analysis, topical analysis directly 

engages with the fragmentation so central to this musical language. 
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Chapter Six 
 

Light, Darkness, and Psychic States: 

The Topical Universe of Schoenberg's Atonal Music 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 Musical topics provide a way into musical meaning, an avenue of research and 

inquiry into Schoenberg's music that has been overlooked in even recent scholarship. As 

previous chapters have demonstrated, some topics that have remained stable for 

centuries, such as the chorale and the pianto, can be found even in Schoenberg's atonal 

and serial music, suggesting that the lineage of certain topics extends from the sixteenth 

century into the twentieth.
1
  

 The universe of topics, however, is constantly changing and expanding based on 

changing musical practices and technologies, as well as changing cultural practices and 

values. As Raymond Monelle writes, "topics grow, prosper, and decline like everything 

in music."
2
 Michael Klein suggests that topical study of twentieth- and twenty-first-

century music must account for “topics peculiar to the period after 1900: its trains, 

planes, and automobiles.”
3
 Keeping these calls to action in mind, the following chapter 

                                                 
1   And into the twenty-first, although that is not addressed in this dissertation. 

2   Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral (Bloomington & 

Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2006), 273. 

3   Michael Klein, "Musical Story" in Music and Narrative after 1900, edited by Michael Klein 

and Nicholas Reyland (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2013), 21. As 

an aside, we might expect Schoenberg, as a composer in the early twentieth-century, to 

confront these new technologies in his music, but the sounds of these modes of transportation 
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suggests the topics that crystallized or grew in import in Schoenberg's atonal and pre-

serial music. By examining the music of 1908–1923 for topical significance, I 

demonstrate the conventionalized nature of some of Schoenberg's figurations. In addition, 

I counter the claim that the "nightmare of modernism" was devoid of musical meaning.
4
 

 What follows is a lexicon of topics found frequently throughout Schoenberg's 

atonal music. For each topic, I describe the musical signifiers and the potential cultural 

significations, citing the work of other analysts who noted the correlation either explicitly 

or implicitly and mentioning related topics from earlier music. Examples of each topic 

are discussed, as are precursors from Schoenberg's earlier work and instances that 

occurred later in his career. 

 The obvious objection to this kind of chapter is that it does not address how these 

topics create meaning within the oppositional fields of a complete piece of music. My 

response to this is twofold. First, the topical universe must be established, even 

provisionally, before the instances of said topics can be understood in a single piece: 

Though Robert Hatten argues that one token is enough to create a new type, musical 

analyses can only be improved by understanding how two tokens are similar (to belong to 

the same type) and, more importantly, how they are different (i.e. how each acts in their 

                                                                                                                                                 
are largely absent; likewise, other iconic musical topics of mechanical technologies are not to 

be found in his music. I believe this can be explained by Schoenberg's relationship to his 

compositional lineage and to Expressionism. As the "next great German composer" he may 

have focused his concentration on the issues of his forebears, which would not have included 

cars or planes. In addition, the inward turn of Expressionism prioritized inner mental and 

emotional states rather than outer technology. 

4   At the end of The Musical Topic, Monelle writes, "The nightmare of modernism made some of 

us think that musical meaning, in any ordinary sense, was finished," 273. This sentence, at the 

start of the last paragraph of the epilogue, formed part of the inspiration for this dissertation. 
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larger context).
 5

 In response to the criticism that topical theory is, at worst, “mere 

labeling,” Kofi Agawu counters that telling any part of the story normally begins with 

low-level acts of naming. Identification in topical analysis can never be ‘mere.’”
6
 Just as 

tonal analysis begins with identification of key centers and triads or a pitch-class set-class 

analysis begins with the segmentation of the music surface, the “story” of musical topics 

requires the first step of their identification. 

 Agawu's Music as Discourse summarizes the work of several theorists and 

semiologists who provide lexicons for various composers, periods, and genres: to list 

three examples, Márta Grabócz, Janice Dickensheets, and Danuta Mirka worked to 

establish topical universes for the music of Liszt, the nineteenth-century, and the 

twentieth-century.
7
 These topical universes are likely incomplete and will require 

additions and revisions over time (just as Allanbrook and Dickensheets expanded on 

different aspects of Ratner's work), but they represent a starting point for further inquiry.
8
 

 My second response is also, in part, a response to Susan McClary, who found that 

topical analysis before the work of Raymond Monelle consisted of simplistic labels, 

                                                 
5   Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation 

(Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1994), 188. 

6   Kofi Agawu, “Topic Theory: Achievement, Critique, Prospects” in Passagen: Five Key Note 

Speeches: IMS Kongress Zürich 2007, edited by Laurenz Lütteken and Hans-Joachim 

Hinrichsen (New York: Bärenreiter, 2008), 54. 

7   Márta Grabócz, "Semiological Terminology in Musical Analysis," in Musical Semiotics in 

Growth, edited by Eero Tarasti (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 195–218; 

Janice Dickensheets, "The Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth Century," Journal of 

Musicological Research 31, no. 2–3 (2012): 97–137; and the unpublished work of Danuta 

Mirka, cited in Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 48–49. 

8 Allanbrook's book takes a more nuanced view of the eighteenth-century dance meters and 

Dickensheets expands on the topics and styles Ratner found in nineteenth-century music. Wye 

J. Allanbrook, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1983). 
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using the example of point out the "horsie" in Picasso’s Guernica and moving on.
9
 While 

I agree with McClary that topical analysis is most revealing when it transcends mere list-

making, there is still some value in the taking of an inventory. To extend her metaphor, if 

every painting in a museum were lined up chronologically, one might notice a certain 

period where the "horsies" dominated the paintings more than any other subject, or a rash 

of "horsies" that were a little difficult to identify as "horsies," before a period in which 

there were no "horsies" at all. The point of creating a lexicon in this chapter is to examine 

the trends in Schoenberg's use of musical topics in his atonal music. This topical universe 

provides the groundwork for further inquiry, whether that is along the lines of individual 

topics, as in Monelle's work, or as a way into individual pieces, as in my own analysis of 

Op. 11/2, found in Chapter 5. 

 In this discussion, I do not include older topics that persist in Schoenberg's music 

largely unchanged; for example, a dance meter such as the waltz is not examined, 

although Alex Carpenter and Michael Cherlin have demonstrated the value of inquiring 

about that topic in Schoenberg's music.
10

 Instead, my focus is on those topics that are 

emergent in this music, topics that take on special significance relative to Schoenberg's 

aesthetic position and/or compositional output, and topics that have not been fully 

                                                 
9 "[T]he mere labeling of topics in masterworks produces in me the kind of dismay I would feel 

if an art critic were to explicate Picasso's Guernica by proudly identifying the 'horsie,' without 

somehow noticing the creature's anguished grimace or the other figures on the canvas." Susan 

McClary, "Review: The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays by Raymond Monelle" In Notes, 

Second Series 58, no. 2 (December 2001): 326. 

10 Alexander Carpenter, "A Bridge to New Life: Waltzes in Schoenberg's Chamber Music" in 

Schoenberg's Chamber Music, Schoenberg's World, edited by James K. Wright and Alan M. 

Gillmor (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2009), 25–36. Michael Cherlin, Schoenberg's 

Musical Imagination (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 299–339; see discussion 

of these works in Chapter 2. 
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theorized as such in the existing literature. The last portion of the chapter considers how 

these topics group into larger constellations which govern entire pieces and form what 

Robert Hatten has termed “expressive genres.”
11

 

 

Celestial Light 

 

 Various forms of natural light - sunrise, twilight, moonlight - are depicted 

throughout Schoenberg's compositions. Cherlin has discussed the moonlight imagery in 

Pierrot Lunaire; in contrast to Stravinsky who calls this piece the "solar plexus" of 

twentieth-century music, Cherlin refers to Pierrot as the "lunar nexus" due to its high 

density of varying depictions of moonlight. In addition to discussing examples from 

Pierrot (and some literary and musical precursors), Cherlin mentions the moonlight of 

Verklärte Nacht, Gurrelieder, and Erwartung.
12

 To more fully flesh out moonlight and 

other celestial light as a topic, it is worth considering additional examples from 

Schoenberg's music. 

 The moonlight throughout Herzgewächse, for example, is represented through 

many of the same contours, rhythms, and textures as those iterations discussed by 

Cherlin. This example, however, is also marked by the specific instrumental timbres that 

contribute to the sense of magical moonlight throughout the song. The instrumental 

forces of Herzgewächse are composed of celesta, harmonium, and harp, and the celesta in 

particular features the recurring rhythmic shapes that evoke moonlight, as in measures 

                                                 
11  Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994). 

12  Michael Cherlin, “Pierrot Lunaire as lunar nexus,” Music Analysis 31, no. ii (2012): 176–215. 
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21–23. The harmonium's melodic gesture at the close of the piece anticipates the 

idiomatic descending gestures of moonlight in Pierrot. 

Figure 6-1: Moonlight in Herzgewächse 

6-1a: Herzgewächse: mm. 21–23, celesta 

 
 

6-1b: Herzgewächse, m. 30, harmonium. 

 
 

The text of Herzgewächse was written by Maurice Maeterlinck, the same poet 

whose Pelleas and Melisande provided the program for Schoenberg’s tone poem of the 

same name. Herzgewächse features imagery similar to the opening scene in Schoenberg’s 

setting of Pelleas – a garden, the moonlight, a sense of mystery – here in a prolonged 

metaphor of renewal and transformation as a flower transcends her sorrow. Lawrence 

Kramer describes the text as follows: “the poem recounts a sexually ambiguous allegory 

of rebirth, the rise of a single lily in a ruined garden. The setting concludes as the voice 
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attains, then relinquishes, an extreme high note that marks the vanishing point of voice in 

song and renders what remains uncanny, impersonal, almost inhuman.”
13

 Kramer’s 

“vanishing point,” the high F in mm. 27–28, is supported by additional moonlight 

figuration from the celesta; moonlight imagery occurs throughout the song and engenders 

the same kind of magical transformation as in Verklärte Nacht. 

 Moonlight occurs in the Orchestral Songs, Op. 22, as well. Though scored for 

xylophone, the melodic gestures in measures 32 and 77, shown in Figure 6-2a and b, 

evoke the moonlight fragment from the start of "Mondestrunken" (Pierrot Lunaire). In 

the first instance this seems prompted by the text "durch die Nächte herrseht" ("which 

dominates the night"), but the opening gestures of the piece, specifically the descending 

gestures of measures 10, 11, and 15, shown in Figure 6-2c, also establish a moonlit 

setting. 

Figure 6-2: Moonlight in Op. 22 

  Op. 22, m. 30    Op. 22, m. 77 

 
 

 

c: Op. 22, m. 10 

 

                                                 
13 Lawrence Kramer, Musical Meaning: Toward a Critical History (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2002), 184. 
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 As Cherlin indicates, Schoenberg's use of moonlight music predates Pierrot. The 

earliest instance of moonlight in Schoenberg's compositional output is in the early Lied 

"Erwartung," Op. 2, No. 1. The rapid arpeggiations (which often occur in an upper 

register, usually above E-flat5) lack the regular repetitive nature of many of Schoenberg's 

later examples, but the contour, register, and text associations point to the depiction of 

moonlight (or at least its reflection, a recurring trope in the song). The triadic and often 

pentatonic nature of some of these figures also reinforces associations with the pastoral. 

 The common trait among all of these textures depicting celestial states such as 

moonlight, twilight, or sunlight is the presence of harmonic stasis despite rapid 

figuration, orchestrated in a high register. Sunrises often include a turn toward the major 

mode (Gurrelieder and "Der Wunsch des Liebhabers," Op. 27/4), while moonlight and 

twilight are often atonal or harmonically ambiguous, especially given their concentrated 

presence in the atonal period.  

 The speaker of Erwartung, Op. 17, believes she sees the sun (m. 225), the illusion 

of which coincides with the illusion that her lover is present, holding her hand. The 

instrumentation slightly changes at this moment to include ostinati in the flutes, harp, and 

celesta: the back-and-forth oscillation between two notes in the harp and celesta is 

different enough from the celesta moonlight textures earlier in the piece, but the 

similarity between the moonlight and the “sunrise” betrays the illusory nature of the 

latter. As the piece continues, scraps of the moonlight topic (sometimes cast in slightly 

darker timbres as twilight; see m. 385) continue to drift in and out, paralleling the 

woman's alternations between lucidity and confusion. 
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 The topic of celestial light continues throughout Schoenberg's later works as well, 

in some cases marked by the use of the celesta as in Erwartung and Herzgewächse, such 

as mm. 502–507 at the end of the Finale of the Variations for Orchestra, Op. 31, in which 

the shared figures created by the celesta and the harp contribute to the brief sense of piece 

before the aggressive conclusion. 

 

Dark and Supernatural Topics: Ombra, Demonic, Uncanny 

 

 The dark, distorted, and menacing aspects of musical Expressionism – though not 

the only affects Expressionism was capable of evoking – are a part of a long history of 

the eerie and ominous in music. Leonard Ratner included the ombra in his seminal 1980 

book Classic Music, but his categorization grouped ombra and fantasia together in an 

unclear manner.
14

 In an effort to distinguish the ombra from the fantasia, Birgitte Moyer 

catalogues the characteristics of subtly different uses of the ombra topic in the late 

eighteenth century.
15

 The ombra topic is created by "[an] elevated style together with the 

affects of terror, awe, despair, anger, [and] fear,"
16

 which include but are not limited to 

"strongly marked, regular rhythm," "full, strong harmony," "strongly accented notes," and 

the minor mode.
17

 Additional effects, often the result of orchestration, create more 

nuanced associations such as terror and awe, fear, and anger/menace. The highly stylized 

                                                 
14 Leonard Ratner, Classic Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980), 24. 

15 Brigette Moyer, "Ombra and Fantasia in Late Eighteenth-Century Theory and Practice" in 

Convention in Eighteenth-Century Music: Essays in Honor of Leonard G. Ratner, edited by 

Wye J. Allanbrook, Janet M. Levy, and William P. Mahrt (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 

1992), 283–306. 

16 Moyer, 292. 

17 Moyer, 293. 
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rhythmic and formal factors that create the eighteenth century ombra are not to be found 

in Schoenberg's music; the pursuit of direct expression and the confrontation of 

frightening realities were at odds with the elevated style of the eighteenth-century ombra. 

 In some of his earlier music, Schoenberg's ominous and supernatural topics share 

characteristics with the "demonic." Citing the Wolf's Glen Scene from Weber's Der 

Freischütz and passages from Berlioz and Liszt, Janice Dickensheets argues that the 

demonic topic is related to the ombra through use of the minor mode, diminished 

harmonies, and chromaticism. In addition, it is characterized by "rising scalar patterns," 

"glissandi or agitated high strings and woodwinds," "low brass, trombones especially," 

and "open intervals."
18

 Many of these features can be found, for example, in the scene in 

the catacombs in Pelleas und Melisande, in which Golaud's violent and deadly jealousy 

for Pelleas is barely contained (this scene begins four measures before rehearsal 31). 

Schoenberg’s unsettling orchestration contains the following distinguishing traits of the 

demonic: inflections of the minor mode; accented dissonance and chromaticism on strong 

beats; glissandi - played by trombones - in a low register; and ascending chromatic scales 

from the celli, flutes, and horns throughout; and chromatically moving augmented triads 

in the woodwinds (three before rehearsal 32). The demonic reaches full force at rehearsal 

32 with the entrance of the iconic Fate motive. Chromatic scales in the inner voices 

underscore the dissonance of the Fate motive, whose accented G-sharp above a D minor 

chord projects both minor (D-F-A) and diminished (D-F-Aflat[G-sharp respelled]) 

harmonies. These traits clearly align the catacombs scene with the demonic topic. 

                                                 
18 Dickensheets, 118. 
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 One additional version of a dark and foreboding topic is suggested by Michael 

Klein. As he argues, these styles of musical expression are related to the nineteenth 

century unheimliche. Influenced by the psychoanalytical theories of Sigmund Freud and 

drawing on the work of Cherlin, Joseph Kerman, Lawrence Kramer, Ernest Kurth, and 

Peter Smith, Klein argues that the unheimliche or uncanny (he comes to use both words 

interchangeably) is characterized by "enharmonicism, strange uses of chromaticism, odd 

voice-leading, and mechanical repetitions of musical material," in addition to the 

enduring signifiers held over from the ombra topic, such as "tremolos, diminished 

seventh chords, [and] Neapolitans."
19

 Klein derives these features from an intertext 

created from works by Schubert, Beethoven, and Brahms; he also includes an analysis of 

the Song of the Wood Dove from Schoenberg's Gurre-lieder.
20

 Upon examining the 

relationship of the signifiers of the uncanny to their surroundings, one notes that much of 

this framing of the unheimliche as a topic, like the ombra before it, requires a normative 

tonal frame within which to signify, a frame that is absent in Schoenberg's atonal works. 

 Not all of Schoenberg's dark musical textures are ominous or unsettling for 

unheimliche reasons, either musically or programmatically. For example, the "am Steg" 

string sonorities and the constant chromatic contrary motion occur in the latter 

movements of the Second String Quartet and form the iconic closing gesture of 

                                                 
19 Michael Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 

2005), 87. 

20 Klein cites Cherlin's work on the uncanny in Schoenberg, but it is worth noting that Cherlin's 

use of the "uncanny" is not necessarily related to the uncanny as a topic as much it describes 

the unheimliche nature of the hints of tonality in Schoenberg's music. These vestiges of 

tonality represent the return of the repressed, but they do not necessarily feature the musical 

signifiers of the uncanny as articulated by Klein. Michael Cherlin, "Schoenberg und Das 

Unheimliche: Spectres of Tonality,” The Journal of Musicology 11, no. 3 (Summer, 1993): 

357–373. 
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Erwartung. The "am Steg" string writing is frequently accompanied by flutter tongue 

writing in the upper woodwinds or horns, and the effect is not demonic or even uncanny 

so much as eerie or unsettling. This combination – elements of the uncanny and demonic 

topics colored by extended techniques in the strings and upper winds – is often used for 

eerie or grotesque effect, as at the end of "Rote Messe" from Pierrot (Figure 6-3). 

Figure 6-3: "Rote Messe" from Pierrot (final measures, woodwinds omitted) 

 
 

 Dark and eerie topics can also be found in music without string instruments. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, the opening measures of "Nacht" from Pierrot create a dark 

atmosphere through the low register, slow surface rhythm, dark timbres, and interlocking 

(014)s which generate descending semitones throughout the piece. 

A related passage occurs in “Wenn sich bei heilger Ruh,” Op. 15/12 (shown in 

Figure 6-4). The speaker attempts to direct her love’s attention away from various threats 

to their blissful rest (among these: misshapen shadows, watchers, sand ready to soak up 

their blood). The steady descent of the left hand’s motive, however, undercuts the 

supposed reassurance of these words. In the final measures, the erratic rhythm and the 
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disjunction between the right hand’s ppp chords and the left hand’s ever-descending 

motive unsettles the relatively restful atmosphere of the first part of the song. 

Figure 6-4: Op. 15, No. 2, “Wenn sich bei heilger Ruh,” mm. 24–28 

 
 

A similar effect occurs in the earlier Op. 11 Piano Pieces, No. 1. The upper voices drop 

out in measure 33 to highlight the low register, pianissimo, octave doubling of a four-note 

figure related to the opening melody (and the motivic working out that immediately 

precedes it in mm. 25–32). The eeriness of this passage (Figure 6-5b) is amplified in its 

relationship to the opening gesture (Figure 6-5a): the beginning B – Gsharp – G is 

transformed in measure 33 to Aflat – Cflat – G. The rhythmic profiles and continuations 

differ, but this similarity, especially in the highlighted bass register version, 

simultaneously evokes the uncanny by recalling the opening gesture in this unfamiliar 

way. 

Figure 6-5: Op. 11, No. 1 
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 Ominous and eerie topics, separate from the uncanny, can also be found in later 

pieces, such as the Accompaniment to a Cinematographic Scene, Op. 34; the opening 

passage depicting “Threatening Danger” is especially characterized by this topic. 

 

The Elemental Topic 

 

 Related to the demonic and uncanny topics is the elemental topic. Used to evoke a 

combination of primordial, ancient, timeless, and therefore somewhat supernatural or 

other-worldly affects, the elemental topic in Schoenberg's music is often characterized by 

low registers, slow surface rhythms, and an emphasis on perfect intervals. This topic 

conveys a high level of dignity and its significance involves primordial, prophetic, or 

eternal associations. It borrows elements from the learned style (Dickensheets mentions 

the archaizing effect of "white notes" from counterpoint) and from chant (which 

contributes both supernatural and ritualistic elements). In its evocation of the archaic, it is 

also linked with the balladic style; Schoenberg's Op. 12 ballads feature a similarly high 

level of dignity and an air of timelessness.
21

 

 The distinguishing factors between the elemental topic and the demonic or other 

dark topics are timbre and level of activity: the threatening and supernatural association 

of the trombones (the catacomb scene from Pelleas) or even of the lower reeds ("Nacht" 

from Pierrot) which colors the demonic is obviously absent in the piano textures of Op. 

11, Op. 15, and Op. 19 which have stronger associations with the elemental topic. 

Further, the elemental topic features slow surface and harmonic rhythms, while the 

                                                 
21 In addition, Dickensheets would likely interpret the songs in this Opus in light of the Bardic 

style, discussed on pages 126–127 of her article. 
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demonic often features rapid figuration in a bass register. Monelle’s discussion of the 

balladic flavor of some of Wagner’s leitmotivs from the Ring demonstrates the link 

between the two topics with their evocation of “primeval mystery” and the “dignity of 

myth.”
22

  

 The elemental topic is pervasive throughout Das Buch der hängenden Gärten; the 

opening of the cycle, in fact, is an instance of this topic. Julie Brown likens this moment 

(shown in Figure 6-6) to the biblical creation: "through its slow emergence and 

generation of textural substance from seemingly primordial depths, it also brings forward 

strong intimations of the idea of creation."
23

 The low register, slow tempo, asymmetrical 

rhythms, and ambiguous tonal relationships combine to evoke something reminiscent of 

both medieval chant and modern recitative: some primordial agency calls forth these 

notes for some mysterious purpose. 

Figure 6-6: Op. 15, No. 1 "Unterm Schutz von dichten Blättergründen," mm. 1–8 

 
 

                                                 
22 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 79. 

23 Julie Brown, "Schoenberg's Musical Prose as Allegory,” Music Analysis 14, no. 2–3 (July–

October 1995): 161. Brown develops her argument as a means of promoting allegory as a way 

to understand Schoenberg's Op. 15; though her approach takes the individualized aspects of 

the cycle into account, her analyses are clearly prompted and influenced by the presence of 

musical topics. 
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 Other instances of the elemental topic involve the prominence of perfect fourths, 

fifths, and octaves, emphasis on low registers, and slow harmonic rhythm. The ascending 

A-sharp - B-sharp - F-natural gesture, frequently in octaves, once respelled as B-flat - C - 

F occurs throughout "Hain in diesen Paradiesen" and evokes the architectural lines of 

Debussy's La cathedrale engloutie. Likewise, the octave doubling of the bass line of 

"Saget mir" continues through most of that song, even suggesting a waltz in G major in 

the final bars.
24

 

 The conclusion of No. 11, "Als wir hinter dem beblümten," conjures the same 

images of timelessness and repose with far simpler materials: C-sharp and F-sharp are 

paired, creating fourths and fifths as the right and left hands alternate pitch-classes 

(Figure 6-7). 

Figure 6-7: Op. 15, No. 11, “Als wir hinter dem beblümten,” conclusion 

 
 

The perfect fourths and fifths (as well as the perfect octaves created by the doubling in 

the right hand) comprise the melodic lines as well as the vertical harmonies; vertical 

octaves are also created due to the staggered rhythms between the pianist’s hands. As the 

                                                 
24 G major is only suggested, as the upper parts work against this tonality; the recurrent D-G 

descending fifth bass line in mm. 15–18 cannot, however, be ignored. This passage is 

discussed in my fourth chapter. 
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vocal line trails off, the timelessness created by the elemental topic mirrors the 

timelessness evoked in the text. 

 These prominent octaves and fifths pervade “Wir bevolkerten die abendustern 

Lauben,” Op. 15, No. 15, announcing from the very first measures the finality of this 

song. The chords in the first measures contain perfect fifths that descend almost by step. 

These chords arrive as columns, vertical and imposing, supporting the somewhat triadic 

melody above. In a formal procedure unusual for this opus, the opening measures are 

repeated almost exactly in the final measures; mm. 42–50 are a melodic and harmonic 

repeat of mm. 1–5, although shifted in register and somewhat altered in rhythm. In this 

repeat at the end (Figure 6-8), the parallel fifths are both louder and lower, as though the 

columns were now crumbling under their shared weight. 

Figure 6-8: Op. 15, No. 15, conclusion (mm. 42–51) 

 
 

In their new lower octave at the song's conclusion, the elemental topic is magnified. The 

perfect fourths and fifths, the octave doublings, and the parallel voice-leading are all 

maintained from the opening, but now, two octaves lower, the ominous and final 

character of the passage comes through more clearly. 

 Of the topics discussed in this chapter, the elemental might be the topic for which 

examples from other composers can be found most easily. The opening of Strauss's "Also 

Sprach Zarathustra" and the parallel octaves throughout Debussy's "La cathédrale 

engloutie" are both instances of this topic; other important precursors can be found in the 
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music of Beethoven, Wagner, and Mahler. Schoenberg's use of this topic differs from 

these other examples, however, due to the free atonal nature of the surrounding material. 

The perfect octaves, fifths, and fourths suggest tonal relationships that are not operative 

in this music: Their presence points backward, even earlier than tonality to species 

counterpoint, medieval chant, and the intervals of an ancient tuning system. In addition to 

providing grounding as the bass voices in these passages from the George-Lieder, they 

create an authoritative presence, a sense of the timeless in music that, in many ways, must 

have sounded like it came from the future. 

 While this topic is largely concentrated in the atonal works, instances do appear in 

Schoenberg's later music. "Tot" from Op. 48 features a partition of the source row that 

emphasizes perfect fourths and fifths in the bass register to bookend the song (mm. 1–3 

and mm. 15–18). Stephen Peles has demonstrated how Schoenberg employs forms of the 

row to parallel certain structural properties of the poem in his article “‘Ist alles eins:’ 

Schoenberg and Symmetry."
25

 In addition to this context-specific method of generating 

meaning, the fourths and fifths in the left hand contribute to the sense of circularity and 

timelessness by accessing the elemental topic (Example 6.9). (The first verse posits, "Ist 

alles eins, was liegt daran!" and the second answers, "Was liegt daran! Ist alles eins." - 

It's all the same, what does it matter? What does it matter? It's all the same.) 

 

 

 

                                                 
25 Stephen Peles, “‘Ist alles eins:’ Schoenberg and Symmetry,” Music Theory Spectrum 26, no. 1 

(Spring 2004): 57–86. 
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Figure 6-9: Op. 48/2, mm. 1–3 

The row for this song is: D, Eb, A, C#, Bb, E, G#, G, C, B, F, F#. 

 

           D/Eb  A/C# E/Bb G#  G 

 
        C--------B 

        F--------F# 

 

 

Step Motive 

 

 In many instances in Schoenberg's music, the elemental topic is merged with or at 

least inflected by the step motive. Originally identified by Schweitzer and further 

discussed by Monelle, this topic suggests foot-falls and, through their pace or accent, the 

confidence or assuredness (or lack thereof) of some agent, which could be construed as 

the narrator or a character in the music.
26

 All of Schweitzer’s examples of step motives 

are tied to depictions of walking in the chorale texts set by Bach. In addition, they are all 

selected from the parts that would be played by the pedals on the organ – literally, the 

organist must “step” to represent these steps. Though Monelle does not give as thorough 

a treatment to the step motive as a topic as he does to others such as horn calls or even the 

galloping horse, he does note that Schweitzer makes no distinction between the iconicity 

                                                 
26 Albert Schweitzer, J. S. Bach, Volume II, translated by Ernest Newman (New York, Dover 

Publications, 1966), 86–90. Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 2000), 21–24. 
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and the indexicality of this topic. Because Schweitzer’s examples are from the pedal line, 

they provide functional and sometimes embellished bass lines for the chorale preludes 

they accompany. A key feature in many of them is the frequent change in direction 

necessitated by the alternation of the organist’s feet, although we can speculate that as 

this becomes an established topic, the indexicality of the sign (the organist moving her 

feet in steps) is no longer necessary for the signification of the object (through its own 

indexicality). 

 To show the extent of step motives in Das Buch der hängenden Gärten, for 

example, Table 6-1 demonstrates the incidence of mentions of steps or walking in the text 

as well as the presence of the step motive in the song cycle. 
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Table 6-1: Textual and musical instances of the step motive in Das Buch der hängenden Gärten 

No. mm. Accompanying text (if any)
27

 

if text is included without measure numbers, no step motive is present 

3 1–3  "Als Neuling trat ich ein in dein Gehege"    

(As a novice I entered your enclosure) 

*this step motive is inflected by the march topic. 

18–19  "der noch strauchelt auf so fremdem Stege." 

(who is stumbling on such an unfamiliar path) 

4 4–9 "beacht ich erst, wohin mein Fuss geriet" 

(I begin to observe where my feet have come) 

5 1–6 "Saget mir, auf welchem Pfade heute sie vorüber schreite" 

(Tell me on which path she will walk today) 

13–18  "dass ich meine Wange breite, Schemel unter ihrer Sohle." 

(so that I can lay down my cheeks as a footstool beneath her soles.) 

10 1–14  "Das schöne Beet betracht ich mir im Harren" 

(I contemplate the beautiful flowerbed as I tarry) 

14 5–6  "von den Tritten der Vernichter spät im Jahr" 

(about the steps of the annihilators late in the year) 

15  "nun ist wahr, dass sie für immer geht"      

(Now it is true that she is going forever) 

 "und ich trete fehl im morschen Gras."      (and I stumble in decaying grass) 

 

The first instance in which the step motive accompanies words about walking is 

in No. 3, “Als Neuling trat ich,” shown in Figure 6-10. The regular bass line is unusual in 

this song cycle; phenomenologically speaking, this is the most regular rhythm yet, and 

considered over the course of the collection, the predictable rhythm in a normative bass 

register that continues for more than two measures and recurs multiple times within the 

song is remarkable. The dotted aspect of the rhythm suggests the hesitance, but the 

recurring pattern expresses an urge to continue on, regardless of how “unfamiliar” the 

                                                 
27 The translations are by Stanley Appelbaum, “Translations of Song Texts” in The Book of the 

Hanging Gardens and Other Songs by Arnold Schoenberg (New York: Dover Publications, 

Inc., 1995), xii–xiii. 
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path. This step motive demonstrates the uncertainty of the novice as well as the desire to 

move ahead, the urge to remain as well as the compulsion to be drawn forward.
28

 

Figure 6-10: Op. 15, No. 3, "Als Neuling trat,” mm. 1–2, bass line 

 
 
Figure 6-11: "Da meine Lippen reglos sind und brennen,” mm. 1–6 

 
 

This almost unconscious compulsion is realized in the following song, “Da meine 

Lippen reglos sind und brennen,” the next song to combine text and music in service of 

the step motive (Figure 6-11). “Since my lips are immobile and burn, I begin to observe 

the place to which my feet have come.” In the first line of this song, the listeners (and the 

narrator) are suddenly made aware that some transportation has occurred and the narrator 

is in a new place. Just as the narrator remarks on this awareness, we, the listeners, are 

made aware, through the step motive, of our new surroundings. The rhythm of the 

opening three measures of this song, though filled with almost constant eighth-notes, 

wanders over chromatic harmonies and is supported by conflicting accents. When the 

                                                 
28 This uncertainty and the stumbling it causes are text-painted in an almost comical way in 

measure 19. These descending quartal harmonies tone-paint the text ("strauchelt" - stumbling) 

in an "immediate" way - by chromatically descending without regard to keys or scales other 

than the full chromatic. A similar instance occurs in "Mahnung" from the Brettllieder: 

Schoenberg uses a similar off-kilter and not-tonal descent to illustrate the "aimless stumbling" 

of a woman without a plan for life; this latter example also includes grace notes to suggest a 

lack of directedness. See measures 87 and 88 before the final refrain. 
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narrator focuses on where she finds herself, the rhythm is suddenly clarified: The eighth-

note/half-note figure is now a decisively accented gesture, exchanged between the bass 

and treble clefs and supported by accents in both the harmony and the vocal line. This 

step motive serves two important functions. First, it underscores and shades the text: 

Despite the not-quite-remembered travel, the steps were decisive, revealing the narrator’s 

desire. Second, this moment of clarity for the speaker provides a moment of clarity for 

the listener as well. Though it does not permeate the rest of the song, these moments of 

metric regularity, similar to those of opening of No. 3, provide the same feeling of 

awareness and insight as that experienced by the narrator and expressed in the text.  

Examples without text can be found in such pieces as Op. 19, No. 3. Though 

rhythmically ambiguous at first, the syncopation momentarily falls away in mm. 2–3 and 

the regular metric pulse, doubled in octaves, conveys the deliberate pace of the step 

motive. The syncopation returns in m. 4, after which the step motive ceases to be 

operative; the first four measures are shown in Example 6.13. The use of the step motive 

in the atonal music suggests that in addition to its expressive function of demonstrating 

confidence or assuredness (or the lack thereof), part of its structural function may be to 

provide forward momentum that would previously have been created through tonal 

means. Without the pull of tonic-dominant relationships, step motives occasionally 

govern similar moments of directedness and expectation. 

Figure 6-12: Op. 19/iii, mm. 1–4, left hand only 
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An early example from Schoenberg’s music comes from the opening gestures of 

Verklärte Nacht: the plodding, descending line of the opening suggests the step motive 

tinged with elements of the march and colored by the associations of the minor mode. 

The “walking motive” features in Cherlin’s discussion of moonlight: “The ‘walking’ 

topos does not depict the phenomenon of moonlight directly, but walking becomes 

associated with moonlight as the moon becomes a nocturnal companion for the lonely 

traveler.”
29

 

The most iconic instance from Schoenberg’s post-atonal works comes from Act I, 

Scene 1 of Moses und Aron. As Moses confronts the burning bush (“Einziger, ewiger, 

allgegenwärtiger, unsichtbarer und unvorstellbarer Gott!”), the orchestral parts punctuate 

each of Moses’ words in a slow, halting rhythm; this rhythm stops after the Voice from 

the Thornbush stops him with “Lege die Schuhe ab; bist weit genug gegangen” (“Lay 

your shoes aside; you have gone far enough”). Faltering steps are also present as an 

element of tone-painting in A Survivor from Warsaw (mm. 35ff). 

 

Flüchtiger 

 

 A topic that seems specifically to have emerged out of Schoenberg's piano 

textures is what I refer to as the flüchtiger topic, so named because the topic frequently 

occurs with that expressive marking and because its meaning – fleetingly – is suggestive 

                                                 
29 Cherlin 2012, 178. 
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of the meaning of the topic.
30

 The flüchtiger topic is most commonly identified by rapid 

figuration, especially as contrasted with more static or slow-moving elements around it; 

presence in an upper register or the rapid shifting of registers; and irregular rhythms, 

contours, and/or intervals. The expressive association is primarily with evanescence, but 

its meaning can also extend to weakness, frailty, and trembling, as the following 

examples show. 

 It is both structurally and affectively related to the moonlight topic, but with 

several important distinctions.
31

 The flickering, shimmering, and flowing shades of the 

moonlight topic generally use rhythmic ostinati to represent the ongoing presence of the 

moonlight; this kind of stasis is absent in the flüchtiger topic. Whereas the moonlight 

topic uses ostinati that repeat rhythmically and often at the same pitch level (the opening 

of "Mondnacht" from Pierrot Lunaire again serves as a useful example here), the 

flüchtiger topic features a rhythmically irregular surface and/or an outpouring of rapid 

notes that does not repeat. The stasis implied by the moonlight topic is also represented 

by its relative harmonic stasis; in contrast, the quickly changing pitches and harmonic 

rhythm of the flüchtiger topic work against the representation of stasis and instead 

contribute to the sense of evanescence. Instances of the flüchtiger topic generally do not 

feature repeated melodic patterns: While contours or even interval structures may persist, 

the changing pitches and pitch levels and the lack of repetition suggest impermanence. 

                                                 
30 In addition to its use as a musical topic, the idea of impermanence or ephemerality is important 

to Schoenberg’s musical thought more generally. Erwartung represents the most extreme 

example of this. 

31 In what follows, I refer to the characteristics of the moonlight topic as described in Cherlin 

2012, and discussed earlier in this chapter. 
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 As in the case of all topics, the presence, in the early stages, of a text establishes 

the signification between the musical signifier and the cultural signified. In the case of 

the flüchtiger topic, the texted instances primarily occur in Das Buch der hängenden 

Gärten. In most cases, the flüchtiger moments are fleeting gestures, illustrating ideas in 

the text in a manner similar to tone-painting. The following instances, shown in Figure 6-

13, explicitly include "flüchtiger" in some form as an expressive marking: "draus die 

kleinen Bächen klagend eilen" ("from which the little brooks hasten away lamentingly," 

Op. 15/1, m. 16); "Eines Regentropfens Guß" ("the fall of a raindrop," Op. 15/9, mm. 11–

12, repeated in mm. 20–23); and "daß die Bilder immer fliehen, die in schöner Finsternis 

gediehen" ("because the images that flourished in the beautiful darkness always vanish," 

Op. 15/6, m. 16).
32

  

Figure 6-13: Examples of the Flüchtiger topic 

6-13a: Op. 15/1, mm. 16–17 

 
6-13b: Op. 15/9, mm. 11–12 

 
 

                                                 
32 In that last example from Op. 15/6, the flüchtiger gesture could be read as tone-painting for 

"gediehen" instead of "fliehen" ("flourish" instead of "vanish"); even so, the larger context of 

the song highlights the fleetingness of that flourishing. 
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6-13c: Op. 15/6, m. 16 

 
 

 The flüchtiger topic occurs throughout the George-Lieder, though it is not always 

accompanied by that expressive indication. In these cases, the expressive indication is 

absent, but the associative meanings persist. Its use in Op. 15/12, "Wenn sich bei heilger 

Ruh," suggests the actions of the "Wächter, die rasch uns scheiden dürfen" ("the watchers 

who may separate us swiftly," mm. 21–22). In two other instances, the flüchtiger topic 

illustrates its additional valences with frailty and weakness, as a kind of tone-painting 

related to trembling: Op. 15/14 includes "dem Zittern der Libellen in Gewittern" ("the 

trembling of the dragonflies in storms," mm. 7–8) and Op. 15/11 includes "daß wie 

schwache Rohre beide stumm zu beben wir begannen" ("that we both began to tremble 

like weak reeds," mm. 14–16). 

 These gestures culminate in the final song. The ubiquity of this topic in this final 

song would seem to undermine its identity as a topic: the nature of the flüchtiger topic is 

ephemeral and its continued presence throughout a song suggests a steady state. I would 

argue, instead, that its presence throughout the middle section of Op. 15/15, "Wir 

bevölkerten die abendüstern Lauben," is thematically necessitated by the text and its 

topical usage here is the exception that proves the rule. As I have shown, Schoenberg 
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employed the link between the musical signifiers and the themes of evanescence and 

impermanence throughout the cycle. The text of the final song describes the deterioration 

of the garden as a metaphor for the tryst that has ended, specifically depicting the decay 

of the flora of the garden. The relevant passages of the text are italicized in Figure 6-14, 

below. 

Figure 6-14: Text of the final song of the George-Lieder 

phrases suggesting impermanence italicized  

 

Wir bevölkerten die abenddüstern Lauben, We peopled the evening-gloomy arbors 

lichten Tempel, Pfad und Beet freudig bright temples, path and flowerbed joyfully - 

sie mit Lächeln, ich mit Flüstern  she with her smiling, I with whispering - 

nun ist wahr, daß sie für immer geht.  Now it is true that she is going forever. 

Hohe Blumen blassen oder brechen.  Tall flowers pale and break, 

Es erblaßt und bricht der Weiher Glas The glass of the pools grows pale and 

breaks, 

und ich trete fehl im morschen Gras.  And I stumble in decaying grass; 

Palmen mit den spitzen Fingern stechen. Palms jab with their pointy fingers. 

Mürber Blätter zischendes Gewühl  Unseen hands jerkily drive 

jagen ruckweis unsichtbare Hände  The hissing throng of withered leaves 

draußen um des Edens fahle Wände.  Outside around the dun walls of Eden. 

Die Nacht is überwölkt und schwül.  The night is cloudy and sultry. 

 

The flüchtiger gesture emerges after the line "nun ist wahr, daß sie für immer geht" ("now 

it is true that she is going forever"), which aligns with the use of this topic for fleeting 

images. The gesture repeats in its initial upper register (in m. 19) and then transfers to a 

lower register in mm. 19 and 20. As the song progresses, this figure begins to act as a 

melodic motive; however, its presence is not rhythmically predictable and its repetition is 

never exact with regard to pitch or even pitch-class. Between mm. 23 and 28, it is 

transferred between the left and right hands, in various registers, and in various rhythmic 

configurations: Note the further fragmentation in m. 25 especially. This topic is only used 
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in the middle formal section of the final song to underscore the ultimately temporary 

nature of the garden as it decays and withers. 

 Some of Schoenberg's additional uses of the flüchtiger topic in his (texted and 

“absolute”) atonal music are listed in the chart below, Table 6-2.  

Table 6-2: Additional Flüchtiger Passages in the Atonal Works 

with accompanying "flüchtiger" label  without accompanying "flüchtiger" label 

Op. 10/iii m. 2, m. 11   

Op. 11/2 mm. 31–32   Op. 11/2 m. 12 

Op. 15/6 m. 16  Op. 11/3 m. 21 

Op. 15/9 mm. 11–12, 

mm. 20–21 

 Op. 12/1 mm. 63–64 and 

onward 

 

Op. 19/1 m. 8, m. 10  Op. 21/9 mm. 3–4  

 

 “Flüchtig” as an expressive indication occurs earlier in Schoenberg’s work (as in 

5 measures after rehearsal G in the First String Quartet), but it is not thematized as in the 

atonal music. In some cases, this figuration appears related to the tone-painting as in the 

rapid figurations of Op. 2, No. 1 “Erwartung,” discussed previously in the context of 

moonlight and reflection, or in Op. 3, No. 2 “Die Aufgeregten,” in the tone-painting of 

the movement of a butterfly (shown in Figure 6-15). 
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Figure 6-15: Op 3/2, mm. 13–15, piano texture (NB the bracketed gesture in m. 15) 

 

Later examples are more difficult to find, although one such example, again bordering on 

the moonlight topic, can be found in the tenth variation of the Variations on a Recitative 

for Organ, Op. 40, mm. 130–131. 

 

Dysphoric Marches 

 

 An emergent feature of Schoenberg's atonal music is the use of dysphoric 

marches. Some of Schoenberg's earlier works employed simple duple meters with triadic 
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figuration or dotted rhythms (the first theme of the First String Quartet, for example), but 

in his atonal music, many of these marches take on a menacing quality. 

 In part, the somewhat distorted sense of these marches is due to their presence in 

the atonal music at all. The avoidance of cadences, the presence of irregular phrases, 

meters, and hypermeters, and the increase in contrapuntal textures all combine to 

undermine and preclude the unified front presented by traditional march topics. In this 

period of Schoenberg's work, marches do not govern entire pieces but are instead often 

employed as a style, a fragment that emerges and recedes. For example, the opening of 

"Raub" (Example 6.18) features quietly terse rhythms in 4/4; the quite dynamic and 

staccato articulations mirror Pierrot creeping into burial vaults to attempt to steal rubies, 

described in the text. The voice's rhythms feature strong accents and dotted rhythms 

characteristic of marches. The use of the march adds a level of irony to Pierrot's 

dishonorable pursuits. 
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Figure 6-16: "Raub" Op. 21/10, mm. 1–5 

 
 

Additional examples of marches found in Pierrot Lunaire include the clarinet's imitation 

of a trumpet call in m. 19 of "Die Kreuze,” No. 14, and the combination of dotted 

rhythms in the soprano part and homophonic accompaniment in "Galgenlied," No. 12, 

making this a "march to the gallows." 
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 Marches that are exaggerated, ironized, or parodied are discussed briefly by 

Raymond Monelle in The Musical Topic.
33

 In the sense that these marches represent 

distortions of traditional marches, they align with the musical grotesque as discussed by 

both Esti Sheinberg and Julie Brown.
34 

Sheinberg's remarks on the distortion of march 

topics, quoted in Monelle, are worth repeating here:  

If some elements of this topic [the march] are presented in a way that is 

incongruous with its stylistic norms, e.g. by their exaggeration, then not only the 

musical topic of the march will be satirized, but the whole ethics correlated with 

the military . . . will be highlighted in a derogatory light.
35

 

 

The use of martial elements in Pierrot would suggest this stance of parody and irony, 

given the work’s use of both rhetorical elements. 

As two wars ravaged Europe and as Schoenberg was forced out of his country, it 

is not difficult to imagine that the horrifying and destructive powers of war would shade 

his use of the march, a topic with military associations. In the later works, especially, 

these marches, with their attendant military inflections, are marked by frightening 

momentum and unchecked aggression: Examples from A Survivor from Warsaw and Ode 

to Napoleon Buonaparte are easily found. This topic occurs even in Schoenberg’s 

"absolute music," such as the Violin Concerto, which pits the martial orchestra against 

the lyric and soloistic individual violin. The Fourth String Quartet, as noted by Payne, 

begins with a martial first theme; though Payne's analysis does not explicitly mention the 

march, his comments demonstrate an awareness of the march's connotations: "...the 

                                                 
33 Monelle 2006, 175–181. Monelle’s argument makes it clear that Schoenberg is not the only 

twentieth-century composer to use these dysphoric marches. 

34 Esti Sheinberg, Irony, Satire, Parody and the Grotesque in the Music of Shostakovich. 

(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000) and Julie Brown, Bartók and the Grotesque (Aldershot: Ashgate, 

2007). 

35 Esti Sheinberg 2000, 25; quoted in Monelle 2006, 176. 
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present work [the Fourth String Quartet, first movement] opens with an almost too 

aggressive strength. Its bold top line and fierce accompaniment are almost immediately 

checked by the wry second phrase, whose inability to match top line and accompaniment 

denies a smooth passage to the repeat of the opening."
36

 In his analysis, the opening 

march must be both contained and denied repetition. Marches also factor in Moses und 

Aron to underscore the voice of the People. In this context, the march's valence is 

triumph, but with a layer of irony: the group-think created by the People and their need 

for images is destructive to Moses' message, conveyed through Aron.
37

 

 

Traumatic Flooding 

 

 As my analysis of Op. 11/2 demonstrated, the emotional climax of the piece was 

brought about by the simultaneous layering of the fragmentation, transposition, and 

abbreviation of an influential motive. This process is the musical topic identified as 

“traumatic flooding,” which is based on the trope of being overwhelmed discussed by 

Cherlin.
38

 He has demonstrated how certain textures in Pelleas und Melisande are the 

result of the layering of Melisande's motive to create timeless, free-floating textures that 

resist immediate or prolonged apprehension. For example, at rehearsal 2, Melisande's 

motive (refer back to Figure 3-6 from Chapter 3) is performed in stretto, in varying 

transpositions, and with special emphasis on members of the whole-tone scale. The 

                                                 
36 Anthony Payne, Schoenberg (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), 54. 

37 For more on the march of the People, see Cherlin 2007, 273–278. 

38 Though my discussion of this topic primarily focuses on its surface configurations, traumatic 

flooding is related to the trope of being overwhelmed, which can manifest in deeper 

relationships and still contribute to our understanding of the meaning of a piece or passage. 
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overlapping and transposed iterations of Melisande's motive in this passage create a 

"disorienting" effect: "[Made] even more unfathomable by the closeness of the stretti and 

the complexity of the relations among the whole-tone transformations, even the most 

attentive listener can hold onto only a glimmering of Melisande's enigma."
39

  

 Cherlin's analysis of various passages in Moses und Aron demonstrates a similar 

instance of being overwhelmed, in part due to the surface counterpoint as we have been 

discussing here and in part due to the properties of the twelve-tone row which seem to 

purposefully lead to mishearings and misunderstandings. Regarding a partitioning of the 

source row of the opera and of the retrograde of its combinatorial inversion which yield 

almost the same results as a straight transposition, "the attendant listener," Cherlin writes, 

will surely hear the transpositional relationship. As in our abstract example, we 

can reasonably say that without a deeper understanding of the passage, the 

retrograde inversional relationship will elude us ... [The] more difficult perception 

is efficiently blocked by the more ready one.
40

 

 

These issues of complexity and understanding are central to Cherlin's conception of being 

overwhelmed: "Schoenberg mimics being overwhelmed by creating passages of 

structural density, where the listener cannot take it all in. Such passages are used both to 

embody and to portray an overwhelming force."
41

 Though these examples from Pelleas 

und Melisande and Moses und Aron are from before and after Schoenberg's atonal period, 

respectively, Cherlin identifies the trope of being overwhelmed in such works as 

Gurrelieder, the Five Pieces for Orchestra (Op. 16), Erwartung, and Die glückliche 

Hand. Speaking specifically of the Op. 16 pieces, Anthony Payne remarks on the effect 

                                                 
39 Cherlin 2007, 105. 

40 Cherlin 2007, 242. 

41 Cherlin 2007, 295. 
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of the traumatic flooding of the surface counterpoint: "The irregular phrasing of the 

ostinato in the first of the Five Orchestral Pieces, for instance, produces the same effect, 

so that the piling on of parts as the movement progresses provides more than an 

increasing density; rather is there [sic] a growing counterpoint of accents heard and 

unheard."
42

  

 Elaine Sisman's analysis of Mozart's “Jupiter” Symphony suggests that the topic 

of traumatic flooding has precursors earlier than Schoenberg's music. She argues that the 

increased presence of the learned style in the finale of Mozart’s “Jupiter” Symphony is 

suggestive of the sublime in that it cannot be immediately understood; according to 

Sisman, the dense counterpoint is designed to deny easy comprehension. Sisman's 

analysis demonstrates that the traumatic flooding topic is rooted in elements of 

counterpoint, the learned style, and stretto.
43

 In addition, the topic of traumatic flooding 

may have precursors in the leitmotivic technique of Wagner: the various leitmotivs 

layered on top of one another at the end of the Ring emotionally overwhelm the listener 

with their dramatic associations accrued over the course of the cycle.
44

  

 To return to Schoenberg's atonal music, one example of traumatic flooding can be 

found in Op. 11/2, discussed in the previous chapter. This topic can also be used to 

reinforce meanings generated by associated texts. The famous reverse canon found in 

"Der Mondfleck" from Pierrot Lunaire is an example of this; the start of the piece is 

shown in Figure 6-17. The multiple contrapuntal layers found on the surface of the music, 

                                                 
42 Payne 1968, 31. 

43 Elaine R. Sisman, Mozart: The "Jupiter" Symphony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 

1993). 

44 Thanks to Matt Bribitzer-Stull for bringing this comparison to my attention. 
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generated by the canonic writing for the instrumental pairs of piccolo/clarinet and 

violin/cello, are clearly indicated by their opening gestures, but the exact working out of 

two different simultaneous canons which eventually reverse is beyond immediate aural 

comprehension. The spot created by the moonlight is maddening to Pierrot and all-

consuming. 

 
Figure 6-17: “Der Mondfleck,” mm. 1–2, woodwind and string canonic pairs 

 
 

 Similar surface textures can be found in Erwartung, Op. 17, and Herzgewächse, 

Op. 20, in addition to later works such as Moses und Aron and the String Trio, both 

discussed by Cherlin. 

 

Parallel Thirds 

 

 Chromatic parallel thirds occur in two guises in Schoenberg's music. First, they 

may be produced by the combination of a melody and a second, parallel line below, as in 

"Angst und Hoffen," Op. 15/7. Second, these lines may be inner voices, entirely 

independent of the melody, as in the nocturne texture from Op. 11/2 (discussed in 

Chapter 5). In both cases, the structural function of the parallel thirds is to undermine 

tonality using the building blocks of said system: Because our understanding of tonality 
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is built on tertian harmonies, using chromatic parallel major or minor thirds creates 

fleeting images of progression or resolution which are then immediately undermined by 

expanding beyond the diatonic collection.
45

 

 Harmonization in thirds is reminiscent of some traditional tonal textures such as 

the duetto or the melodic style of a barcarolle; the melodic parallelism of "Arie aus dem 

Spiegel von Arcadien" from the Brettl-lieder provides a textbook example of this (Figure 

6-18).
46

 

Figure 6-18: “Arie aus dem Spiegel von Arcadien,” from the Brettl-lieder, mm. 5–8 

 
 

In many of Schoenberg's later, atonal passages, the thirds are chromatic (they extend 

beyond the diatonic collection), parallel (they are often all major thirds or all minor thirds 

though some examples mix qualities or feature respellings as diminished fourths or 

augmented seconds), and, often, descending. In this last characteristic, we may uncover 

associations with piantos or pianto-inflected textures, as in the Cortege motive from 

                                                 
45  Bryan Simms notes Schoenberg’s use of “simultaneous movements in the upper voices” as a 

way that Schoenberg moved toward atonality by expanding diatonic chords (22–23). He also 

notes that the parallel thirds in Op. 11 serve to increase motivic saturation (65), but he does not 

argue that these instances are related nor that thirds hold a special place in this practice. 

Simms, The Atonal Music of Arnold Schoenberg, 1908–1923 (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2000). 

46 See R. Larry Todd's brief discussion of the barcarolle. Todd, ed. Nineteenth Century Piano 

Music (New York: Routledge, 2004), 193. 
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Pelleas und Melisande (discussed in Chapter 3). In addition to providing both vertical, 

harmonic support and horizontal, tonal confusion, then, these parallel thirds may also 

convey the emotional associations of the pianto.
47

 

 Chromatic parallel major thirds were examined in the previous chapter in the 

context of Op. 11/2, but they are a prominent feature of the first piece in that Opus, as 

well. At the reprise of the melody in m. 34 of Op. 11/1 (Figure 6-19), the original melody 

is transposed up a tritone, rhythmically embellished, and accompanied by notes a major 

third below. The addition of the parallel thirds continues intermittently through m. 49. 

Figure 6-19: Op. 11/1, mm. 34–36 

Ordered pitch intervals demonstrate the connection to the melody from m. 1. 

 
 

 The addition of parallel chromatic thirds is not limited to Schoenberg's piano 

textures. This topic is used in Friede auf Erden at the words "o wie viele blut'ge Taten" 

(“O how many bloody deeds”) in mm. 38–39 (Figure 6-20a); when contrasted with the 

diatonic thirds in similar motion at the titular words at rehearsal 2, the anguished nature 

of the parallel chromatic thirds becomes clear (Figure 6-20b). The chromatic parallel 

thirds continue throughout the central part of the piece to express doubt and hesitation: 

Their use in the final cadence before the resolution to tonic (Figure 6-20c) conflates the 

desire for peace with the desire for D major. 

 

                                                 
47 To name an additional early example, the added chromaticism of the parallel thirds in the right 

hand of the piano in mm. 29–35 of "Am Wegrand," Op. 6, No. 6 mirror an increase in the 

speaker's distress. 
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Figure 6-20: Parallel thirds in Friede auf Erden 

 
 

 Chromatic parallel thirds occur in the following atonal works: Op. 11/2, mm. 17–

18; Op 12/1, mm. 20–24; Op. 15/7, "Angst und Hoffen;" Op. 20, throughout; "Nacht" 

from Pierrot, Op. 21, No. 8, as discussed in Chapter 4; and, of course, Schoenberg's 

barcarolle: "Heimfahrt," from Pierrot, Op. 21, No. 20. This melodic doubling becomes 

less common in the twelve-tone works. 

 

Alto Declamation 

 

 Another feature of Schoenberg's atonal music that warrants discussion is his use 

of solo and soloistic melodies to parallel recitative and declamation. According to the 

definition offered by Dickensheets in "The Topical Vocabulary of the Nineteenth 

Century," the declamatory style is "the Recitative Style translated to instrumental music 

and intended to evoke declamation or recitation;" its ties to literature and opera suggest 
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programmatic connections.
48

 It is historically related to recitative, but may or may not 

feature punctuating harmonies. In Schoenberg's instrumental music, these declamations 

are frequently found in the alto register and are inflected by speech rhythms. For 

example, the opening melody of the Second of the Five Orchestral Pieces, Op. 16, shown 

in Figure 6-21, begins with conflicting alto range melodies in which rhythmic repetition 

is scarce; the melodic overlap is eliminated when the cello's line ends. The rhythm 

becomes metrically ambiguous in measure 4 and what slight accompaniment there is does 

not impose a metric frame. 

Figure 6-21: Op 16, No. 2, mm. 1–9 

 
 

 In her work on texture in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century music, Janet 

Levy suggests that these soloistic textures, when contrasted with any other kind of texture 

                                                 
48 Dickensheets, 113–114. Many earlier works on topic theory cite Dickensheets' 2003 article, 

"Nineteenth-Century Topical Analysis: A Lexicon of Romantic Topoi," but since the journal 

(Pendragon Press) was discontinued after that issue, Dickensheets's two-part article was only 

half-published. The newer version, published by the Journal of Musicological Research in 

2012, contains many of the same points but is supplemented by additional sections and an 

analysis of the fourth movement of Brahms's Piano Sonata No. 2 in F# minor, Op. 2. 
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(representing the "group"), represent beginnings. She cites various cultural and religious 

practices in which the utterance of an individual initiates a response from the group.
49

 

The example above, from the Five Orchestral Pieces, demonstrates this initiating 

function. In contrast to this, some of Schoenberg's solo textures effect endings, but the 

valence is not closure so much as abandonment or isolation: The group departs or fades 

out, leaving the individual alone. The melody that emerges in the middle of Op. 19/4, for 

example, emerges out of a chordal texture to constitute to the second formal section and 

is the result of the loss of rhythmic drive and forward momentum of the opening 

measures; see Figure 6-22. 

Figure 6-22: Op. 19/4, mm. 6–9 

 
 

Other examples of alto declamation can be found in the Six Little Piano Pieces: Op. 19/3 

(mm. 7–9) and Op. 19/6, (mm. 7). 

 This topic is not limited to Schoenberg's atonal period. The string unison at the 

start of the third movement of the fourth string quartet, Op. 37, occupies the same range 

                                                 
49 Janet Levy, "Texture as a Sign in Classic and Early Romantic Music," Journal of the American 

Musicological Society 35, no. 3 (Autumn 1982): 482–531. Although Levy's focus in the article 

is on eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century music, many of her arguments make appeals to 

larger cultural trends or thought patterns, potentially suggesting some universal aspects of 

texture in Western art music. Her discussion of solo textures is explicitly limited to a melodic 

line by one individual, in contrast to textures doubled in octaves or to the homophonic solo-

and-accompaniment textures, both of which are also discussed in her article. In my discussion 

of Schoenberg's solo, alto-range, declamatory textures, I am willing to include those instances 

that feature some harmonic support or accompaniment. 
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and register and is similarly characterized by speech inflected rhythms. In this instance, 

Levy's invocation of religious practices as a potential cultural source for the power of the 

solo texture lends support for the reading of this passage as the representation of a Jewish 

cantor.
50

 

 In the Violin Concerto, Schoenberg's use of the solo line echoes the earlier 

practice in that it initiates a beginning: The violin's opening melody, set as a gavotte, is 

immediately answered by the group (relatively speaking: it is not the full orchestra who 

answers but the lower strings). The period structure and the call-and-response of each of 

these phrases are shown in Figure 4-13, illustrates the initiating function of the opening 

solo gesture. The use of the declamatory solo gestures, contrasted by the response of an 

accompanying group, illustrates the traditional concerto dichotomy between the 

individualistic solo instrument, here the violin, and the community, represented by the 

orchestra. 

 

Schoenberg’s Atonal Expressive Genres 

 Using the narrative arcs and interplay of topics in Beethoven’s music, Robert 

Hatten theorized the concept of “expressive genres” – genres not determined by form or 

formal characteristics but by their expressive motivations. Expressive genres “direct a 

wide range of different events and their interpretations, without specifying precise 

outcomes in terms of formal design;” expressive genres provide a frame for the 

                                                 
50 Michael Cherlin suggests just such a reading in “Schoenberg and the tradition of chamber 

music for strings” in The Cambridge Companion to Schoenberg, edited by Jennifer Shaw and 

Joseph Auner (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 50. 
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simultaneous interpretation of topic and form.
51

 Hatten’s idea of expressive genre is 

similar to what Márta Grabócz, in more semiological language, has termed “semantic 

isotopies,” demonstrated through her work on Liszt. Grabócz borrows Greimas’s 

definitions, including the following: “Isotopy is generally understood to be a cluster of 

redundant semantic categories underlying discourse.”
52

 A slightly simpler formulation is 

provided by David Lidov: “a unifying perspective, a semantic universe or sub-

universe.”
53

 The concepts of both Grabócz’s semantic isotopies and Hatten’s expressive 

genres demonstrate that smaller units of meaning cluster in stable formations to create 

larger semantic fields. Discussion of two of Schoenberg’s atonal expressive genres – 

Psychic Fragmentation and Enigmatic Gardens – follows. 

 

Expressive Genre I: Psychic Fragmentation 

 

 Related to the topic of traumatic flooding is the expressive genre of "psychic 

fragmentation," characterized especially by athematicism and the rapid interchange of 

motivic fragments, including a diversity of texture, timbre, instrumentation, dynamic, 

rhythm and metrical stress, and tone. The lack of textural or timbral coherence suggests 

the state of dissociation common to dreams, hallucinations, or hysteria. 

                                                 
51 Hatten 1994, 68–71. 

52 A. J. Greimas, quoted in Márta Grabócz, “Semiological Terminology in Musical Analysis” in 

Musical Semiotics in Growth, edited by Eero Tarasti (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana 

University Press, 1996), 205. 

53 David Lidov, “Musical Semiotics: Science, Letters, or Art? A Theory of Musical Semiotics by 

Eero Tarasti; Morphologie de oeuvres pour piano de Liszt: Influence de programme sur 

l’evolution des forms instrumentals by Márta Grabócz; The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays 

by Raymond Monelle” Review, Intégral 10 (1996), 133. 
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 This expressive genre is epitomized by Erwartung, the one-act drama for soprano 

and orchestra that foregrounds a woman in psychic distress. The text, by Marie 

Pappenheim, leaves open the question of where she is or what she has done (specifically, 

has she murdered her lover?), but the rapid changes on the musical surface and the lack 

of thematic development highlight the discontinuities between musical fragments and 

mirror her frantic and irrational thought process. As Bryan Simms has demonstrated, 

Schoenberg’s edits to Pappenheim’s original text removed any explicit reference to the 

woman’s crime and therefore to narrative and instead highlighted the woman’s disjunct 

emotional states, an emphasis strengthened by the athematic music he composed as 

accompaniment.
54

  

The hysterical aspect of the singer’s texted utterances are further heightened by 

changes in her melodic style: Passages whose texture verges on recitative are juxtaposed 

with more lyric or operatic passages, which may be suddenly interrupted by highly 

angular outbursts, at a higher dynamic level and with greater melodic range, suggesting 

the emotional transformation from quiet restraint to composed grief to outright hysteria. 

 As an aside, this style of vocal writing, requiring radical shifts between material 

in a small range in the low register and material that spans the vocalist's full range and 

especially emphasizes large melodic leaps, forms an important characteristic of 

Expressionism in general and of this topic in particular. As Payne and others have 

articulated, this disjunct vocal melodic writing stems from Wagner's operatic procedures 

                                                 
54 Bryan Simms, “Whose Idea was Erwartung?” in Constructive Dissonance: Arnold Schoenberg 

and the Transformations of Twentieth-Century Culture, edited by Juliane Brand and 

Christopher Hailey (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 100–111. 
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and forms an important feature of Expressionist texture and melodic style.
55

 As a part of 

the psychic fragmentation topic, this gymnastic vocal writing is necessarily juxtaposed 

with passages of more traditional vocal writing. 

 Additionally, rapid shifts are created in instrumentation, register, and figuration, 

and the opposition between stasis and activity is thematized. Time shards, discussed 

below, are a prominent feature of this expressive genre due to their power to quickly and 

effectively suggest a metric frame which is then revealed to be illusory. Numbers 1, 4, 

and 5 of the aphoristic piano pieces of Op. 19 illustrate these stark contrasts of surface 

material.
56

 

 Some passages from late in Pelleas und Melisande illustrate a similar rapid 

alternation of surface textures; in this case, the interplay of musical topics and leitmotivs 

is suggestive of Melisande’s coma-induced dream state.
57

 One related instance of the 

expressive genre of psychic fragmentation in the later works comes from Op. 48. Though 

not as extreme an example as Erwartung, surface differences are highlighted for in 

"Mädchenlied," Op. 48, No. 3. In this song, the rapid changes on the surface of the music 

are used for ironic purpose to poke fun at the fickleness of the text which portrays a 

young girl's despair at life and love. 

 

                                                 
55 Payne 1968, 10–11; see also Leonard Ratner, Music: The Listener's Art (New York: McGraw-

Hill Book Company, 1966), 363–364. 

56 Byron Almén’s analysis of Op. 19, No. 4, and a response by Arnold Whittall, were discussed 

in Chapter Two of the present dissertation. Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 183–186. 

57 See Cherlin 2007, 144–153. 
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Expressive Genre II: Enigmatic Gardens 

 

 The second expressive genre is called the Enigmatic Garden expressive genre. 

The works which feature this constellation of musical signifiers are clear based on their 

texts and titles: Das Buch der hängenden Gärten, Erwartung, and Hergewächse all 

explicitly invoke these mysterious gardens in their texts. Their texts include settings in 

nature and powerful metaphors with the natural landscape and the surrounding flora. The 

varied instrumentation of these three pieces, however, demonstrates the stability of some 

of the musical signifiers of these garden settings. The various topical groups that combine 

to generate the enigmatic garden expressive genre include several of those discussed 

above – celestial light, psychic fragmentation, elemental and flüchtiger topics, and stasis 

– as well as inflections from the pastoral topic more generally. 

 Arnulf Christian Mattes approaches this expressive genre from Schoenberg’s late 

chamber music with his discussion of “sound sheets.” Sound sheets are identified by a 

combination of the following: 

ostinato textures, or small gestures and figures that melt into iridescent sound 

tapestries; transparent sonorities, such as the spherical timbre of bright strings, 

harp, and celesta; the ‘noisiness’ of percussion instruments; the use of circling or 

wave-like melodic contours; ‘distant’ (including literally offstage) sound effects; 

the sense of suspended time; and, not least, associations with images of nature 

such as moonlight, night, sea, crystal, or heaven, and metaphors of motion such as 

flying, hovering, or ascending.
58

 

 

Mattes argues that these textures evoke ethereal and heavenly associations and that 

Schoenberg’s use of them in the later twelve-tone chamber works recalls his use of them 

in pieces from before World War I. Mattes’s discussion of sound sheets includes many of 

                                                 
58 Arnulf Christian Mattes, “Radiant Moments of Remembrance: on Sound Sheets in 

Schoenberg’s Late Chamber Works,” twentieth-century music 6, no. 1 (March 2009): 49. 
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the topics we have discussed: the suspension of time is created by both the moonlight 

topic and time shards, the latter of which also recalls ostinatos; the high-register 

sonorities align with various flüchtiger gestures; and the “noise” effects of harmonics and 

percussion could point toward the moonlight’s celesta or the eerie uses of the “am Steg” 

string sonority. 

 Precursors for this expressive genre before Schoenberg's atonal period rarely 

contain all of the specific elements found in these scenes. For example, the scene by the 

fountain in Pelleas und Melisande in which Melisande loses her ring, includes the 

peaceful garden setting, but until Melisande loses the wedding ring given to her by 

Golaud (leading to his simultaneous and symbolic fall off of his horse), the scene is 

unironically playful. The Eros motive forms the basis for this lilting waltz, scored for 

woodwinds and the chromaticism that is present does not threaten the overarching major 

mode tonality. 

 Like the atonal Enigmatic Gardens, Verklärte Nacht also includes an outdoor 

setting, moonlight, and emotional distress, but the straightforward program of Dehmel's 

poem provides a narrative arc through which the night is transfigured and the woman's 

distress assuaged. Of Schoenberg's earliest works, "Erwartung," Op. 2/1, is perhaps the 

closest example of what becomes the Enigmatic Garden expressive genre. The melodic 

arpeggiations that depict both the shimmering of the moonlight and reflections on the 

water, both described in the text, are articulated by the "color chord"; because this chord 
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"colors" the tonic on either side, the effect of stasis is preserved.
59

 The pentatonic 

elaborations of tonic contribute to the pastoral imagery and the emotional tenor of the 

song is ambiguous. Other instances of garden settings in the early songs, usually 

represented by pastoral elements but which demonstrate the beginning of the Enigmatic 

Garden expressive genre, include "Waldsonne," Op. 2/4; "Traumleben," Op. 6, No. 1; and 

"Alles," Op. 6/2. Following Mattes, later instances of the Enigmatic Garden expressive 

genre, especially as found in the technique of sound sheets, can be found in the Phantasy, 

Op. 47, and the String Trio, Op. 45.
60

 

 

Conclusion 

 

 In addition to the topics and expressive genres listed above, further research will 

likely reveal additional topics in Schoenberg's music. Existing analytical studies suggest 

potential avenues for discovery. For example, Anthony Payne's comments regarding the 

stasis at the background of Op. 16/1 support his belief that stasis is a governing feature of 

Schoenberg's atonal music and is worth quoting at some length. 

[This] unchanging background chord only confirms what we feel about this work 

as a whole [Op. 16/1], namely, that the abandonment of classical tonality has 

plunged music into an essentially static world. Gone is the logic of progression 

through outlying key areas and back to an original tonic, which had given a sense 

of forward motion to the music of the Baroque, Classical, and Romantic eras. The 

apparent motivic drive of some figures is an illusion, since the texture as a whole 

is no longer governed by a system of dissonance and consonance whereby chords 

are resolve and thus keys stated. In a sense, music has turned full circle to share 

                                                 
59 The identification of this chord as the “color chord” and the discussion thereof can be found in 

Walter Frisch, The Early Works of Arnold Schoenberg, 1893–1908 (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1993), 94–98. 

60 Discussion of the use of sound sheets in these pieces and their implications for a “Late Style 

Poetics of Remembrance” can be found in Mattes, 49–60. 
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common ground with Medieval and many Renaissance works, where the 

preparation and resolution of dissonance only added shape by means of tension 

and relaxation to a musical architecture which was static owing to the absence of 

modulation. The nature of such musical processes was, of course, ideally suited to 

the new Expressionist aesthetic of the early twentieth century, dependent as it was 

on motionless dreamscapes which erupted from the confining walls of the 

subconscious. For no matter how frenetic or otherwise the apparent activity, the 

vision remains rooted, unable to escape from obsessional self-regarding.
61

 

 

His comments address large-scale stasis, but cyclical processes on the surface of the 

music can simultaneously evoke the sense of being out(side) of time and of the timeless. 

Cherlin's analysis of the hair-enfolding scene from Pelleas und Melisande demonstrates 

that, in addition to exhibiting the topic of traumatic flooding, is also an instance of 

timelessness.
62

 Likewise, passages in Erwartung, Op. 17, that exhibit slow harmonic and 

surface rhythms create a sense of pause and relative repose. In this regard, the atonal 

musical topic of stasis is related to the earlier operatic topic of recitative: time outside of 

the narrative which reflects the subject's inner state. 

 Cherlin's work with time shards in Schoenberg's music suggests that this, too, 

might function as its own topic. Related to depictions of clockwork, music boxes, and 

other mechanical devices, time shards introduce a stable rhythmic pulse but the effect is 

uncanny: The short duration of these recurring rhythms demonstrates that they are unable 

to sustain the music for prolonged periods of time.
63

 Time shards occur when a pulse-

                                                 
61 Payne, 25. 

62 Michael Cherlin connects the timelessness here to the concept of Eros, particularly as 

expressed by Sappho. For a more detailed discussion of the timelessness of Eros and of this 

passage from Pelleas, consult 125–129. 

63 John Roeder’s work on pulse-streams in Schoenberg’s music represents another conception of 

this issue. Roeder, "Interacting Pulse Streams in Schoenberg's Atonal Polyphony.” Music 

Theory Spectrum 16, no. 2 (Autumn 1994): 231–249. 
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stream "draws attention to itself as a signifier."
64

 They are related to the uncanny, as 

identified by both Cherlin and Klein; in this regard, the "mechanical repetition of musical 

material" suggests both the obsessive and involuntary nature of the repetition, linking the 

uncanny use of time shards to musical representations of both madness and obsession.
65

 

 In addition to discussing the topics found in Schoenberg’s atonal universe, some 

consideration must be given to what is not present. Baroque dance meters, for instance, 

can be found in Schoenberg’s late tonal works and in the twelve-tone works but are 

largely absent from the atonal period. This is likely due to the aphoristic and text- or 

program-based nature of the atonal pieces, in contrast to the longer and/or “absolute” 

pieces of the surrounding periods. In addition, tonal forces as well as the twelve-tone 

method of composition allowed for the creation of larger musical forms in a way that 

Schoenberg’s early use of atonality did not. 

 Additional topics that are not present in Schoenberg’s atonal music include 

straight-forward uses of the pastoral topics. Just as the triadic structures of tonality gave 

way to Schoenberg’s non-triadic construction, the eighteenth-century ideal of an idyllic 

pastoral gave way to the “disingenuous” pastoral of the twentieth-century. As individuals 

become alienated from nature, the promise of Arcadia is revealed to be false. 

 It is not only Schoenberg’s topics that change in this period but also their 

function. Agawu’s influential beginning-middle-end paradigm is bound up with issues of 

tonal syntax: a topic’s presence in a given formal function is related to its tonal clarity 

                                                 
64 Cherlin 2007, 173–229; this definition comes from page 179. 

65 Klein 2005, 87. 
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and formal function. In the atonal works, this relationship between topics, tonal function, 

and formal function is clearly altered; further research along these lines is necessary. 

 

 The potential for uncovering musical topics in Schoenberg's atonal music is only 

limited by our ability to create intertexts.
66

 In this chapter I have drawn primarily on 

compositions from Schoenberg's atonal period, with reference to both earlier and later 

music, as well, but an entirely new topical universe could be developed by comparing 

Schoenberg's work to that of other composers in the same time period. A lexicon of 

musical topics could also be developed for Schoenberg's string quartets, for example, or 

for the solo piano works of the Second Viennese School. One hopes that these lexicons 

will be refined by later in-depth analyses of individual pieces and by historical studies of 

each culturally-constituted topic, but, as I have demonstrated in this chapter, they can 

provide a useful overview for a set repertory or period. 

                                                 
66  Klein uses an intertext to establish the musical signifiers of the uncanny, Klein 2005, 78–95. 
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